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Foreword

I grew up in a time when the Internet was used by computer science stu-

dents using Gopher to browse their course syllabus. We ran private

bulletin-board systems using ANSI text over 2400 baud modems over

fixed phone lines, and transfered news and mailing lists overnight through

USENET. Think of this as an analogy to where we have been with auto-

mation systems and M2M over the past decade. The same incredible

growth of people using the Internet in the 1990s is now being repeated by

things using the Internet in the 2010s.

It is wonderful to see this book published during the peak of the IoT

hype cycle, where most writing is in tweets and blog entries. The deploy-

ment of traditional IP networks, security technology and Web infrastruc-

ture requires a lot of knowledge and skill, and understanding the Internet

of Things requires a similar breadth of knowledge. Today we take that

knowledge for granted because we have trained the world through books

and teaching over several decades. Luckily most of the knowledge we

have gained from building today’s Internet and Web services can be

applied to IoT. There are, however, many aspects of IoT technologies that

are new, including IPv6 over low-power networks, new applications of

TLS security, efficient web transfer protocols and techniques for managing

and using devices through commonly understood data objects.

System and network architects, administrators and software developers

will find this book useful as an overview of IoT architecture and technol-

ogy. At the same time, business and product managers will find the book

useful as an introduction to the market segments, applications and require-

ments as input for a successful IoT product or service. Finally, the technol-

ogy overview is a great starting place to find the information needed to

dive deeper into a particular area, and the architecture overview covers a

wide range of design paradigms. One important point made is that without

trust and security built into IoT technology and systems in a holistic way,

we will not see an Internet of Things, but continue to see silos of things.

The technology is available today to build an Internet of Things where

devices and services can be developed and deployed for the benefit is soci-

ety and industry as a whole. The challenge now is for us to educate

people.

Zach Shelby
Directory of Technology for IoT

ARM Inc.
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Foreword

Taking notice of the IoT � Since the age of 9, when I started program-

ming, I thought computers were cool. At 15, I was hired to hack networks,

catching the attention of some newspapers, and thought networks were

cool. As a Lieutenant in the Air Force at the Pentagon, I was helping build

the Arpanet and still thought networks were cool. In 1996 while helping

design IPv6, I wrote the first implementation of v6 for the PC and in 2001

rewrote it for an 8-bit micro-controller and realized that embedded net-

works were cool. Most recently helping found and grow the IP for Smart

Objects Alliance and now serving as White House Presidential Innovation

Fellow working on Cyber-Physical Systems and the Internet of Things,

I’m seeing everyone take notice of how CPS, the IoT and M2M will

reshape our world and that is really cool.

In 1999 Scott McNealy quipped, “You have zero privacy anyway... Get

over it.” We should not get over it, but instead deal with it. It is critical

that we think about it � privacy � experiment with it and work to get out

in front of the issues rather than play catch up. Books like this one are

important in bringing the concepts and ideas related to this new emerging

smarter world into focus for discussion and debate. According to a recent

survey, the United States now has more Internet connected gadgets, sen-

sors, controllers, phones and light blubs, than the 311 million people that

live in the US. Understanding architectural design trade-offs with the

application to specific implementation scenarios is important if we are to

get this right.

It is fundamentally important that the Internet of Things and these

Machine-to-Machine networks are built using open standard protocols �
especially IP. Jari Arkko, the current IETF Chairman, started describing

“permissionless innovation” whereby new businesses, new systems and

new business models can be created without having to ask permission

from others. Open protocols and open standards set the stage for these

opportunities. When Vint Cerf and others created the Internet, they didn’t

plan for YouTube or Facebook, but their layered network design and

freely available protocols allowed for these types of innovation.

There are quite a few books about the Internet of Things, but few of

them provide an accessible description of a vision for the connected world

and the basic building blocks necessary to bring this vision to reality. But

this book goes beyond those fundamentals to sharing specific examples in

Asset Management, Industrial Automation, the Smart Grid, Commercial

xiii



Building Automation, Smart Cities (a particular favorite since it aligns

with my Presidential Innovation Fellow project � The SmartAmerica

Challenge), and Participatory Sensing. Teasing apart the important nuances

that differentiate each of the application spaces is critical in understanding

how to apply sound design to each. Within each segment are differing

requirements for latency, security, privacy, determinism, throughput and

speed. Understanding these differences is critical for a proper system

design and successful installation and deployment. This book can provide

just such necessary information.

The next generation of devices that will become part of the Internet of

Things will not just sense and report, but will control. Whether is it the

connected vehicle, a building automation system, an agile manufacturing

robot, a thermostat or a door lock, these new connected machines will

have a greater impact on our lives. The protection of the control data and

operating instructions will be critical as we allow greater control and

autonomy so as to ensure our safety and security. Privacy and security “by

design” is imperative and must not be an afterthought.

As we rush toward 2020 and the 50 billion Internet of Things as pre-

dicted by Ericsson, we need to be thoughtful, clue-full and have a plan so

as not to be crushed by the onslaught of device management, privacy con-

cerns and the avalanche of data. It’s been over a decade since Kevin

Ashton first used the term the Internet of Things. Progress has been slo-

wed by the deployment of islands of proprietary protocols and the gateway

required to interconnected them; the proliferation of pseudo-open standard

(but yet proprietary) protocols and yet more gateways required for inter-

connection and the continued quest for new and “better” protocols. We

have the necessary tools at hand. It is the application of sound design and

open standards that will allow us to march into this new era of the con-

nected everything with a confidence that it holds the promise of a safer

and more efficient world and society � it will be awesomely cool.

Geoff Mulligan
Presidential Innovation Fellow

Founder, IPSO Alliance
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PART

I
The Vision for
Moving from M2M
to IoT
Part I of this book provides an overview of the vision and market conditions

for M2M and the move towards IoT. Here we discuss the global context

within which M2M and IoT exist, and the business and technical drivers at

work in both technology and industry. This part provides the basics of the

M2M/IoT-Architecture and the principles behind them, preparing the reader

for Part II, which outlines in detail the architecture for M2M and IoT.



CHAPTER

1Introduction and Book
Structure

CHAPTER OUTLINE
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1.2 Structure of the book............................................................................................5

Part I: The Internet of Things global context ...................................................5
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Chapter 3: M2M to IoT � a market perspective.................................................... 6
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Chapter 5: M2M and IoT technology fundamentals .............................................. 6
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Chapter 14: Smart cities ...................................................................................... 7
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Chapter 16: Conclusion and looking ahead .......................................................... 8

Part IV: Appendices ......................................................................................8

1.1 Introduction
This book provides a thorough and high-level analysis for anyone wishing

to learn about how Machine-to-Machine (M2M) and the Internet of Things

(IoT) are being implemented and deployed in various industries, and also

cities. This chapter provides a brief introduction to the topics covered and

the structure of the book.

The number of “connected devices” (i.e. devices connected to the Internet)

is growing and is expected to continue to grow exponentially as people

3
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increase the numbers of devices they purchase. Worldwide, mobile phone

subscriptions have already exceeded 3 billion. End-users are also starting to

use multiple devices (e.g. iPads, Kindles, mobile handsets, digital TVs, etc.).

In addition, however, millions of new types of devices are emerging that

allow machines to be connected to one another. These devices will communi-

cate and offer services via the Internet, creating a new wave of innovation

from both a technical and societal perspective. This explosive growth is

unprecedented within not just the communications industries, but also the

wider global economy.

This growth in the use of connected devices, M2M, and the IoT is

expected to rapidly disrupt several business sectors in the next 5�10 years

(Figure 1.1).

In addition, the traffic generated for M2M devices is predicted to grow

22-fold from 2011�2016.

In addition to all this, M2M solutions and services have a wider role to

play in the future of our world. The year 2007 was a landmark year for the

world: for the first time in history, more than 50% of the world’s population

was living in cities rather than rural areas (UN-HABITAT, 2011). This

trend sees no signs of reversing. The infrastructure of cities and nations

must therefore adapt accordingly, from roads, lighting, metro/commuter

trains, and pipelines, to name just a few (HM Treasury 2011). Much of this

infrastructure will be instrumented with sensors and actuators for more effi-

cient management, and all these devices associated with infrastructure will

be connected to large-scale data analysis and management systems, the data

of which needs effective capture, analysis, and visualization in order to be

applied effectively in the development of smart, sustainable societies and

cities. In the UK alone, this market represents a significant investment by

both the government and private sector alike. The use of M2M and IoT in

assisting the delivery of economic, social, and environmental outcomes for

nations and regions is rapidly becoming an area of concern for professionals

working in this space (Broadband Commission 2012).

The unprecedented numbers of devices foreseen, in combination with

the vertical nature of many M2M applications, create an interesting set of

barriers to success for anyone wishing to implement a solution based on

these technologies. The deployment and operation costs of traditional tele-

com platforms adapted to handle the traffic load from tens of billions of

additional connected devices would be a prohibitively high investment.

Moreover, due to the specialized nature of the cases where M2M technolo-

gies will be applied, a fragmented ecosystem is emerging in each of the
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solution “silos.” Such industrial dynamics create barriers to entry for indi-

viduals and companies wanting to develop M2M applications or services,

from supporting a mix of diverse devices and billing, to handling settle-

ment and commission across the value chain.

Understanding how corporations and governments should respond to

these changes is therefore a critical need for corporations, cities, and gov-

ernments. The following section outlines the structure of the book as it

covers these issues.

1.2 Structure of the book
Part I: The Internet of Things global context

Part I outlines the global context of M2M and the move towards IoT,

including technology and business drivers.

Government Retail

Healthcare

Utilities

Construction

Transport/
automotive

Education

Security

Consumer goods

Banking/financial
services

Speed of uptake

High

Med

Med High
Disruptive potential of ICT

FIGURE 1.1

M2M disrupts several business sectors.

(Ericsson 2012)
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Chapter 2: M2M to IoT � the vision
Chapter 2 provides an overview of how M2M solutions will move towards

IoT, including the reasons that this is now occurring on the market.

Chapter 3: M2M to IoT � a market perspective
Chapter 3 provides an overview of the market drivers and industrial struc-

tures for the move from M2M to IoT.

Chapter 4: M2M to IoT � an architectural overview
Chapter 4 provides an overview of the architecture for IoT, including the

overall design principles that sit behind the various architectures put for-

ward by different standards bodies.

Part II: Nuts and bolts of M2M and IoT

In Part II, the technology building blocks of M2M and IoT solutions are

presented, as well as the architecture.

Chapter 5: M2M and IoT technology fundamentals
This chapter provides an overview of relevant technologies for building

M2M service solutions with a focus on the technologies that can be

deployed widely, including: Devices and Device Gateways, Data

Management, Business Process Engineering, and Cloud Technologies.

Chapters 6, 7 & 8: IoT architecture
These chapters together investigate how the different technologies intro-

duced in Chapter 5 fit together in overall architectures, with reference to

relevant system-level standards, including ETSI M2M and IoT-A.

Chapter 9: Real-world design constraints
Chapter 9 outlines design constraints that need to be taken into account

when developing real-world technical solutions.

Part III: Implementation examples

Part III covers real-world implementation examples of M2M and IoT

solutions.
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Chapter 10: Asset management
Chapter 10 discusses Asset Monitoring, which enables the remote tracking

and management of inventory in the field. Typically such functionality

involves the collection of the exact location and state of assets at regular

intervals for the purposes of improving the business (e.g. preventing stock-

outs) or reducing risks (e.g. of getting lost).

Chapter 11: Industrial automation
Chapter 11 covers the emerging approach in industrial environments,

which is to create system intelligence by a large population of intelligent,

small, networked, embedded devices at a high level of granularity, as

opposed to the traditional approach of focusing intelligence on a few large

and monolithic applications within industrial solutions.

Chapter 12: The smart grid
Chapter 12 covers the Smart Grid, a revolution currently transforming the

electricity system. Rapid advances in IT are increasingly being integrated

in several infrastructure layers of the electricity grid and its associated

operations. M2M interactions create new capabilities in the monitoring

and management of the electricity grid, and the interaction between its

stakeholders.

Chapter 13: Commercial building automation
Chapter 13 covers commercial buildings and the use of IoT. The purpose

of a building automation systems is typically to reduce energy and mainte-

nance costs, as well as to increase control, comfort, reliability, and ease of

use for maintenance staff and tenants. M2M and IoT are starting to play

an increasingly important role within Commercial Building Automation.

Chapter 14: Smart cities
Chapter 14 covers Smart Cities, an emerging and increasingly important

field of application for IoT. This includes how sensors and associated IoT

systems are being applied and linked to other paradigms (e.g. open data

initiatives).

Chapter 15: Participatory sensing
Chapter 15 covers Participatory Sensing (PS), or Urban, Citizen, or

People-Centric Sensing. This is a form of citizen engagement for the

71.2 Structure of the book



purposes of capturing the city surrounding environment and daily life.

This chapter covers a few examples of such scenarios.

Chapter 16: Conclusion and looking ahead
Chapter 16 provides a brief overview of the future for IoT.

Part IV: Appendices

Part IV lists the abbreviations and references for the book.

8 CHAPTER 1 Introduction and Book Structure



CHAPTER

2M2M to IoT � The Vision

CHAPTER OUTLINE

2.1 Introduction .........................................................................................................9
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2.2.2 M2M communication........................................................................11

2.2.2.1 A typical M2M solution overview ................................................ 12

2.2.2.2 Key application areas................................................................. 13
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2.3 M2M towards IoT � the global context ...............................................................18

2.3.1 Game changers ................................................................................19

2.3.2 General technology and scientific trends.............................................22

2.3.3 Trends in information and communications technologies......................23

2.3.3.1 Capabilities................................................................................ 27

2.3.4 Implications for IoT ..........................................................................30

2.3.5 Barriers and concerns .......................................................................31

2.4 A use case example ...........................................................................................32

2.5 Differing characteristics .....................................................................................36

2.1 Introduction
Our world is on the verge of an amazing transformation; one that will

affect every person, town, company, and thing that forms the basis of our

society and economy. In the same way that the Internet redefined how we

communicate, work, and play, a new revolution is unfurling that will again

challenge us to meet new business demands and embrace the opportunities

of technical evolution. Old and new industries, cities, communities, and

individuals alike will need to adapt, evolve, and help create the new pat-

terns of engagement that our world desperately needs. In response to these

issues, we are moving towards a new era of intelligence � one driven by

rapidly growing technical capabilities.
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M2M and the IoT are two of the technologies that form the basis of the

new world that we will come to inhabit. Anything in the physical realm

that is of interest to observe and control by people, businesses, or organi-

zations will be connected and will offer services via the Internet. The

physical entities can be of any nature, such as buildings, farmland, and

natural resources like air, and even such personal real-world concepts as

my favorite hiking route through the forest or my route to work. This

book covers our world’s transformation towards the IoT, and it is the

authors’ hope that we will inspire solutions and provide a technical frame-

work to some of the world’s most pressing needs � from environmental

change to industrial re-configuration.

2.2 From M2M to IoT
Within this book, we attempt to describe the move from what is today

referred to as Machine-to-Machine communication towards an emerging

paradigm known as the Internet of Things. Quite often these terms are

used interchangeably. This chapter provides definitions of what we mean

by the two terms and sets the stage for the rest of the book by outlining

the global trends, capabilities, and drivers towards IoT.

2.2.1 A brief background

Both M2M and IoT are results of the technological progress over the last

decades, including not just the decreasing costs of semiconductor compo-

nents, but also the spectacular uptake of the Internet Protocol (IP) and the

broad adoption of the Internet. The application opportunities for such solu-

tions are limited only by our imaginations; however, the role that M2M

and IoT will have in industry and broader society is just starting to emerge

for a series of interacting and interlinked reasons.

The Internet has undoubtedly had a profound impact across society and

industries over the past two decades. Starting off as ARPANET connecting

remote computers together, the introduction of the TCP/IP protocol suite,

and later the introduction of services like email and the World Wide Web

(WWW), created a tremendous growth of usage and traffic. In conjunction

with innovations that dramatically reduced the cost of semiconductor tech-

nologies and the subsequent extension of the Internet at a reasonable cost

via mobile networks, billions of people and businesses are now connected
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to the Internet. Quite simply, no industry and no part of society have

remained untouched by this technical revolution.

At the same time that the Internet has been evolving, another technol-

ogy revolution has been unfolding � the use of sensors, electronic tags,

and actuators to digitally identify, observe and control objects in the physi-

cal world. Rapidly decreasing costs of sensors and actuators have meant

that where such components previously cost several Euros each, they are

now a few cents. In addition, these devices, through increases in the

computational capacity of the associated chipsets, are now able to commu-

nicate via fixed and mobile networks. As a result, they are able to

communicate information about the physical world in near real-time across

networks with high bandwidth at low relative cost.

So, while we have seen M2M solutions for quite some time, we are

now entering a period of time where the uptake of both M2M and IoT

solutions will increase dramatically. The reasons for this are three-fold:

1. An increased need for understanding the physical environment in its

various forms, from industrial installations through to public spaces

and consumer demands. These requirements are often driven by

efficiency improvements, sustainability objectives, or improved health

and safety (Singh 2012).

2. The improvement of technology and improved networking capabilities.

3. Reduced costs of components and the ability to more cheaply collect

and analyze the data they produce.

What makes the M2M and IoT markets take off today, therefore, is

needs meeting enabling technologies at the right cost.

The next section takes a closer look at the drivers of M2M towards

IoT.

2.2.2 M2M communication

M2M refers to those solutions that allow communication between devices

of the same type and a specific application, all via wired or wireless com-

munication networks. M2M solutions allow end-users to capture data

about events from assets, such as temperature or inventory levels.

Typically, M2M is deployed to achieve productivity gains, reduce costs,

and increase safety or security. M2M has been applied in many different

scenarios, including the remote monitoring and control of enterprise assets,

or to provide connectivity of remote machine-type devices. Remote moni-

toring and control has generally provided the incentive for industrial appli-

cations, whereas connectivity has been the focus in other enterprise
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scenarios such as connected vending machines or point-of-sales terminals

for online credit card transactions. M2M solutions, however, do not gener-

ally allow for the broad sharing of data or connection of the devices in

question directly to the Internet.

2.2.2.1 A typical M2M solution overview
A typical M2M system solution consists of M2M devices, communication

networks that provide remote connectivity for the devices, service enable-

ment and application logic, and integration of the M2M application into

the business processes provided by an Information Technology (IT) system

of the enterprise, as illustrated below in Figure 2.1.

The M2M system solution is used to remotely monitor and control

enterprise assets of various kinds, and to integrate those assets into the

business processes of the enterprise in question. The asset can be of a

wide range of types (e.g. vehicle, freight container, building, or smart elec-

tricity meter), all depending on the enterprise.

The system components of an M2M solution are as follows:

• M2M Device. This is the M2M device attached to the asset of interest,

and provides sensing and actuation capabilities. The M2M device is

here generalized, as there are a number of different realizations of

these devices, ranging from low-end sensor nodes to high-end complex

devices with multimodal sensing capabilities.

• Network. The purpose of the network is to provide remote connectivity

between the M2M device and the application-side servers. Many

different network types can be used, and include both Wide Area

Networks (WANs) and Local Area Networks (LANs), sometimes also

referred to as Capillary Networks or M2M Area Networks. Examples

of WANs are public cellular mobile networks, fixed private networks,

or even satellite links.

• M2M Service Enablement. Within the generalized system solution

outlined above, the concept of a separate service enablement

component is also introduced. This component provides generic

M2M system solution

Asset
M2M

Device
Service

enablement Application
Enterprise
processes

Sensing

Actuation
Network

FIGURE 2.1

A generic M2M system solution.
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functionality that is common across a number of different applications.

Its primary purpose is to reduce cost for implementation and ease of

application development. As we will see later and in Chapter 6, the

emergence of service enablement as a separate system component is a

clear trend.

• M2M Application. The application component of the solution is a

realization of the highly specific monitor and control process. The

application is further integrated into the overall business process

system of the enterprise. The process of remotely monitoring and

controlling assets can be of many different types, for instance, remote

car diagnostics or electricity meter data management.

2.2.2.2 Key application areas
Existing M2M solutions cover numerous industry sectors and application

scenarios. Various predictions have been made by analyst firms that pro-

vide market information such as key applications, value chains, and mar-

ket actors, as well as market sizes (including forecasts) (ABI 2012, Berg

2013). A selected summary of main cellular M2M application markets is

provided in Figure 2.2, and the figures are estimates of deployed numbers

of corresponding M2M devices in the years 2012 and 2016, respectively.

The largest segment is currently Telematics for cars and vehicles.

Typical applications include navigation, remote vehicle diagnostics,

TELEMATICS

FLEET MANAGEMENT SECURITY ATM / POINT OF SALES

Vehicles can be managed
and tracked through the path
they go.

Connectivity used for home
and small business security
alarms.

ATM and POS devices are
connected to a centralized
secure environment.

METERING REMOTE MONITORING

Connected cars used for Meters to report Sensors connected to assets
are tracked and monitored in
real-time.

consumption, mainly
electricity.

safety and security, services
and infotainment.

40 M

2012 2016

140 M

15 M

2012 2016

26 M 14 M

2012 2016

37 M 9 M

2012 2016

17 M

33 M

2012 2016

71 M
25 M

2012 2016

49 M1 2 3

FIGURE 2.2

Summarized cellular M2M market situation.

(Courtesy of Ericsson)
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pay-as-you-drive insurance schemes, road charging, and stolen vehicle

recovery.

Metering applications, meanwhile, include primarily remote meter

management and data collection for energy consumption in the electricity

utility sector, but also for gas and water consumption.

Remote monitoring is more generalized monitoring of assets, and

includes remote patient monitoring as one prime example.

Fleet management includes a number of different applications, like

data logging, goods and vehicle positioning, and security of valuable or

hazardous goods.

Security applications are mainly those related to home alarms and small

business surveillance solutions. The final market segment is Automated
Teller Machines (ATM) and Point of Sales (POS) terminals.

2.2.3 IoT

The IoT is a widely used term for a set of technologies, systems, and

design principles associated with the emerging wave of Internet-connected

things that are based on the physical environment. In many respects, it can

initially look the same as M2M communication � connecting sensors and

other devices to Information and Communication Technology (ICT) sys-

tems via wired or wireless networks.

In contrast to M2M, however, IoT also refers to the connection of such

systems and sensors to the broader Internet, as well as the use of general

Internet technologies. In the longer term, it is envisaged that an IoT eco-

system will emerge not dissimilar to today’s Internet, allowing things and

real world objects to connect, communicate, and interact with one another

in the same way humans do via the web today. Increased understanding of

the complexity of the systems in question, economies of scale, and methods

for ensuring interoperability, in conjunction with key business drivers and

governance structures across value chains, will create wide-scale adoption

and deployment of IoT solutions. We cover this in more detail in Chapter 3.

No longer will the Internet be only about people, media, and content,

but it will also include all real-world assets as intelligent creatures

exchanging information, interacting with people, supporting business pro-

cesses of enterprises, and creating knowledge (Figure 2.3). The IoT is not

a new Internet, it is an extension to the existing Internet.

IoT is about the technology, the remote monitoring, and control, and also

about where these technologies are applied. IoT can have a focus on the open

innovative promises of the technologies at play, and also on advanced and

complex processing inside very confined and close environments such as
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industrial automation. When employing IoT technologies in more closed

environments, an alternative interpretation of IoT could then be “Intranet of

Things.”

Visions put forward (e.g. SENSEI 2013) have included notions like a

global open fabric of sensor and actuator services that integrate numerous

Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) deployments and provide different levels

of aggregated sensor and actuator services in an open manner for applica-

tion innovation and for use in not only pure monitor and control type of

applications, but also to augment or enrich other types of services with

contextual information. IoT applications will not only rely on data and ser-

vices from sensor and actuators alone. Equally important is the blend-in of

other information sources that have relevance from the viewpoint of the

physical world. These can be data from Geographic Information Systems

(GIS) like road databases and weather forecasting systems, and can be of

both a static nature and real-time nature. Even information extracted from

social media like Twitter feeds or Facebook status updates that relate to

real world observations can be fed into the same IoT system. An example

is in the EU FP7 project (CityPulse 2013), and this is also further

described in Chapter 15, which is on Participatory Sensing (PS).

Utility

Transport

Applications

Smart City

Automotive
Health

Agriculture

Application enablement

Internet connectivity

Devices

VehiclesPeople Industrial SpacesResourcesBuildings Assets

FIGURE 2.3

An IoT.
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Looking towards the applications and services in the IoT, we see that

the application opportunities are open-ended, and only imagination will set

the limit of what is achievable. Starting from typical M2M applications,

one can see application domains emerging that are driven from very

diverse needs from across industry, society, and people, and can be of

both local interest and global interest. Applications can focus on safety,

convenience, or cost reduction, optimizing business processes, or fulfilling

various requirements on sustainability and assisted living. Listing all possi-

ble application segments is futile, as is providing a ranking of the most

important ones. We can point to examples of emerging application

domains that are driven by different trends and interests (Figure 2.4). As

can be seen, they are very diverse and can include applications like urban

agriculture, robots and food safety tracing, and we will give brief explana-

tions of what these three examples might look like.

Urban Agriculture. Already today, more than 50% of the world’s pop-

ulation lives in urban areas and cities. The increased attention on sustain-

able living includes reducing transportation, and in the case of food

production, reducing the needs for pesticides. The prospect of producing

food at the place where it is consumed (i.e. in urban areas) is a promising

Automotive
Transport

Retail
Banking

Consumer
electronics

InfrastructuresEnvironmental

Utilities Smart CitiesHealth
Well-being

AgricultureProcess
industries
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FIGURE 2.4

Emerging IoT applications.
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example. By using IoT technologies, urban agriculture could be highly

optimized. Sensors and actuators can monitor and control the plant envi-

ronment and tailor the conditions according to the needs of the specific

specimen. Water supply through a combination of rain collection and

remote feeds can be combined on demand. City or urban districts can have

separate infrastructures for the provisioning of different fertilizers.

Drainage can be provided so as not to spoil crops growing on facades and

rooftops of buildings, as well as to take care of any recyclable nutrients.

Weather and light can be monitored, and necessary blinds that can shield

and protect, as well as create greenhouse microclimates, can be automati-

cally controlled. Fresh air generated by plants can be collected and fed

into buildings, and tanks of algae that consume waste can generate

fertilizers. A vision of urban agriculture is to be a self-sustaining system.

Urban agriculture can be a mix of highly industrialized deployments with

vertical greenhouses (Plantagon 2013), and collective efforts by indivi-

duals in apartments by the use of more do-it-yourself style equipment

(Bitponics 2013).

Robots. The mining industry is undergoing a change for the future.

Production rates must be increased, cost per produced unit decreased, and

the lifetime of mines and sites must be prolonged. In addition, human

workforce safety must be higher, with fewer or no accidents, and environ-

mental impact must be decreased by reducing energy consumption and

carbon emissions. The mining industry answer to this is to turn each mine

into a fully automated and controlled operation. The process chain of

the mine involving blasting, crushing, grinding, and ore processing will be

highly automated and interconnected. The heavy machinery used will

be remotely controlled and monitored, mine sites will be connected, and

shafts monitored in terms of air and gases. As up to 50% of energy con-

sumption in a mine can come from ventilation, energy savings can be

done by very precise ventilation where the diesel vehicles are operating,

and sensors in the mine can provide information about the location of the

machines. The trend is also that local control rooms will be replaced by

larger control rooms at the corporate headquarters. Sensors and actuators

to remotely control both the sites and the massive robots in terms of min-

ing machines for drilling, haulage, and processing are the instruments to

make this happen. Companies like Rio Tinto (2012) with their Mine of the

Future program, as well as ABB (2013), drive this development.

Food Safety. After several outbreaks of food-related illnesses in the

U.S., the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (USFDA) created its Food

Safety and Modernization Act (FSMA 2011). The main objective with
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FSMA is to ensure that the U.S. food supply is safe. Similar food safety

objectives have also been declared by the European Union and the

Chinese authorities. These objectives will have an impact across the entire

food supply chain, from the farm to the table, and require a number of

actors to integrate various parts of their businesses. From the monitoring

of farming conditions for plant and animal health, registration of the use

of pesticides and animal food, the logistics chain to monitor environmental

conditions as produce is being transported, and retailers handling of

food � all will be connected. Sensors will provide the necessary monitor-

ing capabilities, and tags like radio frequency identification (RFID) will

be used to identify the items so they can be tracked and traced throughout

the supply chain. The origin of food can also be completely transparent to

the consumers.

As can be seen by these very few examples, IoT can target very point

and closed domain-oriented applications, as well as very open and innova-

tion driven applications. Applications can stretch across an entire value

chain and provide lifecycle perspectives. Applications can be for business-

to-business (B2B) as well as for business-to-consumer (B2C), and can be

complex and involve numerous actors, as well as large sets of heteroge-

neous data sources.

We will progress to see how IoT is driven by a set of diverse needs,

and how based on those needs, one can arrive at a set of different needed,

recurring capabilities. We will also see how different technologies emerge

that will enable building IoT, as well as a generalized model, or architec-

ture, for how to build different target IoT solutions.

2.3 M2M towards IoT � the global context
M2M solutions have been around for decades and are quite common in

many different scenarios. While the need to remotely monitor and control

assets � personal, enterprise or other � is not new, a number of concur-

rent things are now converging to create drivers for change not just within

the technology industry, but within the wider global economy and society.

Our planet is facing massive challenges � environmental, social, and eco-

nomic. The changes that humanity needs to deal with in the coming dec-

ades are unprecedented, not because similar things have not happened

before during our common history on this planet, but because many of

them are happening at the same time. From constraints on natural
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resources to a reconfiguration of the world’s economy, many people are

looking to technology to assist with these issues.

Essentially, therefore, a set of megatrends are combining to create

needs and capabilities, which in turn produce a set of IoT Technology and

Business Drivers. This is illustrated in Figure 2.5.

A megatrend is a pattern or trend that will have a fundamental and global

impact on society at a macro level over several generations. It is something

that will have a significant impact on the world in the foreseeable future.

We here imply both game changers as challenges, as well as technology and

science to meet these challenges. A full description of megatrends is beyond

the scope of this book, and interested readers are directed to the many

excellent books and reports available on this topic, including publications

from the National Intelligence Council (NIC 2012), European Internet

Foundation (EIF 2009), Frost & Sullivan (Singh 2012), and McKinsey

(McKinsey 2013). In the following section, we focus on the megatrends that

have implications for IoT. For the sake of simplicity, we also provide

Table 2.1 as a summary of the main game changers, technology and science

trends, capabilities, and implications for IoT.

2.3.1 Game changers

The game changers come from a set of social, economic, and environmen-

tal shifts that create pressure for solutions to address issues and problems,

but also opportunities to reformulate the manner in which our world faces

them. There is an extremely strong emerging demand for monitoring, con-

trolling, and understanding the physical world, and the game changers are

working in conjunction with technological and scientific advances. The

transition from M2M towards IoT is one of the key facets of the technol-

ogy evolution required to face these challenges. We outline some of these

Global
Gamechangers

Required and
Enabling

Capabilities

IoT
Technology

IoT
Business

Technology and
Science

Megatrends Implications

FIGURE 2.5

Megatrends, capabilities, and implications.
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Table 2.1 A Summary of Megatrends, Capabilities, and IoT Implications
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more globally significant game changers below, and their relationship to

IoT:

• Natural Resource Constraints. The world needs to increasingly do

more with less, from raw materials to energy, water or food, the

growing global population and associated economic growth demands

put increasing constraints on the use of resources. The use of IoT to

increase yields, improve productivity, and decrease loss across global

supply chains is therefore escalating.

• Economic Shifts. The overall economy is in a state of flux as it moves

from the post-industrial era to a digital economy. One example of this

is found in the move from product-oriented to service-oriented

economies. This implies a lifetime responsibility of the product used in

the service offering, and will in many cases require the products to be

connected and contain embedded technologies for gathering data and

information. At the same time, there are fluctuations in global

economic leadership. Economies across the globe must handle the

evolving nature of these forces. As technology becomes increasingly

embedded and more tasks automated, countries need to manage this

shift and ensure that M2M and IoT also create new jobs and industries.

• Changing Demographics. With increased prosperity, there will be a

shift in the demographic structures around the world. Many countries

will need to deal with an aging population without increasing economic

expenditure. As a result, IoT will need to be used, for example, to help

provide assisted living and reduce costs in healthcare and emerging

“wellcare” systems.

• Socioeconomic Expectations. The global emerging middle class

results in increasing expectations on well-being and Corporate Social

Responsibility. Lifestyle and convenience will be increasingly enabled

by technology as the same disruption and efficiency practices evident

in industries will be applied within people’s lives and homes as well.

• Climate Change and Environmental Impacts. The impact of human

activities on the environment and climate has been long debated, but is

now in essence scientifically proven. Technology, including IoT, will

need to be applied to aggressively reduce the impact of human activity

on the earth’s systems.

• Safety and Security. Public safety and national security becomes more

urgent as society becomes more advanced, but also more vulnerable.

This has to do both with reducing fatalities and health as well as crime

prevention, and different technologies can address a number of the

issues at hand.
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• Urbanization. We see the dramatic increase in urban populations and

discussions about megacities. Urbanization creates an entirely new

level of demands on city infrastructures in order to support increasing

urban populations. IoT technologies will play a central role in the

optimization for citizens and enterprises within the urban realm, as well

as providing increased support for decision-makers in cities.

2.3.2 General technology and scientific trends

Technological and scientific advances and breakthroughs are occurring

across a number of disciplines at an increasing pace. Below is a brief

description of the science and technology advances that have a direct rele-

vance to IoT. The trends in the ICT sector are described separately in the

subsequent section, as it is central for this book.

Material Science has a large impact across a vast range of industries,

from pharmaceutical and cosmetics to electronics. MicroElectroMechanical

Systems (MEMS) can be used to build advanced micro-sized sensors like

accelerometers and gyroscopes. Emerging flexible and printable electronics

will enable a new range of innovations for embedding technology in the real

world. New materials provide different methods to develop and manufacture

a large range of different sensors and actuators, as well being used in applica-

tions for environmental control, water purification, etc. Additionally, we will

see other innovative uses such as smart textiles that will provide the capabil-

ity to produce the next generation of wearable technologies. From an IoT

perspective, these advances in material science will see an increasing range

of applications and also a broader definition of what is meant by a sensor.

Complex and Advanced Machinery refers to tools that are autono-

mous or semi-autonomous. Today they are used in a number of different

industries; for example, robots and very advanced machinery is used in

different harsh environments, such as deep-sea exploration, or in the min-

ing industry in solutions such as Rio Tinto’s Mine of the Futuret (Rio

Tinto 2012). Advanced machines have many modalities, and operate with

a combination of local autonomous capabilities as well as remote control.

Sensing and actuation are key technologies, and local monitor-control

loops for routine tasks are required in addition to reliable communications

for remote operations. Often such solutions require real-time characteris-

tics. These systems will continue to evolve and automate tasks today per-

formed by humans � even self-driving cars have started to make

headlines thanks to Google.
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Energy Production and Storage is relevant to IoT for two reasons.

Firstly, it relates to the global interest of securing the availability of elec-

tricity while reducing climate and environmental impacts. Smart Grids, for

example, imply micro-generation of electricity using affordable photovol-

taic panels. In addition, smart grids also require new types of energy stor-

age, both for the grid itself and for emerging technologies such as Electric

Vehicles (EVs) that rely on increasingly efficient battery technologies.

Secondly, powering embedded devices in Wireless Sensor Networks

(WSNs) will increasingly rely on different energy harvesting technologies

and also rely on new miniaturized battery technologies and ultra capaci-

tors. As these technologies improve, IoT will be applicable in a broad

range of scenarios that need long battery life.

2.3.3 Trends in information and communications technologies

While significant advances in the fields of Material Science, Advanced

and Complex Machinery, and Energy Production and Storage will have an

impact on IoT, first and foremost, ICT advances will drive the manner in

which these solutions are provided as they are the core enabling factors

behind M2M and IoT. Ever since the development of integrated circuits

during the late 1950s and early 1960s, these technologies have had an

increasing impact on enterprises and society. The increasing rates of

change have led to a situation where it is now cheap enough to “sensor the

planet.”

Today, sensors, actuators, and tags function as the digital interfaces
to the physical world. Small-scale and cheap sensors and actuators provide

the bridge between the physical realm and ICT systems. Tags using tech-

nologies such as RFID provide the means to put electronic identities on

any object, and can be cheaply produced.

Embedded processing is evolving, not only towards higher capabilities

and processing speeds, but also extending towards the smallest of applica-

tions. There is a growing market for small-scale embedded processing such

as 8-, 16-, and 32-bit microcontrollers with on-chip RAM and flash memory,

I/O capabilities, and networking interfaces such as IEEE 802.15.4 that are

integrated on tiny System-on-a-Chip (SoC) solutions. These enable very con-

strained devices with a small footprint of a few mm2 and very low power

consumption (in the milli- to micro-Watt range), yet are still capable of host-

ing an entire TCP/IP stack including a small web server.

Instant access to the Internet is available virtually everywhere today,

mainly thanks to wireless and cellular technologies and the rapid
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deployment of cellular 3G and 4G or Long Term Evolution (LTE) systems

on a global scale. These systems provide ubiquitous and relatively cheap

connectivity with the right characteristics for many applications, including

low latency and the capacity to handle large amounts of data with high

reliability. Existing technologies can be further complemented with last-

hop technologies such as IEEE 802.15.4, Bluetooth Low Energy, and

Power Line Communication (PLC) solutions to reach even the most cost-

sensitive deployments and tiniest devices. Technologies like 6LoWPAN

allow IP connectivity to be provided end-to-end, stretching into the capillary

network domain, and legacy and proprietary protocols like ZigBee PRO can

be avoided with the benefit of IP and the web anywhere. 3GPP are also

extending LTE towards the lower end of the scale, providing very low power

extensions targeting specific IoT applications, also for more constrained

devices. Network access technologies are further described in Section 5.2.

Software architectures have undergone several evolutions over the

past decades, in particular with the increasing dominance of the web para-

digm. A description of the evolution of software is beyond the scope of

this book; here we instead look at those angles of software that are critical

for successful IoT solutions. From a simplistic perspective, we can view

software development techniques from what were originally closed envir-

onments towards platforms, where Open APIs provide a simple mecha-

nism for developers to access the functionality of the platform in question

(e.g. Microsoft Windows). Over time, these platforms, due to the increas-

ing use and power of the Internet, have become open platforms � ones

that do not depend on certain programming languages or lock-in between

platform developers and platform owners.

Software development has started applying the web paradigm and
using a service-oriented approach (SOA). By extending the web para-

digm to IoT devices, they can become a natural component of building

any application and facilitate an easy integration of IoT device services

into any enterprise system that is based on the SOA (e.g. that uses web

services or RESTful interfaces). IoT applications can then become technol-

ogy and programming language independent. This will help boost the IoT

application development market. A key component in establishing the

application development market is Open APIs.

Open APIs, in the same way that they have been critical to the devel-

opment of the web, will be just as important to the creation of a successful

IoT market, and we can already see developments in this space. Put sim-

ply, Open APIs relate to a common need to create a market between many

companies, as is the case in the IoT market. Open APIs permit the creation
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of a fluid industrial platform, allowing components to be combined

together in multiple different ways by multiple developers with little to no

interaction with those who developed the platform, or installed the

devices. As we will discuss in more detail in Chapter 3, it is impossible

for one company to guess what will be successful or liked by all of the

customer segments associated with IoT. Open APIs are the market’s

response to this uncertainty; choice of how to combine components is left

to developers who are able to merely pick up the technical description and

combine them together.

Without Open APIs, a developer would need to create contracts with

several different companies in order to get access to the correct data to

develop the application. The transaction costs associated with establishing

such a service would be prohibitively expensive for most small develop-

ment companies; they would need to establish contracts with each com-

pany for the data required, and spend time and money on legal fees and

business development with each individual company. Open APIs remove

the need to create such contracts, allowing companies to establish

“contracts” for sharing small amounts of data with one another and with

developers dynamically, without legal teams, without negotiating con-

tracts, and without even meeting one another. Open APIs therefore reduce

the transaction costs associated with establishing a new market boundary

(Mulligan 2011), mitigating the risk of development and help to establish

a market for innovative capacity, which encourages creativity and applica-

tion development.

Meanwhile, within ICT, virtualization has many different facets and

has gained a lot of attention in the past few years, even though it has been

around for a rather long time. The cloud computing paradigm, with dif-

ferent as a Service models, is one of the greatest aspects of the evolution

of ICT for IoT as it allows virtualized and independent execution environ-

ments for multiple applications to reside in isolation on the same hardware

platform, and usually in large data centers.

Cloud computing allows elasticity in deployment of services and

enables reaching long-tail applications in a viable fashion. It can be used

to avoid in-house installations of server farms and associated dedicated IT

service operations staff inside companies, thus enabling them to focus on

their core business. Cloud computing also has the benefit of easing differ-

ent businesses to interconnect if they are executing on the same platform.

Handling of, for example, Service Level Agreements (SLAs) is easily

facilitated with a high degree of control in a common virtualized environ-

ment. Cloud computing is also a key enabler when moving from a
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product-oriented offering to a service-oriented offering due to elasticity

permitting companies to “pay-as-you-grow.”

Closely related to the topic of data centers, data processing and intel-
ligent software will have an increasing role to play in IoT solutions.

A popular concept now is big data, which refers to the increasing number

and size of data sets that are available for companies and individuals to

collect and perform analysis on. Built on large-scale computing, data stor-

age, in-memory processing, and analytics, big data is intended to find

insights in the massive data sets produced. Naturally, these technologies

are therefore key enablers for IoT, as they allow the collation and aggrega-

tion of the massive datasets that devices and sensors are likely to produce.

IoT is unique in comparison to other big data applications such as social

media analysis, however, in that even the smallest piece of data can be criti-

cal. Take, for example, a sensor solution implemented to ensure that a large-

scale engineering project does not cause subsidence in a residential area

while drilling a tunnel beneath the ground. The data collected from a vast

quantity of sensors will help with the overall management of the project and

ensure the health and safety of those working on it during the several months

that it is ongoing. It might only be a tiny piece of data from one sensor, how-

ever, that indicates a shift due to tunneling that may mean the collapse of a

building on the surface. Whereas the aggregation of the data from all sensors

can be usefully analyzed at intervals, the data related to subsidence and possi-

ble collapse of a building is critical and required in real-time.

Therefore, IoT data typically also involves numerous and very different

and heterogeneous sources, but also numerous and very different usages of

the data. The analysis of IoT data may therefore be viewed as a complex

set of interactions related to time (i.e. when the data is received) and rele-

vance (i.e. the overall relevance of the piece of data to the question in

hand). Managing these interactions is critical to the success of IoT

solutions.

Decision support or even decision-making systems will therefore

become very important in different application domains for IoT, as will

the set of tools required to process data, aggregate information, and create

knowledge. Knowledge representation across domains and heterogeneous

systems are also important, as are semantics and linked-data. As a result,

we can expect to see an increased usage of cognitive technologies and

self-learning systems.

A fundamental addition to the data aspect of IoT is the dimension

represented by actionable services as realized by actuators. There is a

duality in sensing and actuation in terms of fusion and aggregation. Where
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data analytics is employed to find insights basically by aggregation, one

can consider complex multimodal actuation services that need to be

resolved down to the level of individual atomic actuation tasks. IoT also

calls for intelligence in the form of closed control loops of sensing and

actuation, which can be simple or very complex. This duality and the

closed control aspect will put new requirements on technologies that

stretch the boundaries from what can be achieved based on data-only ori-

ented technologies used in the prevalent approach to “big data.”

As is illustrated in this chapter, the IoT market holds incredible promise

for solving big problems for industry, society, and even individuals. One

key thing to note, however, is the tremendous complexity that such sys-

tems need to handle in order to function efficiently and effectively.

Partnerships and alliances are therefore critical � no one company will be

able to produce all the technology and software required to deliver IoT

solutions. Moreover, no one company will be able to house the innovative

capacity required to develop new solutions for this market. IoT solutions

bring together devices, networks, applications, software platforms, cloud

computing platforms, business processing systems, knowledge manage-

ment, visualization, and advanced data analysis techniques. This is quite

simply not possible at scale without significant levels of system integra-
tion and standards development.

This section discussed the global megatrends associated with technol-

ogy and society. The following section contains a discussion of the capa-

bilities that are required and delivered due to the IoT.

2.3.3.1 Capabilities
As illustrated in previous sections, there are several recurring characteris-

tics of ICT required to develop IoT solutions. These capabilities address

several aspects such as cost efficiency, effectiveness and convenience;

being lean and reducing environmental impact; encouraging innovation;

and in general applying technology to create more intelligent systems,

enterprises, and societies. The aforementioned ICT developments provide

us with a rich toolbox to address these different aspects in general, and as

part of that, IoT in particular. In the following sections we outline how

these required capabilities, driven by global megatrends, can be met

through the use of the enabling technologies.

While M2M today targets specific problems with tailored, siloed solu-

tions, it is clear that emerging IoT applications will address the much

more complex scenarios of large-scale distributed monitor and control

applications. IoT systems are multimodal in terms of sensing and control,
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complex in management, and distributed across large geographical areas.

For example, the new requirements on Smart Grids involve end-to-end

management of energy production, distribution, and consumption, taking

into consideration needs from Demand Response, micro-generation,

energy storage, and load balancing. Industrialized agriculture involving

automated irrigation, fertilization, and climate control is another example.

We see clearly here heterogeneity across sensor data types, actuation ser-

vices, underlying communication systems, and the need to apply intelli-

gent software to reach various Key Performance Indicators (KPI).

Take, for example, Smart City solutions: here there is a clear need for

integration of multiple disparate infrastructures such as utilities, including

district heating and cooling, water, waste, and energy, as well as transpor-

tation such as road and rail. Each of these infrastructures has multiple sta-

keholders and separate ownership even though they operate in the same

physical spaces of buildings, road networks, and so on. The optimization

of entire cities requires the opening up of data and information, business

processes, and services at different levels of the disjoint silos, creating a

common fabric of services and data relating to the different infrastructures.

This integration of multiple infrastructures will drive the need for a hori-

zontal approach at the various levels of the system, for instance, at the

resource level where data and information is captured by devices, via the

information level, up to the knowledge and decision level. We cover these

issues in more detail in Chapter 14: Smart Cities.

Meanwhile, advanced remotely operated machinery, such as drilling

equipment in mines or deep sea exploration vessels, will require real-time

control of complex operations, including various degrees of autonomous

control systems. This places new requirements on the execution of distrib-

uted application software and real-time characteristics on both the network

itself, as well as a need for flexibility in where application logic is

executed.

IoT will allow more assets of enterprises and organizations to be con-

nected, thus allowing a tighter and more prompt integration of the assets

into business processes and expert systems. Simple machines can be used

in a more controlled and intelligent manner, often called “Smart Objects.”

These connected assets will generate more data and information, and will

expose more service capabilities to ICT systems. Managing the complexity

of information and services becomes a growing barrier for the workforce,

and places a high focus on using analytics tools of various kinds to gain

insights. These insights, combined with domain-specific knowledge, can
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help the decision process of humans as individuals or professionals via

decision support systems and visualization software.

As society operations involve a large number of actors taking on differ-

ent roles in providing services, and as enterprises and industries increas-

ingly rely on efficient operations across ecosystems, cross value chain and

value system integration is a growing need. This requires technologies and

business mechanisms that enable operations and information sharing

across supply chains. Even industry segments that have been entirely

unconnected will connect due to new needs; an example is the introduction

of EVs. EVs are enabled by the new battery and energy storage technolo-

gies, but also require three separate elements to be connected � cars, road

infrastructure via charging poles, and the electricity grid. In addition, there

are new charging requirements that are created by the use of EVs that

need new means for billing, and in turn placing new requirements on the

electricity grid itself.

These sorts of collaboration scenarios will become increasingly impor-

tant as industries, individuals, and government organizations work together

to solve complex problems involving multiple stakeholders. This places an

emphasis on the openness and exposure of services and information at dif-

ferent levels. What is important is to be able to share information and ser-

vices across organizations in the horizontal dimension, as well as being

able to aggregate and combine services and information to reach higher

degrees of refinement and values in the vertical dimension. The open and

collaborative nature of IoT means methods are required to publish and dis-

cover data and services, as well as means to achieve semantic interopera-

bility, but also that care needs to be given to trust, security, and privacy. It

also dramatically increases the required capability of system integration

and the management of large-scale complex systems across multiple stake-

holders and multiple organizational boundaries.

As we come to increasingly rely on ICT solutions to monitor and control

assets, physical properties of the real world require not just increased levels

of cybersecurity, but what can be referred to as cyber-physical security. In the

use of the Internet today, it is possible to exact financial damage via breaking

into information technology (IT) systems of companies or bank accounts of

individuals. Individuals, meanwhile, can face social damages from people

hacking social media accounts. In an IoT, where it is possible to control

assets (e.g. vehicles or moveable bridges), severe damage to property, or even

loss of life, is possible. This raises requirements for trust and security to be

correctly implemented in IoT systems.
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2.3.4 Implications for IoT

Having gained a better understanding of capabilities needed, as well as

how technology evolution can support these needs, we can note plausible

implications on both the technology and business perspectives.

There is already a trend of moving away from vertically oriented sys-

tems, or application-specific silos, towards a horizontal systems approach.

We see that in the standardization work of the ETSI Technical Committee

M2M (ETSI M2M 2013), and now also in the oneM2M project partnership

organization, both covered in more detail in Part II of this book. The work

in these organizations is primarily based on identifying a common set of

service capabilities that are application independent, but they also identify

reference points to underlying communication network services as well as

reference points to M2M devices.

The use of the TCP/IP stack towards IoT devices represents another

horizontal point in an M2M and IoT system solution, and is something

driven by organizations like the IETF and the IP for Smart Objects (IPSO)

Alliance. In the M2M device area, there is an emerging consolidation of

technologies where solutions across different industry segments tradition-

ally rely on legacy and proprietary technologies. Currently within industry

segments there is technology fragmentation, one example being Building

and Home Automation and Control with legacy technologies like BACnet,

Lonworks, KNX, Z-Wave, and ZigBee. An example of this consolidation

entering the legacy domain is ZigBee IP (ZigBee Alliance 2013c), where

TCP/IP is used in the Smart Energy Profile (SEP) 2.0 (ZigBee Alliance

2013b).

In such situations, where there is a requirement for integration across

multiple infrastructures and of a large set of different devices, as well as

data and information sharing across multiple domains, there is a clear ben-

efit from a horizontal systems approach with at least a common conceptual

interoperability made available, and a reduced set of technologies and pro-

tocols being used.

As mentioned previously, M2M is point problem-oriented, resulting in

point solutions where devices and applications are highly dedicated to

solving a single task. M2M devices are for this reason many times highly

application-specific, and reuse of devices beyond the M2M application at

hand is difficult, if at all possible. With the increasing requirements to

gather information and services from various sources, and to be able to

have greater flexibility and variety in IoT applications, devices can no lon-

ger be application-specific in the same manner as for M2M. Benefits will

be achieved if an existing device can be used in a variety of applications,
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and likewise if a specific application can use a number of different

deployed devices. Here we see a shift from application-specific devices

towards application-independent devices. As also mentioned, clear benefits

come from relying on the web services paradigm, as it allows easy integra-

tion in SOAs and attracts a larger application developer community.

Even though M2M has been around for many years, recent years have

seen a tremendous interest in M2M across industries, primarily the tele-

com industry. This comes from the fact that both devices and connectivity

have become viable for many different applications, and M2M today is

centered on devices and connectivity. For IoT there will be a shift of focus

away from device- and connectivity-centricity towards services, data, and

intelligence.

2.3.5 Barriers and concerns

With the explained transformations in moving from M2M towards IoT,

which involves many opportunities, we should not forget that some new

concerns and barriers will also be raised.

With the IoT, the first concern that likely comes to mind is the com-

promise of privacy and the protection of personal integrity. The use of

RFID tags for tracing people is a raised concern. With a massive deploy-

ment of sensors in various environments, including in smartphones,

explicit data and information about people can be collected, and using

analytics tools, users could potentially be profiled and identified even

from anonymized data.

The reliability and accuracy of data and information when relying on a

large number of data sources that can come from different providers that

are beyond one’s own control is another concern. Concepts like

Provenance of Data and Quality of Information (QoI) become important,

especially considering aggregation of data and analytics. As there is a risk

of relying on inaccurate or even faulty information in a decision process,

the issue of accountability, and even liability, becomes an interest. This

will require new technology tools; an example effort includes the work on

QoI related to both sensor data and actuation services in the EU FP7

project SENSEI (SENSEI 2013).

As has already been mentioned, the topic of security has one added

dimension or level of concern. Not only are today’s economical or social

damages possible on the Internet, but with real assets connected and control-

lable over the Internet, damage of property as well as people’s safety and

even lives become an issue, and one can talk about cyber-physical security.
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Not a concern, but a perceived barrier for large-scale adoption of IoT is

in costs for massive deployment of IoT devices and embedded technolo-

gies. This is not only a matter of Capital Expenditure (CAPEX), but likely

more importantly a matter of Operational Expenditure (OPEX). From a

technical perspective, what is desired is a high degree of automated provi-

sioning towards zero-configuration. Not only does this involve configura-

tion of system parameters and data, but also contextual information such

as location (e.g. based on Geographic Information System (GIS) coordi-

nates or room/building information).

These different concerns and barriers have consequences not only on

finding technical solutions, but are more importantly having consequences

also on business and socioeconomic aspects as well as on legislation and

regulation. The market perspective is further covered in Chapter 3.

2.4 A use case example
In order to understand how a specific problem can be addressed with

M2M and IoT, respectively, we provide a fictitious illustrative example.

Our example takes two different approaches towards the solution, namely

an M2M approach and an IoT approach. By that, we want to highlight the

potential and benefits of an IoT-oriented approach over M2M, but also

indicate some key capabilities that will be required going beyond what can

be achieved with M2M. Our example is taken from personal well-being

and health care.

Studies from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services have

shown that close to 50% of the health risks of the enterprise workforce are

stress related, and that stress was the single highest risk contributor in a

group of factors that also included such risks as high cholesterol, over-

weight issues, and high alcohol consumption. As stress can be a root cause

for many direct negative health conditions, there are big potential savings

in human quality of life, as well as national costs and productivity losses,

if the factors contributing to stress can be identified and the right preven-

tive measures taken. By performing the steps of stressor diagnosis, stress

reliever recommendations, logging and measuring the impacts of stress

relievers for making a stress assessment, all in an iterative approach, there

is an opportunity to significantly reduce the negative effects of stress.

Measuring human stress can be done using sensors. Two common

stress measurements are heart rate and galvanic skin response (GSR), and

there are products on the market in the form of bracelets that can do such
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measurements. These sensors can only provide the intensity of the heart

rate and GSR, and do not provide an answer to the cause of the intensity.

A higher intensity can be the cause of stress, but can also be due to exer-

cise. In order to analyze whether the stress is positive or negative, more

information is needed.

The typical M2M solution would be based on getting sensor input from

the person by equipping him or her with the appropriate device, in our

case the aforementioned bracelet, and using a smartphone as a mobile

gateway to send measurements to an application server hosted by a health

service provider. In addition to the heart rate and GSR measurements, an

accelerometer in the smartphone measures the movement of the person,

thus providing the ability to correlate any physical activity to the excite-

ment measurements. The application server hosts the necessary functional-

ity to analyze the collected data, and based on experience and domain

knowledge, provides an indication of the stress level. The stress informa-

tion can then be made available to the person or a caregiver via smart-

phone application or a web interface on a computer. The M2M system

solution and measured data is depicted in Figure 2.6.

As already pointed out, this type of solution that is limited to a few

measurement modalities can only provide very limited (if any) information

about what actually causes the stress or excitement. Causes of stress in

FIGURE 2.6

Stress measurement M2M solution.

(Courtesy of Swedish Institute of Computer Science and Ericsson)
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daily life, such as family situation, work situation, and other activities can-

not be identified. A combination of the stress measurement log over time,

and a caregiver interviewing the person about any specific events at high

levels of measured stress, could provide more insights, but this is a costly,

labor-intensive, and subjective method. If additional contextual informa-

tion could be added to the analysis process, a much more accurate stress

situation analysis could potentially be performed.

Approaching the same problem situation from an IoT perspective

would be to add data that provide much deeper and richer information of

the person’s contextual situation. The prospect is that the more data is

available, the more data can be analyzed and correlated in order to find

patterns and dependencies. What is then required is to capture as much

data about the daily activities and environment of the person as possible.

The data sources of relevance are of many different types, and can be

openly available information as well as highly personal information.

The resulting IoT solution is shown in Figure 2.7, where we see examples

of a wide variety of data sources that have an impact on the personal situa-

tion. Depicted is also the importance of having expert domain knowledge

that can mine the available information, and that can also provide

proposed actions to avoid stressful situations or environments.

Expert knowledge

Home
environment
and activities

Commuting
experience

Weather and
environment

Stress
bracelet

Leisure
activities

Work environment

Work 
activities

FIGURE 2.7

IoT-oriented stress analysis solution.

(Courtesy of Ericsson)
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The environmental aspects include the physical properties of the spe-

cific environment, and can be air quality and noise levels of the work

environment, or the nighttime temperature of the bedroom, all having

impacts on the person’s well-being. Work activities can include the

amount of e-mails in the inbox or calendar appointments, all potentially

having a negative impact on stress. Leisure activities, on the other hand,

can have a very positive impact on the level of excitement and stress, and

can have a more healing effect than a negative effect. Such different nega-

tive and positive factors need to be separated and filtered out; see

Figure 2.8 for an example smartphone application that provides stress

analysis feedback.

The stress bracelet is in this scenario is just one component out of

many. It should also be noted that the actual information sources are very

independent of the actual application in mind (i.e. measurement and pre-

vention of negative stress).

By having the appropriate expert knowledge system in place, analytics

can be proactive and preventive. By understanding what factors cause neg-

ative stress, the system can propose actions to be taken, or even initiate

actions automatically. They could be very elementary, such as suggesting

to lower the nighttime bedroom temperature a few degrees, but also be

“A typical week in my
life, I realize that
every evening before I
go to bed I get myself
worked up by doing a
lot of chores at home,
which affects my
sleep”

Throwing garbage
away, renting a trailer,
driving to the tip, a lot
happening at once.

Relaxing evening with
my family

Recovery after work
out, always relaxed

Work out at the gym,
aerobics, nice!

Putting my daughter
to bed, reading for
her, cosy!

Running around like
crazy at home,
packing bags,
checking homework,

laundry, dishes,
stressful.

FIGURE 2.8

Stress analysis visualization.

(Courtesy of Swedish Institute of Computer Science and Ericsson)
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more complex, such as having to deal with an entire workplace

environment.

As this simple example illustrates, an IoT-oriented solution to solving a

particular problem could provide much more precision in achieving the

desired results. We also observe some of the key features of an IoT solu-

tion; in other words, to take many different data sources into account, rely-

ing both on sensor-originated data sources, but also other sources that

have to do with the physical environment, and then also to rely on both

openly available data as well as data that is private and personal. The data

sources, such as sensor nodes, should also focus on providing the informa-

tion and should to the greatest extent be application-independent so that

their reuse can be maximized. We also see the central role of analytics

and knowledge extraction, as well as taking knowledge into actionable ser-

vices that can involve controlling the physical environment using actua-

tors. The increased complexity also comes at a cost. The solutions must

ensure security and protection of privacy, and the need to deal with data

and information of different degrees of accuracy and quality needs to be

addressed in order to provide dependable solutions in the end.

2.5 Differing characteristics
To summarize, today’s M2M solutions and deployments share a few com-

mon characteristics. First of all, any M2M solution is generally focused on

solving a problem at a particular point for one company or stakeholder. It

does not typically take a broad perspective on solving a larger set of issues

or ones that could involve several stakeholders. As a result, most M2M

devices are special purpose devices that are application-specific, often

down to the device protocols. M2M solutions are therefore also vertical

siloes with no horizontal integration or connection to adjacent use cases,

and are primarily of a B2B-type of operation. M2M applications are built

by very specialized developers, and deployed inside enterprises. As M2M

has a rather long history, technologies used are very industry-specific, and

especially on the device side, technology use is highly fragmented with lit-

tle or no standards across industries. M2M is also very device- and com-

munication-centric, as both are the two current cornerstones for remote

access to assets.

The transition from M2M towards an IoT is mainly characterized by

moving away from the mentioned closed-silo deployments towards some-

thing that is characterized by openness, multipurpose, and innovation.
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This transition consists of a few main transformations, namely: moving

away from isolated solutions to an open environment; the use of IP and

web as a technology toolbox, the current Internet as a foundation for

enterprise and government operations; multimodal sensing and actuation;

knowledge-creating technologies; and the general move towards a horizon-

tal layering of both technology and business. The main differing

characteristics between M2M and IoT highlighted in this chapter are sum-

marized in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2 A Comparison of the Main Characteristics of M2M and IoT

Aspect M2M IoT

Point problem driven Innovation driven

Single application - single device Multiple applications - multiple devices

Communication and device centric Information and service centric

Asset management driven Data and information driven

Closed business operations Open market place

Business objective driven Participatory community driven

B2B B2B, B2C

Established value chains Emerging ecosystems

Consultancy and Systems Integration
enabled

Open Web and as-a-Service enabled

In-house deployment Cloud deployment

Vertical system solution approach Horizontal enabler approach

Specialized device solutions Generic commodity devices

De facto and proprietary Standards and open source

Specific closed data formats and
service descriptions

Open APIs and data specifications

Closed specialized software
development

Open software development

SOA enterprise integration Open APIs and web development

Applications and services

Business

Technology
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3.1 Introduction
The increasing interest in M2M and IoT solutions has been driven by the

potential large market and growth opportunities. The global environmental

sensor and monitoring market, for example, was valued at $11.1 billion

in 2010, and is expected to reach $15.3 billion by 2016. The global

market for products created with remotely sensed data is predicted to reach

$12.4 billion by 2017 (BCC Research 2012), with the global industrial

automation market forecast to reach more than $200 billion by 2015

(IMS Research 2013).

The market development for IoT, however, is intricately linked to

the technology implemented today, and how this will evolve to provide

new economic benefits and value creation opportunities. Chapter 2 out-

lined these processes from a global technology perspective; this chapter
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presents an overview of the market drivers that will see M2M evolve

into a full-fledged IoT market. We discuss firstly the concepts

behind the drive towards Information-Driven Value Chains (Mulligan

2011), and then provide some real-world examples of how these are

emerging today.

3.1.1 Information marketplaces

A key aspect to note between M2M and IoT is that the technology used

for these solutions may be very similar � they may even use the same

base components � but the manner in which the data is managed will be

different. In an M2M solution, data remains within strict boundaries � it

is used solely for the purpose that it was originally developed for. With

IoT, however, data may be used and reused for many different purposes,

perhaps beyond the original intended design, thanks to web-based technol-

ogies. As discussed in Chapter 2, M2M solutions will evolve to be able to

share greater data with each other and across value chains � or informa-

tion marketplaces. Data can be shared between companies and value

chains in internal information marketplaces. Alternatively, data could be

publicly exchanged on a public information marketplace. These market-

places are based on the exchange of data in order to create information

products. This is discussed in more detail in Section 3.1.

While public information marketplaces are generally the vision around

IoT, in particular for Smart Cities as discussed in Chapter 14, it is unlikely

such marketplaces will become commonplace before trust, risk, security,

and insurance for data exchanges are able to be fully managed

appropriately.

In the following sections, we therefore focus on the business drivers for

delivering M2M solutions and marketplaces that span multiple value

chains, rather than publicly traded IoT marketplaces (Figure 3.1).

M2M Solutions Internal
Marketplace

Time

Public IoT
Marketplace

FIGURE 3.1

From M2M to IoT � A Marketplace Perspective.
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3.2 Some definitions
We do not intend to go into detailed economic theory within this chapter,

but we provide some basic working definitions that will provide a working

understanding of the market dynamics driving the move from M2M

towards IoT, and what business and economic enablers must be put in

place in order to drive the overall market.

3.2.1 Global value chains

A value chain describes the full range of activities that firms and workers

perform to bring a product from its conception to end use and beyond,

including design, production, marketing, distribution, and support to the

final consumer (Gereffi 2011). A simplified value chain is illustrated in

Figure 3.2; it is comprised of five separate activities that work together to

create a finalized product.

These activities may be contained within a single firm or divided

among different firms (Global Value Chains 2011). Analyzing an industry

from a global value chain (GVC) perspective permits understanding of the

context of globalization on the activities contained within them by “focus-

ing on the sequences of tangible and intangible value-adding activities,

from conception and production to end use. GVC analysis therefore pro-

vides a holistic view of global industries � both from the top down and

from the bottom up” (Gereffi 2011).

Within the context of the technology industries, GVC analysis is partic-

ularly useful as such an analysis can help identify the boundaries between

existing industrial structures such as M2M solutions and emerging indus-

trial structures, as seen within the IoT market.

3.2.2 Ecosystems vs. value chains

Business Ecosystems, defined by James Moore (Moore 1996), refer to “an

economic community supported by a foundation of interacting organiza-

tions and individuals . . . The economic community produces goods and

services of value to customers, who are themselves members of the

Inputs Processing Packaging
Distribution

and Marketing
Production/
Manufacture

FIGURE 3.2

A simplified global value chain.
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ecosystem. The member organisms also include suppliers, lead producers,

competitors, and other stakeholders. Over time, they co-evolve their capa-

bilities and roles, and tend to align themselves with the directions set by

one or more central companies. Those companies holding leadership roles

may change over time, but the community values the function of ecosys-

tem leader because it enables members to move toward shared visions to

align their investments, and to find mutually supportive roles.”

Many people discuss the IoT market as an “ecosystem,” with multiple

companies establishing loose relationships with one another that then may

“piggy back” on larger companies in the ecosystem to deliver products

and services to end-users and customers.

While this is a useful description to begin with, a value chain is associ-

ated with the creation of value � it is the instantiation of exchange by a

certain set of companies within an ecosystem. This is an important distinc-

tion when we are talking about market creation. A value chain is a useful

model to explain how markets create value and how they evolve over

time. While a market space composed of only competing value chains will

eventually see the overall market value decrease (as they will compete

only on price), in an ecosystem, the value chains will complement one

another.

In this chapter, we are interested in the creation of a marketplace for

IoT data, and we therefore use a GVC analysis; an ecosystem analysis is

out of the scope of this book.

3.2.3 Industrial structure

Industrial structure refers to the procedures and associations within a given

industrial sector. It is the structure that is purposed towards the achievement

of the goals of a particular industry. This is one of the key differences

between the M2M and IoT markets � how the industrial structures will be

formed around these solutions, despite very similar technology implementa-

tions. This is covered in more detail in the following sections.

3.3 M2M value chains
As discussed in Chapter 2, the significant majority of M2M applications

have � and will be in the near future � developed for some form of busi-

ness process optimization. As a result, the majority of organizations will

first take an inward-looking approach to business drivers and the reasoning
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behind why they will implement such solutions. Reasons for using M2M

vary from project to project and company to company, but can include

things such as cost reductions through streamlined business processes,

product quality improvements, and increased health and safety protection

for employees. These solutions are generally all internal to a company’s

business processes and do not included extensive interactions with other

parties. Referring back to Figure 3.2, let’s take a look at the inputs and

outputs of an M2M value chain.

Inputs: Inputs are the base raw ingredients that are turned into a prod-

uct. Examples could be cocoa beans for the manufacture of chocolate or

data from an M2M device that will be turned into a piece of information.

Production/Manufacture: Production/Manufacture refers to the pro-

cess that the raw inputs are put through to become part of a value chain.

For example, cocoa beans may be dried and separated before being trans-

ported to overseas markets. Data from an M2M solution, meanwhile,

needs to be verified and tagged for provenance.

Processing: Processing refers to the process whereby a product is

prepared for sale. For example, cocoa beans may now be made into cocoa

powder, ready for use in chocolate bars. For an M2M solution, this refers

to the aggregation of multiple data sources to create an information

component � something that is ready to be combined with other data sets

to make it useful for corporate decision-making.

Packaging: Packaging refers to the process whereby a product can be

branded as would be recognizable to end-user consumers. For example, a

chocolate bar would now be ready to eat and have a red wrapper with

the words “KitKatt” on it. For M2M solutions, the data will have to be

combined with other information from internal corporate databases, for

example, to see whether the data received requires any action. This data

would be recognizable to the end-users that need to use the information,

either in the form of visualizations or an Excel spreadsheet.

Distribution/Marketing: This process refers to the channels to market

for products. For example, a chocolate bar may be sold at a supermarket, a

kiosk, or even online. An M2M solution, however, will have produced an

Information Product that can be used to create new knowledge within a

corporate environment � examples include more detailed scheduling of

maintenance based on real-world information or improved product design

due to feedback from the M2M solution.

As mentioned previously, M2M value chains are internal to one com-

pany and cover one solution. IoT Value Chains, meanwhile, are about the

use and reuse of data across value chains and across solutions.
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3.4 IoT value chains
Meanwhile, the move towards IoT � from a value creation perspective �
comes with the desire to make some of the data from sensors publicly

available as part of an “information marketplace” or other data exchange

that allows the data to be used by a broader range of actors rather than

just the company that the system was originally designed for. It should be

noted that such a marketplace could still be internal to a company or

strictly protected between the value chains of several companies. Another

alternative is a public marketplace, where data may be treated as a deriva-

tive, but such public trading of data is probably a long way from real-

world market realization in 2013.

IoT value chains based on data are to some extent enabled by Open

APIs and the other open web-based technologies discussed in Chapter 2.

Open APIs allow for the knowledge contained within different technical

systems to become unembedded, creating the possibility for many different

economic entities to combine and share their data as long as they have a

well-defined interface and description of how the data is formatted. Open

APIs in conjunction with the Internet technologies described in Chapter 2

mean that knowledge is no longer tied to one digital system. The cognitive

and conceptual human skills that were first embedded in semiconductors

during the 1950s and 1960s are now decoupled from the specific techno-

logical system that was developed to house them. It is this decoupling of

technology systems that allows for the creation of information market-

places. This can initially make the value chain of an IoT solution look sig-

nificantly more complex than one for a traditional product such as

chocolate, but the principles remain the same.

Let’s take a closer look at a possible IoT value chain, including an

Information Marketplace, illustrated in Figure 3.3.

Inputs: The first thing that is apparent for an IoT value chain is that

there are significantly more inputs than for an M2M solution. In

Figure 3.3, four are illustrated:

• Devices/Sensors: these are very similar to the M2M solution devices

and sensors, and may in fact be built on the same technology. As we

will see later, however, the manner in which the data from these

devices and sensors is used provides a different and much broader

marketplace than M2M does.

• Open Data: Open data is an increasingly important input to Information

Value Chains. A broad definition of open data defines it as: “A piece of

data is open if anyone is free to use, reuse, and redistribute it � subject
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only, at most, to the requirement to attribute and/or share-alike” (Open

Definition 2013). Within the context of this book, we refer to open data

as those provided by government and city organizations. Examples

include city maps, provided by organizations such as Ordinance Survey

in the United Kingdom. Open data requires a license stating that it is

open data.

• OSS/BSS: The Operational Support Systems and Business Support

Systems of mobile operator networks are also important inputs to

information value chains, and are being used increasingly in tightly

closed information marketplaces that allow operators to deliver services

to enterprises � for example, where phone usage data is already owned

by the company in question.

• Corporate Databases: Companies of a certain size generally have

multiple corporate databases covering various functions, including

supply chain management, payroll, accounting, etc. . . . Over the last
decades, many of these databases within corporations have been

increasingly interconnected using Internet Protocol (IP) technologies.

Inputs

Devices/
Sensors

Open Data Open Data sets

OSS/BSS
Network

Information

Data
Combination

Information
Components

Information Marketplaces

Large-Scale System Integrators

Infrastructure Enablers (discussed in Chapter 2)

Information
Product

Corporate
Databases

Corporate
Information

Asset
Information

Production/
Manufacture

Processing Packaging
Distribution

and Marketing

FIGURE 3.3

An Information-Driven Value Chain for IoT.
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As the use of devices and sensors increases, these databases will be

connected to this data to create new information sources and new

knowledge.

Production/Manufacture: In the production and manufacturing pro-

cesses for data in an IoT solution, the raw inputs described above will

undergo initial development into information components and products.

Irrespective of input type described above, this process will need to

include tagging and linking of relevant data items in order to provide prov-

enance and traceability across the information value chain. Some exam-

ples, as illustrated in Figure 3.3, are as follows:

• Asset Information: Asset information may include data such as

temperature over time of container during transit or air quality during a

particular month. Essentially, this relates to whatever the sensor/device

has been developed to monitor.

• Open Data Sets: Open data sets may include maps, rail timetables, or

demographics about a certain area in a country or city.

• Network Information: Network information relates to information such

as GPS data, services accessed via the mobile network, etc. . . .
• Corporate Information: Corporate information may be, for example, the

current state of demand for a particular product in the supply chain at a

particular moment in time.

Processing: During the processing stage, data from various sources is

mixed together. At this point, the data from the various inputs from the

production and manufacture stage are combined together to create infor-

mation. This process involves the extensive use of data analytics for M2M

and IoT solutions and is described in more detail in Chapter 5.

Packaging: After the data from various inputs has been combined

together, the packaging section of the information value chain creates

information components. These components could be produced as charts

or other traditional methods of communicating information to end-users.

In addition, however, they could be fed into knowledge management fra-

meworks (discussed in Chapter 5) in order to create not just visualizations

of existing information, but to create new knowledge for the enterprise in

question.

Both the processing and packaging sections of the Information-Driven

Global Value Chain (I-GVC) are where Information Marketplaces will be

developed. At this point, data sets with appropriate data tagging and trace-

ability could be exchanged with other economic actors for feeding into

their own information product development processes. Alternatively, a
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company may instead select to exchange information components, which

represent a higher level of data abstraction of their corporate information.

Distribution/Marketing: The final stage of the Information Value

Chain is the creation of an Information Product. A broad variety of such

products may exist, but they fall into two main categories:

• Information products for improving internal decision-making: These

information products are the result of either detailed information

analysis that allows better decisions to be made during various internal

corporate processes, or they enable the creation of previously

unavailable knowledge about a company’s products, strategy, or

internal processes.

• Information products for resale to other economic actors: These

information products have high value for other economic actors and

can be sold to them. For example, through an IoT solution, a company

may have market information about a certain area of town that another

entity might pay for (e.g. a real-estate company).

In the following section, we investigate what roles different economic

actors will take in the industrial structure for IoT.

3.5 An emerging industrial structure for IoT
Where the technologies of the industrial revolution integrated physical

components together much more rapidly, M2M and IoT are about rapidly

integrating data and workflows that form the basis of the global economy

at increasing speed and precision.

In contrast to fixed broadband technologies, which are limited to imple-

mentation in households mainly in the developed world, mobile places

consumer electronic goods into the hands of over 4 billion end-users

across the globe, and connects billions of new devices into the mobile

broadband platform. Concepts such as cloud computing, meanwhile, have

the ability to provide low cost access to computational capacity for these

billions of end-users via these mobile devices. Combined, these two tech-

nologies create a platform that will rapidly redefine the global economy.

A new form of value chain is actually emerging as a result � one driven

by the creation of information, rather than physical products.

The adoption of the mobile broadband platform is therefore different

from previous incarnations of Information and Communication Technology

(ICT) industrial platforms as it reshapes not just how economic actors
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within a value chain interact with one another, but also with employees and

the wider economic environment in a similar manner to the technology of

the industrial revolution. More importantly perhaps, it changes fundamen-

tally the manner in which individuals interact with economic actors in a

digital world.

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the need for System Integrators in the commu-

nications industries has increased over the decades. With each generation of

platform, a new type of system integrator has emerged. For IoT, however,

new sets of system integrator capacity are required for two main reasons:

• Technical: The factors driving the technical revolution of these

industries means that the complexity of the devices in question require

massive amounts of R&D; as do semiconductors with large amounts of

functionality built into the silicon. Services will require multiple

devices, sensors, and actuators from suppliers to be integrated and

exposed to developers. Only those companies with sufficient scale to

understand the huge number of technologies well enough to integrate

them fully on behalf of a customer can handle this technical

complexity. While niche integrators will continue to exist, full

solutions will be integrated and managed by large companies, or

partnerships between vendors.

• Financial: Only those companies that are able to capture the added

value created in the emerging industrial structure will recoup enough

money to re-invest in the R&D required to participate in the systems

integration market. It is highly likely that the participants that do not

capture part of the integration market will be relegated to “lower” ends

of the value chain, producing components as input for other system

integrators.

There is in fact a new type of value chain emerging � one where the

data gathered from sensors and radio frequency identification (RFID)

is combined with information from smartphones that directly identifies a

specific individual, their activities, their purchases, and preferred method

of communication. This information can be combined in any number of

ways to create tailored services of direct relevance to the individual or cor-

poration in question. Search queries can be localized based on where a

person is, and advertising can be targeted directly to the end-user in ques-

tion based on personalized information about their age, level of education,

employment, and tastes. While it is perhaps questionable whether the

world really needs new methods to advertise goods and services, beneath

this development lies a fundamental change in some aspects of the global

economy.
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Firstly, information about individuals is now captured, stored, pro-

cessed, and reused across many different systems that sit on top of the

mobile broadband platform. This data has always existed, but with the

increasingly low cost of computing capacity in the form of cloud comput-

ing platforms, it is now cheap enough to store this data for an extremely

long length of time. It is now possible, therefore, for information about

individuals and digital systems to be packaged, bundled, and exchanged

between economic entities with an ease that has previously been impossi-

ble. Value is no longer solely measured through “value-in-use” or “value-

in-exchange,” but there is now also a “value-in-reuse,” specifically

because the commodity, data, is not consumed within the processes of pro-

duction as with previous generations of commodity creation.

Actors that perform this data collection, storage, and processing are

forming the basis of what may be viewed as an Information-Driven Global

Value Chain (I-GVC), a value chain where the product is information

itself.

As an example, a difference in value can be identified in knowing my

location when I step off a train in a new city and am looking for a decent

cup of coffee. I may choose to activate my smartphone and perform a

localized search using my phone’s GPS and browser features.

Alternatively, I may be happy enough to just walk around until I find a

place that I think looks OK. In this case, the value that I as an individual

place on my phone knowing my location and assisting me to find a local

coffee store is relatively low � personally, I might not value this very

highly.

In comparison, however, there is a great deal of value for a coffee com-

pany to know that a few hundred women have stepped off a train in search

of an espresso. A coffee shop chain would know that it is potentially quite

profitable to open a new store there. In addition, understanding the age

group of those women, their level of education, and their general tastes

would allow the chain to tailor the coffee store to their target market with

much greater precision.

Similarly, if I was in a clothing store searching for a new outfit for

work, through a combination of information about myself and the RFID

tags on the different clothes, I could be guided to the correct clothing

selection for my age group, my education level, and also my current

employer. Information about what path I take through the store during my

search for the clothes could be fed back into an information system that

would allow the store to reorganize their floor layouts more effectively,

track the clothes that I was interested in, and those which I actually select
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to try on and purchase. This information can be used to streamline the sup-

ply chains of corporations even further than is possible today, and repre-

sents the next phase of the impact of communication technologies on the

boundaries of the firm within the global economy: companies that share

this type of information would be more deeply embedded in one another’s

workflows, leading to highly concatenated supply chains and a further

blurring of the boundaries of the firm within the digital economy. This is

illustrated in Figure 3.4.

This streamlining could also be extended into the processes of produc-

tion, changing orders based on consumer interest in products, and not just

their purchasing patterns. This would result in less wasted stock and a

much closer understanding of seasonal trends and an increased level of

control for those companies working as system integrators. The integration

of these data streams allows for concatenation of supply chains not just

internally to one company, therefore, but across industrial boundaries

(Mulligan 2011).
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An Information-Driven Value Chain for Retail.
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The level of analysis described above requires aggregation of data

from many different people and its collation into an information product,

one that may be used as input into corporate and end-user decision-making

processes.

While there is obviously a strong link between the I-GVC and physical

goods, it is therefore clear that there is an information product in and of

itself, one that relates to the development of aggregation databases that

collect data from both sensors and people. Moreover, while the informa-

tion product is useful to the companies in question, it is not part of their

core business to create it. As a result, they look to other actors to develop

and create these products for them, which is further driving the creation of

a new industrial structure around ICT systems that include IoT and cloud

technologies.

The second change in the nature of the economy is the fundamental

embedding of human beings into the very foundation of these technology

platforms. The most obvious example of this is Google’s search engine,

which is improved with every search query that is performed using it.

Every search that every individual makes is tracked, and every click some-

one makes through Google’s products is recorded and used to refine the

algorithms that form the basis of the platform. Without the humans input-

ting their searches into the Google platform, it quite simply would not

exist in the form that it does today.

The broad-scale consumerization of technology, combined with the

cheap means of “information production” due to cloud computing, has led

to information management systems that are now being developed for

end-user consumers, not just enterprises. Social networks such as

Facebook and LinkedIn, and content sharing sites such as YouTube or

Blogger, allow end-users to store information about their lives in a manner

previously not possible. Consumers now store their photos, their contact

lists, videos, documents, and financial data online. Ostensibly, this is pro-

vided for “free;” end-users receive access to the websites merely through

creating an account, logging in, and uploading their data.

Within the capitalist economy, however, no service is ever really free.

Companies must pay for the costs of computing resources, even those that

are housed in the cloud. While the cost to end-users appears to be zero,

they are in fact being charged on a daily basis through the use of their pro-

file data for targeted advertising. In the early days of social networks, for

example, this targeted advertising was no worse than the “traditional” direct

advertising methods: based on the data provided by the end-user, they

would receive an age-appropriate advertisement for their demographic.
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With the mobile broadband platform, however, the level of data that can be

gathered about end-users is orders of magnitude larger than previously

imaginable. My location, level of education, employment status, health

records, tax data, credit rating, purchasing patterns, search history, social

networks (both private and professional), relationship status, even how often

I call my mother are recorded, stored, and interconnected in a vast array of

disparate systems that are now linked together through the platform of a

converged communications industry.

With the addition of new levels of data that it is possible to retrieve

about individuals through mobile devices and sensor networks, the emerg-

ing ICT platforms are forcing a redefinition of our established understand-

ings of the notion of value both within the communications industries and

even beyond these industrial boundaries to all companies and individuals

that use these platforms on a daily basis (Mulligan 2011).

The following section outlines the emerging value chain and the roles

that must be filled in order to create a flourishing IoT marketplace.

3.5.1 The information-driven global value chain

There are five fundamental roles within the I-GVC that companies and

other actors are forming around, illustrated in Figure 3.5:

• Inputs:

• Sensors, RFID, and other devices.

• End-Users.

• Data Factories.

• Service Providers/Data Wholesalers.

• Intermediaries.

• Resellers.

3.5.1.1 Inputs to the information-driven global commodity chain
There are two main inputs into the I-GVC:

1. Sensors and other devices (e.g. RFID and NFC).

2. End-users.

Both of these information sources input tiny amounts of data into the

I-GVC chain, which are then aggregated, analyzed, repackaged, and

exchanged between the different economic actors that form the value

chain.

As a result, sensor devices and networks, RFIDs, mobile and consumer

devices, Wi-Fi hotspots, and end-users all form part of a network of
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“subcontractors” in the value chain, all contributing to the increased value

of the information products, which were discussed in Section 3.4.

3.5.1.1.1 Sensors and radio frequency identification
Sensors and RFID are already found in a multitude of different applica-

tions worldwide (as discussed in Chapter 2), helping to smooth supply and

demand in various supply chains worldwide and gathering climate and

other localized data that is then transmitted back to a centralized informa-

tion processing system. These devices are working as inputs to the I-GVC

through the capture and transmission of data necessary for the develop-

ment of information products.

Smartphones have also been developed that allow mobile devices to

interact with sensors and RFID. This allows for a two-way interaction

between a mobile terminal and the sensor technology. The data exchanged

between the actuator and a mobile terminal may not be readily understood

or even useful for the device in question. The data, however, is used as one

part of the input to the commodity chain, which uses it to create the infor-

mation products that are eventually exchanged. In this sense, the sensor net-

works, and NFC and RFID technologies may be viewed as subcontractors

Resellers

Intermediaries

Data Factories Service Providers/
Data Wholesalers

End User
Information

Domestic and overseas input
from human and sensor-based
‘subcontractors’

FIGURE 3.5

The Information-Driven Global Value Chain.
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to the I-GVC, workers that constantly gather data for further processing

and sale.

3.5.1.1.2 End-users
The second main inputs to the I-GVC are the end-users. Due to the con-

vergence of the computing and mobile broadband platforms, end-users are

no longer passive participants in the digital economy, with a role only to

purchase those physical products that companies develop and market to

them. End-users that choose to use and participate within the digital world

are now deeply embedded into the very process of production. Every

human that enters a search query into a search engine, every human that

agrees to allow the mobile broadband platform to inform a service of their

location, every human that uses NFC to allow a bank to establish and con-

firm their identity are also functioning as subcontractors to the global

information systems that form the basis of the I-GVC. In fact, the creation

of the I-GVC would not be possible without the contribution of many mil-

lions of individuals worldwide. This is perhaps the most unique aspect of

the I-GVC � there is no national boundary for the contribution of humans

to the I-GVC, the data about individuals can be collected from any person

in any language, in almost any data format. Each individual’s data can be

treated as unique within this value chain; in fact, it is the ability to capture

the uniqueness of every person that is a key aspect of the I-GVC in com-

parison to the other commodity chains that are at work within the global

economy. Every person worldwide that has to use digital technologies to

do their banking, their taxes, their information searches, and to communi-

cate with friends and colleagues, are constantly working on behalf of the

I-GVC, contributing their individual profile data and knowledge to the

value chain. In the same manner as the actuators constantly gather local-

ized data, humans are now contributing to the development of information

products within the I-GVC nearly 24 hours a day.

3.5.1.2 Production processes of the information-driven
global value chain
3.5.1.2.1 Data factories
Data factories are those entities that produce data in digital forms for use

in other parts of the I-GVC. Many of these companies existed in the pre-

digital era; for example, Ordnance Survey (OS) in the UK has always col-

lected map information from the field, and collated and produced maps for

purchase. Previously, such data factories would create paper-based pro-

ducts and sell them to end-users via retailers. With the move to the digital

era, however, these companies now also provide this data via digital
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means; for example, OS now makes maps and associated data available in

digital format. Essentially, its business model has not changed significantly �
it still produces maps � but its means of delivery of products has changed.

Moreover, its products can now be combined, reused, and bundled together

with other products by actors in the commodity chain as the foundation of

other services. For example, maps from OS can be combined with other data

from travel services such as TFL to provide detailed travel applications on

mobile devices.

A more complex example is Sveriges Meterologiska och Hydrologiska

Institut (SMHI), which provides weather and climate data throughout

Sweden. SMHI has a large number of weather stations across Sweden

through which it collects weather and environmental information. In addi-

tion, it purchases its data from Yr.no, its Norwegian equivalent. SMHI

therefore produces raw data, but it also processes the data, and bundles it

in different ways based on customer requests and requirements. SMHI

functions not only as a data factory, therefore, but also a reseller, which is

described separately below.

3.5.1.2.2 Service providers/data wholesalers
Service Providers and Data wholesalers are those entities that collect

data from various sources worldwide, and through the creation of mas-

sive databases, use it to either improve their own information products

or sell information products in various forms. Many examples exist;

several well-known ones are Twitter, Facebook, Google, etc.. . . Google
“sells” its data assets through the development of extremely accurate,

targeted, search-based advertising mechanisms that it is able to sell to

companies wishing to reach a particular market. Twitter, meanwhile,

through collating streams of “Tweets” from people worldwide, is able

to collate customer sentiment about different products and world

events, from service at a restaurant to election processes across the

globe; through what Twitter refers to as a “data hose,” companies and

developers can access 50% of end-user Tweets for $360,000 USD per

annum.

A new set of data wholesalers is starting to emerge, however: those

companies that handle the massive amount of data that is produced by sen-

sor networks and mobile devices worldwide. These companies are collat-

ing those transactions that are made by the millions of devices worldwide

that utilize communications networks to transmit data. The sheer quantity

of data that is being transmitted via actuators and mobile devices will be

orders of magnitude higher than previously imagined within the supply
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chains of multinational companies alone. We cover the technologies asso-

ciated with these, M2M and Big Data Analytics, in Chapter 5.

3.5.1.2.3 Intermediaries
In the emerging industrial structure of the I-GVC, there is a need for

intermediaries that handle several aspects of the production of information

products. As mentioned above, there are many privacy and regional issues

associated with the collection of personal information. In Europe, the man-

ner in which Facebook collects and uses the data of the individuals that

participate in its service may actually be in contravention of European pri-

vacy law. The development of databases such as the ones created by

Google, Facebook, and Twitter may therefore require the creation of enti-

ties that are able to “anonymise” data sufficiently to protect individuals’

privacy rights in relevant regional settings. These corporations will provide

protection for the consumer that their data is being used in an appropriate

manner, i.e. the manner in which the consumer has approved its usage.

For example, I may happily share my personalized information about my

tastes with a clothing company or music store in order to receive better

service, while I may not be happy for my credit rating or tax data to be

shared freely with different companies. I would therefore allow an inter-

mediary to act on my behalf, tagging the relevant information in some

form to ensure that it was not used in a manner that I had not previously

agreed to.

Another reason for an intermediary of this nature is to reduce transac-

tion costs associated with the establishment of a market for many different

companies to participate in. As an example, Jasper Wireless acts as an

intermediary for the M2M market described in Chapter 3. Through provid-

ing a connection point for several different parties in the M2M industry, it

acts to expand the uptake of M2M technology.

As discussed in the previous section on service providers/data wholesa-

lers, the amount of data that is being produced is also problematic � even

with cloud computing, it is difficult to process the amounts of data pro-

duced in the I-GVC. The different types of information products that are to

be produced are only of interest to certain types of companies � for exam-

ple the marketing division of a company may be interested to understand

customer sentiment about a particular product within a certain age group.

Another company may want to understand what searches are being per-

formed in their local area, while a local authority may wish to use sensor

data to obtain real-time data about pollution from local factories. The type

of data and style of analysis for each of these information products is
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fundamentally different, and each requires unique skills � it is highly

improbable that one company will be able to handle all of these types of

data in one place. It is therefore more likely that different companies,

intermediaries, will develop that target their information products to differ-

ent niche markets. These companies will be able to focus on certain datasets

and become specialists within that particular information product field.

The quantity and nature of data being developed into information pro-

ducts also requires a completely new type of intermediary, one that is able

to handle the scalability issues and the associated security and privacy ques-

tions raised by the use of this data to build products. This is perhaps the

most obvious role for operators and network vendors with global services

operations to take, as they have many decades of experiences in developing,

operating, and maintaining secure systems that scale to millions of users.

The average operator network is designed to scale to approximately 100

million end-users. With the advent of data networks for devices (not just

human subscribers), operators are now investigating systems that can scale

to at least ten-fold that size. Systems that can handle this number of

devices and end-users require a huge level of cooperation across industrial

structure, and the development of this scale of intermediary will therefore

require closer cooperation between equipment manufacturers and service

providers at all levels. The I-GVC may therefore also be seen to further

blur the boundaries of the firm between the high technology companies

that form its basis.

3.5.1.2.4 Resellers
Resellers are those entities that combine inputs from several different

intermediaries, combine it together, analyze, and sell it to either end-users

or to corporate entities. These resellers are currently rather limited in terms

of the data that they are able to easily access via the converged communi-

cations platform, but they are indicative of the types of corporate entities

that are forming within this space.

One example is BlueKai, which tracks the online shopping behavior of

Internet users and mines the data gathered for “purchasing intent” in order

to allow advertisers to target buyers more accurately. BlueKai combines

data from several sources, including Amazon, Ebay, and Alibaba. Through

this data, it is able to identify regional trends, helping companies to iden-

tify not just which consumer group to target their goods to, but also which

part of the country. As an example, BlueKai is able to identify all those

end-users in West Virginia currently searching for a washing machine in a

certain price bracket.
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3.6 The international-driven global value chain and global
information monopolies

Currently within the industrial structure of the converged communications

industry, there is a large regional disparity between those companies that

produce the infrastructure for the I-GVC and those that make a significant

profit from it. Through positioning themselves within the correct part of

the GVC, these companies are able to take the lion’s share of the profit.

Through the breakdown of regional boundaries for collection of data by

the development and implementation of a global converged communica-

tions infrastructure, these companies are able to enlist every person using

a mobile device worldwide as a contributor to the development of their

information products � in effect, every person worldwide is working for

these corporations so that they are able to sell aggregated data for a huge

profit. Despite this data being collected from people in every corner of the

globe, from the UK, Thailand, Australia, China, and Africa, to even the

remotest parts of Kashmir, the surplus value of the mobile broadband plat-

form is currently being captured, developed, and molded into information

products, overwhelmingly by U.S. companies. Through being able to col-

lect and analyze data without being restricted by the same level of privacy

regulation as in Europe, for example, they are able to create a much better

information product. Companies in Europe, Asia, and other parts of the

globe are therefore dependent on these companies in order to gain the

most appropriate knowledge for their companies’ needs. In the same way

that the use of IT became a critical success factor for enterprises in the

late 1980s and 1990s, the use of information products developed within

the I-GVC are becoming critical to securing a competitive advantage in a

global market. Companies are therefore compelled to use the most effec-

tive information product for their needs.

In effect, the I-GVC, rather than breaking down the digital divide as

many have predicted, is in fact leading to a new form of digital discrimi-

nation and a new sort of dependency relationship between large multina-

tionals and those participants, or “workers,” within the I-GVC. While

there may appear to be huge differences between the industrial revolution

and the birth of the digital planet in the nature of how workers are treated,

in particular with so much being advertised as “free” for end-users, there

are in fact many similar parallels in the aggregation of human endeavor in

the processes of the accumulation of capital. A multitude of workers

contribute to the information products developed, but only a few large

corporations capture the surplus value.
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This has in fact led to a few interesting discussions within industry

about who actually owns this data � Is it the company that provides the

service, the service provider that delivers the connectivity, or the end-

users themselves? An end-user might potentially be able to receive money

from the use of his or her data, a nominal contribution for each time that

data is used for creation of an information product. Profit sharing arrange-

ments might even be possible between companies that develop the plat-

form and those that collate the data into product form. The fact remains,

however, that it is only those companies with the R&D budgets, the scale,

and the global reach necessary to exploit the aggregation of this data that

will be able to make significant profits from it.

3.7 Conclusions
This chapter described the drivers for M2M towards IoT from a market

perspective. Thanks to open, web-based technologies, IoT solutions will

drive the creation of Information Marketplaces that allow the exchange of

data between different economic entities within an information value

chain. In Chapter 4, we turn to the architectural implementation for IoT

solutions.
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4.1 Building an architecture
The term “architecture” has many interpretations. This chapter provides an

introduction to how we use the term “architecture” in this book, and sec-

ondly, how it relates to problems, applications of interest, and actual

M2M/IoT solutions. A detailed description of theory and philosophy of

architectures is beyond the scope of this book; interested readers will find

a good example in Rozanski and Woods (2011).

Within this book, architecture refers to the description of the main con-

ceptual elements, the actual elements of a target system, how they relate

to each other, and principles for the design of the architecture. A concep-

tual element refers to an intended function, a piece of data, or a service.

An actual element, meanwhile, refers to a technology building block or a

protocol. The term “reference architecture” relates to a generalized model

that contains the richest set of elements and relations that are of relevance

to the domain “Internet of Things.”

When looking at solving a particular problem or designing a target

application, the reference architecture is to be used as an aid to design an

applied architecture, i.e. an instance created out of a subset of the refer-

ence architecture. The applied architecture is then the blueprint used to

develop the actual system solution (Figure 4.1). The approach taken here

is much inspired from the work in the EU FP7 project IoT-A (IoT-A EU

FP7 2013).
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An architecture can be described in several different views to capture

specific properties that are of relevance to model, and the views chosen in

this book are the functional view, deployment view, process view, and

information view. The topic of architecture is the subject of Chapter 6 of

this book where more details of the definitions and purpose of an architec-

ture, as well as state of the art examples from M2M and IoT, are provided.

When creating a model for the reference architecture, one needs to

establish overall objectives for the architecture as well as design principles

that come from understanding some of the desired major features of the

resulting system solution. For instance, an overall objective might be to

decouple application logic from communication mechanisms, and typical

design principles might then be to design for protocol interoperability and

to design for encapsulated service descriptions. These objectives and prin-

ciples have to be derived from a deeper understanding of the actual prob-

lem domain, and is typically done by identifying recurring problems or

type solutions, and thus by that, extracting common design patterns. The

problem domain establishes the foundation for the subsequent solutions. It

is common to partition the architecture work and solution work into two

domains, each focusing on specific issues of relevance at the different

levels of abstraction (Figure 4.2).

The top level of the triangle is referred to here as the “problem

domain” (“domain model” in software engineering). The problem domain

is about understanding the applications of interest, for example, developed

through scenario building and use case analysis in order to derive require-

ments. In addition, constraints are typically identified as well. These con-

straints can be technical, like limited power availability in wireless sensor

nodes, or non-technical, like constraints coming from legislation or busi-

ness. These real-world design constraints are covered in more detail in

Chapter 9. The lower level is referred to as the solution domain. This is

Design Develop

Reference
Architecture

Applied
Architecture

System
Solution

FIGURE 4.1

From a reference architecture to a system solution.
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where design objectives and principles are established, conceptual views

are refined, required functions are identified, and where logical partitions

of functionality and information are described. Often this is where a logi-

cal architecture is defined, or network architecture in the form of a net-

work topology diagram is produced. It is also common to identify

suitable technology components such as operating systems and protocols

or protocol stacks at this level. The actual system solution is finally cap-

tured by a system design that typically results in actual software and hard-

ware components, as well as information on how these are to be

configured, deployed, and provisioned.

The next section outlines the design objectives and principles for IoT,

the main capabilities, and then an architecture outline. The section also

introduces two proposed state-of-the-art examples of architectures from

European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) and IoT-A,

respectively, which are covered in chapters 6, 7 and 8.

4.2 Main design principles and needed capabilities
Having introduced some basic concepts in architecture design and how that

facilitates the subsequent development of an actual system solution, we turn

now to the design principles that underpin architecture design for IoT.

Within existing work for deriving requirements and creating architec-

tures or reference models for IoT and M2M, three primary sources can

been identified. Two of them are the larger European 7th Framework

Program research projects, SENSEI (2013) and IoT-A (2013), the third
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Architecture views
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Deployment view
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FIGURE 4.2

Problem and Solution domain partitioning.
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being the result of a standardization activity driven by ETSI in their

Technical Committee (TC) M2M (ETSI M2M TC 2013). These sources

have been selected, as they represent state-of-the-art in terms of creating

more complete architectures for the IoT and M2M.

The approach taken in SENSEI was to develop an architecture and

technology building blocks that enable a “Real World integration in a

future Internet.” Key features include the definition of a real world ser-

vices interface and the integration of numerous Wireless Sensor and

Actuator Network deployments into a common services infrastructure on a

global scale. The service infrastructure provides a set of services that are

common to a vast range of application services and is separated from any

underlying communication network for which the only assumption made

was that it should be based on Internet Protocol (IP). The architecture

relies on the separation of resources providing sensing and actuation from

the actual devices, a set of contextual and real world entity-centric ser-

vices, and the users of the services. SENSEI further relies on an open-

ended constellation of providers and users, and also provides a reference

model for different business roles. A number of design principles and

guidelines are identified, and so is a set of requirements. Finally, the archi-

tecture itself contains a set of key functional capabilities.

The telecommunications industry, meanwhile, has focused on defining

a common service core for supporting various M2M applications, and that

is agnostic to underlying networks in ETSI TC M2M. The approach taken

has been to analyze a set of M2M use cases, derive a set of M2M service

requirements, and then to specify an architecture as well as a set of sup-

porting system interfaces. Similar to SENSEI, there was a clear approach

towards a horizontal system with separation of devices, gateways, commu-

nications networks, and the creation of a common service core and a set of

applications, all separated by defined reference points.

Finally, the approach taken in IoT-A differs from the two approaches

above in the sense that instead of defining a single architecture, a refer-

ence architecture is created, captured in what the IoT-A refers to as the

Architectural Reference Model (ARM). The vision of IoT-A is, via the

ARM, to establish a means to achieve a high degree of interoperability

between different IoT solutions at the different system levels of communi-

cation, service, and information. IoT-A provides a set of different architec-

tural views, establishes a proposed terminology and a set of Unified

Requirements (IoT-A UNI 2013). Furthermore, IoT-A proposes a method-

ology for how to arrive at a concrete architecture based on use cases and

requirements.
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Comparing these different approaches, a common feature is the focus

on a horizontal system approach. There is a clear separation of the under-

lying communication networks and related technologies from capabilities

that enable services. There is a clear desire to define uniform interfaces

towards the devices that provide sensing and actuation, including abstrac-

tion of services the devices provide. There is also a clear desire to separate

logic that is highly application-specific from logic that is common across a

large set of applications. Returning to our previous discussion on under-

standing trends, needed capabilities, and implications for IoT, we also

clearly identified the need for a horizontal approach from a set of different

perspectives � the need for horizontal integration across value chains at

different levels; the need to integrate multiple infrastructures; the need to

reuse existing deployments, to name a few. Taking other key identified

features into consideration as well, such as being able to support open-

ended service development and providing security and being reliable, we

can formulate what can be seen as an overall IoT architecture objective.

The overall design objective of IoT architecture shall be to target a

horizontal system of real-world services that are open, service-oriented,

secure, and offer trust. Further analyzing both the referenced existing

work as well as our conclusions in Chapter 1 on both needed capabilities

and direct IoT implications, we can also derive a set of supporting design

principles that target different means to fulfill the overall architecture

objective. These design principles have a set of interpretations and further

expectations on needed technology solutions that we now describe.

Design for reuse of deployed IoT resources across application domains.

Deployed IoT resources shall be able to be used in a vast range of differ-

ent applications. This implies that devices shall be made application-

independent and that the basic and atomic services they expose in terms of

sensing and actuation shall be done in a (to the greatest extent possible)

uniform way. A system design will benefit from providing an abstracted

view of these basic underlying services that also are decoupled from the

devices that provide the services.

Design for a set of support services that provide open service-oriented

capabilities and can be used for application development and execution.

What we already have seen in the service layer-oriented M2M standardiza-

tion in ETSI M2M is the definition of a set of common application-

independent service capabilities. These support services shall in general

cater to the typical environment of a stakeholder where IoT applications

are to be built, such as an open environment, and shall in particular pro-

vide support for a few key service capabilities that are central from an IoT
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perspective. The open environment of IoT will, for instance, require

mechanisms for authorized usage of services and resources, authentication,

and associated identity management.

The key support services that are required from an IoT perspective

include the means to access IoT resources, how to publish and discover

resources, tools for modeling contextual information and information

related to the real world entities that are of interest, and capabilities that

provide different levels of abstracted and complex services. The latter can

include data and event filtering and analytics, as well as dynamic service

composition and resolution of mixed sensing and actuation. Furthermore,

well-defined service interfaces and application programming interfaces

(APIs) are required to facilitate application development, as are the appro-

priate Software Development Kits (SDK).

Design for different abstraction levels that hide underlying complexities

and heterogeneities. As we have already seen, typical IoT solutions can

involve a large number of different devices and associated sensor modali-

ties, and involve a large set of different actors providing services and

information that need to be composed and accessed with different levels

of aggregation. A system design will greatly benefit from providing the

necessary abstractions both of underlying technologies, data and service

representation, as well as granularity of information and services. This

will ease the burden of both system integrators and application developers.

Again, hiding device-side technologies and providing simple abstractions

of the sensing and actuation services is one aspect. Another is the means

to perform aggregation of information or knowledge representation.

A third, as already discussed, is the requirement to have appropriate

knowledge management tools and a means to compose complex services

as well as decomposition of complex queries and tasks down to individual

and atomic actuation tasks.

Design for sensing and actors taking on different roles of providing

and using services across different business domains and value chains. As

discussed in Chapter 3 on the IoT Market aspects, as well as in Chapter 2,

there are different levels of openness of the business context in which IoT

solutions are deployed and running. IoT solutions can be run across a set

of departments within an enterprise, or across a set of enterprises in a

value system, or even be provided in a truly open environment. The

business contexts can then be viewed as no market (entirely intra-

organizational), as closed markets (finite and predetermined set of business

actors in a specific value system or value chain), or as open markets

(undefined and open-ended number of participants). In these different
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setups there are varying degrees of needed capabilities that address the

multi-stakeholder perspective. The first thing that needs to be provided is

a set of mechanisms that ensure security and trust. Trust and identity man-

agement that refer to the different stakeholders is a fundamental require-

ment. Authentication and authorization of access to use services as well as

to be able to provide services is then a second requirement. The third

requirement is the capability to be able to do auditing and to provide

accountability so that stakeholders can enforce liability if the need occurs.

The next fundamental requirement is to ensure interoperability. This is

needed at different levels across the interaction points between the stake-

holders. Primary examples are to ensure data and information interopera-

bility on the semantic level, and means to connect business processes

across organizational and administrative boundaries. The third fundamen-

tal requirement is related to the market perspective, whether the markets

are closed or fully open. Mechanisms that provide compensation for used

services or data between service users and service providers are needed.

As an IoT market can involve everything from trading individual sensor

data to aggregated insights and knowledge, compensation and billing

mechanisms are needed that can operate on the micro level as well as on

more traditional macro levels. An open market environment also calls for

means to publish or advertise services, as well as a means for finding ser-

vices. These different main requirements also provide opportunities for

new market roles, such as aggregator roles, broker roles, and clearing

houses, all well known in other existing markets.

Design for ensuring trust, security, and privacy. Trust within IoT often

implies reliability, which can be both ensuring the availability of services

as well as how dependable the services are, and that data is only used for

the purposes the end-user has agreed to. One important aspect of depend-

ability is the accuracy of data or information, as you can have multiple

sources of IoT data. Concepts like Quality of Information become impor-

tant, especially considering that a piece of information can very well be

accurate enough for one application, but not for another. As has been

already mentioned, security and privacy are potential barriers for IoT adop-

tion and represent key areas to address when building solutions. Privacy

needs to be ensured by, for example, anonymization of data, seeing that

profiling of individuals is not easily done or even made undoable. Still, it is

foreseen that authorities and agencies will require support to get access to

data and information for the purpose of national security or public safety.

Design for scalability, performance, and effectiveness. IoT deployments

will happen on a global scale and are foreseen to involve billions of
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deployed nodes. Sensor data will be provided with a wide range of differ-

ent characteristics. Data may be very infrequent (e.g. alarms or detected

abnormal events), or may be coming as real-time data streams, all depen-

dent on the type of data needed or based on application needs. Scalability

aspects of importance include the large number of devices and amounts of

data produced that needs to be processed or stored. Performance includes

consideration of mission-critical applications such as Supervisory Control

And Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems with extreme requirements on

latency, for example.

Design for evolvability, heterogeneity, and simplicity of integration.

Technology is constantly changing, and given the nature of IoT deploy-

ments where devices and sensor nodes are expected to be operational and

in the field for many years, sometimes with lifecycles of over 15 years

(e.g. smart meters), IoT solutions must be able to withstand and cater to

introduction and use of new technologies as well as handling of legacy

deployments. Handling heterogeneity is also important since especially

device-oriented technologies used across industries are very different.

Means to integrate legacy devices using many different protocols becomes

a necessity, and gateways of different types and with different capabilities

will be essential to expose capabilities of legacy devices in a uniform

manner.

Design for simplicity of management. Again going back to one of the

potential barriers for IoT adaptation, simplicity of management is an

important capability that needs to be properly taken care of when design-

ing IoT solutions. Autoconfiguration and autoprovisioning are key and

well-known means that can ease deployment of IoT devices, and are also

very important to lower operating expenditures (OPEX).

Design for different service delivery models. We already know about

the clear trends to move from product offerings to a more combined prod-

uct and service offering in a number of industries, for instance, connected

vehicles, and Software as a Service (SaaS) as a delivery model. IoT with

the wide span of possible applications clearly benefit from elasticity in

deployment of solutions, all to meet the long-tail aspect. Cloud and virtua-

lization technologies play a key enabler role in delivering future IoT

services.

Design for lifecycle support. The lifecycle phases are: planning, devel-

opment, deployment, and execution. Management aspects include deploy-

ment efficiency, design time tools, and run-time management.

From these design principles, and taking into consideration detailed use

cases and target applications, it is possible to identify requirements that
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form the basis for a more detailed architecture design. Different sets of

requirements have been identified in the already-referenced work, and the

reader interested in the more detailed requirements is referred to ETSI TS

102 689 (2013) and IoT-A UNI (2013).

4.3 An IoT architecture outline
We have now arrived at a better understanding of the design objectives

and principles that capture the main desired characteristics of an M2M or

IoT solution, and we have also identified some high-level capabilities that

generally are needed. As described above, there is a rather widely accepted

view of what a typical M2M solution looks like. However, there is no gen-

erally accepted M2M systems architecture or universal set of standards

that is widely acknowledged. What is state of the art today is mainly com-

ing from a few standardization bodies that have specified either protocols

as systems components, or system and functional architectures for various

parts of a complete end-to-end M2M architecture.

When it comes to IoT, there is today not a single widely accepted view

of what a typical IoT solution looks like. However, as mentioned, there

are a number of research activities on the European level that are converg-

ing on defining a reference architecture, and these activities are to be

found as projects in the Internet of Things European Research Cluster

(IERC 2013). The diversity in the possible and sought-after applications,

as well as the diversity in deployment scenarios, together produces a large

set of different requirements and constraints.

Attempting to produce a single architecture consequently results in a num-

ber of optional and conditional requirements, all depending on the particular

problem at hand or application in focus. Nevertheless, the identified key

features that are needed when building an M2M or IoT solution can now be

put together into a larger context by proposing a single view of the main

functional capabilities (see Figure 4.3). This is not a strict and formal

functional architecture, but provides a conceptual overview. It also follows

the approach of looking at the system capabilities from a layered point of

view, including highlighting key functions that go across the layers.

Other approaches that are common in describing an architecture are the

software approach and network approach that are more focused on how

functions are distributed across a network topology. Here the different pro-

posed functional layers and capabilities provided are discussed. For the sake

of brevity, we use IoT as a collective term to include both M2M and IoT.
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At the lowest level is the Asset Layer. This layer is, strictly speaking,

not providing any functionality within a target solution, but represents the

raison d’être for any IoT application. The assets of interest are the real-

world objects and entities that are subject to being monitored and con-

trolled, as well as having digital representations and identities. The typical

examples include vehicles and machinery, fixed infrastructures such as

buildings and utility systems, homes, and people themselves � thus being

inanimate as well as animate objects. Assets can also be of a more virtual

character, being subjective representations of parts of the real world that

are of interest to a person or an organization. A typical example of the lat-

ter is a set of particular routes used by trucks in a logistics use case.

Information of interest may then be traffic intensity, roadwork, or road

conditions based on the actual weather situation.

Assets are instrumented with embedded technologies that bridge the

digital realm with the physical world, and that provide the capabilities to

monitor and control the assets as well as providing identities to the assets.

The Resource Layer provides the main functional capabilities of sensing,

actuation, and embedded identities. Sensors and actuators in various

devices that may be smartphones or Wireless Sensor Actuator Networks

(WSANs), M2M devices like smart meters, or other sensor/actuator nodes,

deliver these functions. This is also where gateways of different types are

placed that can provide aggregation or other capabilities that are closely

related to these basic resources. Identification of assets can be provided by

different types of tags; for instance, Radio Frequency Identification
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(RFID) as in (ISO/IEC RFID 2013), or optical codes like bar codes or

Quick Response (QR) codes. The topic of devices and gateways is further

dealt with in Section 5.1.

The purpose of the Communication Layer is to provide the means for

connectivity between the resources on one end and the different computing

infrastructures that host and execute service support logic and application

logic on the other end. Different types of networks realize the connectivity,

and it is customary to differentiate between the notion of a Local Area

Network (LAN) and a Wide Area Network (WAN). WANs can be realized

by different wired or wireless technologies, for instance, fiber or Digital

Subscriber Line (DSL) for the former, and cellular mobile networks, satel-

lite, or microwave links for the latter. WANs can also be provided by dif-

ferent actors, where some networks can be regarded as public (i.e. offered

as commercial services for the general public) or as private (i.e. dedicated

networks that provide services in a more closed business or entirely com-

pany internal environment). Particularly in the mobile network industry,

there are different models for how the communications services are pro-

vided that include wholesale of access, and dedicated virtual network

operators that focus on managed M2M connectivity offerings without own-

ing licensed mobile spectrum or actual network resources. When it comes

to LANs, there are many examples of different types, and there is also no

stringent definition of what might be considered a LAN or a WAN. Prime

examples of LANs include Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPANs;

also known as Body Area Networks, BANs) for fitness or healthcare appli-

cations, Home or Building Area Networks (HANs and BANs, respectively)

used in automation and control applications, and Neighborhood Area

Networks (NANs), which are used in the Distribution Grid of a Smart

Electricity Grid. Communication can also be used in more ad hoc scenar-

ios. Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) is one example that can target safety appli-

cations like collision avoidance or car platooning. As opposed to the

situation for WANs, the interface technologies used within LANs are char-

acterized by being very industry segment-specific, supported by a plethora

of different standards, or even being proprietary or at best de facto stan-

dards. LANs use both wired and wireless technologies. General examples

of wired LANs include Ethernet and Power Line Communication (PLC),

whereas twisted pair (KNX 2013) and (BACnet 2013) over RS-232 are

two detailed examples from the building automation industry. Prominent

examples of wireless LAN networking technologies include the (IEEE

802.11 2013) and (IEEE 802.15.4 2013) families, as well as (Bluetooth

2013), which has a recent protocol addition called (Bluetooth Low Energy
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2013) that targets typical IoT applications. IEEE 802.15.4 is the basis for

protocol stacks that target different M2M and IoT applications, for

instance, the ZigBee specifications (Zigbee 2013a), the proprietary proto-

col stack (Z-Wave 2013) for home automation, and ISA100.11a (ISA100

2013) for industry automation. Many of the existing legacy industry-

specific LAN protocol stacks do not use IP as the networking protocol, but

there is a growing number of examples where the legacy protocol stacks

are migrated towards IP, for instance, ZigBee IP, BACnet over IP, and

IPv6 over Low power Wireless Personal Area Networks (6LoWPAN)

Bluetooth (IETF 6LoWPAN BTLE 2013). To provide an end-to-end com-

munication service that bridges a LAN and a WAN, gateways are used.

From a communication layer perspective, gateways are primarily used to

do interworking or protocol translation at different levels of the protocol

stack. This can involve the physical and link layers, but it can also involve

interworking on the communications or messaging level, for example, to

do interworking between a legacy protocol like ZigBee to exchanging ser-

vice operations using HTTP as the means for communication. Section 5.2

deals with the various LAN and WAN aspects and technologies in detail.

As described earlier, IoT applications benefit from simplification by

relying on support services that perform common and routine tasks. These

support services are provided by the Service Support Layer and are typi-

cally executing in data centers or server farms inside organizations or in a

cloud environment. These support services can provide uniform handling

of the underlying devices and networks, thus hiding complexities in the

communications and resource layers. Examples include remote device

management that can do remote software upgrades, remote diagnostics or

recovery, and dynamically reconfigure application processing such as set-

ting event filters. Communication-related functions include selection of

communication channels if different networks can be used in parallel, for

example, for reliability purposes, and publish�subscribe and message

queue mechanisms. Location Based Service (LBS) capabilities and various

Geographic Information System (GIS) services are also important for

many IoT applications. Of more specific relevance for IoT are services

that relate to sensor originating data and actuation services, and services

that relate to different tags like RFID. A directory that holds information

of available resources and associated service capabilities that can function

as a rendezvous mechanism is one example. In such a directory, nodes in

WSANs can publish themselves with service descriptions and how to be

reached. Applications then perform look-ups to find which device can pro-

vide the sensor reading of interest. Another directory service example is
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the Object Naming Service of EPCGlobal (GS1 EPCGlobal 2013) that can

resolve an RFID code to a URL where information about the tagged object

can be found. Other repositories can hold information about the persistent

real-world entities that are of interest to identify, monitor, and control,

such as the Entity Directory from the SENSEI project or the Electronic

Product Code Information Services (EPCIS) of EPCGlobal. In general,

data storage for anything from raw data to knowledge representations, and

processing capabilities such as data and event capture, filtering, and stream

processing are different core common services for many IoT applications.

Examples of different support services are provided in Chapters 6, 7, and 8.

Where the Resource, Communication, and Service Support layers have

concrete realizations in terms of devices and tags, networks and network

nodes, and computer servers, the Data and Information Layer provides a

more abstract set of functions as its main purposes are to capture knowl-

edge and provide advanced control logic support. Key concepts here

include data and information models and knowledge representation in gen-

eral, and the focus is on the organization of information. We refer to a

Knowledge Management Framework (KMF) as a collective term to

include data, information, domain-specific knowledge, actionable services

descriptions as, for example, represented by single actuators or more com-

plex composite sensing and actuation services, service descriptors, rules,

process or workflow descriptions, etc. The concept of KMF is further

described in Section 5.7. The KMF needs to integrate anything from

single pieces of data from individual sensors to highly domain-specific

expert knowledge into a common knowledge fabric. Key concepts to

construct the KMF include semantic annotation, Linked Data (Bizer

et al., 2009), and building different ontologies. Knowledge is highly

dynamic, and different techniques are used to capture knowledge as

insights, as well as consume knowledge to learn, draw conclusions, pro-

pose or even make decisions based on past experiences, current knowl-

edge, and predicted outcomes of certain actions.

The Application Layer in turn provides the specific IoT applications.

There is an open-ended array of different applications, and typical exam-

ples include smart metering in the Smart Grid, vehicle tracking, building

automation, or participatory sensing (PS). Part III of this book is devoted

to providing examples of different IoT applications.

The final layer in our architecture outline is the Business Layer, which
focuses on supporting the core business or operations of any enterprise,

organization, or individual that is interested in IoT applications. This is

where any integration of the IoT applications into business processes and
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enterprise systems takes place. The enterprise systems can, for example,

be Customer Relationship Management (CRM), Enterprise Resource

Planning (ERP), or other Business Support Systems (BSS). The business

layer also provides exposure to APIs for third parties to get access to data

and information, and can also contain support for direct access to applica-

tions by human users; for instance, city portal services for citizens in a

smart city context, or providing necessary data visualizations to the human

workforce in a particular enterprise. The business layer relies on IoT appli-

cations as one set of enablers out of many (e.g. field force automation),

and takes care of necessary orchestration and composition to support a

business process workflow. A detailed discussion on business integration

is provided in Section 5.4.

In addition to the functional layers, three functional groups cross the

different layers, namely Management, Security, and IoT Data and

Services. The former two are well known functions of a system solution,

whereas the latter one is more specific to IoT.

Management, as the name implies, deals with management of

various parts of the system solution related to its operation, maintenance,

administration, and provisioning. This includes management of devices,

communications networks, and the general Information Technology (IT)

infrastructure as well as configuration and provisioning data, performance

of services delivered, etc. M2M management aspects that are covered in

Chapters 7 and 8.

Security is about protection of the system, its information and services,

from external threats or any other harm. Security measures are usually

required across all layers, for instance, providing communication security

and information security. Trust and identity management, and authentica-

tion and authorization, are key capabilities. From an IoT perspective, man-

agement of privacy via, for example, anonymization, is in many instances

a specific requirement.

The final functional group of our outlined architecture is denoted Data
and Services. Data and Service processing can, from a topological per-

spective, be done in a very distributed fashion and at different levels of

complexity. Basic event filtering and simpler aggregation, such as data

averaging, can take place in individual sensor nodes in WSANs, contex-

tual metadata such as location and temporal information can be added to

sensor readings, and further aggregation can take place higher up in the

network topology. More advanced processing is, for instance, data min-

ing and data analytics that can be done in near real-time. This functional

group thus represents the vertical flow of data into knowledge, the
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abstraction of data and services in different levels, and the process steps

of extracting knowledge.

As the knowledge layer is focused on the organization and representa-

tion of knowledge, this functional group is focused on the different proces-

sing steps in the data and services value chain, thus at different levels of

granularity and abstraction. Different technologies are used to support the

different levels of knowledge extraction, processing, reasoning, and

decision-making. Well-known technologies here include stream proces-

sing, analytics, machine learning, reasoning, and inferencing. Section 5.6

provides a description of the technologies and tools for data and service

processing.

What is not reflected in the architecture outline is the lifecycle aspect

of an IoT system solution. Lifecycle aspects of interest include the plan-

ning phase for any deployment, and the design phase that involves both

systems integration and application development, where APIs and SDKs

are important. The actual deployment involving the steps of configuration

and provisioning takes place before any solution is put into actual operation.

These different steps are outside the scope of this book, but some aspects

related to the deployment phase are covered in Chapter 8.

The approach to reach an applied architecture is provided in Chapter 7,

whereas Part III of the book provides examples of applied architectures

and information on system solutions for selected and typical M2M and

IoT applications.

4.4 Standards considerations
The purpose here is not to provide an overview of relevant standards, but

to provide an overview of the landscape in which various relevant stan-

dards are developed. It is not exhaustive, but will serve as an illustration

that the standardization around M2M and IoT is rather complex and multi-

dimensional (see Figure 4.4). The primary objective of any technology-

oriented standardization activity is to provide a set of agreed-upon

specifications that typically address issues like achieving interoperability

in a market with many actors and suppliers.

The first consideration is that standards are developed across a number

of different industries. There are a number of standardization organizations

and bodies, both proper Standards Development Organizations (SDO)

as well as special interest groups and alliances that develop standards

specifications. Different national and international bodies ratify standards
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by SDOs, whereas standard specifications developed by special inter-

est groups and alliances are normally agreed-upon and adopted by

market actors such as technology manufacturers. Examples of interna-

tional SDOs are the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) and

the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), whereas the

European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) and the

European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization (CENELEC)

are examples of regional SDOs. Other independent international standard-

ization organizations include the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)

and the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). From an M2M and IoT

perspective, one can make a distinction between standards developed

within the Information and Communications Technology (ICT) industry,

and standards that are developed within a specific industry segment, such

as the Health, Transportation, or Electricity industry segments. The ICT

industry develops technologies that are targeting use in different other

industry segments, and the applied IoT industry segments make use of the

ICT standards to varying degrees in developing their standards. As all

these industries have a long history of providing their own industry-

specific standards, there is an inheritance and legacy of practices and

technologies that continue to develop, but as we see more and more
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FIGURE 4.4

The landscape of M2M and IoT standardization.
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converging interests across industries, standards will have to cater to

reducing technology fragmentation.

The second consideration is that some standardization activities define

entire systems or parts of systems, and other standards organizations target

development of specific pieces of technologies, for instance, specific pro-

tocols. System standards can address a 3G mobile communication network

as defined within the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) or stan-

dards towards the Smart Grid as done by the National Institute of

Standards and Technology (NIST). Organizations like the IETF, on the

other hand, focus on developing the protocol suite of the Internet without

any effort to specify a system standard beyond what is already in existence

in a few key IETF Request For Comments (RFC) such as RFC1958, estab-

lishing the Architectural Principles of the Internet. The natural observation

is that system standards rely on the enabling technology components as

the foundation, but as there generally are many competing technology

components (e.g. protocol stacks), the adoption into a system standard is

not a straightforward route.

The third and final consideration is about the lifecycle process of stan-

dards. Many times, standards are emerging as a result of collaborative

research involving both academia and industry. In other situations, tech-

nology selection for standardization can happen as part of regulatory or

legislative processes. Within the European Union, the European

Commission has issued so called Mandates that can have a direct impact

on the choice of technology, which hence precedes any subsequent stan-

dardization activity. An example of this is the European Mandate M490

(EC M490 2011) on the Smart Grid that was issued by the European

Commission to the European Standardization Organizations to come

together to develop and update a set of consistent standards within a com-

mon European framework that integrates various ICT and electrical archi-

tectures and processes to achieve interoperability for the European Smart

Grid. As a conclusion, technology selection does not only happen in the

process of standardization.

The relevant standards for IoT and M2M are covered in the respective

chapters and sections of Parts II and III of the book.
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PART

II
IoT Technologies
and Architectures

Part I provided an overview of the vision and market conditions for M2M

and the move towards IoT.

In the following chapters, we turn our attention to the technology building

blocks that form the basis of M2M and IoT solutions. We then delve into

an overview of the architectural foundations of IoT, outlining the European

Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) and Internet of Things-

Architecture (IoT-A) standards in detail.

Part III then outlines the application of these technologies within real-world

use case contexts, illustrating how the M2M/IoT vision combines with the

reference architectures to create real-world value.
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In this chapter, we present an overview of technology fundamentals � or

building blocks � that form the basis of M2M and IoT. We cover devices

and gateways, local and wide area networking (LAN/WAN), data manage-

ment, business processes, and cloud and analytics technologies. The next

chapters then place these technologies within the architectural frameworks

for M2M and IoT.

5.1 Devices and gateways
5.1.1 Introduction

As we discussed in Chapter 1, embedded processing is evolving, not only

towards higher capabilities and processing speeds, but also towards
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allowing the smallest of applications to run on them. There is a growing

market for small-scale embedded processing such as 8-, 16-, and 32-bit

microcontrollers with on-chip RAM and flash memory, I/O capabilities,

and networking interfaces such as IEEE 802.15.4 that are integrated on

tiny System-on-a-Chip (SoC) solutions. Such devices enable very con-

strained devices with a small footprint of a few mm2 and with a very low

power consumption in the milli- to micro-Watt range, but which are capa-

ble of hosting an entire Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol

(TCP/IP) stack, including a small web server.

There is a full spectrum of M2M and IoT devices, and to avoid confu-

sion, let’s start with explaining what is referred to as a device here: A

device is a hardware unit that can sense aspects of it’s environment and/or

actuate, i.e. perform tasks in its environment.

A device can be characterized as having several properties, including:

• Microcontroller: 8-, 16-, or 32-bit working memory and storage.

• Power Source: Fixed, battery, energy harvesting, or hybrid.

• Sensors and Actuators: Onboard sensors and actuators, or circuitry

that allows them to be connected, sampled, conditioned, and

controlled.

• Communication: Cellular, wireless, or wired for LAN and WAN

communication.

• Operating System (OS): Main-loop, event-based, real-time, or full-

featured OS.

• Applications: Simple sensor sampling or more advanced applications.

• User Interface: Display, buttons, or other functions for user
interaction.

• Device Management (DM): Provisioning, firmware, bootstrapping,

and monitoring.

• Execution Environment (EE): Application lifecycle management and

Application Programming Interface (API).

For several reasons, one or more of these functions are often hosted on

a gateway instead. This can be to save battery power, for example, by let-

ting the gateway handle heavy functions such as WAN connectivity and

application logic that requires a powerful processor. This also leads to

reduced costs because these are expensive components.

Another reason is to reduce complexity by letting a central node

(the gateway) handle functionality such as device management and

advanced applications, while letting the devices focus on sensing and

actuating.
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5.1.1.1 Device types
There are no clear criteria today for categorizing devices, but instead there

is more of a sliding scale. Within the book, we group devices into two cat-

egories (Table 5.1):

• Basic Devices: Devices that only provide the basic services of sensor

readings and/or actuation tasks, and in some cases limited support for

user interaction. LAN communication is supported via wired or

wireless technology, thus a gateway is needed to provide the WAN

connection.

• Advanced Devices: In this case the devices also host the application

logic and a WAN connection. They may also feature device

management and an execution environment for hosting multiple

applications. Gateway devices are most likely to fall into this category.

5.1.1.2 Deployment scenarios for devices
Deployment can differ for basic and advanced deployment scenarios.

Example deployment scenarios for basic devices include:

• Home Alarms: Such devices typically include motion detectors,

magnetic sensors, and smoke detectors. A central unit takes care of the

application logic that calls security and sounds an alarm if a sensor is

activated when the alarm is armed. The central unit also handles the

WAN connection towards the alarm central. These systems are

currently often based on proprietary radio protocols.

• Smart Meters: The meters are installed in the households and measure

consumption of, for example, electricity and gas. A concentrator

gateway collects data from the meters, performs aggregation, and

periodically transmits the aggregated data to an application server

over a cellular connection. By using a capillary network technology

Table 5.1 Example Characteristics of the Device Types

CPU Memory Power Comm OS, EE

Basic 8-bit PIC,
8-bit 8051,
32-bit Cortex-M

Kilobytes Battery 802.15.4,
802.11,
Z-Wave

Main-loop,
Contiki,
RTOSa

Advanced 32-bit ARM9,
Intel Atom

Megabytes Fixed 802.11,
LTE, 3G,
GPRS

Linux,
Java,
Python

aReal-time operating system.
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(e.g. 802.15.4), it’s possible to extend the range of the concentrator

gateway by allowing meters in the periphery to use other meters as

extenders, and interface with handheld devices on the Home Area

Network side.

• Building Automation Systems (BASs): Such devices include

thermostats, fans, motion detectors, and boilers, which are controlled

by local facilities, but can also be remotely operated.

• Standalone Smart Thermostats: These use Wi-Fi to communicate

with web services.

Examples for advanced devices, meanwhile, include:

• Onboard units in cars that perform remote monitoring and

configuration over a cellular connection.

• Robots and autonomous vehicles such as unmanned aerial vehicles

that can work both autonomously or by remote control using a cellular

connection.

• Video cameras for remote monitoring over 3G and LTE.

• Oil well monitoring and collection of data points from remote devices.

• Connected printers that can be upgraded and serviced remotely.

The devices and gateways of today often use legacy technologies such

as KNX, Z-Wave, and ZigBee, but the vision for the future is that every

device can have an IP address and be (in)directly connected to the Internet.

Some of the examples listed above (e.g. the BAS) require some form

of autonomous mode, where the system operates even without a WAN

connection. Also, in these cases it’s possible to use IoT technologies to

form an “Intranet of Things.”

5.1.2 Basic devices

These devices are often intended for a single purpose, such as measuring

air pressure or closing a valve. In some cases several functions are

deployed on the same device, such as monitoring humidity, temperature,

and light level.

The requirements on hardware are low, both in terms of processing

power and memory. The main focus is on keeping the bill of materials

(BOM) as low as possible by using inexpensive microcontrollers with

built-in memory and storage, often on an SoC-integrated circuit with all

main components on one single chip (Figure 5.1). Another common goal

is to enable battery as a power source, with a lifespan of a year and

upwards by using ultra-low energy microcontrollers.
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The microcontroller typically hosts a number of ports that allow integra-

tion with sensors and actuators, such as General Purpose I/O (GPIO) and an

analog-to-digital converter (ADC) for supporting analog input. For certain

actuators, such as motors, pulse-width modulation (PWM) can be used.

As low-power operation is paramount to battery-powered devices, the

microcontroller hosts functions that facilitate sleeping, such as interrupts

that can wake up the device on external and internal events, e.g. when there

is activity on a GPIO port or the radio, as well as timer-based wake ups.

Some devices even go as far as harvesting energy from their environment,

e.g. in the form of solar, thermal, and physical energy.

To interact with peripherals such as storage or display, it’s common to

use a serial interface such as SPI, I2C, or UART. These interfaces can also be

used to communicate with another microcontroller on the device. This is

common when the there is a need for offloading certain tasks, or when in

some cases the entire application logic is put on a separate host processor.

It’s not unusual for the microcontroller to also contain a security pro-

cessor, e.g. to accelerate Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). This is
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FIGURE 5.1

Example of a microcontroller with integrated STM32W-RFCKIT.

(STMicroelectronics 2013)
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necessary to allow encrypted communication over the radio link without

the need for a host processor.

Because a basic device lacks a WAN interface according to our defini-

tion, a gateway of some form is necessary. The gateway together with the

connected devices form a capillary network. The microcontroller contains

most of the radio functions needed for communicating with the gateway

and other devices in the same capillary network. An external antenna is,

however, necessary, and preferably a filter that removes unwanted fre-

quencies, e.g. a surface acoustic wave (SAW) filter.

Due to limited computational resources, these devices commonly do

not use a typical OS. It may be something as simple as a single-threaded

main-loop or a low-end OS such as FreeRTOS, Atomthreads, AVIX-RT,

ChibiOS/RT, ERIKA Enterprise, TinyOS, or Thingsquare Mist/Contiki.

These OSes offer basic functionality, e.g. memory and concurrency model

management, (sensor and radio) drivers, threading, TCP/IP, and higher-

level protocol stacks.

The actual application logic is located on top of the OS or in the main-

loop. A typical task for the application logic is to read values from the

sensors and to provide these over the LAN interface in a semantically cor-

rect manner with the correct units.

For this class of devices, the constrained hardware and non-standard

software limit third-party development and make development quite cost-

intensive.

5.1.3 Gateways

A gateway serves as a translator between different protocols, e.g. between

IEEE 802.15.4 or IEEE 802.11, to Ethernet or cellular.

There are many different types of gateways, which can work on different

levels in the protocol layers. Most often a gateway refers to a device that per-

forms translation of the physical and link layer, but application layer gate-

ways (ALGs) are also common. The latter is preferably avoided because it

adds complexity and is a common source of error in deployments.

Some examples of ALGs include the ZigBee Gateway Device (ZigBee

Alliance 2011), which translates from ZigBee to SOAP and IP, or gateways

that translate from Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) to HyperText

Transfer Protocol/Representational State Transfer (HTTP/REST).

For some LAN technologies, such as 802.11 and Z-Wave, the gateway

is used for inclusion and exclusion of devices. This typically works by

activating the gateway into inclusion or exclusion mode and by pressing a

button on the device to be added or removed from the network. We cover
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network technologies in more detail in Section 5.2: Local and wide area

networking.

For very basic gateways, the hardware is typically focused on simplic-

ity and low cost, but frequently the gateway device is also used for many

other tasks, such as data management, device management, and local

applications. In these cases, more powerful hardware with GNU/Linux is

commonly used. The following sections describe these additional tasks in

more detail.

5.1.3.1 Data management
Typical functions for data management include performing sensor readings

and caching this data, as well as filtering, concentrating, and aggregating

the data before transmitting it to back-end servers. Data Management is

covered in Section 5.3.

5.1.3.2 Local applications
Examples of local applications that can be hosted on a gateway include

closed loops, home alarm logic, and ventilation control, or the data man-

agement function above and in Section 5.3. The benefit of hosting this

logic on the gateway instead of in the network is to avoid downtime in

case of WAN connection failure, minimize usage of costly cellular data,

and reduce latency.

To facilitate efficient management of applications on the gateway, it’s

necessary to include an execution environment. The execution environ-

ment is responsible for the lifecycle management of the applications,

including installation, pausing, stopping, configuration, and uninstallation

of the applications. A common example of an execution environment for

embedded environments is OSGi, which is based on Java: applications are

built as one or more Bundles, which are packaged as Java JAR files and

installed using a so-called Management Agent. The Management Agent

can be controlled from, for example, a terminal shell or via a protocol

such as CPE WAN Management Protocol (CWMP).

Bundle packages can be retrieved from the local file system or over

HTTP, for example. OSGi also provides security and versioning for

Bundles, which means that communication between Bundles is controlled,

and several versions of them can exist. The benefit of versioning and the

lifecycle management functions is that the OSGi environment never needs

to be shut down when upgrading, thus avoiding downtime in the system.

Also, Linux can be used as an execution environment.
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5.1.3.3 Device management
Device management (DM) is an essential part of the IoT and provides effi-

cient means to perform many of the management tasks for devices:

• Provisioning: Initialization (or activation) of devices in regards to

configuration and features to be enabled.

• Device Configuration: Management of device settings and parameters.

• Software Upgrades: Installation of firmware, system software, and

applications on the device.

• Fault Management: Enables error reporting and access to device

status.

Examples of device management standards include TR-069 and OMA-DM.

In the simplest deployment, the devices communicate directly with the

DM server. This is, however, not always optimal or even possible due to

network or protocol constraints, e.g. due to a firewall or mismatching pro-

tocols. In these cases, the gateway functions as mediator between the

server and the devices, and can operate in three different ways:

• If the devices are visible to the DM server, the gateway can simply

forward the messages between the device and the server and is not a

visible participant in the session.

• In case the devices are not visible but understand the DM protocol in

use, the gateway can act as a proxy, essentially acting as a DM server

towards the device and a DM client towards the server.

• For deployments where the devices use a different DM protocol from

the server, the gateway can represent the devices and translate between

the different protocols (e.g. TR-069, OMA-DM, or CoAP). The devices

can be represented either as virtual devices or as part of the gateway

(which is typically also a device that is managed by the DM server).

5.1.4 Advanced devices

As mentioned earlier, the distinction between basic devices, gateways, and

advanced devices is not cut in stone, but some features that can character-

ize an advanced device are the following:

• A powerful CPU or microcontroller with enough memory and storage

to host advanced applications, such as a printer offering functions for

copying, faxing, printing, and remote management.

• A more advanced user interface with, for example, display and

advanced user input in the form of a keypad or touch screen.

• Video or other high bandwidth functions.
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It’s not unusual for the advanced device to also function as a gateway

for local devices on the same LAN.

For these more computionally capable devices, the OS can be, for

example, GNU/Linux or a commerical RTOS, such as ENEA’s OSE,

WindRiver’s VxWorks, or Blackberry’s QNX. This class of devices comes

with optimized and high-performance IP stacks, thus making networking a

non-issue.

By offering a more common and open OS, along with community-

standardized APIs, software libraries, programming languages, and devel-

opment tools, the number of potential developers grows significantly.

5.1.5 Summary and vision

This section covered different device classes and the role of the gateway

in an M2M or IoT deployment. There are also other aspects that must be

taken into account in regards to devices. The most important of these is

security, both in terms of physical security as well as software and net-

work security. As this is a very extensive topic, it is out of the scope of

this book.

Another aspect that needs to be managed is the matter of external fac-

tors that can affect the operation of the devices, such as rain, wind, chemi-

cals, and electromagnetic influences. These elements are slowly being

understood and studied in the context of cyber-physical systems, as IoT

applications move from the laboratory into real-world deployments.

Fundamentally, these external factors necessitate adaptability and situa-

tional awareness capabilities as features of the devices in the field, which

are typically unaccounted for during the software engineering phase of

development.

One of the major effects that the IoT will have on devices is to disrupt

the current value chains, where one actor controls everything from device

to service. This will happen due to standardization and consolidation of

technologies, such as protocols, OSes, software and programming lan-

guages (e.g. Java for embedded devices), and the business drivers discussed

in Chapter 2 . New types of actors will be able to enter the market, e.g. spe-

cialized device vendors, cloud solution providers, and service providers.

Standardization will improve interoperability between devices, as well as

between devices and services, resulting in commoditization of both.

Another expected outcome of improved interoperability is the possibil-

ity to reuse the same device for multiple services; for example, a motion

detector can be used both for security purposes as well as for reducing

energy consumption by detecting when no one is in the room.
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The barrier for new developers will further be reduced thanks to the

consolidation of software and interfaces, e.g. it will be possible to interact

with a device using simple HTTP/REST and to easily install a Java appli-

cation on a device, resulting in an increased number of developers.

Thanks to developments in hardware and network technologies, entirely

new device classes and features are expected, such as:

• Battery-powered devices with ultra-low power cellular connections.

• Devices that harvest energy from their environment.

• Smart bandwidth management and protocol switching, i.e. using

adaptive RF mechanisms to swap between, for example, Bluetooth LE

and IEEE 802.15.4.

• Multi-radio/multi-rate to switch between bands or bit rates (slower bit

rate implies better sensitivity at longer range).

• Microcontrollers with multicore processors.

• Novel software architectures for better handling of concurrency.

• The possibility to automate the design of integrated circuits based on

business-level logic and use case.

All these improvements that the IoT brings will remove the final bar-

riers that have been holding back the market for M2M.

In the next section, we cover LANs and WANs � the technology build-

ing blocks that allow devices to communicate with Information and

Communications Technology (ICT) systems and the wider world.

5.2 Local and wide area networking
5.2.1 The need for networking

A network is created when two or more computing devices exchange data

or information. The ability to exchange pieces of information using tele-

communications technologies has changed the world, and will continue to

do so for the foreseeable future, with applications emerging in nearly all

contexts of contemporary and future living. Typically, devices are known

as “nodes” of the network, and they communicate over “links.”

In modern computing, nodes range from personal computers, servers,

and dedicated packet switching hardware, to smartphones, games consoles,

television sets and, increasingly, heterogeneous devices that are generally

characterized by limited resources and functionalities. Limitations typi-

cally include computation, energy, memory, communication (range, band-

width, reliability, etc.) and application specificity (e.g. specific sensors,
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actuators, tasks), etc. Such devices are typically dedicated to specific tasks,

such as sensing, monitoring, and control (discussed later).

Network links rely upon a physical medium, such as electrical wires,

air, and optical fibers, over which data can be sent from one network node

to the next. It is not uncommon for these media to be grouped either as

wired or wireless.

A selected physical medium determines a number of technical and eco-

nomic considerations. Technically, the medium selected, or more

accurately, the technological solution designed and implemented to com-

municate over that medium, is the primary enabler of bandwidth � without

which, certain applications are infeasible. Simultaneously, different techno-

logical solutions require certain economic considerations, such as the cost

of deployment and maintenance of the networking infrastructure. For exam-

ple, consider the cost of embedding wires across a metropolitan, or larger,

geographic region (e.g. electricity and legacy telephone networks).

When direct communication between two nodes over a physical

medium is not possible, networking can allow for these devices to commu-

nicate over a number of hops. In order to achieve this, nodes of the net-

work must have an awareness of all nodes in the network with which they

can indirectly communicate. This can be a direct connection over one link

(edge, the transition or communication between two nodes over a link), or

knowledge of a route to the desired (destination) node by communicating

through cooperating nodes, over multiple edges. Consider Figure 5.2.

This is the simplest form of network that requires knowledge of a route

to communicate between nodes that do not have direct physical links.

Therefore, if node A wishes to transfer data to node C, it must do so

through node B. Thus, node B must be capable of the following: commu-

nicating with both node A and node C, and advertising to node A and

node C that it can act as an intermediary.

Basic networking requirements have become explicit. It is essential to

uniquely identify each node in the network, and it is necessary to have

cooperating nodes capable of linking nodes between which physical links

do not exist. In modern computing, this equates to IP addresses and rout-

ing tables. Thanks to standardization, IP in particular, physical media

A B C

FIGURE 5.2

A network.
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(links) no longer need to be the same across the network, and the nodes

need not have the same capabilities and/or mission.

Beyond the basic ability to transfer data, the speed and accuracy with

which data can be transferred is of critical importance to the application.

Irrespective of the ability to link devices, without the necessary bandwidth,

some applications are rendered impossible. Consider the differences

between streaming video from a surveillance camera, for example, and an

intrusion-detection system based on a passive sensor. Simplistically,

streaming video requires high bandwidth, whereas transmitting a small

amount of information about the detection of an intruder requires a tiny

amount of bandwidth, but a higher degree of reliability with respect to

both the communications link and the accuracy of the detection.

Today, we have complex, heterogeneous networks. The simple example

above is useful for explaining the basics of networking to a child, but

is also useful when abstracting the types of nodes that A, B, and C might

be, the different physical links between them, and their methods of

interaction.

Abstracting, consider that node A is a device that can only communi-

cate over a particular wireless channel of limited range (e.g. Channel 11 in

the 2.4 GHz ISM band, over less than 200 meters). Node B is capable of

communicating with node A, but also with an application server with ser-

vice capabilities (node C, with which it can connect using wired Ethernet,

e.g. over a complex link using a standardized protocol and/or web service

such as REST at the application layer) over the Internet. Now consider

that node B may be connected to a sub-network (of child nodes, similar to

node A) of up to thousands of similarly constrained devices (A1. . .An).

These thousands of devices may be equipped with sensors, deployed

specifically to monitor some physical phenomenon. They can only com-

municate with one another and node B, and may communicate with each

other over single or multiple hops (thus increasing range of the sensing

field, not all nodes requiring direct connectivity with B). This is represen-

tative of a traditional Wireless Sensor Network (WSN).

Consider that the owner of the WSN wishes to obtain the data from

each of the (A1. . .An) devices in the WSN. However, the preferred way to

read the data is through a web browser, or application on a smartphone/

tablet, via node C. Therefore, a networking solution is required to transfer

all of the WSN data from nodes A1. . .An to node C, through node B. This

is now a complex networking infrastructure, and is representative of many

potential embodiments of M2M and IoT technologies. This concept maps

directly to the M2M Functional Architecture, where nodes A1. . .An are an
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M2M Area Network, node B is an M2M Gateway, and node C is represen-

tative of M2M Service Capabilities and Applications.

A Local Area Network (LAN) was traditionally distinguishable from a

Wide Area Network (WAN) based on the geographic coverage require-

ments of the network, and the need for third party, or leased, communication

infrastructure. In the case of the LAN, a smaller geographic region is cov-

ered, such as a commercial building, an office block, or a home, and does

not require any leased communications infrastructure.

WANs provide communication links that cover longer distances, such as

across metropolitan, regional, or by textbook definition, global geographic

areas. In practice, WANs are often used to link LANs and Metropolitan

Area Networks (MAN) � where LAN technologies cannot provide the

communications ranges to otherwise interconnect � and commonly to link

LANs and devices (including smart phones, Wi-Fi routers that support

LANs, tablets, and M2M devices) to the Internet. Quantitatively, LANs

tended to cover distances of tens to hundreds of meters, whereas WAN

links spanned tens to hundreds of kilometers.

There are differences between the technologies that enable LANs and

WANs. In the simplest case for each, these can be grouped as wired or

wireless. The most popular wired LAN technology is Ethernet. Wi-Fi is

the most prevalent wireless LAN (WLAN) technology.

Wireless WAN (WWAN), as a descriptor, covers cellular mobile tele-

communication networks, a significant departure from WLAN in terms of

technology, coverage, network infrastructure, and architecture. The current

generation of WWAN technology includes LTE (or 4G) and WiMAX.

Acting as a link between LANs and Wireless Personal Area Networks

(WPANs), M2M Gateway Devices (see Section 5.1) typically include cel-

lular transceivers, and allow seamless IP-connectivity over heterogeneous

physical media. An example of an M2M Gateway’s logical functionality is

presented in Figure 6.9.

A more intuitive example of a similar device is the wireless access

point commonly found in homes and offices. In the home, the “wireless

router” typically behaves as a link between the Wi-Fi (WLAN, and thus

connected laptops, tablets, smartphones, etc. commonly found in the

home) and Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) broadband connectivity, tradi-

tionally arriving over telephone lines. “DSL” refers to Internet access car-

ried over legacy (wired) telephone networks, and encompasses numerous

standards and variants. “Broadband” indicates the ability to carry multiple

signals over a number of frequencies, with a typical minimum bandwidth

of 256 kbps. In the office, the Wi-Fi wireless access points are typically
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connected to the wired corporate (Ethernet) LAN, which is subsequently

connected to a wider area network and Internet backbone, typically pro-

vided by an Internet Service Provider (ISP).

Considering M2M and IoT applications, there are likely to exist a combi-

nation of traditional networking approaches. The need exists to interconnect

devices (generally integrated microsystems) with central data processing and

decision support systems, in addition to one another. The business logic and

requirements for each embodiment will differ on a case-by-case basis.

Practically, these devices will not warrant individual connections to

leased networking infrastructure (e.g. putting a SIM card in each device

and using the cellular network for fast IP connectivity). This approach is

thought to be prohibitive due to cost, among other factors. A more likely

scenario is where, similar to WLAN technologies, a geographic region can

be covered by a network of devices that connect to the Internet via a gate-

way device, which may use a leased network connection.

The potential complexity of these networks is enormous. For example,

a gateway device can access the IP backbone over a WWAN (e.g. GPRS/

UMTS/LTE/WiMAX) link, or over a WLAN link, where the leased infra-

structure would be that of the ISP providing backbone connectivity to the

WLAN in its own right, as above.

It is worth extending the consideration of WAN and LAN to encompass

the idea of WPANs, which is the description used for the newer standards

that govern low-power, low-rate networks suitable for M2M and IoT

applications. Indeed, the standard upon which many popular recent net-

working technologies are built (including ZigBee, WirelessHART,

Isa100.11a, and other IETF initiatives such as 6LoWPAN, RPL, and

CoAP, all discussed later in this chapter) is “IEEE 802.15.4 � Wireless

Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer (PHY) Specifications

for Low-Rate Wireless Personal Area Networks (LR-WPANs).” This stan-

dard was first approved in 2003, and has been subject to numerous amend-

ments over the past decade. These amendments have related to modifying

and/or extending PHY parameters to ensure global utility with regard to

licensing and application suitability, and modifications to the MAC layer.

This is similar to the evolution of Wi-Fi WLAN technology (e.g. IEEE

802.11, a, b, g, n, etc.). The naming convention is ultimately non-intuitive,

as communication ranges for IEEE 802.15.4 technology may range from

tens of meters to kilometers. It is probably more useful to think of these

technologies as “low-rate, low-power” networks.

It is reasonable to suggest that the traditional boundaries between LAN

and WAN technologies, and their working definitions, require updating to
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account for contemporary amendments to the standards and use cases to

which they are applicable.

From an M2M perspective, ETSI considers, as part of its functional

architecture, M2M Area Networks (the terms “M2M Area Network,”

“M2M Device Domain,” and “capillary networks” are often used inter-

changeably to describe peripheral networks below the Access and Core

Networks). Devices in an M2M Area Network connect to the IP backbone,

or Network Domain, via an M2M Gateway device. Typically, a Gateway

device is equipped with a cellular transceiver that is physically compatible

with UMTS or LTE-Advanced, for example, WWAN. The same device

will also be equipped with the necessary transceiver to communicate on

the same physical medium as the M2M Area Network(s) in the M2M

Device Domain. This is covered in more detail in Chapter 6.

M2M Area Networks may include a plethora of wired or wireless tech-

nologies, including: Bluetooth LE/Smart, IEEE 802.15.4 (LR-WPAN; e.g.

ZigBee, IETF 6LoWPAN, RPL, CoAP, ISA100.11a, WirelessHART, etc.),

M-BUS, Wireless M-BUS, KNX, and Power Line Communication (PLC).

The “Internet of Things,” as a term, originated from Radio Frequency

Identification (RFID) research, wherein the original IoT concept was that any

RFID-tagged “thing” could have a virtual presence on the “Internet.” In real-

ity, there is little conceptual dissimilarity between RFID and bar codes, or

more recently, QR codes � they simply use different technological means to

achieve the same result (i.e. an “object” has an online presence).

The original concept has evolved from a reasonably simple idea, with

immediate utility in logistics (i.e. track and trace, inventory management

applications), to complex networks, functionalities, and interactions, with-

out any satisfactory working definition(s). As M2M applications become

more synonymous with IoT, it is necessary to understand the technologies,

limitations, and implications of the networking infrastructure. Essentially,

the ability to remotely communicate with devices, and resultant new capa-

bilities, is what sets modern IoT thinking apart from the original concept.

The following sub-sections describe the technologies traditionally used

to achieve WAN and LAN. We are further motivated to shift away from

conventional thinking on how to describe networking and communications

technologies based on simplistic concepts around geographic coverage or

leased infrastructure.

5.2.2 Wide area networking

WANs are typically required to bridge the M2M Device Domain to the

backhaul network, thus providing a proxy that allows information (data,
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commands, etc.) to traverse heterogeneous networks. This is seen as a core

requirement to provide communications services between the M2M service

enablement and the physical deployments of devices in the field. Thus, the

WAN is capable of providing the bi-directional communications links

between services and devices. This, however, must be achieved by means

of physical and logical proxy.

The proxy is achieved using an M2M Gateway Device. Depending on

the situation, there are, in general, a number of candidate technologies to

select from. As before, the M2M Gateway Device is typically an inte-

grated microsystem with multiple communications interfaces and computa-

tional capabilities. It is a critical component in the functional architecture,

as it must be capable of handling all of the necessary interfacing to the

M2M Service Capabilities and Management Functions, which are mostly

described in Chapter 6 and the ETSI releases.

By way of example, consider a device that incorporates both an IEEE

802.15.4-compliant transceiver (a popular legacy example of which is the

Texas Instruments CC2420), capable of communicating with a capillary

network of similarly equipped devices, and a cellular transceiver (a popular

example of which is a Telit UC864-g), that connects to the Internet using

the UMTS network. This assumes the handover to the backbone IP network

is handled according to the 3GPP specifications. Transceivers (sometimes

referred to as modems) are typically available as hardware modules with

which the central intelligence of the device (gateway or cell phone) inter-

acts by means of standardized (sometimes vendor-specific) AT Commands.

This device is now capable of acting as a physical proxy between the

LR-WPAN, or M2M Device Domain, and the M2M Network Domain.

The latest ETSI M2M Functional Architecture is illustrated in Figure 5.3.

Device types were discussed in more detail in Section 5.1.

The Access and Core Network in the ETSI M2M Functional

Architecture are foreseen to be operated by a Mobile Network Operator

(MNO), and can be thought of simply as the “WAN” for the purposes of

interconnecting devices and backhaul networks (Internet), thus, M2M

Applications, Service Capabilities, Management Functions, and Network

Management Functions.

The WAN covers larger geographic regions using wireless (licensed

and un-licensed spectra) as well as wire-based access. WAN technologies

include cellular networks (using several generations of technologies),

DSL, WiMAX, Wi-Fi, Ethernet, Satellite, and so forth.

The WAN delivers a packet-based service using IP as default.

However, circuit-based services can also be used in certain situations.
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In the M2M context, important functions of the WAN include:

• The main function of the WAN is to establish connectivity between

capillary networks, hosting sensors, and actuators, and the M2M

service enablement. The default connectivity mode is packet-based

using the IP family of technologies.

Many different types of messages can be sent and received. These

include messages originating as, for example, a message sent from a

sensor in an M2M Area Network and resulting in an SMS received

from the M2M Gateway or Application (e.g. by a relevant stakeholder

with SMS notifications configured for when sensor readings breach

particular sensing thresholds.).

• Use of identity management techniques (primarily of M2M devices)

in cellular and non-cellular domains to grant right-of-use of the
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ETSI M2M Functional Architecture.
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WAN resource. The following techniques are used for these

purposes:

• MCIM (Machine Communications Identity Module) for remote

provisioning of SIM targeting M2M devices.

• xSIM (x-Subscription Identity Module), like SIM, USIM, ISIM.

• Interface identifiers, an example of which is the MAC address of

the device, typically stored in hardware.

• Authentication/registration type of functions (device focused).

• Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting (AAA), such as

RADIUS services.

• Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP), e.g. employing

deployment-specific configuration parameters specified by device,

user, or application-specific parameters residing in a directory.

• Subscription services (device-focused).

• Directory services, e.g. containing user profiles and various device

(s) parameter(s), setting(s), and combinations thereof.

M2M-specific considerations include, in particular:

• MCIM (cf. 3GPP SA3 work).

• User Data Management (e.g. subscription management).

• Network optimizations (cf. 3GPP SA2 work).

There may be many suppliers of WAN functionality in a complete

M2M solution. It follows that an important function in the M2M Service

Enablement domain will be to manage westbound business-to-business

(B2B) relations between a number of WAN service providers.

5.2.2.1 3rd generation partnership project technologies and machine
type communications
Machine Type Communications (MTC) is heavily referred to in the ETSI

documentation. MTC, however, lacks a firm definition, and is explained

using a series of use cases. Generally speaking, MTC refers to small

amounts of data that are communicated between machines (devices to

back-end services and vice versa) without the need for any human inter-

vention. In the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), MTC is used to

refer to all M2M communication (Jain et al. 2012). Thus, they are inter-

changeable terms.

5.2.3 Local area networking

Capillary networks are typically autonomous, self-contained systems of

M2M devices that may be connected to the cloud via an appropriate
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Gateway. They are often deployed in controlled environments such as

vehicles, buildings, apartments, factories, bodies, etc. (Figure 5.4) in order

to collect sensor measurements, generate events should sensing thresholds

be breached, and sometimes control specific features of interest (e.g. heart

rate of a patient, environmental data on a factory floor, car speed, air con-

ditioning appliances, etc.). There will exist numerous capillary networks

that will employ short-range wired and wireless communication and net-

working technologies.

For certain application areas, there is a need for autonomous local oper-

ation of the capillary network. That is, not everything needs to be sent to,

or potentially be controlled via, the cloud.

In the event that application-level logic is enforceable via the cloud,

some will still need to be managed locally. The complexity of the local

application logic varies by application. For example, a building automation

network may need local control loop functionality for autonomous opera-

tion, but can rely on external communication for configuration of control

schemas and parameters.

The M2M devices in a capillary network are typically thought to be

low-capability nodes (e.g. battery operated, with limited security capabili-

ties) for cost reasons, and should operate autonomously. For this reason, a

GW/application server will naturally also be part of the architected solu-

tion for capillary networks.
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FIGURE 5.4

Capillary networks and their inside view.
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More and more (currently closed) capillary networks will open up for

integration with the enterprise back end systems. For capillary networks

that expose devices to the cloud/Internet, IP is envisioned to be the com-

mon waist. IPv6 will be the protocol of choice for M2M devices that oper-

ate a 6LoWPAN-based stack. IPv4 will still be used for capillary networks

operating in non-6LoWPAN IP stacks (e.g. Wi-Fi capillary networks).

In terms of short-range communication technology convergence, an

IPv6 stack with 6LoWPAN running above the physical medium is expected.

The physical medium may be IEEE 802.15.4 (i.e. wireless), but can also be

various PLC or other wired solutions (e.g. Homeplug or P1902).

Legacy ZigBee application profiles will be used in the future in addi-

tion to newer ZigBee IP and IEEE 802.15.4 6LoWPAN/RPL/CoAP net-

works. It is expected that the binary versions of the application profiles

will be used for efficiency reasons (e.g. an automation profile device may

be a temperature sensor not necessarily connected to the mains).

Market conditions dictate that in 2016, there will continue to be ZigBee

and BT LE devices competing for share of the same market. There are no

indications that KNX and ZigBee will be consolidated, as there are big

players that support these for the smart grid application area. The situation

is further exacerbated by the development of the IEEE 802.15.4g standard,

a physical layer amendment to support Smart Utility Networks (SUN) �
smart grid in particular � designed to operate over much larger geographic

distances (wireless links spanning tens of kilometers), and specifically

designed for minimal infrastructure, low power, many-device networks.

5.2.3.1 Deployment considerations
The nature of the intended application plays a significant role in determining

the appropriate technological solution. Typically, these are defined by the

business logics that motivate initial deployment. There are increasing num-

bers of innovative IoT applications (hardware and software) marketed as con-

sumer products. These range from intelligent thermostats for effectively

managing comfort and energy use in the home, to precision gardening tools

(sampling weather conditions, soil moisture, etc.). At scale, similar solutions

are, and will continue to be, applied in and across industry.

Scaling up for industrial applications and moving from laboratories into

the real world creates significant challenges that are not yet fully under-

stood. Low-rate, low-power communications technologies are known to be

“lossy.” The reasons for this are numerous. They can relate to environ-

mental factors, which impact upon radio performance (such as time-

varying stochastic wireless propagation characteristics), technical factors
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such as performance trade-offs based on the characteristics of medium

access control and routing protocols, and physical limitations of devices

(including software architectures, runtime and execution environments,

computational capabilities, energy availability, local storage, and so

forth), and practical factors such as maintenance opportunities (scheduled,

remote, accessibility, etc.). Practical constraints for deployment are consid-

ered in more detail in Section 7.3.

Numerous deployment environments (factories, buildings, roads, vehi-

cles) are expected in addition to wildly varying application scenarios and

operational and functional requirements of the systems. ETSI describes a

set of use cases, namely eHealth, Connected Consumer, Automotive,

Smart Grid, and Smart Meter, that only capture some of the breadth of

potential deployment scenarios and environments that are possible.

Section 5.1 describes the various hardware technologies that comprise

the devices and gateways that make up the current and future art in IoT

technologies. Notwithstanding, there continues to be fragmentation at the

physical layer in terms of communications technologies. Assuming that IP

connectivity can be the fundamental mechanism to bridge heterogeneous

physical and link layer technologies, it stands to reason that fragmentation

can continue such that appropriate technologies are available for the

breadth of potential application scenarios.

5.2.3.2 Key technologies
This section details a number of the standards and technologies currently

in use and under development that enable ad hoc connectivity between the

devices that will form the basis of the IoT. These are the communications

technologies that are considered to be critical to the realization of mas-

sively distributed M2M applications and the IoT at large.

Power Line Communication (PLC) refers to communicating over

power (or phone, coax, etc.) lines. This amounts to pulsing, with various

degrees of power and frequency, the electrical lines used for power distri-

bution. PLC comes in numerous flavors. At low frequencies (tens to hun-

dreds of Hertz) it is possible to communicate over kilometers with low bit

rates (hundreds of bits per second). Typically, this type of communication

was used for remote metering, and was seen as potentially useful for the

smart grid. Enhancements to allow higher bit rates have led to the possibil-

ity of delivering broadband connectivity over power lines. There have

been a number of attempts to standardize PLC in recent years. NIST

recently included IEEE 1901 (in 2011) and ITU-T G.hn (G.9960-PHY in

2009, and G.9961-Data Link Layer in 2010) as standards for further
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review for potential use in the smart grid in the United States. In 2011, the

ITU referenced G.9903 that specifies the use of IPv6 over PLC, borrowing

techniques (specifically 6LoWPAN, below) originally developed in the

wireless community.

LAN (and WLAN) continues to be important technology for M2M and

IoT applications. This is due to the high bandwidth, reliability, and legacy

of the technologies. Where power is not a limiting factor, and high band-

width is required, devices may connect seamlessly to the Internet via

Ethernet (IEEE 802.3) or Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11). The utility of existing (W)

LAN infrastructure is evident in a number of early IoT applications tar-

geted at the consumer market, particularly where integration and control

with smartphones is required (irrespective of the actual technical architec-

ture or optimality of the solution).

The IEEE 802.11 (Wi-Fi) standards continue to evolve in various direc-

tions to improve certain operational characteristics depending on usage sce-

nario. A widely adopted recent release was IEEE 802.11n, which was

specifically designed to enhance throughput (typically useful for streaming

multimedia). Ongoing work such as IEEE 802.11ac is developing an even

higher throughput version to replace this, focusing efforts in the 5 GHz band.

IEEE 802.11ah is working on an evolution of the 2007 standard that

will allow a number of networked devices to cooperate in the ,1 GHz
(ISM) band. The idea is to exploit collaboration (relaying, or networking

in other words) to extend range, and improve energy efficiency (by cycling

the active periods of the radio transceiver). The standard aims to facilitate

the rapid development of IoT and M2M applications that could exploit

burst-like transmissions, such as in metering applications. This type of

thinking is very similar to traditional WSN theory and practice, which

foreran the development of technologies like 6LoWPAN, RPL, and CoAP,

below.

Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE; “Bluetooth Smart”) is a recent (2010)

integration of Nokia’s Wibree (2006) standard with the main Bluetooth

standard (originally developed and maintained as IEEE 802.15.1 and

Bluetooth SIG). It is designed for short-range (,50 m) applications in

healthcare, fitness, security, etc., where high data rates (millions of bits

per second) are required to enable application functionality. It is deliber-

ately low cost and energy efficient by design, and has been integrated into

the majority of recent smartphones.

Low-Rate, Low-Power Networks are another key technology that

form the basis of the IoT. For example, the IEEE 802.15.4 family of stan-

dards was one of the first used in practical research and experimentation
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in the field of WSNs. It was originally presented in 2003 as Part 15.4:

Low-Rate Wireless Personal Area Networks (LR-WPAN). The original

release covered the Physical and Medium Access Control layers, specify-

ing use in the ISM bands at frequencies around 433 MHz, 868/915 MHz,

and 2.4 GHz. This supported data rates of between 20 kbps up to

256 kbps, depending on selected band, over distances ranging from tens of

meters to kilometers (also depending on transmission power level).

Typically, radio transceivers developed in compliance with this standard

consume power in the tens of milli-Watts range in active modes. This

means that they are still insufficiently energy efficient to provide long-

lasting battery life (i.e..10 years) for continuous operation, or energy har-

vested operation, without aggressively duty cycling the active period of

the transceiver. Radio duty cycling refers to managing the active periods

of the Radio Frequency Integrated Circuit (RFIC) during transmission, and

listening to the medium. It is typically quantified as a percentage with

respect to active time.

Notwithstanding, IEEE 802.15.4 defines the PHY layer, and in some

instances the MAC layer, upon which a number of low-energy communi-

cations specifications have been built. Namely, ZigBee, and its more

recent derivatives ZigBee IP and ZigBee RF4CE, WirelessHART,

ISA100.a, and others, use this technology at the most basic level.

While the IEEE 802.15.4 standard refers to WPANs in its title, the real-

ity is much different. Recent developments, such as the PHY Amendment

for Smart Utility Networks (SUN), IEEE 802.15.4g, seek to extend the

operational coverage of these networks up to tens of kilometers in order to

provide extremely wide geographic coverage with minimal infrastructure.

As the name of the working group suggests, an intuitive use case for this

amendment is in the future smart grid.

With IPv6 Networking, attention is paid to the ongoing work to facili-

tate the use of IP to enable interoperability irrespective of the physical and

link layers (i.e. making the fact that devices are networked, with or with-

out wires, with various capabilities in terms of range and bandwidth,

essentially seamless). It is foreseeable that the only hard requirement for

an embedded device will be that it can somehow connect with a compati-

ble gateway device (assuming it is an M2M Area Network device that

does not have in-built WAN connectivity, i.e. a cellular modem). The

advances in this space have been driven by the IETF from a standardiza-

tion perspective.

6LoWPAN (IPv6 Over Low Power Wireless Personal Area Networks)

was developed initially by the 6LoWPAN Working Group (WG) of the
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IETF as a mechanism to transport IPv6 over IEEE 802.15.4-2003 net-

works. Specifically, methods to handle fragmentation, reassembly, and

header compression were the primary objectives. This is due to the large

size of IPv6 packets (1280 octets) and the limited space in the protocol

data unit (81 octets in the worst case, after security) as a result of the max-

imum physical packet size of 127 octets, respectively, specified by IEEE

802.15.4-2003. The WG also developed methods to handle address auto-

configuration, the hooks for mesh networking, and network management.

We refer the interested reader to the following IETF (open access)

requests for comments for detailed information: RFC 4919 (Problem),

RFC 6282 (Header Compression), and RFC 6775 (Neighbor Discovery).

The WG is currently working on developing IPv6 over Bluetooth Low

Energy.

RPL (IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low Power and Lossy Networks) was

developed by the IETF Routing over Low Power and Lossy Networks

(RoLL) WG. They defined Low Power Lossy Networks as those typically

characterized by high data loss rates, low data rates, and general instabil-

ity. No specific physical or medium access control technologies were

specified, but typical links considered include PLC, IEEE 802.15.4, and

low-power Wi-Fi. The logic behind the development of the protocol was

founded on the traffic flow characteristics of such networks, where typical

use cases involve the collection of data from many (for example) sensing

points, nodes towards a sink, or alternatively, flooding information from

a sink to many nodes in the network. Thus, the well-known concept of a

Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) structure was concentrated to a

Destination Oriented DAG (DODAG) for the purposes of initial develop-

ment. The group defined a new ICMPv6 message, with three possible

types, specific for RPL networks. These include a DAG Information

Object (DIO), that allows a node to discover an RPL instance, configura-

tion parameters and parents, a DAG Information Solicitation (DIS) to

allow requests for DIOs from RPL nodes, and Destination Advertisement

Object (DAO), used to propagate destination information upwards (i.e.

towards the root) along the DODAG (specific RPL details are available in

RFC 6550 and related RFCs). The Trickle Algorithm, standardized in

2011 (RFC 6206), and well known in the WSN community, is an impor-

tant enabler of RPL message exchange.

CoAP (Constrained Application Protocol) is being developed by the

IETF Constrained RESTful Environments (CoRE) WG as a specialized

web transfer protocol for use with severe computational and communica-

tion constraints typically characteristic of M2M and IoT applications.
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Essentially, CoAP elaborates a simple request/response interaction model

between application end points (e.g. from an M2M Application to an

M2M Area Network Device). REST is essentially a simplification of the

ubiquitous HTTP, and thus allows for simple integration between them.

This is especially powerful for integrating typical Internet computing

applications with constrained devices.

Having covered devices and networking for IoT solutions, we turn our

attention to Data Management, which is a core enabling ICT function

within IoT systems.

5.3 Data management
5.3.1 Introduction

Modern enterprises need to be agile and dynamically support multiple

decision-making processes taken at several levels. In order to achieve this,

critical information needs to be available at the right point in a timely

manner, and in the right form (Karnouskos 2009). All this info is the result

of data being acquired increasingly by M2M interactions, which in con-

junction with the processes involved, assist in better decision-making.

Some of the key characteristics of M2M data include:

• Big Data: Huge amounts of data are generated, capturing detailed

aspects of the processes where devices are involved.

• Heterogeneous Data: The data is produced by a huge variety of

devices and is itself highly heterogeneous, differing on sampling rate,

quality of captured values, etc.

• Real-World Data: The overwhelming majority of the M2M data

relates to real-world processes and is dependent on the environment

they interact with.

• Real-Time Data: M2M data is generated in real-time and

overwhelmingly can be communicated also in a very timely manner.

The latter is of pivotal importance since many times their business

value depends on the real-time processing of the info they convey.

• Temporal Data: The overwhelming majority of M2M data is of

temporal nature, measuring the environment over time.

• Spatial Data: Increasingly, the data generated by M2M interactions are

not only captured by mobile devices, but also coupled to interactions in

specific locations, and their assessment may dynamically vary

depending on the location.
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• Polymorphic Data: The data acquired and used by M2M processes

may be complex and involve various data, which can also obtain

different meanings depending on the semantics applied and the process

they participate in.

• Proprietary Data: Up to now, due to monolithic application

development, a significant amount of M2M data is stored and captured

in proprietary formats. However, increasingly due to the interactions

with heterogeneous devices and stakeholders, open approaches for data

storage and exchange are used.

• Security and Privacy Data Aspects: Due to the detailed capturing of

interactions by M2M, analysis of the obtained data has a high risk of

leaking private information and usage patterns, as well as

compromising security.

In the era of M2M, where billions of devices interact and generate data

at exponential growth rates, data management is of critical importance as

it sets the basis upon which any other processes can rely and operate.

Several aspects of data management need to be addressed in order to fully

take advantage of the M2M data and their business relevance.

5.3.2 Managing M2M data

The data flow from the moment it is sensed (e.g. by a wireless sensor

node) up to the moment it reaches the backend system has been processed

manifold (and often redundantly), either to adjust its representation in

order to be easily integrated by the diverse applications, or to compute on

it in order to extract and associate it with respective business intelligence

(e.g. business process affected, etc.). As depicted also in Figure 5.5, we

see a number of data processing network points between the machine and

the enterprise that act on the datastream (or simply forwarding it) based on

their end-application needs and existing context.

Dealing with M2M data may be decomposed into several stages, which

we briefly outline below. Not all of the stages are necessary in every solu-

tion, and may be used in orders other than those described below.

Additionally, the degree of focus in each stage heavily depends on the

actual usage requirements put upon the data as well as the infrastructure.

5.3.2.1 Data generation
Data generation is the first stage within which data is generated actively

or passively from the device, system, or as a result of its interactions. The

sampling of data generation depends on the device and its capabilities as
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well as potentially the application needs. Usually default behaviors for

data generation exist, which are usually further configurable to strike a

good benefit between involved costs, e.g. frequency of data collection vs.

energy used in the case of WSNs, etc. Not all data acquired may actually

be communicated as some of them may be assessed locally and subse-

quently disregarded, while only the result of the assessment may be

communicated.

5.3.2.2 Data acquisition
Data acquisition deals with the collection of data (actively or passively)

from the device, system, or as a result of its interactions (Karnouskos

et al. 2011b). The data acquisition systems usually communicate with dis-

tributed devices over wired or wireless links to acquire the needed data,

and need to respect security, protocol, and application requirements. The

nature of acquisition varies, e.g. it could be continuous monitoring,

interval-poll, event-based, etc. The frequency of data acquisition over-

whelmingly depends on, or is customized by, the application requirements

(or their common denominator).

The data acquired at this stage (for non-closed local control loops) may

also differ from the data actually generated. In simple scenarios, due to
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M2M data from point of generation to business assessment.
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customized filters deployed at the device, a fraction of the generated data

(e.g. adhering to the time of interest or over a threshold) may be commu-

nicated. Additionally, in more sophisticated scenarios, data aggregation

and even on-device computation of the data may result in communication

of key performance indicators of interest to the application, which are cal-

culated based on a device’s own intelligence and capabilities (Karnouskos

et al. 2011b).

5.3.2.3 Data validation
Data acquired must be checked for correctness and meaningfulness within

the specific operating context. The latter is usually done based on rules,

semantic annotations, or other logic. Data validation in the era of M2M,

where the acquired data may not conform to expectations, is a must as

data may be intentionally or unintentionally corrupted during transmission,

altered, or not make sense in the business context. As real-world processes

depend on valid data to draw business-relevant decisions, this is a key

stage, which sometimes does not receive as much attention as it should.

Several known methods are deployed for consistency and data type

checking; for example, imposed range limits on the values acquired, logic

checks, uniqueness, correct time-stamping, etc. In addition, semantics may

play an increasing role here, as the same data may have different meanings

in various operating contexts, and via semantics one can benefit while

attempting to validate them. Another part of the validation may deal with

fallback actions such as requesting the data again if checks fail, or

attempts to “repair” partially failed data.

Failure to validate may result in security breaches. Tampered-with data

fed to an application is a well known security risk as its effects may lead to

attacks on other services, privilege escalation, denial of service, database cor-

ruption, etc., as we have witnessed on the Internet over the last decades. As

full utilization of this step may require significant computational resources, it

may be adequately tackled at the network level (e.g. in the cloud), but may

be challenging in direct M2M interactions, e.g. between two resource-

constrained machines communicating directly with each other.

5.3.2.4 Data storage
The data generated by M2M interactions is what is commonly referred to

as “Big Data.” Machines generate an incredible amount of information

that is captured and needs to be stored for further processing. As this is

proving challenging due to the size of information, a balance between its

business usage vs. storage needs to be considered; that is, only the fraction

of the data relevant to a business need may be stored for future reference.
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This means, for instance, that in a specific scenario, (usually for on-the-fly

data that was used to make a decision) once this is done, the processed

result can be stored but not necessarily the original data. However, one

has to carefully consider what the value of such data is to business not

only in current processes, but also potentially other directions that may be

followed in the future by the company as different assessments of the

same data may provide other, hidden competitive advantages in the future.

Due to the massive amounts of M2M data, as well as their envisioned pro-

cessing (e.g. searching), specialized technologies such as massively paral-

lel processing DBs, distributed file systems, cloud computing platforms,

etc. are needed.

5.3.2.5 Data processing
Data processing enables working with the data that is either at rest (already

stored) or is in-motion (e.g. stream data). The scope of this processing is to

operate on the data at a low level and “enhance” them for future needs.

Typical examples include data adjustment during which it might be neces-

sary to normalize data, introduce an estimate for a value that is missing,

re-order incoming data by adjusting timestamps, etc. Similarly, aggregation

of data or general calculation functions may be operated on two or more

data streams and mathematical functions applied on their composition.

Another example is the transformation of incoming data; for example, a

stream can be converted on the fly (e.g. temperature values are converted

from �F to �C), or repackaged in another data model, etc. Missing or invalid

data that is needed for the specific time-slot may be forecasted and used

until, in a future interaction, the actual data comes into the system. This

stage deals mostly with generic operations that can be applied with the aim

to enhance them, and takes advantage of low-level (such as DB stored pro-

cedures) functions that can operate at massive levels with very low over-

head, network traffic, and other limitations.

5.3.2.6 Data remanence
As already discussed, M2M data may reveal critical business aspects, and

hence their lifecycle management should include not only the acquisition

and usage, but also the end-of-life of data. However, even if the data is

erased or removed, residues may still remain in electronic media, and may

be easily recovered by third parties � often referred to as data remanence.

Several techniques have been developed to deal with this, such as over-

writing, degaussing, encryption, and physical destruction. For M2M, points

of interest are not only the DBs where the M2M data is collected, but also

the points of action, which generate the data, or the individual nodes in
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between, which may cache it. At the current technology pace, those buf-

fers (e.g. on device) are expected to be less at risk since their limited size

means that after a specific time has elapsed, new data will occupy that

space; hence, the window of opportunity is rather small. In addition, for

large-scale infrastructures the cost of potentially acquiring “deleted” data

may be large; hence, their hubs or collection end-points, such as the DBs

who have such low cost, may be more at risk. In light of the lack of cross-

industry M2M policy-driven data management, it also might be difficult to

not only control how the M2M data is used, but also to revoke access to it

and “delete” them from the Internet once shared.

5.3.2.7 Data analysis
Data available in the repositories can be subjected to analysis with the aim

to obtain the information they encapsulate and use it for supporting

decision-making processes. The analysis of data at this stage heavily

depends on the domain and the context of the data. For instance, business

intelligence tools process the data with a focus on the aggregation and key

performance indicator assessment. Data mining focuses on discovering

knowledge, usually in conjunction with predictive goals. Statistics can also

be used on the data to assess them quantitatively (descriptive statistics),

find their main characteristics (exploratory data analysis), confirm a spe-

cific hypothesis (confirmatory data analysis), discover knowledge (data

mining), and for machine learning, etc. This stage is the basis for any

sophisticated applications that take advantage of the information hidden

directly or indirectly on the data, and can be used, for example, for

business insights, etc. M2M has the potential to revolutionize modern

businesses, and we analyze some of these aspects more in Sections 5.6

and 5.7, where we focus on data science and knowledge management.

5.3.3 Considerations for M2M data

We have already provided insights on the M2M data management from

cradle to grave. However, the real paradigm change the M2M data will

enforce depends on a single aspect: data sharing. Although there are bene-

fits acquired by processing the M2M data at local loops, their real benefit

is brought into the foreground when these are shared at large scale. The

latter can act as an enabler to better understand complex systems of sys-

tems, and better manage them. The Cooperating Objects vision (Marrón

et al. 2011), which assumes cooperation among devices and systems as the

key driving force for interaction, sheds some light on the benefits and

challenges that will emerge in all layers of such an M2M infrastructure.
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As an indicative example, the smart city can be used where huge data

from its infrastructure, citizens, businesses, and individual assets need to

be considered, analyzed, and after decisions are taken, enforced. M2M

data hold the key to do so, and enable an efficient and sustainable future.

The M2M infrastructure in place heavily depends on real-world pro-

cesses, implying also that a big percentage of data will be generated by

machines that interact with the real-world environment, while the rest will

be purely virtual data. For the first part, where machines are involved, there

is a real cost for the infrastructure that has to be met. Hence, it is expected

that stakeholders in the future will further diversify, and we will see the

emergence of infrastructure providers who will operate and manage many

of the machines generating this data, which can then be communicated to

others (e.g. analytics specialists to take advantage of the insights offered).

The end-beneficiaries might acquire information, but do not necessarily

need to have access or to process the data by themselves. Hence, as we see,

there is a rise of specialists in the various stages of M2M data management

that will cooperate with application providers, users, etc. for the common

benefit. Such ecosystems are expected to be of key importance in the future

IoT era. This transition is already at an early stage, and boldly contradicts

the existing initial M2M efforts, where the application developer, the data

collector, and the infrastructure operator roles are largely performed by the

same stakeholder (or a very small number of them).

Because of expected wide sharing of data and usage in multiple applica-

tions, security and trust are of key importance. Security is mandatory for

enabling confidentiality, integrity, availability, authenticity, and non-

repudiation of data from the moment of generation to consumption. Due to

the large-scale IoT infrastructure, heterogeneous devices, and stakeholders

involved, this will be challenging. In addition, trust will be another major

issue, as even if data is securely communicated or verified, the level of trust

based on them will impact the decision-making process and risk analysis.

The recent replaying of data in the Stuxnet worm (Karnouskos 2011a) has

demonstrated that although data may appear legitimate, they still need to be

independently verified to make sure that the whole chain from generation

to consumption is not tampered with. Managing security and trust in the

highly federated M2M-envisioned infrastructures poses a significant chal-

lenge, especially for mission critical applications that also exercise control.

Privacy is also expected to be a significant issue in IoT infrastructures.

Currently, a lot of emphasis is put on acquiring the data, and no real solu-

tions exist for large-scale systems to share data in a controlled way. Once

data is shared, the originator has no more control over its lifetime. This
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calls for policy-driven data management for their whole lifecycle so that,

for instance, data can be invalidated, or even removed from the IoT global

ecosystem once wished so, as we have indicated in the data remanence

stage. A typical example here constitutes the usage of private citizen data,

which could be controllably shared as wished; it should also be possible to

(partially) revoke that right at will. Understandably, this is an issue that

will not be solved only by technology, but will need to be accompanied by

the appropriate legislation frameworks.

Finally, we are still at the dawn of an era that has to deal with huge

data and unveil the hidden information patterns behind them. Being able

to search and apply intelligent algorithms that may unveil those hidden

patterns is expected to be a significant business advantage. Data Science

in the IoT era is a cross-discipline approach building on mathematics, sta-

tistics, high-performance computing, modeling, machine learning, engi-

neering, etc. that will play a key role in understanding the data, assessing

their information at large scale, and hopefully enabling the better studying

of complex systems of systems and their emergent characteristics. The lat-

ter brings hope that features of several real-world processes in the context

of IoT, such as cascading failures, dynamic behaviors, non-linear relation-

ships, feedback-loops, nested systems, etc., will be better studied and

understood and applied in real-world domains (e.g. smart city, markets,

enterprises, planet ecosystem, etc.).

5.3.4 Conclusions

Data and its management hold the key to unveiling the true power of M2M

and IoT. To do so, however, we have to think and develop approaches that

go beyond simple data collection, and enable the management of their

whole lifecycle at very large scale, while in parallel considering the special

needs and the usage requirements posed by specific domains or applica-

tions. Mastering the challenges of data management will enable data analy-

sis to flourish, and this in turn will empower new innovative approaches to

be realized for the benefit of citizens, business, and society.

5.4 Business processes in IoT
5.4.1 Introduction

A business process refers to a series of activities, often a collection of

interrelated processes in a logical sequence, within an enterprise, leading
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to a specific result. There are several types of business processes such as

management, operational, and supporting, all of which aim at achieving a

specific mission objective. As business processes usually span several sys-

tems and may get very complex, several methods and techniques have

been developed for their modeling, such as the Business Process Model

and Notation (BPMN), which graphically represents business processes in

a business process model. Managers and business analysis model an enter-

prise’s processes in an effort to depict the real way an enterprise operates

and subsequently to improve efficiency and quality.

Several key business processes in modern enterprise systems heavily

rely on interaction with real-world processes, largely for monitoring, but

also for some control (management), in order to take business-critical deci-

sions and optimize actions across the enterprise. The introduction of mod-

ern ICT has significantly changed the way enterprises (and therefore

business processes) interact with the real world.

As depicted in Figure 5.6, we have witnessed a paradigm change with

the dramatic reduction of the data acquisition from the real world; this

was attributed mostly to the automation offered by machines embedded in
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The decreasing cost of information exchange between the real-world and enterprise

systems with the advancement of M2M.
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the real world. Initially all these interactions were human-based (e.g. via a

keyboard) or human-assisted (e.g. via a barcode scanner); however, with

the prevalence of RFID, WSNs, and advanced networked embedded

devices, all information exchange between the real-world and enterprise

systems can be done automatically without any human intervention and at

blazing speeds.

In the M2M era, connected devices can be clearly identified, and with

the help of services, this integration leads to active participation of the

devices to the business processes. This direct integration is changing the

way business processes are modeled and executed today as new require-

ments come into play. Existing modeling tools are hardly designed to spec-

ify aspects of the real world in modeling environments and capture their

full characteristics. To this direction, the existence of SOA-ready devices

(i.e. devices that offer their functionalities as a web service) simplifies the

integration and interaction as they can be considered as a traditional web

service that runs on a specific device. Nevertheless, there is ongoing

research on inclusion of semantics in order to include, in an easier and

more accurate way, the M2M in business process modeling and execution.

The industrial adoption of IoT (e.g. of wireless sensor networks) is

hampered by the lack of integration of WSNs with business process

modeling languages and back-end systems.

There are, however, promising approaches such as the one provided by

makeSense (Tranquillini et al. 2012), which tackles this problem space

with a unified programming framework and a compilation chain that, from

high-level business process specifications, generates code ready for

deployment on WSN nodes. A layered approach for developing, deploy-

ing, and managing WSN applications that natively interact with enterprise

information systems such as a business process engine and the processes

running therein is proposed and assessed.

M2M and IoT empower business processes to acquire very detailed

data about the operations, and be informed about the conditions in the real

world in a very timely manner. Subsequently, better business intelligence

(Spiess & Karnouskos 2007) and more informed decision-making can be

realized. The latter enables businesses to operate more efficiently, which

translates to a business competitive advantage.

5.4.2 IoT integration with enterprise systems

M2M communication and the vision of the IoT pose a new era where

billions of devices will need to interact with each other and exchange

information in order to fulfill their purpose. Much of this communication
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is expected to happen over Internet technologies (Vasseur and Dunkels

2010) and tap into the extensive experience acquired with architectures

and experiences in the Internet/Web over the last several decades. More

sophisticated, though still overwhelmingly experimental, approaches go

beyond simple integration and target more complex interactions where col-

laboration of devices and systems is taking place.

As shown in Figure 5.7, cross-layer interaction and cooperation can be

pursued:

• at the M2M level, where the machines cooperate with each other

(machine-focused interactions), as well as

• at the machine-to-business (M2B) layer, where machines cooperate

also with network-based services, business systems (business service

focus), and applications.

As depicted in Figure 5.7, we can see several devices in the lowest layer.

These can communicate with each other over short-range protocols (e.g.

over ZigBee, Bluetooth), or even longer distances (e.g. over Wi-Fi, etc.).
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Some of them may host services (e.g. REST services), and even have

dynamic discovery capabilities based on the communication protocol or

other capabilities (e.g. WS-Eventing in DPWS). Some of them may be very

resource constrained, which means that auxiliary gateways could provide

additional support such as mediation of communication, protocol transla-

tion, etc. Independent of whether the devices are able to discover and inter-

act with other devices and systems directly or via the support of the

infrastructure, the M2M interactions enable them to empower several appli-

cations and interact with each other in order to fulfill their goals.

Promising real-world integration is done using a service-oriented

approach by interacting directly with the respective physical elements, for

example, via web services running on devices (if supported) or via more

lightweight approaches such as REST. In the case of legacy systems, gate-

ways and service mediators are in place to enable such integration chal-

lenges. However, in the era of sophisticated networked embedded devices,

open interactions, and virtualized resources, a dilemma is emerging which

manifests to which functionalities can be abstracted and migrated to the

cloud (with all the benefits and constraints it poses), and which of these

should still remain on the device itself. This is not an easy decision to

take, as benefits and constraints exist in both directions, so practically, we

expect an amalgamation of them to occur (Karnouskos & Somlev 2013).

Many of the services that will interact with the devices are expected to

be network services available, for example, in the cloud. The main motiva-

tion for enterprise services is to take advantage of the cloud characteristics

such as virtualization, scalability, multi-tenancy, performance, lifecycle

management, etc. Similarly, we expect to see that a large number of

devices, and generally cyber-physical systems, will make their functional-

ity available on the cloud (Karnouskos & Somlev 2013). As such, we are

moving towards an infrastructure where the cloud and its services (as

depicted in Figure 5.8) take a prominent position towards empowering

modern enterprises and their business processes.

A key motivator is the minimization of communication overhead with

multiple endpoints by, for example, transmission of data to a single or lim-

ited number of points in the network, and letting the cloud do the load-

balancing and further mediation of communication. For instance, as

depicted in the figure above, a Content Delivery Network (CDN) can be

used in order to get access to the generated data from locations that are far

away from the M2M infrastructure (geographically, network-wise, etc.).

To this end, the data acquired by the device can be offered without over-

consumption of the device’s resources, while in parallel, better control and
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management can be applied. Typical examples include enabling access to the

full historical data, preprocessing of information, transparently upgrading the

cloud services, or even not providing access to internal systems for security

reasons. This clear decoupling of “things” and the usage of their data is

expected to further empower information-driven business processes and

applications that can operate over federated infrastructures.

5.4.3 Distributed business processes in IoT

Today, as seen on the left part of Figure 5.9, the integration of devices in

business processes merely implies the acquisition of data from the device

layer, its transportation to the backend systems, its assessment, and once a

decision is made, potentially the control (management) of the device,

which adjusts its behavior. However, in the future, due to the large scale

of IoT, as well as the huge data that it will generate, such approaches are

not viable.

Transportation of data from the “point of action” where the device col-

lects or generates them, all the way to the backend system to then evaluate

their usefulness, will not be practical for communication reasons, as well

as due to the processing load that it will incur at the enterprise side; this is
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something that the current systems were not designed for. Enterprise sys-

tems trying to process such a high rate of non- or minor-relevancy data

will be overloaded.

As such, the first strategic step is to minimize communication with

enterprise systems to only what is relevant for business. With the increase

in resources (e.g. computational capabilities) in the network, and espe-

cially on the devices themselves (more memory, multi-core CPUs, etc.), it

makes sense not to host the intelligence and the computation required for

it only on the enterprise side, but actually distribute it on the network, and

even on the edge nodes (i.e. the devices themselves), as depicted on the

right side of Figure 5.9.

Partially outsourcing functionality traditionally residing in backend sys-

tems to the network itself and the edge nodes means we can realize dis-

tributed business processes whose sub-processes may execute outside the

enterprise system. As devices are capable of computing, they can either

realize the task of processing and evaluating business relevant information

they generate by themselves or in clusters.

Distributing the computational load in the layers between enterprises

and the real-world infrastructure is not the only reason; distributing busi-

ness intelligence is also a significant motivation. Business processes can

FIGURE 5.9

Distributed Business Processes in M2M era.
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bind during execution of dynamic resources that they discover locally, and

integrate them to better achieve their goals. Being in the world of service

mash-ups, we will witness a paradigm change not only in the way individ-

ual devices, but also how clusters of them, interact with each other and

with enterprise systems.

Modeling of business processes (Spiess et al. 2009) can now be done

by focusing on the functionality provided and that can be discovered

dynamically during runtime, and not on the concrete implementation of it;

we care about what is provided but not how, as depicted in Figure 5.10.

As such, we can now model distributed business processes that execute on

enterprise systems, in-network, and on-device. The vision (Spiess et al.

2009) is to additionally consider during runtime the requirements and costs

associated with the execution in order to select the best of available

instances and optimize the business process in total according to the enter-

prise needs, e.g. for low impact on a device’s energy source, or for high-

speed communication, etc.

5.4.4 Considerations

Existing tools and approaches need to be extended to the make the busi-

ness processes IoT aware. The current terminology in modeling tools is
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focused on the enterprise context and does not include the notation of

physical entities such as devices as these are considered in IoT. Although

distributed execution of processes exists (e.g. in BPMN), additional work

is needed to be able to select the devices in which such processes execute

and consider their characteristics or dynamic resources, etc. The dynamic

aspect is of key importance in the IoT, as this is mobile and availability is

not guaranteed, which means that availability in modeling time does not

guarantee availability at runtime and vice-versa. Even if the latter holds

true, this might again change during the execution of a business process;

hence, fault tolerance needs to be considered.

IoT infrastructures are expected to be of large scale. Hence, scalability

is an aspect that needs to be considered in the business process modeling

and execution. In addition, event-based interactions among the processes

play a key role in IoT, as a business process flow may be influenced by

an event, or as its result, trigger a new event. Such considerations need to

be seen also under the light of real-time interactions, which may be man-

datory in several domains (e.g. industrial automation). The same also

holds true for the quality of information acquired at each step, as

resource-constrained devices may have a higher probability of delivering

non-error-free information (e.g. due to malfunctions, etc.). The latter

would enable a different modeling of processes that depend on this infor-

mation, and not consider it always as correct or trustworthy. To solve this

today, additional data management steps are considered, which we

described in Section 5.3.

5.4.5 Conclusions

Modern enterprises operate on a global scale and depend on complex busi-

ness processes. Business continuity needs to be guaranteed, and therefore

efficient information acquisition, evaluation, and interaction with the real

world are of key importance. The infrastructure envisioned is a heteroge-

neous one, where millions of devices are interconnected, ready to receive

instructions and create event notifications, and where the most advanced

ones depict self-behavior (e.g. self-management, self-healing, self-

optimization, etc.) and collaborate. This can lead to a paradigm change as

business logic can now be intelligently distributed to several layers such

as the network, or even the device layer, creating new opportunities, but

also challenges that need to be assessed. Future Enterprise systems will be

in position to better integrate state and events of the physical world in a

timely manner, and hence to lead to more diverse, highly dynamic, and

efficient business applications.
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5.5 Everything as a service (XaaS)
As discussed in Chapter 1, there is a general trend away from locally man-

aging dedicated hardware toward cloud infrastructures that drives down

the overall cost for computational capacity and storage. This is commonly

referred to as “cloud computing.” Cloud computing is a model for

enabling ubiquitous, on-demand network access to a shared pool of config-

urable computing resources (e.g. networks, servers, storage, applications,

and services) that can be provisioned, configured, and made available with

minimal management effort or service provider interaction.

Cloud computing, however, does not change the fundamentals of soft-

ware engineering. All applications need access to three things: compute,

storage, and data processing capacities. With cloud computing, a fourth

element is added � distribution services � i.e. the manner in which the

data and computational capacity are linked together and coordinated.

A cloud-computing platform may therefore be viewed conceptually

(Figure 5.11).

Several essential characteristics of cloud computing have been defined

by NIST (2011) as follows:

• On-Demand Self-Service. A consumer can unilaterally provision

computing capabilities, such as server time and network storage, as

needed, or automatically, without requiring human interaction with

each service provider.
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• Broad Network Access. Capabilities are available over the network and

accessed through standard mechanisms that promote use by

heterogeneous thin or thick client platforms (e.g. mobile phones,

tablets, laptops, and workstations).

• Resource Pooling. The provider’s computing resources are pooled to

serve multiple consumers using a multi-tenant model, with different

physical and virtual resources dynamically assigned and reassigned

according to consumer demand. There is a sense of location

independence in that the customer generally has no control or

knowledge over the exact location of the provided resources, but may

be able to specify location at a higher level of abstraction (e.g. country,

state, or datacenter). Examples of resources include storage, processing,

memory, and network bandwidth.

• Rapid Elasticity. Capabilities can be elastically provisioned and

released, in some cases automatically, to scale rapidly outward and

inward commensurate with demand. To the consumer, the capabilities

available for provisioning often appear to be unlimited, and can be

appropriated in any quantity at any time.

• Measured Service. Cloud systems automatically control and optimize

resource use by leveraging a metering capability, at some level of

abstraction, appropriate to the type of service (e.g. storage, processing,

bandwidth, and active user accounts). Resource usage can be

monitored, controlled, and reported, providing transparency for both

the provider and consumer of the utilized service.

Within the mobile industry, there is an increasing interest in

this space; for example, Network Function Virtualization (NFV)

allows even mobile operators to move features into cloud-based infra-

structures. It is important to note that cloud computing is currently an

evolving paradigm (NIST 2011).

Once such infrastructures are available, however, it is easier to deploy

applications in software. For M2M and IoT, these infrastructures provide

the following:

1. Storage of the massive amounts of data that sensors, tags, and other

“things” will produce.

2. Computational capacity in order to analyze data rapidly and cheaply.

3. Over time, cloud infrastructure will allow enterprises and developers to

share datasets, allowing for rapid creation of information value chains

as described in Chapter 1.
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Cloud computing comes in several different service models and deploy-

ment options for enterprises wishing to use it. The three main service

models may be defined as (NIST 2011):

Software as a Service (SaaS): Refers to software that is provided to

consumers on demand, typically via a thin client. The end-users do not

manage the cloud infrastructure in any way. This is handled by an

Application Service Provider (ASP) or Independent Software Vendor

(ISV). Examples include office and messaging software, email, or CRM

tools housed in the cloud. The end-user has limited ability to change

anything beyond user-specific application configuration settings.

Platform as a Service (PaaS): Refers to cloud solutions that provide

both a computing platform and a solution stack as a service via the

Internet. The customers themselves develop the necessary software

using tools provided by the provider, who also provides the networks,

the storage, and the other distribution services required. Again, the

provider manages the underlying cloud infrastructure, while the

customer has control over the deployed applications and possible

settings for the application-hosting environment (NIST 2011).

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): In this model, the provider offers

virtual machines and other resources such as hypervisors (e.g. Xen,

KVM) to customers. Pools of hypervisors support the virtual machines

and allow users to scale resource usage up and down in accordance

with their computational requirements. Users install an OS image and

application software on the cloud infrastructure. The provider manages

the underlying cloud infrastructure, while the customer has control over

OS, storage, deployed applications, and possibly some networking

components.

Deployment Models:
Private Cloud. The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for exclusive

use by a single organization comprising multiple consumers (e.g.

business units). It may be owned, managed, and operated by the

organization, a third party, or some combination of them, and it may

exist on or off premises.

Community Cloud. The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for

exclusive use by a specific community of consumers from

organizations that have shared concerns (e.g. mission, security

requirements, policy, and compliance considerations). It may be

owned, managed, and operated by one or more of the organizations

in the community, a third party, or some combination of them, and

it may exist on or off premises.
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Public Cloud. The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for open use

by the general public. It may be owned, managed, and operated by a

business, academic, or government organization, or some

combination thereof. It exists on the premises of the cloud provider.

Hybrid Cloud. The cloud infrastructure is a composition of two or

more distinct cloud infrastructures (private, community, or public)

that remain unique entities, but are bound together by standardized

or proprietary technology that enables data and application

portability (e.g. cloud bursting for load balancing between clouds).

We now turn our attention to analytics for M2M and IoT solutions.

5.6 M2M and IoT analytics
5.6.1 Introduction

Traditionally, M2M data has been sent from specific devices to specific

services, which store the data of interest. This approach uses semantically

well-defined data for specific purposes, and only requires storing the data

that is needed for the explicit use cases, and only for as long as it’s

required. For the most part, the applications have been monitoring, report-

ing, and rule-based actions.

To further increase the speed of M2M deployments, it’s important to

look at methods to extract additional value from these devices. Given the

enormous amounts of data that will be generated by the IoT and the

advancements within the area of Big Data, new opportunities arise from

the possibility to reuse data from devices for multiple purposes, many of

which will not even be imagined at the time of deployment. The opportu-

nities of using M2M data for advanced analytics and business intelligence

are very promising. By transforming raw data into actionable intelligence,

it’s possible to improve many areas, such as enhancement of existing pro-

ducts, cost-savings, service quality, as well as operational efficiency.

By applying technologies from the Big Data domain, it is possible to store

more data, such as contextual and situational information, and given a more

open approach to data, such as the open-data government initiatives (e.g.

Data.gov and Data.gov.uk), even more understanding can be derived, which

can be used to improve everything from Demand/Response in a power grid

to wastewater treatment in a city. This requires a migration from the data

silos of today to an architecture where it’s possible to cross-analyze data

residing in many different locations, which implies that the location of the

stored data will not necessarily be the same as the location where the
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analytics will take place. From a practical standpoint, this is a problem that

needs to be handled when we are talking about extreme amounts of data.

Descriptive statistics can take you a long way from raw data to action-

able intelligence. Other opportunities are provided by data mining and

machine learning, with no clear distinction between the three, although

data mining can be described as the automatic or semiautomatic task of

extracting previously unknown information from a large quantity of data,

while machine learning is focused on finding models for specific tasks,

e.g. separate spam from non-spam email.

For M2M data, traditional data warehousing and analytics will for many

cases not be up to the task. Big Data technologies such as MapReduce for

massively parallel analytics, as well as analytics on online streaming data

where the individual data item is not necessarily stored, will play an impor-

tant role in the management and analysis of large-scale M2M data.

To handle the analytical needs related to M2M and IoT, it’s expected

that in the near term, vendors of Big Data solutions will provide for the

needs of in-house analytics. In the long term, new niches are likely to

appear, such as cloud storage providers, data brokers, and Analytics-as-a-

Service providers. Apart from the software and services provided for ana-

lytics, a major uptake in professional services for consultancy within

M2M analytics is expected (Figure 5.12).

The revenues within M2M analytics are expected to grow rapidly for

most industry verticals (Figure 5.13).

In this chapter we will cover some general purposes of M2M analytics, the

process involved in analytics, as well as provide an architectural overview.

5.6.2 Purposes and considerations

Regardless of whether you call it statistics, data mining, or machine learn-

ing, there exist a multitude of methods to extract different types of infor-

mation from data. The information can be used in everything from static

reports to interactive decision support systems, or even fully automated

real-time systems.

Some examples of methods and purposes are as follows:

• Descriptive Analytics: Use of means, variances, maxima, minima,

aggregates, and frequencies, optionally grouped by selected

characteristics.

• Create Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) that enable better

understanding of the performance of complex systems such as

cellular networks or oil pipelines.
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• Predictive Analytics: Use current and historical facts to predict what

will happen next.

• Forecast demand and supply in a power grid and train a model to

predict how price affects electric usage to optimize the performance

and minimize peaks in the electricity consumption.

• Predictive maintenance on electromechanical equipment in a nuclear

power plant by modeling the relationship between device health

characteristics measured by sensors and historic failures.
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• Understand how electricity and water consumption relates to

regional demographics.

• Model the effects of traffic lights on a city’s road network based on

data from cars and sensors in the city to minimize congestion.

• Clustering: Identification of groups with similar characteristics.

• Perform customer segmentation or find behavioral patterns in a

large set of M2M devices.

• Mine time series data for recurring patterns that can be used in

predictive analytics to detect, for example, fraud, machine failures,

or traffic accidents.

• Anomaly Detection:
• Detect fraud for smart meters by checking for anomalous electricity

consumption compared to similar customers, or historic

consumption for the subscriber.

There are some considerations in regards to analyzing M2M data. M2M

analytical solutions can use data from any kind of source, e.g. dynamic data

such as individual sensors, mobile device sensors, and social networks, as

well as more static data that are relevant for analysis, e.g. Geographic

Information System (GIS) data, public city data, or national statistics.

These can be divided into two categories, enterprise specific data and pub-

lic data, of which the former can be efficiently accessed using common for-

matting, processing, and storage. The latter is most often accessed using

public APIs, and has commonalities to a much lesser degree.

M2M data fulfills all the characteristics of Big Data, which is usually

described by the four “Vs”:

• Volume: To be able to create good analytical models it’s no longer

enough to analyze the data once and then discard it. Creating a valid

model often requires a longer period of historic data. This means that

the amount of historic data for M2M devices is expected to grow

rapidly.

• Velocity: Even though M2M devices usually report quite seldom, the

sheer number of devices means that the systems will have to handle a

huge number of transactions per second. Also, often the value of M2M

data is strongly related to how fresh it is to be able provide the best

actionable intelligence, which puts requirements on the analytical

platform.

• Variation: Given the multitude of device types used in M2M, it’s

apparent that the variation will be very high. This is further

complicated by the use of different data formats as well as different
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configurations for devices of the same type (e.g. where one device

measures temperature in Celsius every minute, another device measures

it in Fahrenheit every hour). The upside is that the data is expected to

be semantically well-defined, which allows for simple transformation

rules.

• Veracity: It’s imperative that we can trust the data that is analyzed.

There are many pitfalls along the way, such as erroneous timestamps,

non-adherence to standards, proprietary formats with missing

semantics, wrongly calibrated sensors, as well as missing data. This

requires rules that can handle these cases, as well as fault-tolerant

algorithms that, for example, can detect outliers (anomalies).

Last but not least are the consequences of the need for user privacy.

This means that data will often be anonymized both in terms of removing

user identities, as well as uniqueness of user data. This limits the possibili-

ties of cross-referencing different data sources.

5.6.3 Analytics architecture

An architecture for analytics needs to take a few basic requirements into

account (Figure 5.14). One of these is to serve as a platform for data explo-

ration and modeling by data scientists and other advanced information con-

sumers performing business analytics and intelligence. As much time is

spent on data preparation before any analytics can take place, this is also an

integral part of the architecture to facilitate. Finally, efficient means of

building and viewing reports, as well as integrating with back-end systems

and business processes, is of importance. These requirements concern batch

analytics, but should also be considered for stream analytics.

Note that an analytics architecture is not intended for general-purpose

data storage, although sometimes it’s efficient to co-locate these two func-

tions into one architecture. Risks of affecting production must, however,

be taken into consideration if this is done instead of importing the data

into an analytics sandbox where analysts can work on the data indepen-

dently. Another benefit with an analytics sandbox is also that this environ-

ment offers a full suite of analytical tools that normally cannot be found in

a traditional database. It also offers a development platform with the nec-

essary computing resources required to perform complex analytics on very

big data sets.

A sandbox for Big Data analytics can be realized in a number of ways,

of which the Hadoop ecosystem is probably the best known.
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Other alternatives include:

• Columnar databases such as HP Vertica, Actian ParAccel MPP, SAP

Sybase IQ, and Infobright.

• Massively Parallel Processing (MPP) architectures such as Pivotal

Greenplum and Teradata Aster.

• In-memory databases such as SAP Hana and QlikView.

All of the above focus on batch-oriented analytics, where all data is avail-

able for the model generation. A complimentary method is to perform analyt-

ics on the live data streams (i.e. stream analytics), which means that the data

does not need to be stored after it has been processed. This in turn limits the

available algorithms to those that can handle incremental model building.

The most common technologies in this segment are Event Stream Processing

(e.g. Twitter Storm and Apache S4) and Complex Event Processing (e.g.

EsperTech Esper and SAP Sybase Event Stream Processor).

An analytical architecture should preferably also provide:

• Authentication and authorization to access data.

• Failover and redundancy features.
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• Management facilities.

• Efficient batch loading of data and support self-service.

• Scheduling of batch jobs, such as data import and model training.

• Connectors to import data from external sources.

Since the Hadoop ecosystem is so prevalent in the area of Big Data

and analytics, it’s worth going into a bit more depth. The core of Hadoop

is the MapReduce programming model, which allows processing of large

data sets by deploying an algorithm, written as a program, onto a cluster

of nodes. A MapReduce job reads data from the Hadoop File System

(HDFS), and runs on the same nodes as the deployed algorithm. This

allows the Hadoop framework to utilize data locality as much as possible

to avoid unnecessary transfer of data between the nodes. MapReduce is

batch-oriented and intended for very large jobs that typically take an hour

or more to execute. The nodes and services in a Hadoop cluster are coordi-

nated by ZooKeeper, which serves as a central naming and configuration

service.

Although it’s not unusual for developers to use MapReduce directly,

there exist a number of technologies that provide further abstraction levels,

such as:

• HBase: A column-oriented data store that provides real-time read/write

access to very large tables distributed over HDFS.

• Mahout: A distributed and scalable library of machine learning

algorithms that can make use of MapReduce.

• Pig: A tool for converting relational algebra scripts into MapReduce

jobs that can read data from HDFS and HBase.

• Hive: Similar to Pig, but offers an SQL-like scripting language called

HiveQL instead.

• Impala: Offers low-latency queries using HiveQL for interactive

exploratory analytics, as compared to Hive, which is better suited for

long running batch-oriented tasks.

It is worth noting that both Hadoop and the other technologies men-

tioned in this chapter are evolving rapidly and that current limitations are

quickly being addressed by adding new features and by borrowing technol-

ogies from each other.

5.6.4 Methodology

Knowledge discovery and analytics can be described as a project method-

ology, following certain steps in a process model. To perform efficient
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analytics and find answers to important questions, it’s paramount to

involve the right people with the necessary business understanding at the

beginning of a project. When the goals have been understood, the next

step is to gather the necessary data and to understand it in terms of charac-

teristics and quality. When this is done, it’s possible to build the models

that can answer the previously stated questions, although quite commonly

the data needs to be transformed first. Before a model is deployed in the

organization, it’s also important to evaluate the performance of the model,

i.e. How well does it fare in the real world?

A model that has been developed can be used in a multitude of scenar-

ios, such as an executive performing Enterprise Performance Management,

information consumers using fixed reports, or an automated process decid-

ing on individual transactions using a knowledge-driven business process.

There exist several process models that include some or all parts of the

steps mentioned above, such as the Knowledge Discovery in Databases

(KDD) process, or the industrial standards Sample, Explore, Modify,

Model and Assess (SEMMA), and Cross Industry Standard Process for

Data Mining (CRISP-DM) (Table 5.2). The most commonly used process

model of these is CRISP-DM (Kdnuggets 2007).

The phases in the CRISP-DM process model are described in

Figure 5.15, which is followed by descriptions of each of the phases.

These are illustrated using an example from Predictive Maintenance

(PdM) for pump stations in a water distribution network. Although the

figure indicates a certain order between the phases, analytics is an iterative

process, and it’s expected that you will have to move back and forth

between the phases to a certain extent.

Table 5.2 Summary of the Correspondences between KDD, SEMMA, and

CRISP-DM

KDD SEMMA CRISP-DM

Pre-KDD — Business understanding
Selection Sample Data understanding
Pre-processing Explore
Transformation Modify Data preparation
Data mining Model Modeling
Interpretation/Evaluation Assessment Evaluation
Post-KDD — Deployment

Source: Azevedo & Santos (2008).
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5.6.4.1 Business understanding
The first phase in the process is to understand the business objectives and

requirements, as well as success criteria. This forms the basis for formulat-

ing the goals and plan for the data mining process.

Many organizations may have a feeling that they are sitting on valuable

data, but are unsure how to capitalize on this. In these cases, it’s not

unusual to bring in the help of an analytics team to identify potential busi-

ness cases that can benefit from the data.

5.6.4.1.1 Predictive maintenance example
It has been decided to start a project with the main objective to study

ways to reduce the frequency of costly unplanned emergency repair work

and downtime in pumping stations by predicting future pump failures or

necessary maintenance work in good time to allow for organized mainte-

nance to take place.

FIGURE 5.15

CRISP-DM Process Diagram.

(Wikimedia Commons 2013)
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The project will be determined a success if the study evaluation shows

that:

• Pump station downtime is reduced by 10%.

• Maintenance costs for pump stations is reduced by 15%.

• The project is concluded within time and kept on budget.

These business requirements are translated into more practical data

mining goals, such as evaluating two different approaches to predicting

maintenance actions:

• Action Forecasting: Train a model that can predict needed

maintenance actions based on vibrations and other pump

characteristics. Apply forecasting methods on the vibration

measurement sensors to predict future maintenance actions.

• Similar Case Recommendations: Use information about pumps, such

as manufacturer, model, and age, as well as information about working

conditions, such as workload, water corrosiveness, and percentage of

sand and grit, to define groups of similar pumps. Use data from prior

pump failures of similar pumps, as well as prior maintenance decisions,

to recommend actions to take.

5.6.4.2 Data understanding
The next phase consists of collecting data and gaining an understanding of

the data properties, such as amount of data and quality in terms of incon-

sistencies, missing data, and measurement errors. The tasks in this phase

also include gaining some understanding of actionable insights contained

in the data, as well as to form some basic hypotheses.

5.6.4.2.1 Predictive maintenance example
In this example, there are several data sources that could be of interest,

including:

• Trouble Reports from the Ticket System: These will allow us to

correlate prior failures with historic data from the pumps.

• Work Orders: Information from these enable us to understand what

actions were taken in regards to failing/failed pumps.

• Pump Information: Descriptive data such as water source,

manufacturer, model, and age of pump and it’s major parts, as well as

information about working conditions (e.g. water corrosiveness,

percentage of sand and grit).

• Sensor Data: Historic measurements of pump revolutions per minute

(RPM) and vibration measurements.
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The different data sets are then explored and described accordingly:

• An inspection of the data shows that there are several million records

of sensor data, spanning from approximately a two-year time period.

• Most of the data, apart from the sensor data, is symbolic, e.g.

manufacturer and equipment identifiers. Some fields are numerical, e.g.

percentage of sand, equipment age, and vibrations. There is also some

unstructured data in the form of free text descriptions in the trouble

reports and work orders.

• The pump information sometimes contains a pump identifier in the

form of a numeric key, and sometimes using a textual name. The same

problem is observed for the water source identifier. These are key

fields that are used for mapping the different data sources with each

other, and some work to fix them will be needed.

• In some cases there are missing data, both from sensor data (e.g. when

a station has been services) and from the contextual data, e.g. missing

pump information.

• It is noted that the measurements from the sensors indicates that the

sensors in some cases have not been calibrated correctly.

5.6.4.3 Data preparation
Before it’s possible to start modeling the data to achieve our goals, it’s

necessary to prepare the data in terms of selection, transformation, and

cleaning. In this phase, it’s frequently the case that new data is necessary

to construct, both in terms of entirely new attributes as well as imputing

new data into records where data is missing.

It’s quite common for this phase to consume more than half the time of

a project.

5.6.4.3.1 Predictive maintenance example
Several operations are performed to prepare the data, and three data sets

are constructed:

• Vibration Time Series

• Time series data for the pump vibrations are at the core of the

analytical work. Missing values are estimated and imputed to create

complete time series representations. The measurement values are

adjusted to account for incorrectly calibrated sensors.

• Workload Time Series

• Pump RPM measurements are used to construct a new time series

with attributes that describe the pump workload at a given date,
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e.g. average daily workload, standard deviation of the workload,

maximal daily workload, and workload trend.

• Pump Records

• Information needed for grouping similar pumps is included and

joined with the newly created workload data.

• Action Records

• Trouble reports and work orders are joined to create one action

record for each maintenance task. Some of the data is excluded and

transformed to create new attributes that indicate what kind of

action was performed, e.g. bearing replacement, oil lubrication, or

motor replacement.

• The action records are merged with the pump records, as they were

at the time the action was performed.

5.6.4.4 Modeling
At the modeling phase, it’s finally time to use the data to gain an under-

standing of the actual business problems that were stated in the beginning

of the project. Various modeling techniques are usually applied and evalu-

ated before selecting which ones are best suited for the particular problem

at hand. As some modeling techniques require data in a specific form, it’s

quite common to go back to the data preparation phase at this stage. This

is an example of the iterativeness of CRISP-DM and analytics in general.

After evaluating a number of models, it’s time to select a set of candi-

date models to be methodically assessed. The assessment should estimate

the effectiveness of the results in terms of accuracy, as well as ease of use

in terms of interpretation of the results. If the assessment shows that we

have found models that meet the necessary criteria, it’s time for a more

thorough evaluation, otherwise the work on finding suitable models has to

continue.

5.6.4.4.1 Predictive maintenance example
With the business goal of finding models that help to reduce downtime of

pump stations and maintenance costs, as well as avoiding unnecessary

maintenance work, we form the hypothesis that pumps with similar char-

acteristics will follow a similar pattern in terms of maintenance needs, and

that it’s possible to reuse knowledge from prior cases to make decisions.

To make use of this hypothesis and test it, we create three models.

• Action Prediction Model: The action records are used to create a

classification model that can predict what actions to take given a

certain set of input data, e.g. the pump is vibrating strongly, the water
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is corrosive, it has been 14 months since it was serviced, and given

prior cases, replacing the bearing and lubricating the pump with oil are

likely to be the best actions. A decision tree-based model is selected

since the data is highly heterogeneous and contains many categorical

values. An assessment shows that the best performing model is based

on the Random Forests method.

• Forecasting Model: To be able to predict future failures and needed

maintenance in advance, a forecasting model is applied to the historic

vibration sensor measurements. Two models, one based on the ARIMA

(Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average) method, and the other on

the ETS (Error�Trend�Seasonal) method performs well, and after

assessment, the ETS-based model is selected.

• Similar Pump Model: To create a model that can be used to

determine similarity between pumps, there exists a number of

similarity and clustering techniques, such as k-nearest-neighbor and

k-means. After some reasoning, it is decided to use a k-means-based

model. These models require the number of clusters to be set as a

parameter, and to determine the most appropriate number of clusters a

decision tree is trained to classify which cluster a pump should belong

to. The benefit of this is that trained pump maintenance experts are

able to inspect the decision trees to determine which number of clusters

produces the most realistic decision tree.

5.6.4.5 Evaluation
Now the project is nearing its end and it’s time to evaluate the models

from a business perspective using the success criteria that were defined at

the beginning of the project. It is also customary to spend some time

reviewing the project and draw conclusions about what was good and bad.

This will be valuable input for future projects. At the end of the evaluation

phase, a decision whether to deploy the results or not should be made.

5.6.4.5.1 Predictive maintenance example
To evaluate how well the models perform in the real world, a set of

example cases are selected and the results are studied and verified by

maintenance staff with several years of experience from working in the

field. Several variations of the models, with slightly different parameter

settings, are evaluated and studied. Especially the action prediction model

is analyzed to find which version recommends the most correct actions

compared to what the experts would recommend.
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The two different approaches are evaluated:

• Action Forecasting: This approach proved to provide stable results that

are easily interpreted by both humans and machines. A discussion was

undertaken as to whether this could be used to automatically create

work orders if the forecast was within certain bounds of confidence.

• Similar Pump Recommendations: This approach was much appreciated

since it provided the staff with empirical data about how pumps under

similar conditions have evolved, i.e. failed or been subjected to early

maintenance.

A decision was made to deploy both approaches and combine them in

one report.

5.6.4.6 Deployment
At this last phase in the project, the models are deployed and integrated

into the organization. This can mean several things, such as writing a

report to disseminate the results, or integrating the model into an auto-

mated system. This part of the project involves the customer directly, who

has to provide the resources needed for an effective deployment.

The deployment phase also includes planning for how to monitor the mod-

els and evaluate when they have played out their role or need to be maintained.

As last steps, a final report and project review should be performed.

5.6.4.6.1 Predictive maintenance example
• Data from the pump stations is read automatically every day. A new

batch job is deployed that is triggered when all readings have been

collected. The batch job performs all the necessary data

transformations and data loading needed before applying the models.

• A new routine was implemented that generates a 30-day forecast for all

pumps, and then evaluates the action prediction model on each pump

and its forecasted data.

• For those pumps that have actions predicted, a rule set is evaluated that

checks the results against given thresholds to check for, for example,

confidence of predicted actions. If these checks are positive, similar

cases are retrieved and a report is generated and sent to the right people.

• The case retrieval method is implemented by first looking up the

pumps that belong to the same cluster according to the similar pump

model. For each similar pump, a scan is executed to find matches in

time when the vibration characteristics were the same as the pump

currently being evaluated. For each match, a lookup in the action

records is performed to check what kind of actions and failure have
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occurred within 30 days after the date of the match. The matches that

have logged actions are then added to the report.

• Another batch job is also implemented, with the tasks of updating the

pump and action records, as well as retraining the models periodically.

This job is also responsible for evaluating the efficiency and

correctness of the models as the system evolves over time. If the

models seem to deteriorate, an administrator is notified.

• Finally, it’s decided to inspect the system with the help of experts once

a year to evaluate its performance.

5.7 Knowledge management
Section 5.6 covered analytics in the context of M2M. Here, we investigate

Knowledge Management Frameworks. Firstly, we must look at the concept

of knowledge, which in every day usage relates to information, under-

standing, or skill you get from experience or education. Within the context

of ICT systems, the term “knowledge” mostly arises from the application

of two other concepts: data and information, illustrated in Figure 5.16. We

discuss here the relationships between these terms, and in the next section

we discuss reference architecture for knowledge management within M2M

and IoT solutions.

5.7.1 Data, information, and knowledge

For our purposes, we use the following definitions of data:

Data: Data refers to “unstructured facts and figures that have the least

impact on the typical manager” (Thierauf 1999). With regards to IoT

FIGURE 5.16

Data, Information, and Knowledge.
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solutions, however, data includes both useful and irrelevant or redundant

facts, and in order to become meaningful, needs to be processed.

Information: Within the context of IoT solutions, information is data

that has been contextualized, categorized, calculated, and condensed

(Davenport & Prusak 2000). This is where data has been carefully curated

to provide relevance and purpose (Bali et al. 2009) for the decision-

makers in question. The majority of ICT solutions can be viewed as either

storing information or processing data to become information.

Knowledge: Knowledge, meanwhile, relates to the ability to under-

stand the information presented, and using existing experience, the appli-

cation of it within a certain decision-making context.

As we discussed in Section 5.6, data-driven scientific discovery is an

important emerging paradigm for computing for IoT and cloud computing.

So-called “big data” brings both opportunities and challenges ranging

from capture, curation, storage, analysis, visualization, and search meth-

ods. The necessity to integrate across heterogeneous complex data

resources in order to create information and, ultimately, knowledge, is one

of the key research areas of our time.

For IoT solutions to be practicable, the data management and informa-

tion presentation within them needs to take into consideration real-time

performance, complexity, and the human-data interface. Knowledge man-

agement in this context needs to perform a careful balancing act between

the sheer speed of incoming data sets and the provision of a user-centric

presentation view. Due to the nature of big data, as we discussed in previ-

ous sections, two key issues emerge:

• Managing and storing the temporal knowledge created by IoT

solutions. IoT solutions data will evolve rapidly over time, the temporal

nature of the “knowledge” as understood at a particular point in time

will have large implications for the overall industry. For example, it

could affect insurance claims if the level of knowledge provided by an

IoT system could be proven to be inadequate.

• Life-cycle management of knowledge within IoT systems. Closely

related to analytics, the necessity to have a lifecycle plan for the data

within a system is a strong requirement.

Having covered the differences between data, information, and knowl-

edge, we now move to outlining a reference architecture for knowledge

management in IoT solutions. Existing knowledge management frame-

works have previously focused on clearly structured data, generally found

in databases that can be stored in a form that is easily analyzed via various
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well-established tools. With sensor data and similar types, however, it is

just as important to understand how to organize data effectively in order to

extract knowledge from it.

5.7.2 A knowledge management reference architecture

Figure 5.17 outlines a high-level knowledge management reference archi-

tecture that illustrates how data sources from M2M and IoT may be com-

bined with other types of data, for example, from databases or even OSS/

BSS data from MNOs. There are three levels to the diagram: (1) data

sources, (2) data integration, and (3) knowledge discovery and information

access.

5.7.2.1 Data sources
Data sources refer to the broad variety of sources that may now be avail-

able to build enterprise solutions. There are several types of such data,

which have been discussed in detail in Sections 5.5 and 5.6.

5.7.2.2 Data integration
The data integration layer allows data from different formats to be put

together in a manner that can be used by the information access and

knowledge discovery tools.

Knowledge Discovery Tools Information Access Tools

Data Integration Processed Data

Staged Data - Weak

Streaming
data

Sensors OSS/BSS
Other DB
sources

Staged Data - Strong

Data Sources

FIGURE 5.17

Knowledge Reference Architecture for M2M and IoT.
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Staged Data: Staged data is data that has been abstracted to manage

the rate at which it is received by the analysis platform. Essentially,

“staged data” allows the correct flow of data to reach information access

and knowledge discovery tools to be retrieved at the correct time. Big data

and M2M analytics were discussed in detail in Section 5.5; here we focus

on the data types required for staging the data appropriately for knowledge

frameworks. There are two main types of data: weak data and strong data.

This definition is in order to differentiate between the manner in which

data is encoded and its contents � for example, the difference between

XML and free text.

Strong Type Data: Strong type data refers to data that is stored in tra-

ditional database formats, i.e. it can be extracted into tabular format and

can be subjected to traditional database analysis techniques. Strong data

types often have the analysis defined beforehand, e.g. by SQL queries

written by developers towards a database.

Weak Type Data: Weak type data is data that is not well structured

according to traditional database techniques. Examples are streaming data

or data from sensors. Often, this sort of data has a different analysis tech-

nique compared to strong type data. In this case, it may be that the data

itself defines the nature of the query, rather than being defined by develo-

pers and created in advance. This may allow insights to be identified ear-

lier than in strong type data.

5.7.2.3 Processed data
Processed data is combined data from both strong and weak typed data that

has been combined within an IoT context to create maximum value for

the enterprise in question. There are various means by which to do this

processing � from stripping data separately and creating relational

tables from it or pooling relevant data together in one combined database

for structured queries. Examples could include combining the data from

people as they move around the city from an operator’s business support

system with sensor data from various buildings in the city. A health service

could then be created analyzing the end-users routes through a city and

their overall health � such a system may be used to more deeply assess the

role that air pollution may play in health factors of the overall population.

5.7.3 Retrieval layer

Once data has been collated and processed, it is time to develop insights

from the data via retrieval. This can be of two main forms: Information

Access and Knowledge Discovery.
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5.7.3.1 Information access tools
Information access relates to more traditional access techniques involving

the creation of standardized reports from the collation of strong and weak

typed data. Information access essentially involves displaying the data in a

form that is easily understandable and readable by end users. A variety of

information access tools exist, from SQL visualization to more advanced

visualization tools.

5.7.3.2 Knowledge discovery tools
Knowledge Discovery, meanwhile, involves the more detailed use of ICT

in order to create knowledge, rather than just information, from the data in

question. Knowledge Discovery means that decisions may be able to be

taken on such outputs � for example, in the case where actuators (rather

than just sensors) are involved, Knowledge Discovery Systems may be

able to raise an alert that a bridge or flood control system may need to be

activated.

In this chapter, we covered the basic technology building blocks that

form an IoT or M2M solution. In the next chapters we cover the detailed

technical architecture within which these building blocks can be placed.
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6.1 Introduction
In Chapter 5, we outlined the technology building blocks that form the

basis of M2M and IoT solutions. Chapters 6, 7, and 8 provide a detailed

conceptual overview of an M2M/IoT reference architecture introduced in

Chapter 4. Chapters 7 and 8 also extend it with a description of a reference

model. The term “Architecture Reference Model” (ARM) is borrowed

from the IoT Architecture (IoT-A) European research project because the

objective of the next three chapters is quite similar to that of the IoT-A

ARM (Carrez et al. 2013). In other words, these chapters attempt to

describe a combination of a reference model and a reference architecture.

A reference model is a model that describes the main conceptual entities

and how they are related to each other, while the reference architecture

aims at describing the main functional components of a system as well as

how the system works, how the system is deployed, what information the

system processes, etc.
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An ARM is useful as a tool that establishes a common language across

all the possible stakeholders of an M2M or IoT system. It can also serve

as a starting point for creating concrete architectures of real systems when

the relevant boundary conditions have been applied, for example, stake-

holder requirements, design constraints, and design principles.

The approach followed in this chapter is to present the state-of-the-

art of M2M reference models/high-level architectures/ARMs as well as the

corresponding state-of-the-art in IoT frameworks. We then present the an

adapted version of the IoT-A reference model (Chapter 7) and Reference

Architecture (Chapter 8). In Part III, each specific use case describes a

real system with a specific architecture accompanied with references to

the ARM.

6.2 State of the art
Several Reference Architectures and Models exist both for M2M and

IoT systems. We choose to present the four most popular ones from which

the specific Reference Architecture and Model of this book have borrowed

concepts and functions. The M2M system architectures are naturally more

communication-oriented, while the IoT-related reference architectures and

models are more holistic in their scope.

6.2.1 European Telecommunications Standards Institute
M2M/oneM2M

The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) in 2009

formed a Technical Committee (TC) on M2M topics aimed at producing

a set of standards for communication among machines from an end-

to-end viewpoint. The technical committee consisted of representatives

from telecom network operators, equipment vendors, administrations,

research bodies, and specialist companies. The ETSI M2M

specifications are based on specifications from ETSI as well as other

standardization bodies such as the IETF (Internet Engineering Task

Force), 3GPP (3rd Generation Partnership Project), OMA (Open Mobile

Alliance), and BBF (Broadband Forum). ETSI M2M produced the first

release of the M2M standards in early 2012, while in the middle of

2012 seven of the leading Information and Communications Technology

(ICT) standards organizations (ARIB, TTC, ATIS, TIA, CCSA, ETSI,

TTA) formed a global organization called oneM2M Partnership Project

(oneM2M) in order to develop M2M specifications, promote the M2M
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business, and ensure the global functionality of M2M systems. During

the writing of this book, the oneM2M specifications are still in prog-

ress, and therefore only the ETSI M2M specifications are described in

this chapter.

6.2.1.1 ETSI M2M high-level architecture
Figure 6.1 shows the high-level ETSI M2M architecture.

This high-level architecture is a combination of both a functional and

topological view showing some functional groups (FG) clearly associated

with pieces of physical infrastructure (e.g. M2M Devices, Gateways) while

other functional groups lack specific topological placement. There are two

main domains, a network domain and a device and gateway domain. The

boundary between these conceptually separated domains is the topological

border between the physical devices and gateways and the physical com-

munication infrastructure (Access network).
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ETSI M2M High-Level Architecture.

(ETSI M2M TC 2013a)
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The Device and Gateway Domain contains the following functional/

topological entities:

• M2M Device: This is the device of interest for an M2M scenario, for

example, a device with a temperature sensor. An M2M Device contains

M2M Applications and M2M Service Capabilities. An M2M device

connects to the Network Domain either directly or through an M2M

Gateway:

• Direct connection: The M2M Device is capable of performing

registration, authentication, authorization, management, and

provisioning to the Network Domain. Direct connection also means

that the M2M device contains the appropriate physical layer to be

able to communicate with the Access Network.

• Through one or more M2M Gateway: This is the case when the

M2M device does not have the appropriate physical layer, compatible

with the Access Network technology, and therefore it needs a

network domain proxy. Moreover, a number of M2M devices may

form their own local M2M Area Network that typically employs a

different networking technology from the Access Network. The

M2M Gateway acts as a proxy for the Network Domain and performs

the procedures of authentication, authorization, management, and

provisioning. An M2M Device could connect through multiple M2M

Gateways.

• M2M Area Network: This is typically a local area network (LAN) or a

Personal Area Network (PAN) and provides connectivity between M2M

Devices and M2M Gateways. Typical networking technologies are IEEE

802.15.1 (Bluetooth), IEEE 802.15.4 (ZigBee, IETF 6LoWPAN/ROLL/

CoRE), MBUS, KNX (wired or wireless) PLC, etc.

• M2M Gateway: The device that provides connectivity for M2M

Devices in an M2M Area Network towards the Network Domain. The

M2M Gateway contains M2M Applications and M2M Service

Capabilities. The M2M Gateway may also provide services to other

legacy devices that are not visible to the Network Domain.

The Network Domain contains the following functional/topological

entities:

• Access Network: this is the network that allows the devices in the

Device and Gateway Domain to communicate with the Core Network.

Example Access Network Technologies are fixed (xDSL, HFC) and

wireless (Satellite, GERAN, UTRAN, E-UTRAN W-LAN, WiMAX).
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• Core Network: Examples of Core Networks are 3GPP Core Network

and ETSI TISPAN Core Network. It provides the following functions:

• IP connectivity.

• Service and Network control.

• Interconnection with other networks.

• Roaming.

• M2M Service Capabilities: These are functions exposed to different

M2M Applications through a set of open interfaces. These functions use

underlying Core Network functions, and their objective is to abstract

the network functions for the sake of simpler applications. More details

about the specific service capabilities are provided later in the chapter.

• M2M Applications: These are the specific M2M applications

(e.g. smart metering) that utilize the M2M Service Capabilities through

the open interfaces.

• Network Management Functions: These are all the necessary

functions to manage the Access and Core Network (e.g. Provisioning,

Fault Management, etc.).

• M2M Management Functions: These are the necessary functions

required to manage the M2M Service Capabilities on the Network

Domain while the management of an M2M Device or Gateway is

performed by specific M2M Service Capabilities. There are two M2M

Management functions:

• M2M Service Bootstrap Function (MSBF): The MSBF facilitates the

bootstrapping of permanent M2M service layer security credentials in

the M2M Device or Gateway and the M2M Service Capabilities in

the Network Domain. In the Network Service Capabilities Layer, the

Bootstrap procedures perform, among other procedures, provisioning

of an M2M Root Key (secret key) to the M2M Device or Gateway

and the M2M Authentication Server (MAS).

• M2M Authentication Server (MAS): This is the safe execution

environment where permanent security credentials such as the M2M

Root Key are stored. Any security credentials established on the

M2M Device or Gateway are stored in a secure environment such as

a trusted platform module.

An important observation regarding the ETSI M2M functional architec-

ture is that it focuses on the high-level specification of functionalities

within the M2M Service Capabilities functional groups and the open inter-

faces between the most relevant entities, while avoiding specifying in

detail the internals of M2M Service Capabilities. However, the interfaces
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are specified in different levels of detail, from abstract to a specific map-

ping of an interface to a specific protocol (e.g. HTTP (Fielding 2000),

IETF CoAP (Shelby et al. 2013a)). The most relevant entities in the ETSI

M2M architecture are the M2M Nodes and M2M Applications. An M2M

Node can be a Device M2M, Gateway M2M, or Network M2M Node

(Figure 6.2). An M2M Node is a logical representation of the functions on

an M2M Device, Gateway, and Network that should at least include a

Service Capability Layer (SCL) functional group.

An M2M Application is the main application logic that uses the Service

Capabilities to achieve the M2M system requirements. The application

logic can be deployed on a Device (Device Application, DA), Gateway

(Gateway Application, GA) or Network (Network Application, NA).

The SCL is a collection of functions that are exposed through the open

interfaces or reference points mIa, dIa, and mId (ETSI M2M TC 2013b).

Because the main topological entities that SCL can deploy are the Device,

Gateway, and Network Domain, there are three types of SCL: DSCL

(Device Service Capabilities Layer), GSCL (Gateway Service Capabilities

Layer), and NSCL (Network Service Capabilities Layer). SCL functions

utilize underlying networking capabilities through technology-specific

interfaces. For example, an NSCL using a 3GPP type of access network

uses 3GPP communication services interfaces. The ETSI M2M Service
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M2M Service Capabilities, M2M Nodes and Open Interfaces.

(ETSI M2M TC 2013a).
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Capabilities are recommendations of functional groups for building SCLs,

but their implementation is not mandatory, while the implementation of

the interfaces mIa, dIa, and mId is mandatory for a compliant system. It is

worth repeating that from the point of view of the ETSI M2M architecture,

an M2M device can be either capable of supporting the mId interface

(towards the NSCL) or the dIa interface (towards the GSCL). The specifi-

cation actually distinguishes these two types of devices device D and

device D’ (D prime), respectively.

6.2.1.2 ETSI M2M service capabilities
All the possible Service Capabilities (where “x” is N(etwork), G(ateway),

and D(evice)) are shown in Figure 6.3:

1. Application Enablement (xAE). The xAE service capability is an

application facing functionality and typically provides the

implementation of the respective interface: NAE implements the mIa

interface and the GAE and DAE implement the dIa interface.

The xAE includes registration of applications (xA) to the respective

xSCL; for example, a Network Application towards the NSCL.
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In certain configurations xAE enables xAs to exchange messages to

each other; for example, multiple Device Applications associated with

the same M2M Gateway can exchange messages through the GAE.

In certain configurations security operations such as authentication

and authorization of applications is also performed by xAE.

2. Generic Communication (xGC). The NGC is the single point of contact

for communication towards the GSCL and DSCL. It provides transport

session establishment and negotiation of security mechanisms,

potentially secure transmission of messages, and reporting of errors

such as transmission errors. The GSC/DSC is the single point of

contact for communication with the NSCL, and they both perform

similar operations to the NGC (e.g. secure message transmissions to

NSCL). The GSC performs a few more functions such as relaying of

messages to/from NSCL from/to other SCs in the GSCL, and handles

name resolution for the requests within the M2M Area Network.

3. Reachability, Addressing, and Repository (xRAR). This is one of the

main service capabilities of the ETSI M2M architecture. The NRAR

hosts mappings of M2M Device and Gateway names to reachability

information (routable address information such as IP address and

reachability status of the device such as up or down), and scheduling

information relating to reachability, such as whether an M2M Device is

reachable between 10 and 11 o’clock. It provides group management

(creation/update/deletion) for groups of M2M Devices and Gateways,

stores application (DA, GA, NA) data, and manages subscriptions to

these data, stores registration information for NA, GSCL, and DSCL,

and manages events (subscription notifications). The GRAR provides

similar functionality to the NRAR, such as maintaining mappings of

the names of M2M Devices or groups to reachability information

(routable addresses, reachability status, and reachability scheduling),

storing DA, GA, NSCL registration information, storing DA, GA, NA,

GSCL, NSCL data and managing subscriptions about them, managing

groups of M2M Devices, and managing events. Similar to NRAR and

GRAR, the DRAR stores DA, GA, NA, DSCL, and NSCL data and

manages subscriptions about these data, stores DA registration

and NSCL information, provides group management for groups of

M2M Devices and event management.

4. Communication Selection (xCS): This capability allows each xSCL to

select the best possible communication network when there is more

than one choice or when the current choice becomes unavailable due

to communication errors. The NCS provides such a selection
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mechanism based on policies for reaching an M2M Device

or Gateway, while the GCS/DCS provides a similar selection

mechanism for reaching the NSCL.

5. Remote Entity Management (xREM). The NREM provides

management capabilities such as Configuration Management (CM) for

M2M Devices and Gateways (e.g. installs management objects in

device and gateways), collects performance management (PM) and

Fault Management (FM) data and provides them to NAs or M2M

Management Functions, performs device management to M2M

Devices and Gateways such as firmware and software (application,

SCL software) updates, device configuration, and M2M Area Network

configuration. The GREM acts as a management client for performing

management operations to devices using the DREM and a remote

proxy for NREM to perform management operations to M2M Devices

in the M2M Area Network. Examples of proxy operations are

mediation of NREM-initiated software updates, and handling

management data flows from NREM to sleeping M2M Devices.

The DREM provides the CM, PM, and FM counterpart on the device

(e.g. start collecting radio link performance data) and provides the

device-side software and firmware update support.

6. SECurity (xSEC). These capabilities provide security mechanisms such

as M2M Service Bootstrap, key management, mutual authentication,

and key agreement (NSEC performs mutual authentication and key

agreement while the GSEC and DESC initiate the procedures), and

potential platform integrity mechanisms.

7. History and Data Retention (xHDR). The xHDR capabilities are

optional capabilities, in other words, they are deployed when required

by operator policies. These capabilities provide data retention support

to other xSCL capabilities (which data to retain) as well as messages

exchanged over the respective reference points.

8. Transaction Management (xTM). This set of capabilities is optional

and provides support for atomic transactions of multiple operations.

An atomic transaction involves three steps: (a) propagation of a

request to a number of recipients, (b) collection of responses, and

(c) commitment or roll back whether all the transactions successfully

completed or not.

9. Compensation Broker (xCB). This capability is optional and provides

support for brokering M2M-related requests and compensation between

a Customer and a Service Provider. In this context a Customer and a

Service Provider is an M2M Application.
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10. Telco Operator Exposure (NTOE). This is also an optional capability

and provides exposure of the Core Network service offered by a

Telecom Network Operator.

11. Interworking Proxy (xIP). This capability is an optional capability and

provides mechanisms for connecting non-ETSI M2M Devices and

Gateways to ETSI SCLs. NIP provides mechanisms for non-ETSI

M2M Devices and Gateways to connect to NSCL while GIP provides

the functionality for non-compliant M2M Devices to connect to GSCL

via the reference point dIa, and the DIP provides the necessary

mechanisms to connect non-compliant devices to DSCL via the dIa

reference point.

6.2.1.3 ETSI M2M interfaces
The main interfaces mIa, dIa, and mId (ETSI M2M TC 2013b) can be

briefly described as follows:

• mIa: This is the interface between a Network Application and the

Network Service Capabilities Layer (NSCL). The procedures supported

by this interface are (among others) registration of a Network

Application to the NSCL, request to read/write information to NSCL,

GSCL, or DSCL, request for device management actions (e.g. software

updates), subscription and notification of specific events.

• dIa: This is the interface between a Device Application and (D/G)SCL

or a Gateway Application and the GSCL. The procedures supported by

this interface are (among others) registration of a Device/Gateway

Application to the GSCL, registration of a Device Application to the

DSCL, request to read/write information to NSCL, GSCL, or DSCL,

subscription and notification of specific events.

• mId: This is the interface between the Network Service Capabilities

Layer (NSCL) and the GSCL or the DSCL. The procedures supported

by this interface are (among others) registration of a Device/Gateway

SCL to the NSCL, request to read/write information to NSCL, GSCL,

or DSCL, subscription and notification of specific events.

6.2.1.4 ETSI M2M resource management
The ETSI M2M architecture assumes that applications (DA, GA, NA)

exchange information with SCLs by performing CRUD (Create, Read,

Update, Delete) operations on a number of Resources following the

RESTful (Representational State Transfer) architecture paradigm (Fielding

2000). One of the principles of this paradigm is that representations of

uniquely addressed resources are transferred from the entity that hosts
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these resources to the requesting entity. In the ETSI M2M architecture, all

the state information maintained in the SCLs is modeled as a resource

structure that architectural entities operate on. A very simplified view of

the resource structure is a collection of containers of information struc-

tured in hierarchical manner following a corresponding hierarchy of a

unique naming structure. In addition to the CRUD operations, ETSI M2M

defines two more operations: NOTIFY and EXECUTE. The NOTIFY

operation is triggered upon a change in the representation of a resource,

and results in a notification sent to the entity that originally subscribed to

monitor changes to the resource in question. This operation is not an

orthogonal operation to the CRUD set, but can be implemented by an

UPDATE operation from the resource host towards the requesting entity.

The EXECUTE operation is not orthogonal as well, but can be implemen-

ted by an UPDATE operation with no parameters from the requesting

entity to a specific resource. When a requesting entity issues an

EXECUTE operation towards a specific resource, the specific resource

executes a specific task.

The following example in Figure 6.4 demonstrates how an ETSI M2M

entity communicates with another entity using the CRUD and NOTIFY

operations. Assume that a device application (DA) is programmed to send

a sensor measurement to a network application (NA). The DA using the

DSCL updates the representation of a specific resource (Ra) residing on

the NSCL (steps 1 and 2 in Figure 6.4). The NA has configured the NSCL

to be notified when the specific resource is updated, in which case the NA

reads the updated representation (steps 4 and 5, Figure 6.4).

The root of the hierarchical resource tree is the ,sclBase. resource,

and contains all the other resources hosted by the SCL. The root has a

unique identifier. In case the RESTful architecture is implemented in a

real system by using web resources, the ,sclBase. has an absolute URI

(Universal Resource Identifier), for example, “http://m2m.operator1.com/

some/path/to/base”. The top-level structure of the ,sclBase. resource is

shown in Figure 6.5. The different fonts used in this figure denote
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Communication Between DA and NA Using the SCLs.
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different information semantics. A term between the symbols “,” and

“.” denotes an arbitrary resource name; for example, ,sclBase. in

Figure 6.5. A term within quotes (“”) denotes a placeholder for one or

more fixed names. In this specific case, “attribute” represents a member of

a fixed list of attributes for the resource ,sclBase.. A term annotated in

Courier New font such as scls denotes a literal resource name used by the

specification as is. The ,sclBase. is structured as a tree with different

branches, each of which is annotated with a designation of its cardinality.

For example, the ,sclBase. contains n attributes, one scls resource, one

applications resource, etc. For more information about the resource struc-

ture of ETSI M2M specification, please refer to (ETSI M2M TC, 2013a).

The ETSI M2M specification also describes an HTTP (Fielding 2000)

and a CoAP (Shelby et al., 2013a) binding for the RESTful resources

stored in the SCLs, as well as for the implementation of the mId interface.

6.2.2 International Telecommunication Union �
Telecommunication sector view

The Telecommunication sector of the International Telecommunication

Union (ITU-T) has been active on IoT standardization since 2005 with the

Joint Coordination Activity on Network Aspects of Identification Systems

(JCA-NID), which was renamed to Joint Coordination Activity on IoT
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(JCA-IoT) in 2011. During the same year apart from this coordination

activity on IoT, ITU-T formed the specific IoT Global Standards Initiative

(IoT-GSI) activity in order to address specific IoT-related issues. The lat-

est ITU-T Recommendation, Y.2060 (ITU-T 2013) (Vermesan & Friess

2013), provides an overview of the IoT space with respect to ITU-T. This

recommendation describes a high-level overview of the IoT domain model

and the IoT functional model as a set of Service Capabilities similar to

ETSI-M2M.

The ITU-T IoT domain model includes a set of physical devices that

connect directly or through gateway devices to a communication network

that allows them to exchange information with other devices, services, and

applications. The physical world of things is reflected by an information

world of virtual things that are digital representations of the physical

things (not necessarily a one-to-one mapping because multiple virtual

things can represent one physical thing). The devices in this model include

mandatory communication capabilities and optional sensing, actuation,

and processing capabilities in order to capture and transport information

about the things.

Regarding the Service Capabilities (Figure 6.6), starting from the

Application Layer the ITU-T IoT model considers this layer as the host of

specific IoT applications (e.g. remote patient monitoring). The Service &

Application Support Layer (otherwise known as Service Support and

Application Support Layer) consists of generic service capabilities used by

all IoT applications, such as data processing and data storage, and specific

service capabilities tailored to specific application domains, such as

e-health or telematics. The Network Layer provides networking capabilities

such as Mobility Management, Authentication, Authorization, and

Accounting (AAA), and Transport Capabilities such as connectivity for

IoT service data. The Device Layer includes Device Capabilities and

Gateway Capabilities. The Device Capabilities include, among others, the

direct device interaction with the communication network and therefore

the Network Layer Capabilities, the indirect interaction with the Network

Layer Capabilities through Gateway Devices, any ad hoc networking capa-

bilities, as well as low-power operation capabilities (e.g. capability to sleep

and wakeup) that affect communications. The Gateway Device

Capabilities include multiple protocol support and protocol conversion in

order to bridge the Network Layer capabilities and the device communica-

tion capabilities. In terms of Management Capabilities, these include the

typical FCAPS (Fault, Configuration, Accounting, Performance, Security)

model of capabilities as well as device management (e.g. device
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provisioning, software updates, activation/deactivation), network topology

management (e.g. for local and short range networks), and traffic manage-

ment. Specific management functionality related to a specific application

domain is also included among the Management Capabilities. With respect to

the Security Capabilities, this layer represents a grouping of different Security

Capabilities required by other layers. The capabilities are grouped generically,

such as AAA and message integrity/confidentiality support, and specifically,

such as ones that are tailored to the specific application, e.g. mobile payment.

If the ITU-T and ETSI M2M models/architectures are compared, the

two approaches are very similar in terms of Service Capabilities for M2M.

However, the ITU-T IoT domain model with physical and virtual things,

and the physical and virtual world model, shows the influences of more

modern IoT architectural models and references such as the IoT-A (Carrez

et al. 2013).

6.2.3 Internet Engineering Task Force architecture fragments

As of the writing of this book IETF has defined at least three working

groups for addressing M2M and IoT, as was mentioned in Chapter 5:

6LoWPAN (IPv6 over Low-power WPAN), CoRE (Constrained RESTful

Environments), and ROLL (Routing Over Low power and Lossy net-

works). The scope of the bulk of the specifications is shown in Figure 6.7,

and it is clear that each set of specifications makes an attempt to address
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a different part of the communication stack of a constrained device.

The modified Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model in which several

layers are merged because of the implementation on constrained devices.

This is illustrated in Figure 6.7 as one layer called Application Support

which includes the Presentation and Session Layers combined. Moreover,

one intermediate layer is introduced: the Adaptation Layer positioned

between the Physical/Data Link and the Network Layer and whose main

function is to adapt the Network Layer packets to Phy/Link layer packets

among others. An example of an adaptation layer is the 6LoWPAN layer

designed to adapt IPv6 packets to IEEE 8021.5.4/Bluetooth Low Energy

(BLE)/DECT Low Energy packets. An example of an Application Support

Layer is IETF Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP), which provides

reliability and RESTful operation support to applications; however, it does

not describe the specific names of resources a node should host. As seen

earlier in Chapter 5, the IETF CoAP draft specification describes the

Transport and Application Support Layers, which essentially defines the

transport packet formats, reliability support on top of UDP, and a RESTful

application protocol with GET/PUT/POST/DELETE methods similar to

HTTP with CoAP clients operating on CoAP server resources. A CoAP

server is just a logical protocol entity, and the name “server” does not nec-

essarily imply that its functionality is deployed on a very powerful

machine; a CoAP server can be hosted on a constrained device.

Apart from the core of the specifications, the IETF CoRE workgroup

includes several other draft specifications that sketch parts of an architec-

ture for IoT.

The CoRE Link Format specification (Shelby 2012) describes a discov-

ery method for the CoAP resources of a CoAP server. For example, a

CoAP client sending a request with the GET method to a specific well-

defined server resource (./well-known/core) should receive a response with

a list of CoAP resources and some of their capabilities (e.g. resource
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type, interface type). An accompanying draft specification, the CoRE

interface specification (Shelby & Vial 2013), describes interface types and

corresponding expected behavior of the RESTful methods (e.g. a sensor

interface should support a GET method). Nevertheless, the response serial-

ization (e.g. if the response is a temperature value in degrees Celsius) is

not specified by these documents.

The IETF stack for IoT does not currently include any specifications

that are similar to the profile specifications of other IoT technologies such

as ZigBee (please refer to Chapter 5). By profile specification we mean a

document that describes a list of profile names and their mappings to spe-

cific protocol stack behavior, specific information model, and specific seri-

alization of this information model over the relevant communication

medium. An example of a profile specification excerpt would mandate

that an exemplary “Temperature” profile: (a) should support a resource

called /temp, (b) the resource /temp must respond to a GET method request

from a client, and (c) the response to a GET method request shall be

a temperature value in degrees Celsius formatted as a text string with

the format “,temperature value encoded in a decimal number .�C”
(e.g “10�C”). It must be noted that the device profiles are used for ensur-

ing interoperability between market products, and therefore it is not the

responsibility of IETF to specify such details. Therefore, a step towards

the specification of profiles was taken by the Internet Protocol for Smart

Objects (IPSO) Alliance, which is mainly a market-promoting alliance.

IPSO has published the IPSO Application Framework (Shelby &

Chauvenet 2012) specification for this purpose.

The IETF CoRE working group has also produced a draft specification

for a Resource Directory (Shelby et al. 2013b). A Resource Directory is a

CoAP server resource (/rd) that maintains a list of resources, their corre-

sponding server contact information (e.g. IP addresses or fully qualified

domain name, or FQDN), their type, interface, and other information

similar to the information that the CoRE Link Format document specifies

(Figure 6.8a). An RD plays the role of a rendezvous mechanism for

CoAP Server resource descriptions, in other words, for devices to publish

the descriptions of the available resources and for CoAP clients to locate

resources that satisfy certain criteria such as specific resource types

(e.g. temperature sensor resource type).

While the Resource Directory is a rendezvous mechanism for CoAP

Server resource descriptions, a Mirror Server (Vial 2012) is a rendezvous

mechanism for CoAP Server resource presentations. A Mirror Server is a

CoAP Server resource (/ms) that maintains a list of resources and their
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cached representations (Figure 6.8b). A CoAP Server registers its

resources to the Mirror Server, and upon registration a new mirror server

resource is created on the Mirror Server with a container (mirror represen-

tation) for the original server representation. The original CoAP Server

updates the mirror representation either periodically or when the represen-

tation changes. A CoAP Client that retrieves the mirror representation

receives the latest updated representation from the original CoAP Server.

The Mirror Server is useful when the CoAP Server is not always available

for direct access. An example of such a CoAP Server is one that resides

on a real device whose communication capabilities are turned off in order

to preserve energy, e.g. battery-powered radio devices whose radio and/or

processor goes to sleep mode. Typically, a Mirror Server is hosted on a

device or machine that is always available. Because CoAP as an applica-

tion protocol is not yet widely deployed, while HTTP is ubiquitous, the

IETF CoRE workgroup has included the fundamentals of a mapping pro-

cess between HTTP and CoAP in the IETF CoAP specification as well

as a set of guidelines for the interworking between HTTP and CoAP

(Castellani et al. 2013) (Figure 6.9). The interworking issues appear when

an HTTP Client accesses a CoAP Server through an HTTP-CoAP proxy

or when a CoAP Client accesses an HTTP Server through a CoAP-HTTP

proxy (Figure 6.9a). The mapping process is not straightforward for a

number of reasons. The main is the different transport protocols used by

the HTTP and CoAP: HTTP uses TCP while CoAP uses UDP. The guide-

lines focus more on the HTTP-to-CoAP proxy and recommend addressing

schemes (e.g. how to map a CoAP resource address to an HTTP address),

mapping between HTTP and CoAP response codes, mapping between dif-

ferent media types carried in the HTTP/CoAP payloads, etc. As an
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example, consider the case that an HTTP Client sends an HTTP request

to a CoAP server (Figure 6.9a) through a Gateway Device hosting an

HTTP-CoAP Cross Proxy. The Gateway Device connects to the Internet

via an Ethernet cable using a LAN, and on the CoAP side the CoAP server

resides on a Sensor/Actuator (SAN) based on the IEEE 802.15.4

PHY/MAC. The HTTP request needs to include two addresses, one for

reaching the Cross Proxy and one for reaching the specific CoAP Server

in the SAN. The default recommended address mapping is to append

the CoAP resource address (e.g. coap://s.coap.example.com/foo) to the

Cross proxy address (e.g. http://p.example.com/.well-known/core/), result-

ing in http://p.example.com/.well-known/core/coap://s.coap.example.com/

foo. The request is in plain text format and contains the method (GET). It

traverses the IPv4 stack of the client, reaches the gateway, traverses the

IPv4 stack of the gateway and reaches the Cross proxy. The request is

translated to a CoAP request (binary format) with a destination CoAP

resource coap://s.coap.example.com/foo, and it is dispatched in the CoAP

stack of the gateway, which sends it over the SAN to the end device.

A response is sent from the end device and follows the reverse path in the
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SAN in order to reach the gateway. The Cross proxy translates the CoAP

response code to the corresponding HTTP code, transforms the included

media, creates the HTTP response, and dispatches it to the HTTP client.

While the described example scenario seems straightforward, in practice,

the Cross proxy needs to handle all problematic situations and peculiarities

of the CoAP and HTTP protocols, e.g. asynchronous behavior of the

observe mode of CoAP (Hartke 2013). An interested reader can refer to

the relevant specifications for further information.

6.2.4 Open Geospatial Consortium architecture

The Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC 2013) is an international industry

consortium of a few hundred companies, government agencies, and universi-

ties that develops publicly available standards that provide geographical

information support to the Web, and wireless and location-based services.

OGC includes, among other working groups, the Sensor Web Enablement

(SWE) (OGC SWE 2013) domain working group, which develops standards

for sensor system models (e.g. Sensor Model Language, or SensorML), sen-

sor information models (Observations & Measurements, or O&M), and

sensor services that follow the Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) para-

digm, as is the case for all OGC-standardized services. The functionality that

is targeted by OGC SWE includes:

• Discovery of sensor systems and observations that meet an

application’s criteria.

• Discovery of a sensor’s capabilities and quality of measurements.

• Retrieval of real-time or time-series observations in standard

encodings.

• Tasking of sensors to acquire observations.

• Subscription to, and publishing of, alerts to be issued by sensors or

sensor services based upon certain criteria.

OGC SWE includes the following standards:

• SensorML and Transducer Model Language (TML), which include a

model and an XML schema for describing sensor and actuator systems

and processes; for example, a system that contains a temperature sensor

measuring temperature in Celsius, which also involves a process for

converting this measurement to a measurement with Fahrenheit units.

• Observations and Measurements (O&M), which is a model and an

XML schema for describing the observations and measurements for a

sensor (Observations and Measurements, O&M).
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• SWE Common Data model for describing low-level data models

(e.g. serialization in XML) in the messages exchanged between OGC

SWE functional entities.

• Sensor Observation Service (SOS), which is a service for requesting,

filtering, and retrieving observations and sensor system information.

This is the intermediary between a client and an observation repository

or near real-time sensor channel.

• Sensor Planning Service (SPS), which is a service for applications

requesting a user-defined sensor observations and measurements

acquisition. This is the intermediary between the application and a sensor

collection system.

• PUCK, which defines a protocol for retrieving sensor metadata for

serial port (RS232) or Ethernet-enabled sensor devices.

An example of how these standards relate to each other is shown in

Figure 6.10. Because OGC follows the SOA paradigm, there is a registry

(CAT) that maintains the descriptions of the existing OGC services,

including the Sensor Observation and Sensor Planning Services. Upon

installation the sensor system using the PUCK protocol retrieves the

SensorML description of sensors and processes, and registers them with

the Catalog so as to enable the discovery of the sensors and processes by

client applications. The Sensor System also registers to the SOS and the

SOS registers to the Catalog. A client application #1 requests from the

Sensor Planning Service that the Sensor System be tasked to sample its
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sensors every 10 seconds and publish the measurements using O&M and

the SWE Common Data model to the SOS. Another client application #2

looks up the Catalog, aiming at locating an SOS for retrieving the mea-

surements from the Sensor System. The application receives the contact

information of the SOS and requests from the sensor observations from

the specific sensor system from the SOS. As a response, the measurements

from the sensor system using O&M and the SWE Common Data model

are dispatched to the client application #2.

As can be seen from the description, the OGC SWE specifications are

more information-centric than communication-centric, as are the ETSI

M2M, ITU-T and IETF specifications. The main objective of the OGC

standards is to enable data, information, and service interoperability.

This chapter provided an overview of the state-of-the-art within the

reference architectures for M2M and IoT, including ETSI, ITU-T, IETF,

and OGC. In Chapter 7, we now cover the ARM.
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7.1 Introduction
This chapter provides an overview of the Architecture Reference Model

(ARM) for IoT, including descriptions of the domain, information, and

functional models. Chapter 8 then outlines the Reference Architecture.
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7.2 Reference model and architecture
An ARM consists of two main parts: a Reference model and a Reference

Architecture. For describing an IoT ARM, we have chosen to use the IoT-

A ARM (Carrez et al. 2013) as a guide because it is currently the most

complete model and reference. However, a real system may not have all

the modeled entities or architectural elements described in this chapter, or

it could contain other non-IoT-related entities. This chapter serves the pur-

pose of modeling the IoT part of a whole system and does not try to pro-

pose an all-encompassing architecture.

The foundation of an IoT Reference Architecture description is an IoT

reference model. A reference model describes the domain using a number

of sub-models (Figure 7.1). The domain model of an architecture model

captures the main concepts or entities in the domain in question, in this

case M2M and IoT. When these common language references are estab-

lished, the domain model adds descriptions about the relationship between

the concepts. These concepts and relationships serve the basis for the
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development of an information model because a working system needs to

capture and process information about its main entities and their interac-

tions. A working system that captures and operates on the domain and

information model contains concepts and entities of its own, and these

need to be described in a separate model, the functional model. An M2M

and IoT system contain communicating entities, and therefore the corre-

sponding communication model needs to capture the communication inter-

actions of these entities. These are a few examples of sub-models that we

use in this chapter for the IoT reference model.

Apart from the reference model, the other main component of an ARM

is the Reference Architecture. A System Architecture is a communication

tool for different stakeholders of the system. Developers, component and

system managers, partners, suppliers, and customers have different views

of a single system based on their requirements and their specific interac-

tions with the system. As a result, describing an architecture for M2M and

IoT systems involves the presentation of the multiple facets of the systems

in order to satisfy the different stakeholders (Kruchten 1995; Rozanski &

Woods 2005, 2011). The task becomes more complex when the architec-

ture to be described is on a higher level of abstraction compared with the

architecture of real functioning systems. The high-level abstraction is

called Reference Architecture as it serves as a reference for generating

concrete architectures and actual systems, as shown in the Figure 7.2

(Muller & Hole 2007). Concrete architectures are instantiations of rather

abstract and high-level Reference Architectures. A Reference Architecture

captures the essential parts of an architecture, such as design principles,

guidelines, and required parts (such as entities), to monitor and interact

with the physical world for the case of an IoT Reference Architecture.

A concrete architecture can be further elaborated and mapped into real

world components by designing, building, engineering, and testing the dif-

ferent components of the actual system. As the figure implies, the whole

process is iterative, which means that the actual deployed system in the

field provides invaluable feedback with respect to the design and engineer-

ing choices, current constraints of the system, and potential future opportu-

nities that are fed back to the concrete architectures. The general essentials

out of multiple concrete architectures can then be aggregated, and contrib-

ute to the evolution of the Reference Architecture.

The IoT architecture model is related to the IoT Reference Architecture

as shown in Figure 7.3. This figure shows two facets of the IoT ARM: (a)

how to actually create an IoT ARM, and (b) how to use it with respect to

building actual systems. In this chapter we mainly focus on how to use an
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ARM; interested readers in the process of creation of an ARM are referred

to the IoT-A ARM specification (Carrez et al. 2013). Moreover, the

requirement collection and generation process is outlined in Pastor et al.

(2011); the specific Unified Requirements (Figure 7.3) collected by the

IoT-A exist online at (IoT-A 2013). The IoT reference model guides the

process of creating an IoT Reference Architecture because it includes at

least the IoT Domain model that impacts several architecture components

as seen briefly earlier (e.g. functional groups), and as will be seen more

extensively later in the book.

7.3 IoT reference model
7.3.1 IoT domain model

A domain model defines the main concepts of a specific area of interest,

in this case the IoT. These concepts are expected to remain unchanged

over the course of time, even if the details of an ARM may undergo con-

tinuous transformation or evolution over time. The domain model captures

the basic attributes of the main concepts and the relationship between

these concepts. A domain model also serves as a tool for human
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communication between people working in the domain in question and

between people who work across different domains.

7.3.1.1 Model notation and semantics
For the purposes of the description of the domain model, we use the

Unified Modeling Language (UML) (OMG 2013, NoMagic 2013) Class

diagrams in order to present the relationships between the main concepts

of the IoT domain model. The Class diagrams consist of boxes that repre-

sent the different classes of the model connected with each other through

typically continuous lines or arrows, which represent relationships between

the respective classes. Each class is a descriptor of a set of objects that

have similar structure, behavior, and relationships. A class contains a

name (e.g. Class A in Figure 7.4) and a set of attributes and operations.

For the description of the IoT domain model, we will use only the class

name and the class attributes, and omit the class operations. Notation-wise

this is represented as a box with two compartments, one containing the

class name and the other containing the attributes. However, for the IoT

domain model description, the attribute compartment will be empty in

order not to clutter the complete domain model. The relevant and interest-

ing attributes will be described in the text instead.
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The following modeling relationships between classes (Figure 7.4) are

needed for the description of the IoT Domain Model: Generalization/

Specialization, Aggregation and Reflexive Aggregation, Composition, Directed

Association and Reflexive Directed Association, and Realization.

The Generalization/Specialization relationship is represented by an

arrow with a solid line and a hollow triangle head. Depending on the start-

ing point of the arrow, the relationship can be viewed as a generalization

or specialization. For example, in Figure 7.4, Class A is a general case of

Class B or Class B is special case or specialization of Class A.

Generalization is also called an “is-a” relationship. For example, in

Figure 7.4 Class B “is-a” Class A. A specialized class/subclass/child class

inherits the attributes and the operations from the general/super/parent

class, respectively, and also contains its own attributes and operations.

The Aggregation relationship is represented by a line with a hollow

diamond in one end and represents a whole-part relationship or a contain-

ment relationship and is often called a “has-a” relationship. The class that

touches the hollow diamond is the whole class while the other class is the

part class. For example, in Figure 7.4, class B represents a part of the

whole Class A, or in other words, an object of Class A “contains” or

“has-a” object of Class B. When the line with the hollow diamond starts

and ends in the same class, then this relationship of one class to itself is

called Reflexive Aggregation, and it denotes that objects of a class (e.g.

Class A in Figure 7.4) contain objects of the same class.

The Composition relationship is represented by a line with a solid black

diamond in one end, and also represents a whole-part relationship or a

containment relationship. The class that touches the solid black diamond is

the whole class while the other class is the part class. For example, in

Figure 7.4, Class B is part of Class A. Composition and Aggregation are

very similar, with the difference being the coincident lifetime to the

objects of classes related with composition. In other words, if an object of

Class B is part of an object of Class A (composition), when the object of

Class A disappears, the object of Class B also disappears.

A plain line without arrowheads or diamonds represents the

Association relationship. However, in the presentation of the IoT Domain

model, we will only use the Directed Association that is represented with

a line with a normal arrowhead. While all the previous relationships have

implicit names represented by additional symbols (hollow triangle head,

diamonds), an Association (Directed or not) contains an explicit associa-

tion name. The Directed Association implies navigability from a Class B

to a Class A in Figure 7.4. Navigability means that objects of Class B

have the necessary attributes to know that they relate to objects of Class A

while the reverse is not true: objects of Class A can exist without having
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references to objects of Class B. When the arrow starts and ends at the

same class, then the class is associated to itself with a Reflexive Directed

Association, which means that an object of this class (e.g. Class A in

Figure 7.4) is associated with objects of the same class with the specific

named association.

An arrow with a hollow triangle head and a dashed line represents the

Realization relationship. This relationship represents a association between

the class that specifies the functionality and the class that realizes the

functionality. For example, Class A in Figure 7.4 specifies the functional-

ity while Class B realizes it.

Aggregations, Reflexive Aggregations, Associations (Directed or not)

and Reflexive Associations (Directed or not) may contain multiplicity

information such as numbers (e.g “1”), ranges (e.g. “0�1”, open ranges

“1. . .�”), etc. in one or the other end of the relationship line/arrow. These

multiplicities denote the potential number of class objects that are related

to the other class object. For example, in Figure 7.4, a plain association

called “association name,” relates one (1) object of Class B with zero (0)

or more objects from Class A. An asterisk “�” denotes zero (0) or more.

7.3.1.2 Main concepts
The IoT is a support infrastructure for enabling objects and places in the

physical world to have a corresponding representation in the digital world.

The reason why we would like to represent the physical world in the digi-

tal world is to remotely monitor and interact with the physical world using

software. Let’s illustrate this concept with an example (Figure 7.5).

Physical World Digital World

Parking spot #16

Parking spot #1

Availability Sign

Payment Station

Empty 15

FIGURE 7.5

Physical vs. Virtual World.
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Imagine that we are interested in monitoring a parking lot with 16 parking

spots. The parking lot includes a payment station for drivers to pay for the

parking spot after they park their cars. The parking lot also includes an

electronic road sign on the side of the street that shows in real-time the

number of empty spots. Frequent customers also download a smart phone

application that informs them about the availability of a parking spot

before they even drive on the street where the parking lot is located. In

order to realize such a service, the relevant physical objects as well as

their properties need to be captured and translated to digital objects such

as variables, counters, or database objects so that software can operate on

these objects and achieve the desired effect, i.e. detecting when someone

parks without paying, informing drivers about the availability of parking

spots, producing statistics about the average occupancy levels of the park-

ing lot, etc. For these purposes, the parking lot as a place is instrumented

with parking spot sensors (e.g. loops), and for each sensor, a digital repre-

sentation is created (Parking spot #1�#16). In the digital world, a parking

spot is a variable with a binary value (“available” or “occupied”). The

parking lot payment station also needs to be represented in the digital

world in order to check if a recently parked car owner actually paid the

parking fee. Finally, the availability sign is represented to the digital world

in order to allow notification to drivers that an empty lot is full for mainte-

nance purposes, or even to allow maintenance personnel to detect when

the sign is malfunctioning.

As seen from the example above, there is a fundamental difference

between the IoT and today’s Internet: today’s Internet serves a rather vir-

tual world of content and services (although these services are hosted on

real physical machines), while IoT is all about interaction through the

Internet with physical Things. M2M has a similar vision of representing

unattended Devices accessible through a communication network in the

digital world. Nevertheless, for the IoT model, the first class citizen is the

Thing, and therefore Thing-oriented interaction is promoted as opposed to

communication-oriented interaction for the M2M world.

As interaction with the physical world is the key for the IoT; it needs

to be captured in the domain model (Figure 7.6). The first most fundamen-

tal interaction is between a human or an application with the physical

world object or place. Therefore, a User and a Physical Entity are two con-

cepts that belong to the domain model. A User can be a Human User, and

the interaction can be physical (e.g. parking the car in the parking lot).

The physical interaction is the result of the intention of the human to

achieve a certain goal (e.g. park the car). In other occasions, a Human
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User can also choose to interact with the physical environment by means

of a service or application. This application is also a User in the domain

model. A Physical Entity, as the model shows, can potentially contain

other physical entities; for example, a building is made up of several

floors, and each floor has several rooms.
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IoT Domain Model.

(Adapted from IoT-A 2013, Carrez et al. 2013)
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The objects, places, and things represented as Physical Entities are the

same as Assets mentioned earlier in the book. According to the Oxford

Dictionary, an Asset “. . .is an item or property that is regarded as having

value. . .”; therefore, the term Asset is more related to the business aspects

of IoT. Because the domain model is a technical tool, we use the term

Physical Entity instead of Asset.

A Physical Entity is represented in the digital world as a Virtual Entity.

A Virtual Entity can be a database entry, a geographical model (mainly for

places), an image or avatar, or any other Digital Artifact. One Physical

Entity can be represented by multiple Virtual Entities, each serving a differ-

ent purpose, e.g. a database entry of a parking spot denoting the spot avail-

ability, and an (empty/full) image of a parking spot on the monitor of the

parking lot management system. Each Virtual Entity also has a unique identi-

fier for making it addressable among other Digital Artifacts. A Virtual Entity

representation contains several attributes that correspond to the Physical

Entity current state (e.g. the parking spot availability). The Virtual Entity

representation and the Physical Entity actual state should be synchronized

whenever a User operates on one or the other, if of course that is physically

possible. For example, a remotely controlled light (Physical Entity) repre-

sented by a memory location (Virtual Entity) in an application could be

switched on/off by the User by changing the Virtual Entity representation, or

in other words writing a value in the corresponding memory location. In this

case, the real light should be turned on/off (Virtual to Physical Entity syn-

chronization). On the other hand, if a Human User turns off the light by

hand, then the Virtual Entity parameter that captures the state of the light

should also be updated accordingly (Physical to Virtual Entity synchroniza-

tion). There are cases that state synchronization can occur only one way. For

example, the parking spot sensor representation in the digital world is

updated whenever a car parks in the spot, but updating the digital representa-

tion does not mean that a car will magically land on that parking spot!

While discussing the concept of a Virtual Entity, we also introduced

another concept, that of the Digital Artifact. A Digital Artifact is an artifact

of the digital world, and can be passive (e.g. a database entry) or active

(e.g. application software).

The model captures human-to-machine, application (active digital arti-

fact)-to-machine, and M2M interaction when a digital artifact, and thus a

User, interacts with a Device that is a Physical Entity. The model captures this

special case of Devices being Physical and Virtual Entities as an Augmented

Entity concept, which is a composition of the two constituent entities.

In order to monitor and interact with the Physical Entities through their

corresponding virtual entities, the Physical Entities or their surrounding
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environment needs to be instrumented with certain kinds of Devices, or

certain Devices need to be embedded/attached to the environment. The

Devices are physical artifacts with which the physical and virtual worlds

interact. Devices as mentioned before can also be Physical Entities for cer-

tain types of applications, such as management applications when the

interesting entities of a system are the Devices themselves and not the sur-

rounding environment. For the IoT Domain Model, three kinds of Device

types are the most important:

1. Sensors: These are simple or complex Devices that typically involve a

transducer that converts physical properties such as temperature into

electrical signals. These Devices include the necessary conversion of

analog electrical signals into digital signals, e.g. a voltage level to a

16-bit number, processing for simple calculations, potential storage for

intermediate results, and potentially communication capabilities to

transmit the digital representation of the physical property as well

receive commands. A video camera can be another example of a

complex sensor that could detect and recognize people.

2. Actuators: These are also simple or complex Devices that involve a

transducer that converts electrical signals to a change in a physical

property (e.g. turn on a switch or move a motor). These Devices also

include potential communication capabilities, storage of intermediate

commands, processing, and conversion of digital signals to analog

electrical signals.

3. Tags: Tags in general identify the Physical Entity that they are

attached to. In reality, tags can be Devices or Physical Entities but not

both, as the domain model shows. An example of a Tag as a Device is

a Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tag, while a tag as a Physical

Entity is a paper-printed immutable barcode or Quick Response (QR)

code. Either electronic Devices or a paper-printed entity tag contains a

unique identification that can be read by optical means (bar codes or

QR codes) or radio signals (RFID tags). The reader Device operating

on a tag is typically a sensor, and sometimes a sensor and an actuator

combined in the case of writable RFID tags.

As shown in the model, Devices can be aggregation of other Devices

e.g. a sensor node contains a temperature sensor, a Light Emitting Diode

(LED, actuator), and a buzzer (actuator). Any type of IoT Device needs to

(a) have energy reserves (e.g. a battery), or (b) be connected to the power

grid, or (c) perform energy scavenging (e.g. converting solar radiation to

energy). The Device communication, processing and storage, and energy
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reserve capabilities determine several design decisions such as if the

resources should be on-Device or not, if the Device and therefore its

resources and services will go into sleep mode or not, if the collected data

can be saved locally or transmitted as soon as acquired, etc.

Resources are software components that provide data for, or are end-

points for, controlling Physical Entities. Resources can be of two types,

on-Device resources and Network Resources. An on-Device Resource is

typically hosted on the Device itself and provides information, or is the

control point for the Physical Entities that the Device itself is attached to.

An example is a temperature sensor on a temperature node deployed in a

room that hosts a software component that responds to queries about the

temperature of the room. The Network Resources are software components

hosted somewhere in the network or cloud. A Virtual Entity is associated

with potentially several Resources that provide information or control of

the Physical Entity represented by this Virtual Entity. Resources can be of

several types: sensor resources that provide sensor data, actuator resources

that provide actuation capabilities or actuator state (e.g. “on”/“off”), pro-

cessing resources that get sensor data as input and provide processed data

as output, storage resources that store data related to Physical Entities, and

tag resources that provide identification data of Physical Entities.

Resources expose (monitor or control) functionality as Services with

open and standardized interfaces, thus abstracting the potentially low-level

implementation details of the resources. Services are therefore digital arti-

facts with which Users interact with Physical Entities through the Virtual

Entities. Therefore, the Virtual Entities that are associated with Physical

Entities instrumented with Devices that expose Resources are also associ-

ated with the corresponding resource Services. The associations between

Virtual Entities and Services are such that a Virtual Entity may be moni-

tored or controlled through potentially multiple redundant Resources or

Services. Therefore, these associations are important to be maintained for

lookup or discovery by the interested Users. It is important to note that

IoT Services can be classified into three main classes according to their

level of abstraction:

1. Resource-Level Services typically expose the functionality of a Device

by exposing the on-Device Resources. In addition, these services

typically handle quality aspects such as security, availability, and

performance issues. Apart from the on-Device resources, there are also

Network Resources hosted in more powerful machines or in the cloud

that exposes Resource-Level Services and abstracts the location of the

actual resources. An example of such a Network Resource is a
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historical database of measurements of a specific resource on a specific

Device. Resource-Level Services typically include interfaces that

access resource information based on the identity of the resource itself.

2. Virtual Entity-Level Services provide information or interaction

capabilities about Virtual Entities, and as a result the Service interfaces

typically include an identity of the Virtual Entity.

3. Integrated Services are the compositions of Resource-Level and Virtual

Entity-Level services, or any combination of both service classes.

An example of an instantiation of the IoT Domain Model is shown in

Figure 7.7. For this instantiation, we use the example of a simple parking

lot management system presented earlier, and we model only part of the

real system. For example the part of the model that captures the Loop

Sensor #21�#28 and the associated Physical and Virtual Entities is similar

to the corresponding part of the model for the Loop Sensor #11�#18 and

therefore omitted. We assume that each parking spot is instrumented with a

metal sensing loop (Sensor), and half of the loops are physically wired to

one sensor node (Device, Sensor Node #1) while the rest are wired to

another sensor node (Device, Sensor Node #2). The sensor nodes may have

different identifiers (e.g. Sensor #11�Sensor #18 for the first group, and
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IoT Domain Model instantiation.
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Sensor #21�Sensor #28 for the second group). The loop sensors can output

different impedance based on the existence or the absence of a steel object.

These impedances are translated by the sensor nodes into binary “0” and

“1” readings. Each Parking Lot Sensor Node hosts as many Car Sensor

Resources as assigned parking spots. There are also two Parking Sensor

Services each running on a Sensor Node. The Parking Sensor Service #1

provides the reading of the Loop Sensor #11�#18, while the Parking

Sensor Service #2 provides the readings of the Loop Sensor #21�#28. The

Parking Lot Management Service has the necessary logic to map the sensor

node readings to the appropriate occupancy indicator (e.g. “0” - “free”,

“1” - ”occupied”) and maps the parking spot sensor identifier to the corre-

sponding parking spot identifier (e.g. Sensor #11�Sensor #18 - Spot

#01�Spot #08, and Sensor #21�Sensor #28 - Spot #09�Spot #16). The

Virtual Entities that represent the Parking Spot Physical Entities are data-

base entries with the following attributes: (a) identity (e.g. ID #1�#16), (b)

physical dimensions (e.g. 3m3 2m), (c) the location of the center of the

rectangular spot with respect to the parking lot entrance (e.g. 3 meters to

the west and 2 meter to the north), and (d) its occupancy level (e.g.

“occupied” or “free”). The occupancy sign consists of a Device that con-

tains a Display (Actuator) that is attached to a Physical Entity (the actual

steel sign). The Device exposes one Resource with one Service that allows

writing a value to the sign display. The actual steel sign (Physical Entity) is

represented in the digital world with a Virtual Entity, which is a database

entry with the following attributes: (a) Location of the sign (e.g. GPS loca-

tion), (b) status (on/off), and (c) display value (e.g. 15 free spaces). The

Parking Lot Management System is a composed Service that contains the

parking spot occupancy services and the occupancy sign write service.

Internally given the occupancy status of all the parking spots, it produces

the total number of free spots and uses this attribute to update the actuator

attached to the occupancy sign.

7.3.1.3 Further considerations
Identification of Physical Entities is important in an IoT system in order

for any User to interact with the physical world though the digital world.

Furness et al. (2009) describe two ways: (a) primary identification that

uses natural features of a Physical Entity, and (b) secondary identification

when using tags or labels attached to the Physical Entity. Both types of

identification are modeled in the IoT Domain Model. Extracting natural

features can be performed by a camera Device (Sensor) and relevant

Resources that produce a set of features for specific Physical Entities. In
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addition, when it comes to physical spaces, a GPS Device or another type

of location Device (e.g. an indoor location Device) can also be used to

record the GPS coordinates of the space occupied by the Physical Entity.

With respect to secondary identification, tags or labels attached to

Physical Entities are modeled in the IoT Domain model, and there are rel-

evant RFID or barcode technologies to realize such identification

mechanisms.

Apart from identification, location and time information are important

for the annotation of the information collected for specific Physical

Entities and represented in Virtual Entities. Information without one or the

other (i.e. location or time) is practically useless apart from the case of

Body Area Networks (BAN, networks of sensors attached to a human

body for live capture of vital signals, e.g. heart rate); that location is basi-

cally fixed and associated with the identification of the Human User.

Nevertheless, in such cases, sometimes the location of the whole BAN or

Human User is important for correlation purposes (e.g. upon moving out-

doors, the Human User heart rate increases in order to compensate for the

lower temperature than indoors). Therefore, the location, and often the

timestamp of location, for the Virtual Entity can be modeled as an attri-

bute of the Virtual Entity that could be obtained by location sensing

resources (e.g. GPS or indoor location systems).

7.3.2 Information model

According to the Data�Information�Knowledge�Wisdom Pyramid

(Rowley 2007), information is defined as the enrichment of data (raw

values without relevant or usable context) with the right context, so that

queries about who, what, where, and when can be answered. Because the

Virtual Entity in the IoT Domain Model is the “Thing” in the Internet of

Things, the IoT information model captures the details of a Virtual Entity-

centric model.

Similar to the IoT Domain Model, the IoT Information Model is pre-

sented using Unified Modeling Language (UML) diagrams. As mentioned

earlier, each class in a UML diagram contains zero or more attributes.

These attributes are typically of simple types such as integers or text

strings, and are represented with red text under the name of the class (e.g.

entityType in the Virtual Entity class in Figure 7.8). A more complex attri-

bute for a specific class A is represented as a class B, which is contained

in class A with an aggregation relationship between class A and class B.

Moreover, the UML diagram for describing the IoT Information Model

contains additional notation not presented earlier. More specifically, the
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Association class in Figure 7.8 contains information about the specific

association between a Virtual Entity and a related Service. In other words,

while in the IoT Domain Model, one is interested in capturing the fact that

a Virtual Entity and a Service are associated, and the IoT Information

Model explicitly represents this association as part of the information

maintained by an IoT system.

On a high-level, the IoT Information Model maintains the necessary

information about Virtual Entities and their properties or attributes. These

properties/attributes can be static or dynamic and enter into the system in

various forms, e.g. by manual data entry or reading a sensor attached to

the Virtual Entity. Virtual Entity attributes can also be digital synchro-

nized copies of the state of an actuator as mentioned earlier: by updating

the value of an Virtual Entity attribute, an action takes place in the physi-

cal world. In the presentation of the high-level IoT information model, we

omit the attributes that are not updated by an IoT Device (sensor, tag) or

the attributes that do not affect any IoT Device (actuator, tag), with the
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High-level IoT Information Model.

(Adapted from Carrez et al. 2013)
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exception of essential attributes such as names and identifiers. Examples

of omitted attributes that could exist in a real implementation are room

names and floor numbers, in general, context information that is not

directly related to IoT Devices, but that is nevertheless important for an

actual system.

The IoT Information Model describes Virtual Entities and their attri-

butes that have one or more values annotated with meta-information or

metadata. The attribute values are updated as a result of the associated ser-

vices to a Virtual Entity. The associated services, in turn, are related to

Resources and Devices as seen from the IoT Domain Model. The IoT

Information Model captures the above associations as follows.

A Virtual Entity object contains simple attributes/properties: (a)

entityType to denote the type of entity, such as a human, car, or room (the

entity type can be a reference to concepts of a domain ontology, e.g. a car

ontology); (b) a unique identifier; and (c) zero or more complex attributes

of the class Attributes. The class Attributes should not be confused with

the simple attributes of each class. This class Attributes is used as a group-

ing mechanism for complex attributes of the Virtual Entity. Objects of the

class Attributes, in turn, contain the simple attributes with the self-

descriptive names attributeName and attributeType. As in the case of the

entity type, the attribute type is the semantic type of the value (e.g. that

the value is a temperature value), and can refer to an ontology such as the

NASA quantities and units SWEET ontology (NASA JPL 2011). The

Attribute class also contains a complex attribute ValueContainer that is a

container of the multiple values that an attribute can take. The container

includes complex attributes of the class Value and the class MetaData.

The container contains exactly one value and meta-information (modeled

as the class MetaData), such as a timestamp, describing this single value.

Objects of the MetaData class can contain MetaData objects as complex

attributes, as well as the simple attributes with the self-descriptive names

metadataName, metadataType, and metadataValue.

As seen from the IoT Domain Model, a Virtual Entity is associated

with Resources that expose Services about the specific Virtual Entity. This

association between a Virtual Entity and its Services is captured in the

Information Model with the explicit class called Association. Objects of

this class capture the relationship between objects of the complex

Attribute class (associated with a Virtual Entity) and objects of the Service

Description class. The meaning of this explicit association is to link a spe-

cific attribute with the provider of the information or interaction function-

ality that is a Service associated with the Virtual Entity. Because the class

Association describes the relationship between a Virtual Entity and
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Service Description through the Attribute class, there is a dashed line

between Association class and the line between the Virtual Entity and

Service Description classes. The attribute serviceType can take two values:

(a) “INFORMATION,” if the associated service is a sensor service (i.e.

allows reading of the sensor), or (b) “ACTUATION,” if the associated ser-

vice is an actuation service (i.e. allows an action executed on an actuator).

In both cases, the eventual value of the attribute will be a result of either

reading a sensor or controlling an actuator.

An example of an instantiation of the high-level information model is

shown in Figure 7.9 following the parking lot example presented earlier.

Here we don’t show all the possible Virtual Entities, but only one corre-

sponding to one parking spot. This Virtual Entity is described with one

Attribute (among others) called hasOccupancy. This Attribute is associated

with the Parking Lot Occupancy Service Description through the Occupancy

Association. The Occupancy Association is the explicit expression of the

association (line) between the Parking Spot #1 Virtual Entity and the Parking

Lot Occupancy Service. Please note that the dashed arrows with hollow

arrowheads represent the relationship “is instance of” for the information

model, as opposed to the Realization relationship for the IoT Domain Model.
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Throughout the description of the IoT Information Model, the reader

might wonder about the mapping between the IoT Domain Model and the

Information Model. Figure 7.10 presents the relationship between the core

concepts of the IoT Domain Model and the IoT Information Model. The

Information Model captures the Virtual Entity in the Domain Model being

the “Thing” in the Internet of Things as several associated classes (Virtual

Entity, Attribute, Value, MetaData, Value Container) that basically capture

the description of a Virtual Entity and its context. The Device, Resource,

and Service in the IoT Domain Model are also captured in the IoT

Information Model because they are used as representations of the instru-

ments and the digital interfaces for interaction with the Physical Entity

associated with the Virtual Entity.

The IoT Information Model is by no means complete. As this is a

description of an ARM, the Information Model is a very high-level model,

and omits certain details that could potentially be required in a concrete

architecture and an actual system. These details could be derived by spe-

cific requirements from specific use cases describing the target actual sys-

tem. Because this chapter describes an ARM, we can only provide

descriptions and guidelines about more information or models that could

be used in real systems in conjunction with the proposed IoT Information

Model.
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The Virtual Entity in the IoT Information Model is described with only

a few simple attributes, the complex Attribute associated with sensor/actu-

ator/tag services. As mentioned earlier, there are several other attributes or

properties that could exist in a Virtual Entity description:

1. Location and its temporal information are important because Physical

Entities represented by Virtual Entities exist in space and time. These

properties are extremely important when the interested Physical

Entities are mobile (e.g. a moving car). Even capturing the fact that the

Physical Entity is static or mobile is also a piece of useful information.

A mobile Physical Entity affects the associations between Attributes

and related Services, e.g. a person moving close to a camera (sensor) is

associated with the Device, Resource, and Services offered by the

camera for as long as she stays within the field of view of the camera.

In such cases, the temporal availability of the associations between

Attributes and Services need to be captured, as availability denotes

also temporal observability of the Virtual Entity.

2. Even non-moving Virtual Entities contain properties that are dynamic

with time, and therefore their temporal variations need to be modeled

and captured by an information model.

3. Information such as ownership is also important in commercial settings

because it may determine access control rules or liability issues.

It is important to note that the Attribute class is general enough to cap-

ture all the interested properties of a Physical Entity, and thus provides an

extensible model whose details can only be specified by the specific actual

system in mind.

The Services in the IoT Domain Model are mapped to the Service

Description in the IoT Information Model. The Service Description contains

(among other information) the following (De et al. 2011, Martı́n et al. 2012):

1. Service type, which denotes the type of service, such as Big Web Service

or RESTful Web Service. The interfaces of a service are described based

on the description language for each service type, for example, Web

Application Description Language (WADL) (Hadley 2009) for RESTful

Web Services, Web Services Description Language (WSDL) (Christensen

2001) for Big Web Services, Universal Service Description Language

(USDL) (Kadner & Oberle 2011), etc. The interface description includes,

among other information, the invocation contact information, e.g. a

Uniform Resource Locator (URL).

2. Service area and Service schedule are properties of Services used for

specifying the geographical area of interest for a Service and the potential
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temporal availability of a Service, respectively. For sensing services, the

area of interest is equivalent to the observation area, whereas for

actuation services the area of interest is the area of operation or impact.

3. Associated resources that the Service exposes.

4. Metadata or semantic information used mainly for service composition.

This is information such as the indicator of which resource property is

exposed as input or output, whether the execution of the service needs

any conditions satisfied before invocation, and whether there are any

effects of the service after invocation.

The IoT Information Model also contains Resource descriptions because

Resources are associated with Services and Devices in the IoT Domain

model. A Resource description contains the following information:

1. Resource name and identifier for facilitating resource discovery.

2. Resource type, which specifies if the resource is (a) a sensor resource,

which provides sensor readings; (b) an actuator resource, which provides

actuation capabilities (to affect the physical world) and actuator state; (c)

a processor resource, which provides processing of sensor data and

output of processed data; (d) a storage resource, which provides storage

of data about a Physical Entity; and (e) a tag resource, which provides

identification data for Physical Entities.

3. Free text attributes or tags used for capturing typical manual input such

as “fire alarm, ceiling.”

4. Indicator of whether the resource is an on-Device resource or network

resource.

5. Location information about the Device that hosts this resource in case

of an on-Device resource.

6. Associated Service information.

7. Associated Device description information.

A Device, as discussed in Chapter 5, is a Physical Entity that could have a

sensor, actuator, or tag instantiation. An instantiation of a Device depends on

the realization of it, and any information from dimensions of physical pack-

aging to physical placement of sensors, actuators, tags, processors, memories,

batteries, cables, etc., on a printed circuit board of the Device could be

captured in the Device description. A Device description should contain an

identifier or name, and the location of deployment, either expressed in global

coordinates or local human readable text (e.g. Auditorium).

It is important to observe that for several of these pieces of information

that serve as attributes or properties of the different classes of the IoT

Information Model, semantic data models or ontologies could be used in a
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real system implementation. For example, sensor values as Attributes

could be annotated with metadata that point to the NASA SWEET ontol-

ogy as already mentioned above. Location information could comply with

an ontology such as GeoNames ontology (GeoNames 2013), and Device

description could refer to specific Device ontologies.

7.3.3 Functional model

The IoT Functional Model aims at describing mainly the Functional Groups

(FG) and their interaction with the ARM, while the Functional View of a

Reference Architecture describes the functional components of an FG,

interfaces, and interactions between the components. The Functional View

is typically derived from the Functional Model in conjunction with high-

level requirements. Interested readers in the requirement collection and

generation process can refer to Pastor et al. (2011), and in the specific

Unified Requirements (Figure 7.3) collected by the IoT-A can refer to IoT-

A (2013).

This section briefly describes the most important functional groups,

while the Reference Architecture chapter will elaborate on the composition

of each FG. The IoT-A Functional Model is shown in Figure 7.11.
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The Application, Virtual Entity, IoT Service, and Device FGs are gener-

ated by starting from the User, Virtual Entity, Resource, Service, and

Device classes from the IoT Domain Model. The need for communicating

Devices and digital artifacts was the motivation for the Communication

FG. The need to compose simple IoT services in order to create more com-

plex ones, as well as the need to integrate IoT services (simple or complex)

with existing Information and Communications Technology (ICT) infra-

structure, is the main driver behind the introduction of the Service

Organization and IoT Process Management FGs respectively. All the

above-mentioned FGs need to be supported by management and security

functionality captured by the corresponding FGs. The figure shows the flow

of information between FGs apart from the cases of the Management and

Security FGs that have information flowing from/to all other FGs, but these

flows are omitted for clarity purposes.

7.3.3.1 Device functional group
The Device FG contains all the possible functionality hosted by the physi-

cal Devices that are used for instrumenting the Physical Entities. This

Device functionality includes sensing, actuation, processing, storage, and

identification components, the sophistication of which depends on the

Device capabilities.

7.3.3.2 Communication functional group
The Communication FG abstracts all the possible communication mechanisms

used by the relevant Devices in an actual system in order to transfer informa-

tion to the digital world components or other Devices. Examples of such func-

tions include wired bus or wireless mesh technologies through which sensor

Devices are connected to Internet Gateway Devices. Communication technol-

ogies used between Applications and other functions such as functions from

the IoT Service FG are out of scope because they are the typical Internet tech-

nologies. The reader is encouraged to refer to the corresponding sections in

Chapter 5 related to Devices and local and wide area networking technologies.

7.3.3.3 IoT Service functional group
The IoT Service FG corresponds mainly to the Service class from the IoT

Domain Model, and contains single IoT Services exposed by Resources

hosted on Devices or in the Network (e.g. processing or storage Resources).

Support functions such as directory services, which allow discovery of

Services and resolution to Resources, are also part of this FG.
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7.3.3.4 Virtual Entity functional group
The Virtual Entity FG corresponds to the Virtual Entity class in the IoT

Domain Model, and contains the necessary functionality to manage asso-

ciations between Virtual Entities with themselves as well as associations

between Virtual Entities and related IoT Services, i.e. the Association

objects for the IoT Information Model. Associations between Virtual

Entities can be static or dynamic depending on the mobility of the

Physical Entities related to the corresponding Virtual Entities. An example

of a static association between Virtual Entities is the hierarchical inclusion

relationship of a building, floor, room/corridor/open space, i.e. a building

contains multiple floors that contain rooms, corridors, and open spaces.

An example of a dynamic association between Virtual Entities is a car

moving from one block of a city to another (the car is one Virtual Entity

while the city block is another). A major difference between IoT Services

and Virtual Entity Services is the semantics of the requests and responses

to/from these services. Referring back to the parking lot example, the

Parking Sensor Service provides as a response only a number “0” or “1”

given the identifier of a Loop Sensor (e.g. #11). The Virtual Entity

Parking Spot #01 responds to a request about its occupancy status as

“free.” The IoT Service provides data or information associated to specific

Devices or Resources, including limited semantic information (e.g.

Parking sensor #11, value5 “0”, units 5 none); the Virtual IoT Service

provides information with richer semantics (“Parking spot #01 is free”),

and is closer to being human-readable and understandable.

7.3.3.5 IoT Service Organization functional group
The purpose of the IoT Service Organization FG is to host all functional

components that support the composition and orchestration of IoT and

Virtual Entity services. Moreover, this FG acts as a service hub between

several other functional groups such as the IoT Process Management FG

when, for example, service requests from Applications or the IoT Process

Management are directed to the Resources implementing the necessary

Services. Therefore, the Service Organization FG supports the association

of Virtual Entities with the related IoT Services, and contains functions

for discovery, composition, and choreography of services. Simple IoT or

Virtual Entity Services can be composed to create more complex services,

e.g. a control loop with one Sensor Service and one Actuator service with

the objective to control the temperature in a building. Choreography is the

brokerage of Services so that Services can subscribe to other services in a

system.
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7.3.3.6 IoT Process Management functional group
The IoT Process Management FG is a collection of functionalities that allows

smooth integration of IoT-related services (IoT Services, Virtual Entity

Services, Composed Services) with the Enterprise (Business) Processes.

7.3.3.7 Management functional group
The Management FG includes the necessary functions for enabling fault

and performance monitoring of the system, configuration for enabling the

system to be flexible to changing User demands, and accounting for

enabling subsequent billing for the usage of the system. Support functions

such as management of ownership, administrative domain, rules and rights

of functional components, and information stores are also included in the

Management FG.

7.3.3.8 Security functional group
The Security FG contains the functional components that ensure the secure

operation of the system as well as the management of privacy. The Security

FG contains components for Authentication of Users (Applications,

Humans), Authorization of access to Services by Users, secure communica-

tion (ensuring integrity and confidentiality of messages) between entities of

the system such as Devices, Services, Applications, and last but not least,

assurance of privacy of sensitive information relating to Human Users.

These include privacy mechanisms such as anonymization of collected

data, anonymization of resource and Service accesses (Services cannot

deduce which Human User accessed the data), and un-linkability (an out-

side observer cannot deduce the Human User of a service by observing

multiple service requests by the same User).

7.3.3.9 Application functional group
The Application FG is just a placeholder that represents all the needed

logic for creating an IoT application. The applications typically contain

custom logic tailored to a specific domain such as a Smart Grid. An appli-

cation can also be a part of a bigger ICT system that employs IoT services

such as a supply chain system that uses RFID readers to track the move-

ment of goods within a factory in order to update the Enterprise Resource

Planning (ERP) system.

7.3.3.10 Modular IoT functions
It is important to note that not all the FGs are needed for a complete actual

IoT system. The Functional Model, as well as the Functional View of

the Reference Architecture, contains a complete map of the potential
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functionalities for a system realization. The functionalities that will even-

tually be used in an actual system are dependent on the actual system

requirements. What is important to observe is that the FGs are organized

in such a way that more complex functionalities can be built based on sim-

pler ones, thus making the model modular. This is shown already in

Figure 7.11, where all the bidirectional arrows show the information flow

between FGs, and it is illustrated further in Figure 7.12.

The bare minimum functionalities are Device, Communication, IoT

Services, Management, and Security (Figure 7.12a). With these functional-

ities, an actual system can provide access to sensors, actuators and tag ser-

vices for an application or backend system of a larger Enterprise. The

application or larger system parts have to build the Virtual Entity functions

for capturing the information about the Virtual Entities or the “Things” in

the IoT architecture. Often the Virtual Entity concept is not captured in

the application or a larger system with a dedicated FG, but functions for

handling Virtual Entities are embedded in the application or larger system

logic; therefore, in Figures 7.12a�c, the Virtual Entity is represented with

dashed lines. For example, the deployment of a heating and cooling sys-

tem is captured in a paper document out of which the larger system devel-

opers hardcode logic such as, “if sensor A value is above 25�C, turn on air
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conditioner B.” The Virtual Entity in this case is a room that the developer

does not care to capture. The next step in complexity of an IoT system is

the addition of composed services based on simpler services. This is

shown in (Figure 7.12b), where the Service Organization FG is added.

Composed services can be used to abstract simpler services, e.g. filtering

of events coming from multiple IoT Services. The following step in

increasing complexity is the addition of the Business Processes functional-

ity (Figure 7.12c) that enables Enterprise functionality to be present very

close to the real IoT system, thus enabling local business control loops.

7.3.4 Communication model

The communication model for an IoT Reference Model consists of the

identification of the endpoints of interactions, traffic patterns (e.g. unicast

vs. multicast), and general properties of the underlying technologies used

for enabling such interactions. Chapter 5 and parts of chapter 6 (e.g. ETSI

M2M, IETF architectures) describe in detail architectures, traffic patterns,

and specific networking technologies used for connecting the different

endpoints together. As a result, this section only focuses on the identifica-

tion of the endpoints of the communication paths.

The potential communicating endpoints or entities are the Users,

Resources, and Devices from the IoT Domain Model. Users include

Human Users and Active Digital Artifacts (Services, internal system com-

ponents, external applications). Devices with a Human�Machine Interface

mediate the interactions between a Human User and the physical world

(e.g. keyboards, mice, pens, touch screens, buttons, microphones, cameras,

eye tracking, and brain wave interfaces, etc.), and therefore the Human

User is not a communication model endpoint. The User (Active Digital

Artifact, Service)-to-Service interactions include the User-to-Service

and Service-to-Service interactions (in the case of an enterprise service/

application accessing another service, or in the case of IoT service compo-

sition) as well as the Service�Resource�Device interactions. The User-

to-Service and Service-to-Service communication is typically based

on Internet protocols today as described in Chapter 5, apart from the case

of Service-to-Service interactions when one or both Services are hosted

on constrained/low-end Devices such as embedded systems. Typically,

constrained Devices have a different communication stack from the

ones used for the Internet-type of networks. Examples of such constrained

network technologies appear in Chapter 5. Therefore, the communication

model for these interactions includes several types of gateways (e.g.

network, application layer gateways) to bridge between two or more
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disparate communication technologies. A similar problem occurs between

the Service-to-Resource communications. The Devices may be so con-

strained that they cannot host the Services, while the Resources could be

hosted or not depending on the Device capabilities. This inability of the

Device to host Resources or Services results in moving the corresponding

Resources and/or Services out of the Device and into more powerful

Devices or machines in the cloud. Then the Resource-to-Device or the

Service-to-Resource communication needs to involve multiple types of

communication stacks.

7.3.5 Safety, privacy, trust, security model

An IoT system enables interactions between Human Users and Active

Digital Artifacts (Machine Users) with the physical environment. The fact

that Human Users are part of the system that could potentially harm

humans if malfunctioning, or expose private information, motivates the

Safety and Privacy needs for the IoT Reference Model and Architecture.

The Trust and Security Model are needed in every ICT system with the

objective to protect the digital world.

7.3.5.1 Safety
System safety is highly application- or application domain-specific, and is

typically closely related to an IoT system that includes actuators that could

potentially harm animate objects (humans, animals). For example, the

operation of an IoT system controlling an elevator could harm humans if it

allowed the elevator doors to open with a normal user interaction when

the elevator room is not behind the doors. Critical infrastructure protection

is also related to safety because the loss of such infrastructure due to a

malicious user attack could be detrimental to humans, e.g. attacks to a

Smart Grid could result in damages ranging from simple loss of electricity

in a home to electricity loss in a hospital. By not being application-

specific, the IoT Reference Model can only provide IoT-related guidelines

for ensuring a safe system to the extent possible and controllable by a sys-

tem designer. A system designer of such critical systems typically follows

an iterative process with two steps: (a) identification of hazards followed

by, (b) the mitigation plan. This process is very similar to the threat model

and mitigation plan that a security designer performs for an ICT system.

Not all hazards or mitigation steps include IoT technology, but a system

designer could add safety assertions in relevant points in the interaction

between Users, Services, Resources, and Devices. For example, a Human

User interaction of pressing the elevator button should result in the
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elevator door opening only when a Sensor Device detects the elevator

room to be behind the doors. If the system designer would like to provide

for a safer elevator system, the system should include mechanical safety

locks that work even in the absence of the loss of electricity. However,

these additional measures don’t depend on an IoT system described in

this book.

7.3.5.2 Privacy
Because interactions with the physical world may often include humans,

protecting the User privacy is of utmost importance for an IoT system.

The IoT-A Privacy Model (Carrez et al. 2013, Gruschka & Gessner 2012)

depends on the following functional components: Identity Management,

Authentication, Authorization, and Trust & Reputation. Identity

Management offers the derivation of several identities of different types

for the same architectural entity with the objective to protect the original

User identity for anonymization purposes. Authentication is a function that

allows the verification of the identity of a User whether this is the original

or some derived identity. Authorization is the function that asserts and

enforces access rights when Users (Services, Human Users) interact with

Services, Resources, and Devices. The Trust and Reputation functional

component maintain the static or dynamic trust relationships between

interacting entities. These relationships can impact the behavior of inter-

acting entities, for example, if a Device is deemed untrusted (e.g. when its

Sensor on-Device Service reports out of range measurements), another

entity (e.g. another Sensor Device or Gateway) could contain logic to

reject sensor measurements from the particular Device. The level of Trust

and Reputation typically reflects the level of expected behavior of an

entity. In ICT systems, trust and reputation are typically represented by a

trust/reputation score used for ranking similar entities (e.g. Devices provid-

ing similar sensor measurements).

7.3.5.3 Trust
According to the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) Internet Security

Glossary (Shirey 2007), “Generally, an entity is said to ‘trust’ a second entity

when the first entity makes the assumption that the second entity will behave

exactly as the first entity expects.” This definition includes an “expectation”

which is difficult to capture in a technical context. Nevertheless, Gruschka &

Gessner (2012) suggest that in a technical context, Trust and Reputation

could be represented by a score, as seen earlier. This score could be used to

impact the behavior of technical components interacting with each other.

A trust model is often coupled with the notion of trust in an ICT system, and
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represents the model of dependencies and expectations of interacting entities

(Baugé et al. 2010). The necessary aspects of a trust model according to

IoT-A (Gruschka & Gessner 2012) are as follows:

• Trust Model Domains: Because ICT and IoT systems may include a

large number of interacting entities with different properties, maintaining

trust relationships for every pair of interacting entities may be prohibitive.

Therefore, groups of entities with similar trust properties can define

different trust domains.

• Trust Evaluation Mechanisms: These are well-defined mechanisms

that describe how a trust score could be computed for a specific entity.

The evaluation mechanism needs to take into account the source of

information used for computing the trust level/score of an entity; two

related aspects are the federated trust and trust anchor. A related concept

is the IoT support for evaluation of the trust level of a Device, Resource,

and Service.

• Trust Behavior Policies: These are policies that govern the behavior

between interacting entities based on the trust level of these interacting

entities; for example, how a User could use sensor measurements

retrieved by a Sensor Service with a low trust level.

• Trust Anchor: This is an entity trusted by default by all other entities

belonging to the same trust model, and is typically used for the evaluation

of the trust level of a third entity.

• Federation of Trust: A federation between two or more Trust Models

includes a set of rules that specify the handling of trust relationships

between entities with different Trust Models. Federation becomes

important in large-scale systems.

7.3.5.4 Security
The Security Model for IoT consists of communication security that

focuses mostly on the confidentiality and integrity protection of interacting

entities and functional components such as Identity Management,

Authentication, Authorization, and Trust & Reputation, as seen earlier.

This chapter provided an overview of the IoT ARM. Chapter 8 pro-

vides the IoT Reference Architecture.
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8.1 Introduction
In this chapter we describe the IoT Reference Architecture. As men-

tioned earlier, the Reference Architecture is a starting point for generat-

ing concrete architectures and actual systems. A concrete architecture

addresses the concerns of multiple stakeholders of the actual system, and

it is typically presented as a series of views that address different stake-

holder concerns (Kruchten 1995; SEI CMU 2013; Rozanski & Woods

2005, 2011). A Reference Architecture, on the other hand, serves as a

guide for one or more concrete system architects. However, the concept

of views for the presentation of an architecture is also useful for the IoT
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Reference Architecture. Views are useful for reducing the complexity of the

Reference Architecture blueprints by addressing groups of concerns one

group at a time. However, since the IoT Reference Architecture does not

contain details about the environment where the actual system is deployed,

some views cannot be presented in detail or at all; for example, the view

that shows the concrete Physical Entities and Devices for a specific

scenario.

The stakeholders for a concrete IoT system are the people who use the

system (Human Users); the people who design, build, and test the Resources,

Services, Active Digital Artifacts, and Applications; the people who deploy

Devices and attach them to Physical Entities; the people who integrate IoT

capabilities of functions with an existing ICT system (e.g. of an enterprise);

the people who operate, maintain, and troubleshoot the Physical and Virtual

Infrastructure; and the people who buy and own an IoT system or parts

thereof (e.g. city authorities).

In order to address the concerns of mainly the concrete IoT architect,

and secondly the concerns of most of the above stakeholders, we have

chosen to present the Reference Architecture as a set of architectural views

(Kruchten 1995; SEI CMU 2013; Rozanski & Woods 2005, 2011):

• Functional View: Description of what the system does, and its main

functions.

• Information View: Description of the data and information that the

system handles.

• Deployment and Operational View: Description of the main real

world components of the system such as devices, network routers,

servers, etc.

The approach for this chapter is to describe the different views from a

generic to a more specific view. The most specific architectural views appear

later in the book in the specific use case chapters.

8.2 Functional view
The functional view for the IoT Reference Architecture is presented in

Figure 8.1, and is adapted from IoT-A (Carrez et al. 2013). It consists of the

Functional Groups (FGs) presented earlier in the IoT Functional Model,

each of which includes a set of Functional Components (FCs). It is impor-

tant to note that not all the FCs are used in a concrete IoT architecture, and

therefore the actual system as explained earlier.
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8.2.1 Device and Application functional group

The Device and Application FGs are already covered in the IoT Functional

Model. For convenience the Device FG contains the Sensing, Actuation,

Tag, Processing, Storage FCs, or simply components. These components

represent the resources of the device attached to the Physical Entities of

interest. The Application FG contains either standalone applications (e.g.

for iOS, Android, Windows phone), or Business Applications that connect

the IoT system to an Enterprise system.

8.2.2 Communication functional group

The Communication FG contains the End-to-End Communication, Network

Communication, and Hop-by-Hop communication components:

• The Hop-by-Hop Communication is applicable in the case that

devices are equipped with mesh radio networking technologies

such as IEEE 802.15.4 for which messages have to traverse the mesh

from node-to-node (hop-by-hop) until they reach a gateway node

which forwards the message (if needed) further to the Internet.
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The hop-by-hop FC is responsible for transmission and reception of

physical and MAC layer frames to/from other devices. This FC has

two main interfaces: (a) one “southbound” to/from the actual radio on

the device, and (b) one “northbound” to/from the Network FC in the

Communication FG.

• The Network FC is responsible for message routing & forwarding and the

necessary translations of various identifiers and addresses.

The translations can be (a) between network layer identifiers to MAC

and/or physical network identifiers, (b) between high-level human

readable host/node identifiers to network layer addresses (e.g. Fully

Qualified Domain Names (FQDN) to IP addresses, a function

implemented by a Domain Name System (DNS) server), and (c)

translation between node/service identifiers and network locators in case

the higher layers above the networking layer use node or service

identifiers that are decoupled from the node addresses in the network (e.g.

Host Identity Protocol (HIP; Moskovitz & Nikander 2006) identifiers and

IP addresses). Potential fragmentation and reassembly of messages due to

limitations of the underlying layers is also handled by the Network FC.

Finally, the Network FC is responsible for handling messages that cross

different networking or MAC/PHY layer technologies, a function that is

typically implemented on a network gateway type of device. An example

is an IPv4 to IPv6 translation hosted in a gateway with two network

interfaces, one supporting IPv4 and one supporting IPv6/6LoWPAN/

IEEE 802.15.4. The Network FC interfaces the End-to-End

Communication FC on the “northbound” direction, and the Hop-by-Hop

Communication FC on the “southbound” direction.

• The End-to-End Communication FC is responsible for end-to-end

transport of application layer messages through diverse network

and MAC/PHY layers. In turn, this means that it may be responsible

for end-to-end retransmissions of missing frames depending on

the configuration of the FC. For example, if the End-to-End

Communication FC is mapped in an actual system to a component

implementing the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) protocol, reliable

transfer of frames dictates the retransmission of missing frames. Finally,

this FC is responsible for hosting any necessary proxy/cache and any

protocol translation between networks with different transport/application

layer technologies. An example of such functionality is the HTTP-CoAP

proxy, which performs transport-layer protocol translation. The End-to-

End FC interfaces the Network FC on the “southbound” direction.
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8.2.3 IoT Service functional group

The IoT Service FG consists of two FCs: The IoT Service FC and the IoT

Service Resolution FC:

• The IoT Service FC is a collection of service implementations, which

interface the related and associated Resources. For a Sensor type of

a Resource, the IoT Service FC includes Services that receive requests

from a User and returns the Sensor Resource value in synchronous

or asynchronous (e.g. subscription/notification) fashion. The services

corresponding to Actuator Resources receive User requests for actuation,

control the Actuator Resource, and may return the status of the Actuator

after the action. A Tag IoT Service can behave both as a Sensor (for

reading the identifier of the Tag), or as an Actuator (for writing a new

identifier or information on the Tag, if possible). As mentioned earlier,

Resources can also perform processing and storage (Processing or

Storage Resources), and therefore their corresponding Service exposes

the corresponding interfaces, for example, interfaces to provide input

data and retrieve output data from a Complex Event Processing (CEP)

Resource. An IoT Service for a particular Resource could also expose as

a service the historical values of sensor values or actuator commands or

tag identifiers.

• The IoT Service Resolution FC contains the necessary functions to realize

a directory of IoT Services that allows dynamic management of IoT

Service descriptions and discovery/lookup/resolution of IoT Services by

other Active Digital Artifacts. The Service descriptions of IoT Services

contain a number of attributes as seen earlier in the IoT Functional Model

section. Dynamic management includes methods such as creation/update/

deletion (CUD) of Service description, and can be invoked by both the

IoT Services themselves, or functions from the Management FG (e.g.

bulk creation of IoT Service descriptions upon system start-up). The

discovery/lookup and resolution functions allow other Services or Active

Digital Artifacts to locate IoT Services by providing different types of

information to the IoT Service Resolution FC. By providing the Service

identifier (attribute of the Service description) a lookup method

invocation to the IoT Service Resolution returns the Service description,

while the resolution method invocation returns the contact information

(attribute of the service description) of a service for direct Service

invocation (e.g. URL). The discovery method, on the other hand, assumes

that the Service identifier is unknown, and the discovery request contains

a set of desirable Service description attributes that matching Service

descriptions should contain.
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8.2.4 Virtual Entity functional group

The Virtual Entity FG contains functions that support the interactions

between Users and Physical Things through Virtual Entity services. An

example of such an interaction is the query to an IoT system of the form,

“What is the temperature in the conference room Titan?” The Virtual

Entity is the conference room “Titan,” and the conference room attribute

of interest is “temperature.” Assuming that the room is actually instrumen-

ted with a temperature sensor, if the User had the knowledge of which

temperature sensor is installed in the room (e.g. TempSensor #23), then

the User could re-formulate and re-target this query to, “What is the value

of TempSensor #23?” dispatched to the relevant IoT Service representing

the temperature resource on the TempSensor #23. The Virtual Entity inter-

action paradigm requires functionality such as discovery of IoT Services

based on Virtual Entity descriptions, managing the Virtual Entity-IoT

Service associations, and processing Virtual Entity-based queries. The fol-

lowing FCs are defined for realizing these functionalities:

• The Virtual Entity Service FC enables the interaction between Users

and Virtual Entities by means of reading and writing the Virtual Entity

attributes (simple or complex), which can be read or written, of course.

Some attributes (e.g. the GPS coordinates of a room) are static and

non-writable by nature, and some other attributes are non-writable by

access control rules. In general attributes that are associated with IoT

Services, which in turn represent Sensor Resources, can only be read.

There can be, of course, special Virtual Entities associated with the

same Sensor Resource through another IoT Service that allow write

operations. An example of such a special case is when the Virtual

Entity represents the Sensor device itself (for management purposes).

In general, attributes that are associated with IoT Services, which in

turn represent Actuator Resources, can be read and written. A read

operation returns the actuator status, while a write operation results in

a command sent to the actuator. Virtual Entity attributes corresponding

to Tags can be read in most of the cases by Users, and can be

written by special cases by other types of Users (e.g. Management

applications), if possible of course, as is the case of re-writable RFID

tags. Apart from the function to operate on the Virtual Entity attributes,

a Virtual Entity Service can also expose the historical variations of the

attributes of a Virtual Entity.

• The Virtual Entity Registry FC maintains the Virtual Entities of interest

for the specific IoT system and their associations. The component offers

services such as creating/reading/updating/deleting Virtual Entity
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descriptions and associations. Certain associations can be static; for

example, the entity “Room #123” is contained in the entity “Floor #7”

by construction, while other associations are dynamic, e.g. entity “Dog”

and entity “Living Room” due to at least Entity mobility. Update and

Deletion operations take the Virtual Entity identifier as a parameter.

• The Virtual Entity Resolution FC maintains the associations

between Virtual Entities and IoT Services, and offers services such as

creating/reading/updating/deleting associations as well as lookup and

discovery of associations. The Virtual Entity Resolution FC also

provides notification to Users about the status of the dynamic

associations between a Virtual Entity and an IoT Service, and finally

allows the discovery of IoT Services provided the certain Virtual

Entity attributes.

• The Virtual Entity and IoT Service Monitoring FC includes: (a)

functionality to assert static Virtual Entity�IoT Service associations, (b)

functionality to discover new associations based on existing associations or

Virtual Entity attributes such as location or proximity, and (c) continuous

monitoring of the dynamic associations between Virtual Entities and IoT

Services and updates of their status in case existing associations are not

valid any more.

The difference between IoT Service & Resource associations and Virtual

Entity & IoT-Service associations is that the former are typically static and

created upon the creation of the IoT Service instantiation, while the latter are

generally dynamic (without excluding static associations, of course) because

of potential Virtual Entity mobility. The result of this difference is that in the

IoT Service FG, there is no FC to discover or monitor new IoT-Service-

to-Resource associations, while in the Virtual Entity FG there is a

corresponding one.

8.2.5 IoT process management functional group

The IoT Process Management FG aims at supporting the integration of

business processes with IoT-related services. It consists of two FCs:

• The Process Modeling FC provides that right tools for modeling a

business process that utilizes IoT-related services.

• The Process Execution FC contains the execution environment of the

process models created by the Process Modelling FC and executes

the created processes by utilizing the Service Organization FG in order

to resolve high-level application requirements to specific IoT services.
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It is important to note the IoT services mentioned above are not only

the services from the IoT Service FG, but also from the Virtual Entity FG

and the Service Organization FG.

8.2.6 Service Organization functional group

The Service Organization FG acts as a coordinator between different

Services offered by the system. It consists of the following FCs:

• The Service Composition FC manages the descriptions and execution

environment of complex services consisting of simpler dependent

services. An example of a complex composed service is a service offering

the average of the values coming from a number of simple Sensor

Services. The complex composed service descriptions can be well-

specified or dynamic/flexible depending on whether the constituent

services are well-defined and known at the execution time or discovered

on-demand. The objective of a dynamic composed service can be the

maximization of the quality of information achieved by the composition

of simpler Services, as is the case with the example “average” service

described earlier.

• The Service Orchestration FC resolves the requests coming from IoT

Process Execution FC or User into the concrete IoT services that fulfill

the requirements.

• The Service Choreography FC is a broker for facilitating communication

among Services using the Publish/Subscribe pattern. Users and Services

interested in specific IoT-related services subscribe to the Choreography

FC, providing the desirable service attributes even if the desired services

do not exist. The Choreography FC notifies the Users when services

fulfilling the subscription criteria are found.

It is important to note that the IoT services mentioned above are not

only the services from the IoT Service FG, but also from the Virtual

Entity FG and the Service Composition FC.

8.2.7 Security functional group

The Security FG contains the necessary functions for ensuring the security

and privacy of an IoT system. It consists of the following FCs:

• The Identity Management FC manages the different identities of the

involved Services or Users in an IoT system in order to achieve

anonymity by the use of multiple pseudonyms. The component maintains
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a hierarchy of identities (an identity pool), as well as group identities

(Gruschka & Gessner 2012).

• The Authentication FC verifies the identity of a User and creates an

assertion upon successful verification. It also verifies the validity of a

given assertion.

• The Authorization FC manages and enforces access control policies.

It provides services to manage policies (CUD), as well as taking

decisions and enforcing them regarding access rights of restricted

resources. The term “resource” here is used as a representation of any

item in an IoT system that needs a restricted access. Such an item can be

a database entry (Passive Digital Artifact), a Service interface, a Virtual

Entity attribute (simple or complex), a Resource/Service/Virtual Entity

description, etc.

• The Key Exchange & Management is used for setting up the necessary

security keys between two communicating entities in an IoT system.

This involves a secure key distribution function between communicating

entities.

• The Trust & Reputation FC manages reputation scores of different

interacting entities in an IoT system and calculates the service trust

levels. A more detailed description of this FC is contained in the Safety,

Privacy, Trust, Security Model presented in Chapter 7.

8.2.8 Management functional group

The Management FG contains system-wide management functions that

may use individual FC management interfaces. It is not responsible for the

management of each component, rather for the management of the system

as a whole. It consists of the following FCs:

• The Configuration FC maintains the configuration of the FCs and

the Devices in an IoT system (a subset of the ones included in the

Functional View). The component collects the current configuration of

all the FCs and devices, stores it in a historical database, and compares

current and historical configurations. The component can also set the

system-wide configuration (e.g. upon initialization), which in turn

translates to configuration changes to individual FCs and devices.

• The Fault FC detects, logs, isolates, and corrects system-wide faults if

possible. This means that individual component fault reporting triggers

fault diagnosis and fault recovery procedures in the Fault FC.

• The Member FC manages membership information about the relevant

entities in an IoT system. Example relevant entities are the FGs, FCs,
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Services, Resources, Devices, Users, and Applications. Membership

information is typically stored in a database along with other useful

information such as capabilities, ownership, and access rules & rights,

which are used by the Identity Management and Authorization FCs.

• The State FC is similar to the Configuration FC, and collects and logs

state information from the current FCs, which can be used for fault

diagnosis, performance analysis and prediction, as well as billing

purposes. This component can also set the state of the other FCs based

on system-wise state information.

• The Reporting FC is responsible for producing compressed reports

about the system state based on input from FCs.

8.3 Information view
The information view consists of (a) the description of the information

handled in the IoT System, and (b) the way this information is handled in the

system; in other words, the information lifecycle and flow (how information

is created, processed, and deleted), and the information handling components.

Because the information handled by an IoT system is captured mainly by the

IoT Information Model described in Chapter 7 as part of the IoT Reference

Model, we only provide a synopsis of the specific information pieces without

going into details. As a second part, we describe the way some of the above-

mentioned pieces of information are handled in an IoT system.

8.3.1 Information description

The pieces of information handled by an IoT system complying to an ARM

such as the IoT-A (Carrez et al. 2013) are the following:

• Virtual Entity context information, i.e. the attributes (simple or complex)

as represented by parts of the IoT Information model (attributes that

have values and metadata such as the temperature of a room). This is one

of the most important pieces of information that should be captured by

an IoT system, and represents the properties of the associated Physical

Entities or Things.

• IoT Service output itself is another important part of information generated

by an IoT system. For example, this is the information generated by

interrogating a Sensor or a Tag Service.

• Virtual Entity descriptions in general, which contain not only the

attributes coming from IoT Devices (e.g. ownership information).
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• Associations between Virtual Entities and related IoT Services.

• Virtual Entity Associations with other Virtual Entities (e.g. Room #123

is on Floor #7).

• IoT Service Descriptions, which contain associated Resources, interface

descriptions, etc.

• Resource Descriptions, which contain the type of resource (e.g. sensor),

identity, associated Services, and Devices.

• Device Descriptions such as device capabilities (e.g. sensors, radios).

• Descriptions of Composed Services, which contain the model of how

a complex service is composed of simpler services.

• IoT Business Process Model, which describes the steps of a business

process utilizing other IoT-related services (IoT, Virtual Entity,

Composed Services).

• Security information such as keys, identity pools, policies, trust

models, reputation scores, etc.

• Management information such as state information from operational

FCs used for fault/performance purposes, configuration snapshots,

reports, membership information, etc.

8.3.2 Information flow and lifecycle

On a high level, the flow of information in an IoT system follows two

main directions. From devices that produce information such as sensors

and tags, information follows a context-enrichment process until it reaches

the consumer application or part of the larger system, and from the appli-

cation or part of a larger system information it follows a context-reduction

process until it reaches the consumer types of devices (e.g. actuators). The

enrichment process is shown in Figure 8.2. Devices equipped with sensors

transform changes in the physical properties of the Physical Entities of

Interest into electrical signals. These electrical signals are transformed

in one or multiple values (Figure 8.2a) on the device level. These values

are then enriched with metadata information such as units of measurement,

timestamp, and possibly location information (Figure 8.2b). These

enriched values are offered by a software component (Resource) either on

the device or the network. The Resource exposes certain IoT Services to

formalize access to this enriched information (Figure 8.2c). At this point,

the information is annotated with simple attributes such as location and time,

and often this type of metadata is sufficient for certain IoT applications or for

the use in certain larger systems. This enriched information becomes context

information as soon as it is further associated with certain Physical Entities in

the form of Virtual Entity attributes (simple or complex, static or dynamic).
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Further support information such as Associations between certain attributes

and IoT Services further enriches the context information of the Virtual

Entity (Figure 8.2d).

Further enrichment occurs in applications or larger systems that employ,

for example, data analytics, machine learning, and knowledge management,

which produces actionable information. Parts of the context and actionable

information may be stored to an information store for future use. Actionable

information flows into business processes that implement an action plan.

Action plans push context information about Virtual Entities to associated

IoT Services, to corresponding Actuation Resources, and finally to the real

actuators that perform the changes in the physical world (context information

reduction flow). Actual IoT systems employ a different degree of enrichment,

reduction, or storage. Certain IoT systems only employ enrichment while leav-

ing the action to humans, others employ only context reduction (e.g. remote

control of a heating element), or others employ the full feedback loop.

Virtual Entity context information is typically generated by data-producing

devices such as sensor devices and consumed either by data-consumption

devices such as actuators or services (IoT or other types of services such as

machine learning processing services). Raw or enriched information and/or

actionable information may be stored in caches or historical databases for

later usage or processing, traceability, or accounting purposes. The historical/

cache database information lifetime is often application- or regulation-

specific. Typically the information maintained in a cache is ephemeral,

while the information stored in historical databases can last for longer but

highly application-specific durations. Certain raw sensor readings may be

destroyed after fulfilling a User request, and other sensor readings may be

stored for 5 years (for example) according to a data-retention policy dictated

by regulation. Similar rules may apply for the operation-specific informa-

tion such as Device, Resource, Service Descriptions, etc. These contain the

necessary information for an IoT system to operate, but not the information

that human users are typically interested in. Nevertheless, this kind of

information is created by FCs, are typically stored for the purpose of fault

management, and are typically automatically destroyed, for example, when

a soft state handling policy is applicable. In this context soft state informa-

tion means that the subsystem that manages this kind of information

destroys old information according to time of creation and a retention policy

(e.g. Service Descriptions older than 1 day are destroyed from the IoT

Service Resolution), while the Users (FCs, management applications) that

create this kind of information are responsible for refreshing it periodically

in order to avoid automatic destruction.
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8.3.3 Information handling

An IoT system is typically deployed to monitor and control Physical Entities.

Monitoring and controlling Physical Entities is in turn performed by mainly

the Devices, Communication, IoT Services, and Virtual Entity FGs in the

functional view. Certain FCs of these FGs, as well as the rest of the FGs

(Service Organization, IoT Process Management, Management, Security

FGs), play a supporting role for the main FGs in the Reference Architecture,

and therefore in the flow of information. Moreover, an IoT system is typically

one part of a larger system encompassing several other functions, such as

Complex Event Processing (CEP), Data Collection and Processing, and

Data Analytics and Knowledge Management, as seen earlier in the book

in Chapter 5. Therefore, information handling of an IoT system depends

largely on the specific problem at hand. From a Reference Architecture point

of view, we can only present part of the information flow space concerning

the IoT Reference Model, while the technology chapter (Chapter 5) provides

details on the individual and more complex information handling components

and interactions.

The presentation of information handling in an IoT system assumes

that FCs exchange and process information. The exchange of information

between FCs follows the interaction patterns below (Carrez et al. 2013;

Figure 8.3):
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FIGURE 8.3

Information exchange patterns.

(Adapted from IoT-A; Carrez et al. 2013)
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• Push: An FC A pushes the information to another FC B provided that

the contact information of the component B is already configured in

component A, and component B listens for such information pushes.

• Request/Response: An FC A sends a request to another FC B and

receives a response from B after A serves the request. Typically the

interaction is synchronous in the sense that A must wait for a response

from B before proceeding to other tasks, but in practice this limitation

can be realized with parts of component A waiting, and other parts

performing other tasks. Component B may need to handle concurrent

requests and responses from multiple components, which imposes certain

requirements on the capabilities for the device or the network that hosts

the FC.

• Subscribe/Notify: Multiple subscriber components (SA, SB) can subscribe

for information to a component C, and C will notify the relevant

subscribers when the requested information is ready. This is typically

an asynchronous information request after which each subscriber can

perform other tasks. Nevertheless, a subscriber needs to have some

listening components for receiving the asynchronous response. The target

component C also needs to maintain state information about which

subscribers requested which information and their contact information.

The Subscribe/Notify pattern is applicable when typically one component

is the host of the information needed by multiple other components. Then

the subscribers need only establish a Subscribe/Notify relationship with

one component. If multiple components can be information producers

or information hosts, the Publish/Subscribe pattern is a more scalable

solution from the point of view of the subscribers.

• Publish/Subscribe: In the Publish/Subscribe (also known as a Pub/Sub

pattern), there is a third component called the broker B, which

mediates subscription and publications between subscribers (information

consumers) and publishers (or information producers). Subscribers such

as SA and SB subscribe to the broker about the information they are

interested in by describing the different properties of the information.

Publishers publish information and metadata to the broker, and the

broker pushes the published information to (notification) the subscribers

whose interests match the published information.

At this point we describe a few examples of information handling by the

FCs. Please note that these interaction descriptions are not complete in the

sense that they do not contain all the possible ways such interactions can

take place, and they are not intended to be complete since these interactions

are highly dependent on the actual IoT system requirements.
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In Figure 8.4 we assume that the generated sensed data is pushed by a

sensor device (under Steps 1 and 2) that is part of a multi-hop mesh network

such as IEEE 802.15.4 through the Hop-by-Hop, Network, and End-to-End

communication FCs towards the Sensor Resource hosted in the network.

Please note that the Sensor Resource is not shown in the figure, only the

associated IoT Service. A cached version of the sensor reading on the Device

is maintained on the IoT Service. When User1 (Step 3) requests the sensor

reading value from the specific Sensor Device (assuming User1 provides the

Sensor resource identifier), the IoT Service provides the cached copy of

the sensor reading back to the User1 annotated with the appropriate metadata

information about the sensor measurement, for example, timestamp of the

last known reading of the sensor, units, and location of the Sensor Device.

Also assume that that the Virtual Entity Service associated with the Physical

Entity (e.g. a room in a building) where the specific Sensor Device

has been deployed already contains the IoT Service as a provider of the

“hasTemperature” attribute of its description. The Virtual Entity Service sub-

scribes to the IoT Service for updates of the sensor readings pushed by the

Sensor Device (Step 5). Every time the Sensor Device pushes sensor readings

to the IoT Service, the IoT Service notifies (Step 6) the Virtual Entity

Service, which updates the value of the attribute “hasTemperature” with the

sensor reading of the Sensor Device. At a later stage, a User2 subscribing
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Device, IoT Service, and Virtual Entity Service Interactions.
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(Step 7) to changes on the Virtual Entity attribute “hasTemperature” is

notified every time the attribute changes value (Step 8). Please note that

some of the information flow steps between the Virtual Entity and IoT

Service are omitted in this figure for simplicity purposes. These interactions

are shown in the figures below.

Figure 8.5 depicts the information flow when utilizing the IoT Service

Resolution FC. The IoT Service Resolution implements two main inter-

faces, one for the CUD of Service Description objects in the IoT Service

Resolution database/store, and one for lookup/resolution/discovery of

IoT Services. As a reminder, the lookup and resolution operations provide

the Service Description and the Service locator, respectively, given

the Service identifier and the discovery operation returns a (set of) Service

Description(s) given a list of desirable attributes that matching Service

Descriptions should contain. The CUD operations can be performed by

the IoT Service logic itself or by a management component (e.g. Member

FC in Figure 8.5). The lookup/resolution and discovery operation can be

performed by a User as a standalone query or the Service Orchestration as

a part of a Composed Service or an IoT Process. If a discovery operation

returns multiple matching Service Descriptions, it is upon the User or

the Service Orchestration component to select the most appropriate IoT

Service for the specific task. Although the interactions in Figure 8.5 follow

the Request/Response patterns, the lookup/resolution/discovery operations
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IoT Service Resolution.
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can follow the Subscribe/Notify pattern in the sense that a User or the

Service Orchestration FC subscribe to changes of existing IoT Services for

lookup/resolution and for the discovery of new Service Descriptions in the

case of a discovery operation.

Figure 8.6 describes the information flow when the Virtual Entity Service

Resolution FC is utilized. The Virtual Entity Resolution FC allows the CUD

of Virtual Entity Descriptions, and the lookup and discovery of Virtual Entity

Descriptions. A lookup operation by a User or the Service Orchestration

FC returns the Virtual Entity Description given the Virtual Entity identity,

while the discovery operation returns the Virtual Entity Description(s) given

a set of Virtual Entity attributes (simple or complex) that matching Virtual

Entities should contain. Please note that the Virtual Entity Registry is also

involved in the information flow because it is the storage component

of Virtual Entity Descriptions, but it is omitted from the figure to avoid

cluttering. The Virtual Entity Resolution FC mediates the requests/responses/

subscriptions/notifications between Users and the Virtual Entity Registry,

which has a simple create/read/update/delete (CRUD) interface given the

Virtual Entity identity. The FCs that could perform CUD operations on the

Virtual Entity Resolution FC are the IoT Services themselves due to internal

configuration, the Member Management FC that maintains the associations

as part of the system setup, and the Virtual Entity and IoT Service

Monitoring component whose purpose is to discover dynamic associations

between Virtual Entities and IoT Services. It is important to note that the
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Subscribe/Notify interaction patterns can also be applicable to the lookup/

discovery operations, the same as the Request/Response patterns provided the

involved FCs implement Subscribe/Notify interfaces.

As a final example of the information flow, we show a Complex

Event Processing (CEP) Resource mapped to an IoT Service C. The CEP

Service needs the information from two IoT services, e.g. IoT Services

corresponding to two Sensor Resources hosted on two Sensor Devices,

and produces one output. The CEP IoT Service expects the inputs to be

published/pushed to its interfaces, while the output interface conforms to a

Subscribe/Notify interaction pattern. The individual IoT Services A and B

expose interfaces that also comply with the Publish/Subscribe interaction

pattern. The FC that can connect these three components is the Service

Choreography FC that realizes a Publish/Subscribe interaction pattern. As

a first step, the IoT Service C subscribes to the Service Choreography FC

that it requires IoT Services A and B as inputs. In the meantime, a User

subscribes to the Service Choreography FC that it needs the output of the

CEP IoT Service C. When the individual IoT Services A and B publish

their output to the Service Choreography FC, these outputs are published/

forwarded to the IoT Service C, which needs them to produce information

of type C. After performing CEP filtering, the IoT Service C publishes the

output of type C to the Service Choreography FC, which publishes/for-

ward it to the User (Figure 8.7).
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(Adapted from Carrez et al. 2013)
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8.4 Deployment and operational view
The Deployment and Operational View depends on the specific actual use

case and requirements, and therefore we present here one way of realizing

the Parking Lot example seen earlier. It is by no means an exhaustive or

complete example. The use case chapters presented in Part III of this book

provide real world deployment examples.

Figure 8.8 depicts the Devices view as Physical Entities deployed in the

parking lot, as well as the occupancy sign. There are two sensor nodes

(#1 and #2), each of which are connected to eight metal/car presence sensors.

The two sensor nodes are connected to the payment station through wireless

or wired communication. The payment station acts both as a user interface

for the driver to pay and get a payment receipt as well as a communication

gateway that connects the two sensor nodes and the payment interface physi-

cal devices (displays, credit card slots, coin/note input/output, etc.) with the

Internet through Wide Area Network (WAN) technology. The occupancy

sign also acts as a communication gateway for the actuator node (display of
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free parking spots), and we assume that because of the deployment, a direct

connection to the payment station is not feasible (e.g. wired connectivity

is too prohibitive to be deployed or sensitive to vandalism). The physical

gateway devices connect through a WAN technology to the Internet and

towards a data center where the parking lot management system software is

hosted as one of the virtual machines on a Platform as a Service (PaaS;

Chapter 5) configuration. The two main applications connected to this

management system are human user mobile phone applications and parking

operation center applications. We assume that the parking operation center

manages several other parking lots using similar physical and virtual

infrastructure.

Figure 8.9 shows two views superimposed, the deployment and func-

tional views, for the parking lot example. Please note that several FGs and

FCs are omitted here for simplicity purposes, and certain non-IoT-specific
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Services appear in the figure because an IoT system is typically part of a

larger system. Starting from the Sensor Devices, as seen earlier, Sensor

Node #1 hosts Resource #11�#18, representing the sensors for the parking

spots #01�#08, while earlier Sensor Node #2 hosts Resource #21�#28,

representing the sensors for the parking spots #09�#16. We assume that

the sensor nodes are powerful enough to host the IoT Services #11�#18

and #21�#28 representing the respective resources. The two sensor nodes

are connected to the gateway device that also hosts the payment service with

the accompanying sensors and actuators, as seen earlier. The other gateway

device hosts the occupancy sign actuator resource and corresponding service.

The management system for the specific parking lot, as well as others,

is deployed on a virtual machine on a data center. The virtual machine

hosts communication capabilities, Virtual Entity services for the parking

spots #01�#16, the Virtual Entity services for the occupancy sign, a payment

business process that involves the payment station and input from the

occupancy sensor services, and the parking lot management service that

provides exposure and access control to the parking lot occupancy data

for the parking operation center and the consumer phone applications. As a

reminder, the Virtual Entity service of the parking lot uses the IoT Services

hosted on two sensor nodes and performs the mapping between the sensor

node identifiers (#11�#18 and #21�#28) to parking spot identifiers (spot

#01�#16). The services offered on these parking spots are to read the current

state of the parking spot to see whether it is “free” or “occupied.” The Virtual

Entity corresponding to the occupancy sign contains one writable attribute:

the number of free parking spots. A User writing this Virtual Entity attribute

results in an actuator command to the real actuator resource to change its

display to the new value.

Of course, for the operation of the parking lot, a number of other

IoT-related services would be useful, such as historical occupancy data

on which machine learning algorithms could support the operator of the

parking lot in making decisions about planning and charging.

Starting from the IoT Domain Model, we attempt to perform a high-

level mapping between the different classes/entities of the model and their

realization.

The physical sensors, actuators, tags, processors, and memory, which are

parts of a Device, are deployed close to the Physical Entities of Interest, the

ones whose properties are monitored or controlled.

Figure 8.10 shows an example of mapping an IoT Domain Model and

Functional View to Devices with different capabilities (different alternatives)

connecting to a cloud infrastructure. Alternative 1 shows devices that can
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host only a simple Sensor Device and a short-range wired or wireless connec-

tivity technology (Basic Device #1). Such kind of device needs an Advanced

Device of type #1 that allows the basic device to perform protocol adaptation

(at least from the short-range wired or wireless connectivity technology to a

WAN technology) so that the Sensor IoT service in the cloud and the Sensor

Resource on the Basic Device #1 can exchange information. The Virtual

Entity representing the Physical Entity where the Basic Device #1 is deployed

is also hosted in the cloud. In alternative 2, Advanced Devices (type #2) can

host the Sensor IoT Service communicating to the Sensor Resource on a

Basic Device #1. The cloud infrastructure in this case only hosts the Virtual

Entity Service corresponding to the Sensor IoT Service. The difference

between alternative 1 and 2 is that the Sensor IoT Service hosted on an

Advanced Device #2 should be capable of responding to requests from Users

(cloud services, Applications) with the appropriate secure mediation of

course. In alternative 3, the Basic Device #3 is capable of providing the

Sensor Resource and the Sensor IoT Service but still needs an Advanced
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Device #1 to transport IoT service requests/responses/subscriptions/

notifications/publications to the Users in the cloud. According to experi-

ence, this kind of deployment scenario imposes a high burden on a Basic

Device, which potentially makes the Basic Device the weakest link in the

information flow. If malicious Users launch a Denial of Service (DoS)

attack on the node, the probability of the node going down is very high.

Alternatives 4 and 5 show Advanced Devices offering a WAN interface.

In alternative 4, only the Sensor Resource is hosted on the Device, while

in alternative 5, even the IoT Service is hosted on the Device. The Virtual

Entity Service is hosted in the cloud.

The cloud infrastructure contains, apart from Virtual Entity services, Service

Organization components (Composition, Orchestration, Choreography), IoT

Process Management components, Historical Data Services (collection,

processing), Data Analytics and Knowledge Management, to name a few.

The list is by no means exhaustive.

Last but not least, applications can be on different types of devices or

in the cloud. Advanced Devices of type #6 can host applications that use

either local communication capabilities to exchange information to Basic or

Advanced Devices attached to Physical Entities, or exchange information

with the cloud infrastructure.

8.5 Other relevant architectural views
Apart from these functional views, there are a few more that are very

important for a system that interfaces the physical world. The two most

important are the Physical Entity View and the Context View. They are not

covered here in detail because they are directly dependent on the actual IoT

system properties, which vary from use case to use case.

The Physical Entity View describes the Physical Entities from the IoT

Domain Model in terms of physical properties (e.g. dimensions for spaces/

objects). The description of the Physical Entities may also include the

relationship between Physical Entities (e.g. an entity is included in the other

and may be stationary in a specific location or mobile). The large number

of possibilities for Physical Entities cannot be captured in a Reference

Architecture, nevertheless, an architect needs to outline all the details of the

Physical Entities from the beginning in order to assess if any Physical

Property affects the rest of the architectural views and models.

According to Rozanski & Woods (2011), the Context of a system,

“describes the relationships, dependencies, and interactions between the
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system and its environment (people, systems, external entities with which

it interacts).” Therefore, the Context View should capture external enti-

ties interacting with the system, impact of the system on its environment,

external entity properties/identities, system scope and responsibilities,

etc. Since the possibilities for external entities and their interactions with

an IoT system depend on the assumptions on the actual system, this view

is also constructed in the beginning of the design process because it sets

the boundary conditions for the problem at hand. In the parking lot

example above, we described briefly parts of the Physical Entity and

Context View without explicit individual presentations of these views.

For example, the dimensions of the parking spots are a Physical Entity

property, and the fact that there are sixteen parking spots physically

placed in a possibly gated parking lot, the fact that there is an occupancy

display near the parking lot on the roadside, and other details outline

both Physical Entity properties as well as relationships between the

system and its environment.
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9.1 Introduction
This chapter outlines the technical design constraints to illustrate the ques-

tions that need to be taken into account when developing and implementing

M2M and IoT solutions in the real world. This provides some background

and thoughts for the use cases outlined in Part III of this book.

9.2 Technical design constraints � hardware is
popular again

The IoT will see additional circuitry built into a number of existing products

and machines � from washing machines to meters. Giving these things an

identity, and the ability to represent themselves online and communicate
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with applications and other things, represents a significant, widely recog-

nized opportunity.

For manufacturers of products that typically contain electronic compo-

nents, this process will be relatively straightforward. Selection of appropri-

ate communications technologies that can be integrated with legacy

designs (e.g. motherboards) will be relatively painless. The operational

environments and the criticality of the information transmitted to and from

these products, however, will present some unconventional challenges and

design considerations. These are discussed later in the context of new and

potential applications.

The IoT will, on the other hand, allow for the development of novel

applications in all imaginable scenarios. Emerging applications of M2M

and wireless sensor and actuator networks have seen deployment of sens-

ing capabilities in the wild that allow stakeholders to optimize their busi-

nesses, glean new insight into relevant physical and environmental

processes, and understand and control situations that would have previ-

ously been inaccessible.

The technical design of any M2M or IoT solution requires a fundamen-

tal understanding of the specificity of the intended application and busi-

ness proposition, in addition to heterogeneity of existing solutions.

Developing an end-to-end instance of an M2M or IoT solution requires

the careful selection, and in most cases, development of a number of com-

plementary technologies. This can be both a difficult conceptual problem

and integration challenge, and requires the involvement of the key stake-

holder(s) on a number of conceptual and technological levels. Typically, it

can be considered to be a combinatorial optimization problem � where

the optimal solution is the one that satisfies all functional and non-

functional requirements, whilst simultaneously delivering a satisfactory

cost-benefit ratio. This is particularly relevant for organizations wishing to

compete with existing offerings, or for start-up ventures in novel applica-

tion areas. Typically, capital costs in terms of “commissioning” and opera-

tional costs in “maintenance” must be considered. These may be balanced

by resultant optimizations.

Typical M2M or IoT applications conform to the general functional

architecture presented in Chapters 6, 7, and 8. Assuming that the system

designer has selected the appropriate communications technologies to

bridge the device and application domains (likely standard Internet

Protocol (IP)-based methods as described in Chapter 5), he or she must

consider the application at several levels: the device (or M2M Area

Network; i.e. hardware), representation (i.e. data and visualization thereof),

and interaction (i.e. local or remote control).
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9.2.1 Devices and networks

Introduced in Chapter 5, devices that form networks in the M2M Area

Network domain must be selected, or designed, with certain functionality

in mind. At a minimum, they must have an energy source (e.g. batteries,

increasingly EH), computational capability (e.g. an MCU), appropriate

communications interface (e.g. a Radio Frequency Integrated Circuit

(RFIC) and front end RF circuitry), memory (program and data), and sens-

ing (and/or actuation) capability.

These must be integrated in such a way that the functional requirements

of the desired application can be satisfied, in addition to a number of non-

functional requirements that will exist in all cases.

9.2.1.1 Functional requirements
Specific sensing and actuating capabilities are basic functional require-

ments. In every case � with the exception of devices that might be

deployed as a routing device in the case of range issues between sensing

and/or actuating devices � the device must be capable of sensing or per-

ceiving something interesting from the environment. This is the basis of

the application. Sensors, broadly speaking, are difficult to categorize effec-

tively. Selecting a sensor that is capable of detecting a particular phenome-

non of interest is essential. The sensor may directly measure the

phenomenon of interest (e.g. temperature), or may be used to derive data

or information about the phenomenon of interest, based on additional

knowledge (e.g. a level of comfort). Sensors may sense a phenomenon

that is local (i.e. a meter detecting total electricity consumption of a space)

or distributed (e.g. the weather).

In many cases, sensing may be prohibitively expensive or unjustifiable

at scale, and thus motivates the derivation of models that can reason over

the sensor readings that are available. Air and water quality monitoring

systems are typical of this type of problem.

Given a particular phenomenon of interest, there are often numerous

sensors capable of detecting the same phenomenon (e.g. types of tempera-

ture sensors), but have widely varying characteristics. These characteristics

relate to the accuracy of the sensor, its susceptibility to changing environ-

mental conditions, its power requirements, its signal conditioning require-

ments, and so forth.

In some cases, for example, a complementary (e.g. temperature) sensor

is required in addition to the primary sensor such that variations in read-

ings of the primary sensor that are caused by variation in temperature can

be understood in context.
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Sensing principle and data requirements are also of essence when con-

sidering the real-world application. Consider a continuously sampling

sensor, such as an accelerometer, versus a displacement transducer.

Displacement can be sampled intermittently, whereas if an accelerometer is

duty-cycled, it is likely that data points of interest (i.e. real-world events)

may be missed. Furthermore, the data requirements of the stakeholder must

be taken into account. If all data points are required to be transmitted

(which is the case in many scenarios, irrespective of the ability to reason

locally within an M2M Area Network or WSN), this implies higher network

throughput, data loss, energy use, etc. These requirements tend to change

on a case-by-case basis.

9.2.1.2 Sensing and communications field
The sensing field is of importance when considering both the phenomenon

to be sensed (i.e. Is it local or distributed?) and the distance between sensing

points. The physical environment has an implication on the communications

technologies selected and the reliability of the system in operation thereaf-

ter. Devices must be placed in close enough proximity to communicate.

Where the distance is too great, routing devices may be necessary. Devices

may become intermittently disconnected due to the time varying, stochastic

nature of the wireless medium. Certain environments may be fundamentally

more suited to wireless propagation than others. For example, studies have

shown that tunnels are excellent environments for wireless propagation,

whereas, where RF shielding can occur (e.g. in a heavy construction envi-

ronment), communication range of devices can be significantly reduced.

9.2.1.3 Programming and embedded intelligence
Devices in the IoT are fundamentally heterogeneous. There are, and will

continue to be, various computational architectures, including MCUs (8-, 16-,

32-bit, ARM, 8051, RISC, Intel, etc.), signal conditioning (e.g. ADC), and

memory (ROM, (S/F/D)RAM, etc.), in addition to communications media,

peripheral components (sensors, actuators, buttons, screens, LEDs), etc. In

some applications, where it would previously have been typical to have

homogeneous devices, a variety of sensors and actuators can actually exist,

working collaboratively, but constituting a heterogeneous network in reality.

In every case, an application programmer must consider the hardware

selected or designed, and its capabilities. Typically, applications may be

thought of cyclically and logically. Application-level logic dictates the sam-

pling rate of the sensor, the local processing performed on sensor readings,

the transmission schedule (or reporting rate), and the management of the

communications protocol stack, among other things. Careful implementation
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of the (embedded) software is required to ensure that the device operates as

desired. This continues to be non-trivial and highly specialized. For heteroge-

neous devices, the embedded software will vary by device.

The ability to reconfigure and reprogram devices is still an unresolved

issue for the research community in sensor networks, M2M, and the IoT.

It relates both to the physical composition of devices, logical construction

of the embedded software, and addressability of individual devices and

security, to name a few. Operating systems are typically used to make pro-

gramming simpler and modular for embedded systems designers, but each

comes with conceptual and implementation differences that impact the

ability to handle certain desirable features.

9.2.1.4 Power
Power is essential for any embedded or IoT device. Depending on the

application, power may be provided by the mains, batteries, or conversion

from energy scavengers (often implemented as hybrid power sources). The

power source has a significant implication on the design of the entire sys-

tem. If a finite power supply is used, such as a battery, then the hardware

selected, in addition to the application level logic and communications

technology, collectively have a major impact on the longevity of the appli-

cation. This results in short-lived applications or increased maintenance

costs. In most cases, it should be possible to analytically model the power

requirements of the application prior to deployment. This allows the

designer to estimate the cost of maintenance over time.

9.2.1.5 Gateway
The Gateway, described in Chapter 5, is typically more straightforward to

design if it usually acts as a proxy; however, there are very few effective

M2M or IoT Gateway devices available on the market today. Depending on

the application, power considerations must be taken into account. It is also

thought that the Gateway device can be exploited for performing some level

of analytics on data transitioning to and from capillary networks.

9.2.1.6 Nonfunctional requirements
There are a number of nonfunctional requirements that need to be satisfied

for every application. These are technical and non-technical:

• Regulations

• For applications that require placing nodes in public places,

planning permission often becomes an issue.

• Radio Frequency (RF) regulations limit the power with which

transmitters can broadcast. This varies by region and frequency band.
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• Ease of use, installation, maintenance, accessibility

• Simplification of installation and configuration of IoT

applications is as yet unresolved beyond well-known, off-the-shelf

systems. It is difficult to conceive a general solution to this

problem. This relates to positioning, placement, site surveying,

programming, and physical accessibility of devices for

maintenance purposes.

• Physical constraints (from several perspectives)

• Can the additional electronics be easily integrated into the existing

system?

• Are there physical size limitations on the device as a result of the

deployment scenario?

• What kind of packaging is most suitable (e.g. IP-rated enclosures

for outdoor deployment)?

• What kind and size of antenna can I use?

• What kind of power supply can I use given size restrictions (relates

to harvesting, batteries, and alternative storage, e.g.

supercapacitors)?

9.2.1.7 Financial cost
Financial cost considerations are as follows:

• Component Selection: Typically, the use of these devices in the

M2M Area Network domain is seen to reduce the overall cost

burden by using non-leased communications infrastructure. However,

there are research and development costs likely to be incurred for

each individual application in the IoT that requires device

development or integration. Developing devices in small quantities

is expensive.

• Integrated Device Design: Once the energy, sensors, actuators,
computation, memory, power, connectivity, physical, and other

functional and nonfunctional requirements are considered, it is likely

that an integrated device must be produced. This is essentially going

to be an exercise in Printed Circuit Board (PCB) design, but will in

many cases require some consideration to be paid to the RF front-end

design. This means that the PCB design will require specific

attention to be paid to the reference designs of the RFIC manufacturer

during development, or potentially the integration of an additional

Integrated Circuit (IC) that deals with the balun and matching network

required.
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9.3 Data representation and visualization
Each IoT application has an optimal visual representation of the data and

the system. Data that is generated from heterogeneous systems has hetero-

geneous visualization requirements. There are currently no satisfactory

standard data representation and storage methods that satisfy all of the

potential IoT applications.

Data-derivative products will have further ad hoc visualization require-

ments. A derivative in these terms exists once a function has been per-

formed on an initial data set � which may or may not be raw data. These

can be further integrated at various levels of abstraction, depending on the

logic of the integrator. New information sources, such as those derived

from integrated data streams from various logically correlated IoT applica-

tions, will present interesting representation and visualization challenges.

9.4 Interaction and remote control
To exploit remote interaction and control over IoT applications, connectiv-

ity that spans the traditional Internet (i.e. from anywhere) on the side of

the application manager, or other authorized entity, to the end-point (i.e.

an embedded device), continues to be a challenging problem. Aside from

authentication and availability challenges, for most constrained devices,

heterogeneous software architectures, such as event-based operating sys-

tems running on devices with significantly varying concurrency models,

continue to pose significant challenges from a remote management

perspective.

Elements of Device Management, specifically reprogramming and

reconfiguration of deeply embedded devices, will be required, particularly

for devices deployed in inaccessible locations. This requires, among

others, reliability, availability, security, energy efficiency, and latency per-

formance, to be satisfactory whilst communicating across complex distrib-

uted systems.

Another significantly under-researched topic is the definition and deliv-

ery of end-to-end quality of service (QoS) metrics and mechanisms in IoT-

type applications. These will be necessary if Service Agreements (SA) or

Service Level Agreements (SLA) are to be defined in the case of service

provisions for IoT applications � which may or may not be desirable to the

application owner. This will be situation-specific. End-to-end latency, secu-

rity, reliability, availability, times between failure and repair, responsibility,

etc., are all likely to feature in such agreements.
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PART

III
IoT Use Cases

The following chapters provide an overview of some of the main use cases

for M2M and IoT.

Industrial automation systems constitute the backbone of modern society

as they use control systems and Information Technologies (IT) to guarantee a

multitude of tasks, such as the production of goods and delivery of services,

and generally monitor and control much of the processes upon which the

global economy is based.

Industrial automation systems constitute complex ecosystems that amal-

gamate physical machines with modern information and communication

technologies and human interaction (where applicable) in order to operate

efficiently in complex processes. Typical components involved in automation

systems include Distributed Control Systems (DCS), Supervisory Control

and Data Acquisition Systems (SCADA), Programmable Logic Controllers

(PLC), Sensors, Robotics, Management Systems, and Enterprise Systems,

just to name a few. However, industrial automation is directly or indirectly



involved in several domains with significant footprints, as shown in

Figure III.1.

M2M in monitoring and control is seen as an integral part of

Industrial Automation Systems, with a significant impact on the global

economy. As a European Commission (2008) study attests (Figure III.1),

the world monitoring and control market is expected to grow from h188

billion in 2007, by h300 billion, reaching h500 billion in 2020. Between

2007 and 2020 the European monitoring and control domain is expected

to grow at a 5.7% rate annually. With a share of h61.5 billion, Europe

represents 32% of this market. Services, with more than 50% of the market

value, have the biggest share. Together, three application markets �
Vehicles, Manufacturing, and Process industries � represent 60% of the

total monitoring and control market. Healthcare, critical infrastructures, and

logistic and transport follow closely, while at the moment, the Home is still

considered a small niche market.

M2M is expected to play a key role and provide the ability to realize

new approaches that are cost and energy efficient, while in parallel are

flexible and open to future innovations. Integration of M2M for monitor-

ing and control is not expected to be trivial, especially in an environment

that is used to isolated tight control of the infrastructure and a pace of

evolution much slower. Industrial systems pose significantly different hard
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requirements that need to be tackled, especially when related to critical

infrastructures. We will investigate here how the transition of existing

factories to future ones with the use of service-oriented technologies and

the emerging cloud can be realized.

Future factories are expected to be complex System of Systems (SoS)

that will empower a new generation of applications and services that are

today hardly realizable or too costly. New sophisticated enterprise-wide

monitoring and control approaches will be possible due to the prevalence

of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS), which have made M2M interactions a

key competitive advantage and market differentiator. This will be possible

due to several disruptive advances, as well as the cross-domain fertilization

of concepts and the amalgamation of IT-driven approaches in traditional

industrial automation systems. The Factory of the Future (FoF) will rely on

a large ecosystem of systems where collaboration at large-scale will take

place.

Similar systems based on largely identical technology and ideology will

be the basis of the technological core of Smart Cities and the Smart Grid

(and other Smart “Utilities”), coupled with increasing engagement with par-

ticipatory sensing (PS) systems and more traditional enterprise computing

infrastructure.

Let’s see how some of these use cases are implemented in the following

chapters.
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10.1 Introduction
The emergence of the IoT with its billions of envisioned devices poses

a clear challenge to the management of these. Existing asset management

practices consider the operations applicable to various physical assets, and in

their majority refer to monitoring of their operations and to some degree to

the adjustment (control) of their behavior. However, such operations have

been up to now strongly coupled with what the devices and underlying

systems are capable of, bound with (mostly) proprietary protocols in order to

cover the largest possible spectrum of functionalities and guarantee results,

and are mostly static.

All of these current practices, however, are undergoing transformation.

The reasons include the explosion of the heterogeneity of devices that are

now deployed in modern infrastructures, which can deliver high-quality

data that have clear business relevance at a fraction of the cost compared

to some years ago. The usage of open standards is one promising way to go

to achieve large-scale manageability, however, it is not going to be enough.

The reasons lie in the increasing complexity not only of the devices them-

selves, but also on the constellations they take part in, and how their function-

alities are used in modern applications. On top of this, applications are

not monolithic from one provider, but on the contrary depend on multiple

layers that are developed from other stakeholders. Hence, managing different
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devices requires significant overhead in order to be able to effectively

integrate, monitor, and control/reconfigure them.

A typical manageability nightmare scenario includes the configuration

of assets in modern enterprises. For example, today employees use

several computing devices (e.g. laptops, desktops, smart phones, tablets,

access cards, security tokens, etc.); all of these need to be accounted

for in backend systems, to be integrated with enterprise-wide monitoring

solutions, and to comply with the organization’s policies and require-

ments. How to achieve that is challenging; for example, how does one

protect a company’s assets and the data they contain from unauthorized

access or usage? The latter also comes with, for example, a trade-off

between security and functionality in order to enhance the employees’

performance and benefits from using the devices, while still adhering to

the overall enterprise constraints.

10.2 Expected benefits
The IoT era is dominated with interactions among the devices, access to

their data, and dynamic configuration/management of them. The prevalence

of modern Information Technology (IT) concepts and adoption of Internet-

based technologies is slowly penetrating traditional domains such as those

of energy, manufacturing, etc. Hence, management in the IoT era, although

challenging, may yield significant benefits and enable the mastering of the

vast device-based infrastructure.

Several benefits are expected with M2M in asset management. These

may include:

• Reduced costs, e.g. because of remote telemetry without the need of

field personnel to be engaged.

• Increased quality, e.g. because of the fine-grained monitoring data that

could be done even in near real-time.

• Increased resilience, e.g. because of analysis of device’s status, can

lead to predictive maintenance, which minimizes apart from costs, and

also downtime and unexpected failures.

• Increased performance and security: remote updates may enhance the

operational capabilities of the assets.

• Increased security: updates of the asset’s software can help correct its

behavior and security holes.

• Asset location tracking, e.g. easier recovery and theft prevention of

assets.
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• Operation optimization, e.g. fleet management optimizing for journeys

on the fly.

• New services, e.g. energy awareness via smart metering, location-based

services, e-ticketing, etc.

On the downside, if all of the benefits rely on the correct tackling of

complex issues, then only partially fulfilling them might quickly turn an

advantage into a disadvantage. As an example, remote access to the devices

lowers integration costs, but also potentially opens the door for third parties

to tamper with them and their functionalities, which may lead to security

risks, etc.

Asset management is a great challenge, but with pivotal benefits in

the IoT era. Its applications are expected to empower the next generation

of innovation in multiple domains, such as residential homes, healthcare,

buildings, cities, transportation networks, energy grids, manufacturing, supply

chains, homeland security, workplace safety, environmental monitoring, etc.,

just to name a few.

10.3 e-Maintenance in the M2M Era
The recent focus is on e-maintenance, i.e. “maintenance support which

includes the resources, services, and management necessary to enable

proactive decision process execution” (Muller et al. 2008), especially due

to the expected benefits of M2M that can be harnessed. However, in order

to effectively implement e-maintenance applications for asset lifecycle

management, several requirements need to be met, and this is a challeng-

ing task. Apart from interoperability, a major roadblock is the absence of

IT platforms (Cannata et al. 2009) that master the new challenges and can

fully support e-maintenance practices.

Key strategies (Muller et al. 2008, Cannata et al. 2009) of e-maintenance

are the following:

• Remote Maintenance: The capability empowered by Information and

Communication Technologies (ICT) to provide maintenance practices

from anywhere without being physically present (e.g. third party

entities outside the enterprise borders). This approach enables far more

effective reaction to maintenance, and dramatically affects business

models having maintenance services as part of their functionalities.

• Predictive Maintenance: Here the adoption of models and

methodologies is implied that analyzes the operational performance
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of assets and attempts to predict malfunctions and failures, or

determine on-demand when maintenance checks are needed (and not as

usually done at fixed intervals). Here, apart from the immediate benefit

of asset reliability, one can also witness optimization of maintenance

schedules carried out by field personnel, enhanced planning for

replacement of assets, increased customer satisfaction, etc.

• Real-Time Maintenance: Current failures on the shop floor, although

evident, might require significant time until they are assessed, repaired,

and re-planned with respect to the operations the enterprise systems

had scheduled. With real-time notifications up to enterprise systems,

immediate assessment on the operational factory or enterprise-wide

processes can be achieved and addressed.

• Collaborative Maintenance: This capability enables traditional

maintenance concepts to integrate collaboration among different areas

of the enterprise that may lead to leaner processes, simpler landscapes,

and more effective management.

To achieve these objectives, we have to harness the new capabilities

that M2M brings. As M2M approaches increasingly integrate Internet

technologies that have been proven to be open enough (compared to

many practices in individual industry domains) and scalable, it is

expected that integration overall will be easier considering the large

heterogeneity of assets. Since the assets are no longer passively moni-

tored entities within an infrastructure, they can take advantage of the

event-driven methods present in M2M and on-demand report their health

status, failures, and/or other information. This migration from a tradi-

tional information-pull to an event-driven approach is expected to mini-

mize unnecessary traffic and empower the targeted information

dissemination within the infrastructure.

Another key aspect of M2M that e-maintenance can benefit from is the

dynamic discovery of assets and their “surrounding context” information such

as location or real-world sensing information of the process they monitor or

control. Integration of protocols that allow a simple “plug & play” approach

mean that assets can be connected, immediately recognized by the network

services, get automatically configured, and operate within the organization’s

policies.

However, apart from these example asset-related enhancements that

M2M brings, collaborative e-maintenance is a promising approach that

integrates multi-enterprise experts that can together effectively address

any asset issues. This is of critical importance and paves the way for new

business models deploying subject matter experts when and where needed
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remotely, which leads to more effective usage of the expertise and better

solutions to the maintenance problems (Cannata et al. 2009).

Cross-company communication is already a reality, but constrained at

enterprise-level operations without in-depth information that could trigger

sophisticated re-planning scenarios. However, with M2M real-time con-

nection to the devices, malfunctions can be quickly analyzed and resolved

with the help of multiple experts such as those with knowledge of the

specific process, those responsible for the hardware/software (HW/SW)

of the device, and potentially the field personnel on-site (as depicted in

Figure 10.1). All these can now collaborate using multiple Internet-based

technologies with seamless data, voice, and video integration over a future

e-maintenance platform.

Communication done directly (e.g. via common trusted third-party service

providers) may simply couple the two companies for the specific business

case, and remove the overhead of costly home-grown solutions by propagating

all the necessary information to the affected stakeholders. Synergies can

be identified, and information that was too costly to be obtained in a timely
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manner can now flow into cross-company applications and services. This

approach is very well-suited for dynamic and short-lived interactions that can

be set up, exploited, and removed as easy as a simple composite service.

Cross-company collaboration allows us to realize new functionality and

innovate on services offered (Cannata et al. 2009). Especially in the case

of outsourcing of maintenance, specialized partners can now bring in their

expertise and monitor remotely the devices on the shop floor and maintain

them. Assets on which the company operates may in the future not be

owned by the company as such, but instead be provided to them over spe-

cific service level agreements (SLAs), e.g. a production line with uptime

of 99%. How this is achieved and maintained is the responsibility of the

service provider. As a result, companies can now focus more on their core

business, while SLAs can regulate shop-floor performance that better

matches the business process goals, but not how this is achieved, which

is the responsibility of the e-maintenance partner. This can facilitate the

development of new business models based on remote maintenance service

delivery through e-maintenance platforms.

10.4 Hazardous goods management in the M2M Era
An example of asset management that goes beyond the traditional monitor-

ing approaches is that realized within the research project Collaborative

Business Items (CoBIs 2013). There, an M2M platform was used to monitor

hazardous goods (i.e. chemicals) and guarantee their safe storage. Storage in

close proximity of incompatible goods i.e. goods that could be flammable if

brought together, or exceeding the compliance guidelines, would raise

alarms locally and at the enterprise system that would need to be resolved

(Karnouskos & Haller 2007).

Traditionally, the monitoring was done with passive radio frequency

identification (RFID) tags, however, CoBIs deployed Wireless Sensor

Networks (WSNs) that could execute business logic locally and communi-

cate among themselves as well as with the enterprise systems (Decker

et al. 2006). WSNs are seen as one of the most promising technologies

that will bridge the physical and virtual worlds, enabling them to measure,

assess, and actuate real-world environments.

A typical demonstration of how M2M helps with the hazardous goods

management scenario is shown in Figure 10.2. All drums are equipped

with WSNs that have internally stored information about the chemical

within the drum, an “incompatible goods” list indicating which chemicals
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are dangerous to be in near proximity with it as corrosion might lead to

explosions, etc., as well as the max limit according to current regulations

of this chemical that can be stored within a limited space. The WSNs are

able to beacon other WSNs nearby and exchange information about

the chemicals within the drum. A nearby WSN bridge interacts with the

WSNs of the drums and has a connection to an enterprise system, and

hence mediates all information from the field (the drum storage facility).

The WSN bridge is also capable of not only providing the backend with

WSN information (bottom-up communication), but also providing other

WSNs with information from the backend (top-down communication).

The latter is handy, as information provided initially to WSNs may

change; for example, the chemical incompatibility list may be extended or

the max storage limits may be increased or reduced. The WSNs and the

bridge also feature visible and audible alarms.

In a typical safety-critical situation, a worker might transfer by mistake

a drum and position it on the wrong side of the storage room (i.e. near

another drum whose potential combination may cause explosions). As the
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WSNs scan their neighbors and exchange information, the dangerous

situation is immediately detected by the WSNs of both the drum that is

being transferred as well as the other drums already in that location

(due to the incompatibility list they host locally). An alarm goes off on the

drums and the storage room, and the worker resolves the situation on-site

by moving it away to the correct location. The same alarm is also visible

on the enterprise systems for remote asset monitoring managers who could

also take additional actions. Without the M2M interaction, such a situation

would probably go undetected and impact the safety of the storage room

workers. A similar hazardous situation may arise if more than the allowed

drums with chemicals are stored in a single location (in violation of

legislation). As an additional drum is placed, similarly the excess of the

storage limit is identified and an alarm goes off. The backend of course

has additional info on how to resolve the situation. Changes in the limits

of max storage can be pushed wirelessly to the WSNs to keep the whole

system in sync.

The real-time interaction at “the point of action” (i.e. on-premise by

M2M) has profound benefits. The infrastructure empowered by IoT can

react to events locally, and the field personnel can take corrective actions.

The latter can also be realized without any connection to the enterprise

systems because the logic of detection of hazardous situations is locally

hosted on WSNs (and updatable by the enterprise system). The connection

with the enterprise systems offers additional benefits linking asset manage-

ment processes with the real-time status of the field, effectively enabling

remote monitoring and actuation scenarios related to asset management.

10.5 Conclusions
Asset management is an area that can hugely benefit from M2M. New

innovative solutions can be realized that take advantage of the networked

embedded devices on-premise, the information they provide, and the col-

laboration with enterprise systems. However, for such solutions to be

adopted, several challenges, such as complexity management, interopera-

bility, security, and quality of service (QoS)-guaranteed communication

have to be tackled, especially when scenarios involving critical infrastruc-

tures are involved. Nevertheless, there is a huge potential for many diverse

domains where new business models and opportunities will arise with

asset management.
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11.1 Service-oriented architecture-based device
integration

The emerging approach in industrial environments is to create system intelligence

by a large population of intelligent, small, networked, embedded devices at a high

level of granularity, as opposed to the traditional approach of focusing intelli-

gence on a few large and monolithic applications. This increased granularity of

intelligence distributed among loosely coupled intelligent physical objects facili-

tates the adaptability and re-configurability of the system, allowing it to meet

business demands not foreseen at the time of design, and providing real business

benefits (Karnouskos et al. 2009a).

The Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) paradigm can act as a unifying tech-

nology that spans several layers, from sensors and actuators used for monitoring

and control at shop-floor level, up to enterprise systems and their processes as

envisioned in Figure 11.1. This common “backbone” means that M2M is not lim-

ited to direct (e.g. proximity) device interaction, but includes a wide range of

interactions in a cross-layer way with a variety of heterogeneous devices, as well

as systems and their services. This yields multiple benefits for all stakeholders

involved. Such visions have been proposed (Colombo & Karnouskos 2009)

and realized, demonstrating the benefits and challenges involved (IBM 2008,

Karnouskos et al. 2009a, 2009b). Internet Protocol (IP)-based, and more specifi-

cally web technologies and protocols (e.g. OPC-UA, DPWS, REST, Web

Services (WS), etc.), constitute a promising approach (Cannata et al. 2010)

towards the fundamental goal of enabling easy integration of device-level services
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with enterprise systems overcoming the heterogeneity and specific implemen-

tation of hardware and software of the device. Surely industry specific require-

ments for security, resilience, and availability of near real-time event

information needs to be effectively tackled. The latter are also seen as key

enablers for the new generation of enterprise system applications such as

business activity monitoring, overall equipment effectiveness optimization,

maintenance optimization, etc.

The SOA-based vision is not expected to be realized overnight, but may take

a considerable time depending on the lifecycle processes of the specific industry,

and may be impacted by micro- and macro-economic aspects. Hence, it is impor-

tant that migration capabilities are provided so that we can harvest some of the

benefits today and provide a stepwise process towards achieving the vision. The

concepts of gateway and service mediator (Karnouskos et al. 2009a), as depicted

in Figure 11.2, can help towards this direction. Dynamic device discovery is a

key functionality in the future M2M. As an example, Figure 11.3 depicts how

Windows 7 can discover dynamically heterogeneous devices that are SOA-ready

(i.e. equipped with web services; Devices Profile for Web Services, DPWS).

A Gateway is a device that controls a set of lower-level non-service-enabled

devices, each of which is exposed by the Gateway as a service-enabled device.

This approach allows gradually replacing limited-resource devices or legacy

devices by natively WS-enabled devices without impacting the applications using

these devices. This is possible since the same WS interface is offered this time by

the WS-enabled device and not by the Gateway. This approach is used when each
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of the controlled devices needs to be known and addressed individually by

higher-level services or applications.

Originally meant to aggregate various data sources (e.g. databases, log files,

etc.), the Mediator components evolved and are now used to not only aggregate
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various services, but possibly also compute/process the data they acquire before

exposing it as a service. Service Mediators aggregate, manage, and eventually

represent services based on some semantics (e.g. using ontologies). In our case,

the Service Mediator could be used to aggregate various non WS-enabled devices.

This way, higher-level applications could communicate to Service Mediators

offering WS instead of communicating to devices with proprietary interfaces. The

benefits are clear, as we don’t have the hassle of (proprietary) driver integration.

Furthermore, now processing of data can be done at Service Mediator level, and

more complex behavior can be created which was not possible before from the

standalone devices.

As we can see in future IoT infrastructures dominated by billions of devices

with different capabilities and needs, we have to consider how these integrate

with each other and enable the realization of new innovative approaches. This

assumes increased integration and collaboration among the various layers existing

in industries (i.e. from the shop floor up to enterprise systems). Several concepts

and efforts are directed towards abstracting from the device-specific aspects and

defining device-agnostic, but functionality-focused, layers of integration.

11.2 SOCRADES: realizing the enterprise integrated
Web of Things

Agility and flexibility are required from modern factories. This, in conjunction

with the rapid advances in Information Technology (IT), both in hardware and

software, as well as the increasing level of dependency on cross-factory function-

alities, sets new challenging goals for future factories. The latter are expected to

rely on a large ecosystem of systems where collaboration at large scale will take

place. Mashing up services has proven to be a key advantage in the Internet appli-

cation area; and if now the devices can either host web services natively or be

represented as such in higher systems, then existing tools and approaches can be

used to create mash-up apps that depend on these devices.

A visionary project that followed this line of thinking was the Industry-driven

European Commission funded project SOCRADES (Colombo & Karnouskos

2009, Karnouskos et al. 2010a). Driven by the key need for cross-layer M2M col-

laboration (i.e. at shop-floor level among various heterogeneous devices as well

as among systems and services up to the Enterprise (ERP) level), an architecture

had been proposed, prototyped (Colombo et al. 2010), and assessed (Karnouskos

et al. 2010a). SOCRADES proposed and realized SOA-based integration, as

shown in Figure 11.2, including migration of existing infrastructure via gateways

and service mediators, as shown in Figure 11.3.

To do so, it had to rely on an IoT architecture (depicted in Figure 11.3), whose

primary goal was not the Peer-to-Peer (P2P) interaction among devices but their

interaction with enterprise systems as well as the interactions among them, but
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with the assist of an infrastructure whose services could be utilized to enhance

M2M operations (Karnouskos et al. 2010a).

The SOCRADES Integration Architecture (SIA), as analysed by Karnouskos

et al. (2010a), enables enterprise-level applications to interact with and consume

data from a wide range of networked devices using a high-level, abstract interface

that features WS standards (Figure 11.4). One can clearly distinguish the various

levels such as:

• Application Interface: This part enables the interaction with traditional

enterprise systems and other applications. It acts as the glue for integrating the

industrial devices, and their data and functionalities with enterprise repos and

traditional information stores.

• Service Management: Functionalities offered by the devices are depicted as

services here to ease the integration in traditional enterprise landscapes. Tools

for their monitoring are provided.

• Device Management: Includes monitoring and inventory of devices, including

service lifecycle management.

FIGURE 11.4

The SOCRADES Integration Architecture (SIA) enabling the coupling of (industrial)

machines at shop-floor and enterprise systems.
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• Platform Abstraction: This layer enables the abstraction of all devices

independent of whether they natively support WS or not, to be wrapped and

represented as services on the higher systems. In addition to service-enabling

the communication with devices, this layer also provides a unified view on

remotely installing or updating the software that runs on devices.

• Devices & Protocols: These layers include the actual devices that connect

over multiple protocols to the infrastructure. The respective plugins of course

need to be in place so that they can be seamlessly integrated to SIA.

To realize discovery and interaction in a P2P way, a local gateway/service-

mediator is implemented. This prototype was named a Local Discovery Unit

(LDU), and would enable the dynamic discovery of devices on premise and their

coupling with the SIA.

SIA has been used in several scenarios as proof of concept for the integration

among different devices, both locally and with enterprise systems. Examples

include (Karnouskos et al. 2010a):

• Integration between a programmable logic controller, a robotic gripper, and

SunSPOT wireless sensor nodes, while these are monitored by the SAP

Manufacturing Integration and Intelligence software (SAP MII), which is also

responsible for the execution of the business logic.

• Event-based interaction between Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)

Reader (product ID via the RFID tag), robotic arm (used to demo

transportation), a wireless sensor which monitored the usage of an emergency

button, an IP-plugged emergency lamp, and a web application monitoring the

actual production status and producing analytics.

• Production planning, execution, and monitoring via SAP MII of a test-rig

controlled by Siemens Power Line Communication (PLC) and communicating

over OPC.

• Passive energy monitoring via the usage of sensors (Ploggs) and gateways.

Although these are prototypes and not used productively, the proof of concept

paves the way for further considerations towards using such approaches in real-

world environments once the exact operational requirements are satisfied.

11.3 IMC-AESOP: from the Web of Things to the
Cloud of Things

Visionary approaches have been further developed in the industry-driven project

IMC-AESOP (2013). There the vision of SOCRADES has been pushed forward

by considering the rapid advances in hardware and software, as well as IT con-

cepts (Karnouskos & Colombo 2011). Therefore, we go beyond WS-enabled

devices towards the cloud in order to harness its benefits, such as resource flexi-

bility, scalability, etc. The result will be a highly dynamic flat information-driven
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infrastructure (Figure 11.5) that will empower the rapid development of better

and more efficient next generation industrial applications, while in parallel satis-

fying the agility required by modern enterprises.

This vision (Karnouskos & Colombo 2011) is only realizable due to the dis-

tributed, autonomous, intelligent, pro-active, fault-tolerant, reusable (intelligent)

systems, which expose their capabilities, functionalities, and structural character-

istics as services located in a “service cloud.” The infrastructure links many com-

ponents (devices, systems, services, etc.) of a wide variety of scales, from

individual groups of sensors and mechatronic components to, for example, whole

control, monitoring and supervisory control systems, and performing SCADA,

DCS, and MES functions (for example).

Although today factories are composed and structured by several systems

viewed and interacting in a hierarchical fashion following mainly the specifica-

tions of standard enterprise architectures, there is an increasing trend to move

towards information-driven interaction that goes beyond traditional hierarchical

deployments and can coexist with them. With the empowerment offered by mod-

ern SOAs, the functionalities of each system (or even device) can be offered as

one or more services of varying complexity, which may be hosted in the cloud

and composed by other (potentially cross-layer) services, as depicted in

Figure 11.5.

This transition marks a paradigm change in the interaction among the different

systems, applications, and users. Although the traditional hierarchical view coex-

ists, there is now a flat information-based architecture that depends on a big
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variety of services exposed by the cyber-physical systems and their composition.

Next generation industrial applications can now rapidly be composed by selecting

and combining the new information and capabilities offered (as services in the

cloud) to realize their goals. The envisioned transition to the future cloud-based

industrial systems (Karnouskos & Colombo 2011, Karnouskos et al. 2012) is

depicted in a Figure 11.6.

Several “user roles” will interact with the envisioned architecture

(Figure 11.6), either directly or indirectly as part of their participation in a process

plant. The roles define actions performed by staff and management, and simplifies

grouping of tasks into categories such as business, operations, engineering, main-

tenance, engineering training, etc.

As depiced in Figure 11.6, it is possible to distinguish several service groups

for which there have also been defined some initial services (Karnouskos et al.

2012). All of the services are considered essential, with varying degrees of impor-

tance for next generation, cloud-based, collaborative automation systems. The ser-

vices are to provide key enabling functionalities to all stakeholders (i.e. other

services, as well) as cyber-physical systems populating the infrastructure. As

such, all these systems can be seen as entities that may have a physical part real-

ized in on-premise hardware, as well as a virtual part realized in software poten-

tially on-device and in-cloud. This emerging “Cloud of Things” (Karnouskos &

Somlev 2013) has the potential to transform the way we design, deploy, and use

applications and cyber-physical systems.

Typical functionalities include alarms, configuration and deployment, some

control, data management, data processing, discovery, lifecycle management,
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HMI, integration, simulation, mobility support, monitoring, security, etc. It is clear

that this is a proposal that will need to be further refined in real-world scenarios,

however, it clearly depicts a step towards a highly flexible M2M infrastructure for

the automation domain that abstracts from devices and focuses on functionalities

that can reside on-device, in-network, and harness the power of the cloud.

Outsourcing key functionalities to the cloud is challenging, and further

research needs to be done towards the applicability of it for several scenarios. For

instance, monitoring scenarios have been successfully realized demonstrating the

benefits of the IT concept prevalence to traditional industrial system design and

operation. However, several aspects with relation to real-time interactions, reli-

ability, and resilience, as well as control (especially closed-loop control), are still

at an early stage. Constructing such complex systems additionally bears chal-

lenges with respect to safety, maintainability, and security.

11.4 Conclusions
The prevalence of advanced embedded devices, in conjunction with increased pro-

cessing and communication capabilities, is transforming industrial automation.

Service-oriented approaches are now possible at device level, and bring with them

benefits previously only available to the designers and managers of enterprise sys-

tems. We see a clear trend towards information-driven integration that empowers

M2M interactions and integration with enterprise systems and the respective busi-

ness processes. The latest visions depict a fully dynamically customizable infra-

structure that harnesses the best breed of functionalities at device and at cloud level

in order to empower the next generation of applications and services. Surely sev-

eral challenges are open and need to be effectively tackled, however, on-going

research will shed more light on the real-world applicability of such visions.
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12.1 Introduction
A revolution is currently underway in the electricity system, which has

remained largely unchanged for more than 100 years. Rapid advances in

Information Technology (IT) are increasingly integrated in several infra-

structure layers covering all aspects of the electricity grid and its associated

operations. In addition, intelligent networked devices are emerging whose

M2M interactions create new capabilities in the monitoring and manage-

ment of the electricity grid and the interaction between its stakeholders.

IT-empowered innovations integrated with the electricity network and the

stakeholders’ interactions have paved the way (BDI 2010, Bryson &

Gallagher 2012, European Commission 2012,) towards a “Smart Grid” that

takes advantage of sophisticated bidirectional interactions.

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Smart Grid

Conceptual Model (Bryson & Gallagher 2012) defines a framework that

outlines seven domains: Bulk Generation, Transmission, Distribution, Cus-

tomers, Operations, and Markets and Service Providers. Complementary to

that, the IEEE views the Smart Grid as “a large ‘System of Systems’ where

each NIST Smart Grid domain is expanded into three Smart Grid founda-

tional layers: (i) the Power and Energy Layer, (ii) the Communication

Layer, and (iii) the IT/Computer Layer (Figure 12.1). Layers (i) and (iii) are
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enabling infrastructure platforms of the Power and Energy Layer that makes

the grid ‘smarter’” (IEEE Smart Grid 2013).

The deregulation of the energy market and the subsequent new opera-

tional context will permanently change the structures associated with the pro-

duction and distribution of energy (Karnouskos & Terzidis 2007).

Deregulation or re-regulation of the energy market is designed to break up

the value-added chain, with the production, transfer, and distribution of elec-

tric power forming separate segments. The objective is to establish a more

open market designed to promote increased competition and flexibility for

consumers. A much more decentralized and diversified energy production

system will emerge as a result. New energy technologies for co-generated

heat and power, and increased use of renewable energies such as bio-mass,

solar energy, and wind power will introduce a considerable number of diver-

sified systems into the power grid in addition to traditional large-scale plants.

Consequently, the share of decentralized generated power � produced by

industrial or private producers � will increase significantly. This will create
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a new infrastructure where the future user may not be a simple passive con-

sumer as today, but also a producer.

The integration of small, highly distributed energy production sources

and their coupling with advanced, information-driven services will give

rise to a new infrastructure (i.e. the Internet of Energy) (Karnouskos &

Terzidis 2007), whose key technology building blocks are the IoT and

Internet of Services (IoS). As shown in Figure 12.2, IoT and IoS make

possible diverse M2M interactions locally and over the Internet, empower-

ing traditional business relationships with fine-grained monitoring and

control of the large energy infrastructure. The result is the Internet of

Energy, which is the vision of the Smart Grid, spanning not only the tech-

nical grid infrastructure, but covering all energy-related aspects of the

grid, its devices (including appliances, etc.), their interactions, as well as

high-level applications and systems that depend on their data.

The Smart Grid is one of the key areas where the economic benefits of

monitoring and control are likely to be realized (European Commission

2008). It is driven by “the degree of decentralization of the system compo-

nents and their interrelation with electricity networks, the variability of

renewable generation, the increased distance between electricity generation

and consumption, the intelligence level of the involved systems created by

smart products and associated smart services, the legal framework, the asso-

ciated regulation of market-based product and service choices versus natural

monopoly products and services and the business roles for actors involved
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in all aspects of networks and intelligent electric systems” (European

Commission 2012). Currently, several projects (Giordano et al. 2013) with

varying degrees of maturity are addressing several aspects of the Smart

Grid value chain, investigating the benefits for the diverse stakeholders.

Due to the complexity of the multiple Smart Grid stakeholder interac-

tions at several layers, it is mandatory to look at the Smart Grid from the

network viewpoint, as an ecosystem where collaboration and information-

driven interactions characterize it. It is expected that in such networks, all

distributed energy producers and consuming entities will be highly intercon-

nected via information flows, many of which will depend on M2M interac-

tions (Karnouskos & Terzidis 2007). In that sense, a paradigm changes

from existing passive and information-poor to active information-rich

energy networks, which reverses the trend of one-way flow because the

electricity networks that were initiated is underway. Such a future infra-

structure is expected to be service-oriented and give rise to new innovative

applications that will drastically change our everyday environment. The

bidirectional information exchange will put the basis for cooperation among

the different entities (Karnouskos 2011b), as they will be able to access and

correlate information that up to now either was only available in a limited

fashion (and thus unusable on a large scale) or extremely costly to integrate.

Examples of such emerging capabilities are demand-side management and

local energy trading (Karnouskos 2011b, US DOE 2006).

M2M-capable assets that are increasingly introduced not only in the

industrial domain such as sensors, SCADA/DCS systems, etc., but also on

the end-users, for example, as Electric Vehicles (EV), white label appli-

ances, and even light bulbs, lie at the heart of the Smart Grid. One example

is GreenWave Reality’s WiFi-aware light bulbs, which can be controlled

by other devices such as smartphones (GreenWave Reality 2013). The

capability of offering fine-grained information about a device’s energy sig-

nature as well as control capabilities depicts a shift towards a highly

observable and controllable infrastructure that can dynamically adjust to

the real-world conditions. The latter empowers the Smart Grid vision with

massive monitoring and management capabilities that were not feasible

before. In addition, the fine-grained information provided is also used for

high-performance analytics, which benefits a variety of existing approaches

ranging from technical monitoring, to predictive maintenance and accurate

economic model assessment during the lifecycle of the assets.

Apart from the traditional M2M aspects tackled in the bulk generation

and distribution domains, of particular interest to M2M is also the cus-

tomer, operations, markets, and service provider domains, especially those
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that directly or indirectly are affected by a previously uncontrollable and

passive infrastructure (i.e. that of end-users). Hence, we will take a closer

look at how M2M empowers end-users and what new capabilities they can

exercise in Smart Houses and Smart Grid Cities.

12.2 Smart metering
Traditional utility management processes today involves the collection of

metering data from a centralized point (the meter) in the household once

or twice a year. With the emergence of smart metering, the collection of

data from households has increased, with the aim to have measurements

(or less) at 15-minute intervals. This coupling of smart meters to an infra-

structure that can monitor at such a fine-grained form the grid consump-

tion for residential households has profound implications if coupled with

other tools such as data analytics (covered in Sections 5.6 and 5.7).

Many utility providers today strive towards offering new energy services

that will enable customers to get a better grasp of their energy consumption

by seeing the amount of energy they consume in short intervals (the aim is

to be near real-time or even down to minute resolution). Coupled with vari-

able tariffs, this may provide customers with a view on the upcoming costs

and assist end-users in adjusting their energy consumption behavior (which

may lead to more sustainable energy management) and avoid cases such as

“bill shock” (where the users get shocked after 1�2 months when they dis-

cover the high electricity costs). To realize such services, key IoT aspects

such as integration, remote monitoring, and remote management are needed.

Figure 12.3 depicts the paradigm change from an infrastructure delivering

metering data for billing purposes towards a general-purpose monitoring

infrastructure that acts as an enabler for a multitude of stakeholders and

value-added services. Data generated include not only the energy metering

data such as consumption (or production of energy), but also other data (e.g.

related to power quality, device status, etc.), which may provide additional

added value towards asset management. Such smart metering infrastructures

are currently under investigation for their performance (Karnouskos et al.

2011a), scalability, as well as the value-added information they can deliver

beyond smart metering (e.g. towards energy management, asset manage-

ment, integration of heterogeneous systems, etc.) (Karnouskos et al. 2010b).

The new smart meters, or their extensions (such as dedicated devices

depicting energy consumption and other info), are used as communication

media where the utilities push information (for example) about the current
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energy tariff, upcoming maintenance, costs, etc. By additionally adopting

varying tariffs and projecting that to the end-users, the aim is to have soft

control of the infrastructure; more precisely, the expectation is that due to

higher-prices at key times during the day, the users will shift part of their

activities to non-critical times. When the latter is realized successfully

from a large number of users (critical mass), it can have a significant

impact on the infrastructure resources and help tackle aspects such as

peaks of consumption, which would be too costly. On a similar train of

thought, lowering the price implies shifting energy consumption to those

intervals where the energy is available (usually coming from intermittent

resources such as wind parks, photovoltaic (PV) farms, etc.), but not

enough consumption is present, for example. Although the industrial infra-

structures have more fine-grained control, this is the first step towards

introducing control in residential households (which were previously pas-

sive, unmanageable consumers of energy only).

M2M is key to this bidirectional communication between the utilities

and their customers. The millions of smart meters required to realize the
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vision of fine-grained monitoring (and potentially control) are currently

under assessment and deployment worldwide. Indicatively, it is expected

that around 250 million meters will be deployed in Europe, with around

80% of them (ca. 200 million) by 2020 at a cost of approximately h30 bil-

lion (Giordano et al. 2013). Smart metering customer behavior trials indi-

cate that there might be benefits for all involved stakeholders, including

reduction of electricity bills, better usage of electricity, etc., but more

importantly, other benefits may also exist, such as improvement of compe-

tition in retail markets, better demand�response, and future coupling with

energy management and automation systems.

12.3 Smart house
We are witnessing an increased penetration of networked embedded sys-

tems in modern appliances, which transforms the residential infrastructure

to an M2M-enabled one, and connects it to the Smart Grid. Hence, white

goods such as refrigerators, washing machines, microwaves, etc. are no

longer passive black boxes that consume energy, but intelligent devices

whose behavior may be actively communicated (monitored) via network-

ing interfaces, as well as adjusted (controlled) via interactions with other

systems (e.g. an energy management system). All these networked energy-

consuming and/or -producing devices (generally called prosumer devices),

exponentially expand the M2M infrastructure related to energy, with bil-

lions of devices that can now be active participants in energy management

efforts (Figure 12.4).

A typical example of understanding the significance of the inclusion of

M2M residential infrastructures is the following. During the summer,

many countries face electricity shortages that may lead to a blackout. Up

to now, many such events were tackled with manual processes, i.e. the

grid operator (in parallel to increasing the energy production) may contact

heavyweight energy consumers and ask them to reduce their load.

However, blackouts still occur and are costly for all stakeholders. Clearly

this can be done with heavy industrial partners, however, such an approach

doesn’t scale and also has other drawbacks. On the other hand, if peaks

coming from the residential consumers could be reduced (or shifted), that

would greatly ease energy management and make it more efficient. Hence,

in the above scenario, instead of contacting only a limited number of

industrial consumers, now millions of residential consumers could be con-

tacted and assist by adjusting proactively their energy consumption.
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For instance, all unnecessary devices could be turned off momentarily in

case of urgent needs. Prioritization on the device level (e.g. don’t turn off

the fridge or reschedule the washing machine, etc.) as well as on process

or location (e.g. don’t cut off power in hospitals and emergency infrastruc-

tures) could be applied. In any case, the key message here is that similar

results can now be achieved on a large scale if a critical mass of residen-

tial consumers can be reached.

Several research projects (Giordano et al. 2013) focus on the integra-

tion of the Smart House and its appliances to the Smart Grid, and investi-

gate how energy could be better managed in order to increase efficiency,

without noticeably impacting quality of life. One example of such a

project is SmartHouse/SmartGrid (Karnouskos et al. 2010b, 2010c), which

focused on the in-house as well as the Smart House with enterprise sys-

tems integration and trialed various approaches, as depicted in

Figure 12.5. It is unlikely that a “one-size-fits-all approach” will work in

such cases, but rather many and diverse approaches for managing
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residential areas and connecting Smart Houses and devices to the Smart

Grid, systems integration will be a key issue for ensuring that benefits

from such solutions are delivered. SmartHouse/SmartGrids build on the

following elements: (1) in-house energy management based on user feed-

back, real-time tariffs, intelligent control of appliances, and provision of

(technical and commercial) services to grid operators and energy suppliers;

(2) aggregation software architecture based on agent technology for ser-

vice delivery by clusters of Smart Houses to wholesale market parties and

grid operators; and (3) usage of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)

(Karnouskos et al. 2011a) and strong bidirectional coupling with the enter-

prise systems for system-level coordination goals and handling of real-

time tariff metering data.

Within the household, appliances and devices are integrated via some

form of gateway or concentrator that connects to the Smart Grid (as

depicted in Figure 12.5). Several integration approaches were experi-

mented with, e.g. the PowerMatcher, the bi-directional energy
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management interface (BEMI), the Magic system, as well as direct web

service integration (Warmer et al. 2009). These represent not only

different technical integration approaches, but also different models of

management. The integration via DPWS/REST enabled the direct

integration of SOA-ready devices (i.e. devices hosting native web

services) or at gateway level with enterprise systems, easing their

management. Similarly, in the mediated interactions, various approaches

such as multi-agent systems or middleware were used, which offered

delegation of the intelligence and decision-making near to the actual

infrastructure (the devices).

What is also required for viable business cases with regards to

Smart Houses as part of the Smart Grid is the integration of in-house services

with enterprise-level services. The last includes typical business-to-customer

(B2C) services such as billing, but also other business-to-business (B2B)

services such as the interaction among different players such as the distributed

generation (DG) operator, energy retailer, wholesale market, and others.

12.4 Smart energy city
With an increasing amount of the grid core infrastructure embracing IT

technologies, the Smart Grid is advancing and is being complemented

with similar functionality coming from Smart Houses. The same principles

apply increasingly to other parts of the modern city energy infrastructure,

including buildings, traffic systems, renewable energy parks with PV/wind

turbines, the public lighting system, etc., just to name a few. Hence, we

witness the metamorphosis of cities into smart energy cities where innova-

tive approaches towards energy efficiency can be applied at a new level

and enable their better energy footprint management.

Future smart cities are expected to provide superior quality of life to its

citizens, and as we see in Chapter 14, M2M and IoT will greatly boost

such efforts. However, in a similar way, new innovative services and

applications are expected to empower better understanding and tackling of

energy-related issues. For instance, monitoring applications could offer a

real-time view on a city’s key performance indicators, such as CO2 foot-

print, energy consumption increase, penetration of renewables, etc. For

example, citizens may now be able to calculate with smart apps the envi-

ronmental impact of their in-city traveling options. Alternatively, public

authorities may be able to better identify energy-hungry processes at a

citywide level, and plan how to tackle those as well as a more sustainable

city expansion. The SmartKYE project (2013) is currently developing such
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an energy cockpit for smart cities that can help decision makers to make

more informed decisions in the future (Figure 12.6).

Monitoring and control of the M2M infrastructure plays a pivotal role

in order to not only extract the necessary information for understanding

key energy processes, but also to be able to apply control when decisions

are taken. Once this is a reality on a large scale, new innovative applica-

tions that depend on M2M data as well as their control capabilities can be

realized, with impact on individual citizens as well as citywide. The

NOBEL project (2013) dealt with integrating information coming from

various energy aspects of the city infrastructure such as energy producing/

consuming customers (e.g. residential houses, buildings, etc.) as well as

the public lighting infrastructure. By tapping into the extended information

of smart metering, it was possible to enhance existing services, e.g. real-

time monitoring of energy consumption, real-time billing, asset manage-

ment, etc. (Karnouskos et al. 2013b); it was also possible to provide new

innovative services such as energy trading (Ilic et al. 2012a) in a citywide

energy marketplace, direct interaction between the energy provider and the
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consumer, and identification of failures (Ilic et al. 2012b) in Smart Grid

infrastructures, etc.

To be able to provide value-added energy services, a platform was created

(Karnouskos et al. 2013b) which eased the M2M interactions over IPv4

and IPv6 (Höglund 2012), and especially data collection, which was then

evaluated and provided to the respective services. The architecture of the

platform is depicted in Figure 12.7. The platform (Integration and Energy

Management System, IEM), as well as the applications depending on it, have

been extensively tested and used operationally in the second half of 2012 as

part of the NOBEL pilot project that took place in the city of Alginet in

Spain. Data in 15-minute resolution, of approximately 5,000 meters, were

streamed over a period of several months to the IEM, while the IEM services

were making available several functionalities ranging from traditional energy

monitoring up to futuristic energy trading (Karnouskos et al. 2013a, 2013b).

More specifically, as depicted in Figure 12.7, we can distinguish the

following key functionalities commonly offered via mobile (e.g. smart-

phones, tablets, etc.) and traditional (e.g. desktops, web browsers) devices,

other more complex services, and end-user applications:

• Energy Monitoring: For acquiring and delivering data related to the

energy consumption and/or production of prosumer devices.

• Energy Prediction: For forecasting consumption and production based

on historical data acquired by IEM and other third party services (e.g.

weather data).
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• Management: For handling the asset, user, and configuration issues in

the infrastructure.

• Energy Optimization: For interacting with existing assets of the Smart

City; as a proof of concept the public lighting system was used for

energy balancing.

• Brokerage: Offering energy trading to all prosumer citizens who in a

stock-exchange manner could interact via the platform and buy

potentially cheaper energy or sell excess production from their PV

panels.

• Billing: Offering a real-time view of the energy costs and benefits

(from transactions on the Smart City energy market), hence avoiding

“bill-shock” scenarios.

• Other: Value-added services offering bidirectional interaction between

the users and the energy provider, such as notification for extraordinary

events, etc.

The hands-on experiences (Karnouskos et al. 2013a, 2013b) in 2012

within the NOBEL project revealed several benefits for Smart Grid Cities,

as well as several aspects that are crucial when dealing with M2M infra-

structures. Designing open services is a must, and the needs of various

stakeholders need to be considered. With the enhanced monitoring capabil-

ities at the IoT layer, as well as the increased access and correlation to

enterprise data, the era of IoT “Big Data” reaches the Smart Cities. This

has profound implications on the apps and services, depending not only on

the processed outcome of the data, but also on their quality and timely

acquisition. To this end, e.g. validation of data values and syntax based on

model semantics, correct time-stamping, duplicate detection, security vali-

dation and risk analysis, anonymization, data normalization, estimation of

missing data, conversion to other formats or models, etc., may be neces-

sary prior to release of the data for further processing or consumption

(Karnouskos et al. 2013b).

12.5 Conclusions
M2M and the Smart Grid are a very powerful combination. M2M has the

capability of revolutionizing the core of the electrical grid infrastructure and

transforming it to a truly smart one. In combination with the IoS and the

M2M, new applications and services can be realized, effectively tackling

older problems and providing innovative solutions. The ongoing efforts in

smart metering are only a small part of what the future energy infrastructure
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will be able to do, and we have already shown that based on this data, various

stakeholders can enjoy benefits at the Smart House as well as at the Smart

City level. To harness the benefits, there are challenges both technological

and social that need to be addressed. The future Smart Cities will need to be

built on principles of cooperation, openness/interoperability, and trust.

Extracting and understanding the business-relevant information under tempo-

ral constraints, and being able to effectively integrate it in solutions that

utilize the monitor�analyze�decide�manage approach for a multitude of

domains, is challenging (Karnouskos et al. 2013b).
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13.1 Introduction
A Building Automation System (BAS) is a computerized, intelligent

system that controls and measures lighting, climate, security, and other

mechanical and electrical systems in a building. The purpose of a BAS

is typically to reduce energy and maintenance costs, as well as to increase

control, comfort, reliability, and ease of use for maintenance staff and

tenants.

Some example use cases:

• Control of heating, cooling, and ventilation based on time of day,

outside temperature, and occupancy (e.g. Morning Warm-up).

• Automatic control of air handlers to optimize mix of outside air in

ventilation based on, for example, inside temperature, pressure, and

time of day.

• Supervisory control and monitoring to allow maintenance staff to

quickly detect problems and perform adjustments.

• Outsourcing of monitoring and operations to a remote operations

center.
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• Data collection to provide statistics and facilitate efficiency

improvements.

• Alarms for high carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide levels.

• Individual metering per apartment (to give incentive to save energy in

multi-tenant buildings).

• Intrusion and fire detection.

• Building access control.

A BAS is normally distributed by nature to allow every sub-system to

continue operation in case of failure in another system.

A BAS consists of the following components (Figure 13.1):

• Sensors (i.e. devices that measure, such as thermometers, motion

sensors, and air pressure sensors).

• Actuators (i.e. controllable devices, such as power switches,

thermostats, and valves).

• Programmable logic controllers (PLCs) that can handle multiple inputs

and outputs in real time and perform regulating functions, for example.

• A server which monitors and automatically adjusts the parameters of

the system, while allowing an operator to observe and perform

supervisory control.

• One or more network buses (e.g. KNX, LonWorks, or BACnet).
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PLC PLC

Bus/RF

Fire
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Access
control

HVAC Boiler VAV
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Lighting Power Water Gas
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FIGURE 13.1

Central parts in a BAS.
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We have divided the case study into two phases. In Phase One we give

an example of what is commonly available today in regards to building

automation. In Phase Two we explore new opportunities for building auto-

mation, such as the Smart Grid and the IoT.

13.2 Case study: phase one � commercial building
automation today

13.2.1 Background

Company A wants to improve energy efficiency in their buildings and

become GreenBuilding Partner (2013) certified, which requires lowering

their energy consumption by at least 25%.

After discussions with a building automation company (Company B),

they have come to understand that this is a very good investment that will

quickly justify itself in terms of reduced energy costs. They agree on a five-

step plan that starts with collecting data from the buildings, followed by

analysis, adjustments, and connecting the systems in the buildings to a local

server, and finally connecting the buildings to a remote operations center.

They can now start with collecting data from existing systems. In some

cases this requires new meters to be installed. Everything from water

usage to heat and electricity consumption is logged continuously, as well

as performance of the ventilation and room temperatures.

By comparing the key performance indicators with comparative figures,

the need for corrective actions is assessed and used as a basis for an action

plan that consists of adjusting the existing systems and installing new soft-

ware. These adjustments quickly increase the efficiency of the systems

and are continuously optimized during the project. Examples of adjust-

ments are hot water temperature, improved control of indoor temperatures,

as well as better control of fan and pump operation to avoid unnecessary

operation.

One of the most central features of the improved system is the new

web-based E-report. It provides information about current energy con-

sumption and other key parameters from the buildings. This information is

used to make both short-term decisions as well as long-term planning.

Everyone has access to the web portal because it’s not only important for

the maintenance staff, but also needed to create awareness across everyone

in the company.

The next phase of the project consists of connecting the systems in

the buildings and analyzing the dynamics to be able to perform
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intelligent control. This both improves performance as well as reduces

maintenance costs.

The final step to completion involves setting up a web-based

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system for remote

monitoring of the building systems. Through the web portal, the users can

access information from the buildings in a coherent manner. Company A

decided to outsource the operations and daily maintenance of the systems

to Company B by utilizing their cloud-based offering. Company B’s

remote operations center is continuously monitoring the building systems.

When building system operations deviate from their expected behavior,

Company A’s maintenance staff and their supervisors are notified by SMS

and email. Typical events that can trigger a notification are, for example,

mechanical failures or undesirable temperature deviations. Apart from

notifications, Company B can also assist with equipment operation and

adjustments remotely. For Company A, this arrangement is perfect because

their in-house maintenance staff can respond to an alert 24 hours a day.

For Company A, the most important improvement has been the 35%

energy reduction after the completion of the project. Another critical

aspect has been the knowledge transfer from the experts at Company B

that allows Company A to maintain the efficiency of the systems as well

as the ability to continuously improve the operations of them.

13.2.2 Technology overview

Figure 13.2 depicts the setup for Company A.

Each building is equipped with a set of meters and sensors to measure

temperature, water consumption, and power consumption, as well as one

or more PLCs.

As seen in Figure 13.2, the PLCs perform real-time monitoring and

control of the devices in the building. They also feature a user interface

for configuration and calibration of (for example) the regulators, curves,

and time relays. It is possible to remotely configure the PLCs from the

Operations Center using the PLC Control system, which is connected to

the PLC via a 3G-modem and an Internet Protocol (IP) modem that con-

verts between RS-485 networks and Transmission Control Protocol/

Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) networks. The PLCs communicate with the

devices using several protocols, such as M-BUS, analog, digital, and

Z-Wave, which is a low-power radio mesh-network technology. All logic

necessary to operate the buildings is contained within the PLCs, allowing

for minimal bandwidth requirements on the connection towards the
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Operations Center as well. It also means that the building systems can

remain fully operational during periods of network outage.

The OLE for Process Control (OPC) server provides access to data,

alarms, and statistics from the PLCs. When a value is requested from a

user, a request is sent from the user’s OPC Client to the OPC Server, con-

taining an OPC Tag that identifies which PLC to contact and which value

to ask for. The type of OPC communication used is called OPC Data

Access. The OPC server then contacts the PLC in question and asks for

the value using a protocol supported by the PLC (LonWorks or ModBus).

The SCADA system is used for operational monitoring of the buildings

and provides information from all the relevant building systems. It uses

the open and standardized OPC protocol, which enables integration with

devices from many different vendors. The maintenance and operations

staff can connect to the system using a web browser with a username and

password to access dynamic flowcharts, drawing tools, timers, set points,

actual values, historic readings, alarm management, event logs, as well as

configuration for notifications over email, fax, or SMS.

Operations
Centre

PLC Control Scada Data Analysis

OPC Server

3G

3G-ModemIP-ModemPLC

RS-485 Ethernet

M-BUS/Analog/Digital
Z-Wave

Temperature Boiler Water Power HVAC

Building

FIGURE 13.2

Illustration of the BAS.
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The Data Analysis server logs all historical readings from the buildings

and makes it possible to follow up on different aspects of the energy and

resource consumption, satisfying the varying needs of the tenants, econ-

omy department, and landlord. Through the OPC server it’s possible to

gather readings from all the building systems, regardless of vendor.

Typical reports include trends, cost, budget, prognosis, environment, and

consumption of electricity, heating, water, and cooling.

13.2.3 Value chain

Figure 13.3 shows an applied value chain.

13.3 Case study: phase two � commercial building
automation in the future

13.3.1 Evolution of commercial building automation

Two major factors will drive the evolution of Building Automation: infor-

mation and legislation (Figure 13.4).

Access to well-packaged information will provide the basis needed for

decisions and behavioral changes. This can (for example) be electricity

prices or where and when energy is used, and will allow for well-founded

decisions that provide the best results.

Legislation, and taxes or tax credits to some degree, will provide the

second driver. Legislative demands on green buildings and the Smart Grid

will give rise to new opportunities, such as Demand/Response, Micro

Generation, and Time-of-Day Metering.

Hardware
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& vendors 
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& vendors 

System
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Service
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to appropriate 
members of the 
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FIGURE 13.3

Applied value chain for Company A’s system.
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Market growth will result in economies of scale, standardization and

commoditization, driving down prices, and increasing availability of

devices and services. It will be possible to buy advanced devices off-the-

shelf, perform installation, and connect them directly to service providers

on the Internet.

13.3.2 Background

A few years have passed and Company A has decided to outsource the

maintenance of its buildings to a local contractor who provides services to

several other customers in the neighborhood. This will save money since

that will enable them to utilize a shared caretaker pool.

At the same time they plan to upgrade their buildings to become fully

automated with, for example, occupancy sensors, automated lighting, and

integrated access control. To make this cost efficiently, they intend to

make use of the existing IP infrastructure in the buildings, which also

saves on operating expenditures as the network administrators can also

manage the BAS infrastructure. According to studies, a converged IP and

BAS network can reduce maintenance costs by around 30% while also

lowering the initial investment for installation and integration by around

20% (according to studies performed by Cisco®). A shared infrastructure

also leads to increased energy efficiency.

New political incentives in regards to energy efficiency have increased

the development pace in the building automation area. Many neighboring

buildings in Company A’s area are now fitted with building automation,

Information

Information
marketplaces

Environmental
awareness
Energy prices
Social media
Apps & services

Data aggregators
Data analysis

Big data New demands for
information and
automation
Device commoditization
Legislation
Smart Grid

Cloud
Open data
Legislation

Data Behaviour
Building Automation

Evolution Cycle

Connected
Devices

FIGURE 13.4

Building automation evolution cycle.
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which allows for sharing of information and resources. The increased cus-

tomer base has also enabled new niches in the value chain, which has

been split up to a large degree. Where before the rule was to have one sin-

gle integrator and service provider, we now see a multitude of new actors,

such as specialized service providers for remote monitoring, security, opti-

mization, data collection, and data analytics. This allows Company A to

choose freely what combination of service providers to use, while also

providing a smooth transition when moving to a new provider. This is

made possible by a new niche in the value chain: the Cloud Service

Broker (Figure 13.5).

The process of integrating with the maintenance contractor’s systems is

simplified by the service broker because it provides immediate access to

Company A’s BAS. The caretakers can use their own specialized software

as the service broker provides a bridge that can convert between several

common protocols used for building automation.

When it comes to selection of devices, Company A opts for using stan-

dardized protocols to avoid vendor lock-in. They also decide to keep cer-

tain parts of the old system, as these would be too costly to replace. To

still benefit from a fully integrated system, they also invest in a con-

strained application protocol (CoAP) gateway that translates between leg-

acy devices and the new system.

App Stores Cloud Service Broker

Meeting
Room Control

Trouble
Reporting
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Personal
Preferences

Remote
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Optimization

PLC
Control

Data
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Security
Services

FIGURE 13.5

Cloud Service Broker.
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By exporting historical data and configuration parameters from the old

OPC Server it’s possible for Company A to choose new service providers

that can replace the old systems for PLC control, SCADA, and data ana-

lytics with a minimum of manual effort.

As an added service, the new platform also provides data brokering.

This gives access to a multitude of data sources, such as the following:

• Historical and current KPIs to similar buildings.

• Integration with local government facilities.

• Weather forecast information.

• Utility prices, both current and future.

Apart from providing access to new service providers, the cloud broker

also hosts a client API that enables third-party app developers to create

smartphone applications. A number of users have purchased apps that

allow them to do the following, for example:

• Control HVAC settings in meeting rooms.

• Report problems and service requests.

• Integrate with Outlook to adjust meeting rooms in advance.

• Create personal profiles to automatically adjust room settings.

• View instant and historical personal energy consumption and compare

to others using social media.

13.3.3 Technology overview

Thanks to the rapid development of technologies for IP Smart Objects, it’s

now possible to use IP for both constrained devices, such as battery-

powered sensors and actuators.

The new system is to a large degree based on IP technology

(Figure 13.6). There are several IP-based protocols to select from, but in

this case CoAP and Sensor Markup Language (SenML) were selected.

CoAP provides both automatic discovery as well as a semantic description

of the services the device provides. This drastically reduces installation

costs, as much less configuration is needed. CoAP is similar to Hypertext

Transfer Protocol (HTTP), but is binary to reduce the size of the messages.

It also defines a Representational State Transfer (REST)-like Application

Programming Interface (API) optimized for M2M applications. As with

HTTP, a format for the content is also needed, in this case SenML, which

is used as a format for sensor measurements and device parameters.

As mentioned before, there are still a few legacy devices, and these

need a gateway to enable communication with the IP-based systems.
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A local Resource Directory and data cache is also installed to keep

track of all the devices in the company network. This allows local lookups

of devices and data, and serves as a safeguard in case of failure.

To protect the system from intruders, a normal network firewall

is used. For the connection towards the service broker and the service

providers, a permanent Virtual Private Network (VPN) connection is

established.

Historical data is exported from the OPC server to the Cloud service

broker’s data storage to make it available to new service providers. Apart

from data storage, the Cloud service broker also provides management

functionality for control and data access, as well as access to specific ser-

vice provider’s management portals. It also offers a global Resource

Cloud
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Broker

Building

PLC Control Scada Data Analysis

Service Enablement Platform

VPN/Firewall

Resource Directory and Data Cache

Ethernet/Pv6/CoAP/SenML CoAP
Gateway

802.15.4/6LoWPAN

Temperature Occupancy Access Boiler Water Power

Legacy

HVAC

FIGURE 13.6

Architectural overview of the upgraded system.
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Directory with semantic resource and data description, along with a con-

textual model that covers schematics, geospatial information, and indoor

location.

13.3.4 Evolved value chain for commercial building automation

As the demand for M2M services grows, new niches in the value chain

will emerge, such as information brokers, service brokers, and service

enablement providers (Figure 13.7). These will enable new use case areas

by allowing vertical domains to be integrated (e.g. security, energy, waste

management, police, and public transport). It will also provide the open-

ness needed for third-party service providers to create apps and social

media integration, to allow for (for example) comparisons with neighbor-

ing buildings, competitions, and end user involvement. Privacy and secu-

rity will, however, be essential to build up the trust needed for this

ecosystem to develop.

In addition to new use case areas, major improvements can be expected

within the areas of efficiency, convenience, comfort, reliability, and

safety.
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Evolved value chain for building automation.
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14.1 Introduction
We are now a “city planet” (Brand, 2006). As of 2007, 50% of the world’s

population was living in cities rather than rural areas (UN-HABITAT,

2011). Moreover, cities will continue to grow�it is predicted that 70% of

the world’s population will be living in cities by 2050. In addition to this

fundamental shift in the organization of human society, we are also faced

with increasing natural resource constraints, marked increases in population,

and a restructuring of the global economy. Existing cities and the new ones

that will be built will therefore need to handle massive tensions in three

spheres simultaneously: environmental impact, economic growth, and social

evolution. This will affect every city in the world; for example, failure to

provide new employment opportunities in the face of massive economic

change and provide adequate environmental protection will have a profound

effect on the inhabitants of cities. Competition between cities is also set to

increase, as cities need to create post-industrial identities that are attractive

to employees and employers, and tourists, and can also provide communities

the ability to combine their resources to overcome common problems rather

than relying on increasingly scarce government resources. The pressure and

tensions experienced within cities today are only just beginning.
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As a result, so-called “Smart Cities” have rapidly become a hot topic

within technology communities, and promise both improved delivery of

services to end users and reduced environmental impact in an era of

unprecedented urbanization. Both large, high-tech companies and grass-

roots citizen-led initiatives have begun exploring the potential of these

technologies. A multitude of so-called “smart city” projects are being

developed across the world. This chapter covers some of the aspects

involved related to M2M and IoT and presents a few example use cases.

While similar sorts of concepts have been around for several decades,

appearing as early as the 1980s (Batty, 2012), the recent advent of smart-

phones and cheaper sensor technology means that digitally enabled, or

“smart,” cities are fast becoming a real-world possibility (IMTNEC, 2011).

14.2 Smart cities�the need
The need for smart cities has been emerging for some time, in particular

due to the increasing urbanization during the last 50 years. Cities now

account for 75% of the world’s greenhouse emissions, but take only 2% of

the earth’s surface area. At the same time, the size and economic outputs

of cities is on par with small nations�only 600 urban centers generate

about 60% of global GDP. For example, Tokyo ranks as one of the

world’s top 15 economies with 35 million people and nearly $1.2 trillion

in economic output�this is larger than either India or Mexico.

Cities need to provide for the majority of the world’s citizens while

rapidly decreasing environmental impact. As a result, the need for smart

cities is discussed in a variety of settings, including the need for climate

change mitigation to providing cities that are attractive to citizens not just

economically but also socially�providing places that are enjoyable to live

in. In addition to this, cities need to spend a large amount of money on

urban infrastructure�$350 trillion or seven times the current global GDP

in the next 30 years (information marketplaces).

Technical innovation has the opportunity to provide some of the solu-

tions to the era of urbanization, thus helping to both reduce environmental

impact and also create new jobs and promote growth and citizen engage-

ment in the democratic process. As we discussed in Chapters 2 and 3,

technology advancement is providing the opportunity to manage and han-

dle broad social issues at a much deeper level than previously. This is

thanks to the processing power and storage capacity of computer technol-

ogy coupled with mobile broadband, which delivers computing capacity

directly into the hands of citizens. Information and Communications
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Technology (ICT) can be applied in the built environment to help solve

issues such as traffic congestion, energy consumption, and behavioral

change. In addition, however, the positive externalities produced by ICT

can help create new jobs, innovation, and economic growth. The

technology-enabled city is an untapped source of sustainable growth. By

unlocking technology, infrastructure, and public data, cities can open up

new value chains that spawn innovative applications and information pro-

ducts that make possible sustainable modes of city living and working

(information marketplaces).

In order to become “smart,” however, cities do not just face technical

challenges, they face organizational and educational challenges. City lea-

ders need to understand how to create integrated technology strategies,

operating frameworks, and incentives for future digital cities.

14.3 Smart cities�a working definition
As discussed above, smart cities are a complex and multi-layered problem

with multiple stakeholders that go far beyond pure technology solutions.

For the purposes of this chapter, we therefore define a smart city as one

that uses data and ICT in order to:

• Manage and optimize existing infrastructure investments and plan for

new investments more effectively.

• Provide more efficient, new, or enhanced services to citizens.

• Reduce organizational silos in cities’ service delivery and create new

levels of cross-sector collaboration.

• Assist city and government’s progress toward meeting climate change

mitigation and adaptation goals.

• Enable innovative business models for public and private sector service

provision.

By aligning the interests of stakeholders and employing new technolo-

gies and new market mechanisms, cities will be better able to capture the

full value of ICT investments made in order to become a smart city.

14.4 Smart cities�some examples
There are many different types of “smart city” solutions; these include:

• Smart Transportation solutions for parking, traffic monitoring, public

transport, or municipal fleet management.
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• Smart Healthcare, which includes electronic records management,

hospital asset management, and remote monitoring systems.

• Smart Education, including eLearning, MOOCs, and connected

campuses.

• Security and Public Safety, such as video surveillance, enhanced

analytics, and workflows for emergency services.

• Smart Buildings, which include smart meters, light, heating, internal

security systems, and water and waste management.

14.5 Roles, actors, engagement
One of the biggest complexities associated with cities is the sheer number

of actors involved in them. Moreover, many of these actors have multiple

roles within a city context. In comparison to the other use cases in this

book, therefore, smart cities are much more difficult to implement due to

the sheer number of actors and stakeholders. In fact, smart city solutions

are often the combination of several of the other use cases described�for

example, a combination of a participatory sensing and a smart grid

scenario. Figure 14.1 illustrates some of the complexity within cities.

A city may be viewed as a nexus of several infrastructures and social

constructs. For example, cities have buildings not just for corporations, but

for citizens and government services as well. Infrastructure covers a broad

range of meanings, from the actual pipes laid down for transmission of

water or the cables for transmission of electricity, all the way through to

the garbage collection and recycling mechanisms.

In contrast to the other use cases in this book, people are both key

barriers and key opportunities for change within a smart city use case.

A citizen, for example, holds a number of different roles within a city; for

example, as a parent who needs to interact with schools in the district, an

employee who needs to access city infrastructure in order to get to work, a

voter, or as an end user of city services such as waste management.

In addition to the complexity of the number of roles that a citizen plays

within a city context, the infrastructure itself is deeply embedded in a

number of places�from the urban spaces that form the city streets to the

subterranean networks of infrastructure for utilities such as electricity, water,

and waste that lie underneath the streets of every major city in the world.

Moreover, a city cannot in today’s world survive without its hinterland�the

surrounding spaces and other towns and cities that help deliver the natural

resources and other services that it uses. As a result, one of the main issues
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FIGURE 14.1

Complexity within cities.



that cities face today is the effective management of multiple interacting

logistics issues�bringing food and water into a city, removing waste,

bringing in and delivering goods and services to companies and citizens alike,

as well as enabling the same citizens and companies to send their goods and

services to other cities.

We cover in the following section a detailed use case on transport and

logistics, the role that M2M/IoT will play, and the use of data associated

with different actors in the creation of an information marketplace.

14.6 Transport and logistics�an IoT perspective
“Transport” generally corresponds to the delivery of people and goods via

road, rail, air, and sea (Classifications 49, 50, 51, 53 in the United Nations

Statistics Division’s International Standard Industrial Classification of All

Economic Activities) (United Nations Statistics Division 2008). “Transport

infrastructure and services” refers to all infrastructure and services that

support transport (Classification 52), as well as the manufacture of vehi-

cles and equipment for monitoring and servicing transport.

These sectors are those that deliver day-to-day travel and delivery

services in and around cities for home, work, and leisure activities. For the

sake of simplicity, these are collectively called “intraurban” transport to

distinguish it from long distance intercity transport.

Cities face dramatic challenges in the coming decades with the

management of transport systems. It is predicted that soon there will

be nearly 6 billion cars on the planet; in addition to this, 180,000 people

move into cities each day, placing pressure on already stretched transport

infrastructures.

In the following example, we investigate the use of IoT to create new

solutions to solving these issues. Due to the complexity of the transport

sector in cities, we apply the framework outlined in Chapter 3 for informa-

tion marketplaces. Firstly, however, we need to have a basic understanding

of the physical infrastructure that we are dealing with.

14.6.1 Physical infrastructure for transport

Transport infrastructure is, as mentioned previously, complex and deeply

embedded in the natural environment of a city. From roads to rail

networks, the decisions made about how to make decisions about when

and where to implement transport infrastructure are critical to the future

success of a city. Today’s modern transport infrastructure industry has
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often been split up into several areas of control; while there are national

differences between how transport is implemented, there are generally

some broad categories. Each of these actors may implement IoT in a

different way:

Manufacturers: Manufacturers build and sell infrastructure assets

(e.g. trains, tracks, buses). Example companies include Siemens.

Infrastructure Managers: Infrastructure managers buy infrastructure

from manufacturers and implement, manage, and maintain the

infrastructure on behalf of a city or a government. Examples include

the rail networks in the UK or the road infrastructure authorities

responsible for building and maintaining national road infrastructure.

Operators: Operators are those companies that run the actual services

on the infrastructure. These companies often set timetables and are the

ones that most end-user consumers know and have customer

relationships with. Examples include Virgin Trains in the UK rail

industry, or Greyhound coaches, who operate coaches on the road

infrastructure in the U.S.

Maintainers: Maintainers are those entities that are responsible for the

day-to-day running of different transport infrastructures. For example,

ensuring that the trains are kept serviceable and that roads are properly

maintained. In many countries, these are outsourced operations paid for

by the Operators.

End Users: End users are the people who are actually using the

services; they can be train passengers, coach passengers, and in some

cases, even drivers of their own cars.

Regulators: A key aspect of the transport infrastructure in any nation

is the regulator. These provide regulations that companies need to

abide by in a variety of situations. Examples include anti-monopoly

regulations, anti-price setting, management of timetabling information,

and also setting health and safety standards for end users and staff

working on the infrastructure itself.

The actors involved in the physical infrastructure are illustrated in

Figure 14.2:

Each of these actors will have a different requirement from IoT and

M2M installations. These are illustrated in Table 14.1.

M2M solutions have therefore enabled a large amount of information

to be gathered across the transport infrastructures of different nations.

These information sources from sensors, etc., however, are currently held

in data silos�the actors within the value chain do not share information in
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Actors in the Transport Value Chain.

Table 14.1 Actor Requirements from IoT and M2M Installations

Actor Information Example Data
Sources

Manufacturer • Where is my equipment?
• How is it being used?
• How is it performing?
• How is it being maintained?
• Does it need redesign? Data feeds for

redesign.
• What are the new markets for my

product?
• What needs replacing and where?
• What are the levels of utilization it is

seeing?
• What other systems is it interacting with

(that I don’t know about)?
• What is the present state of the

equipment (accidents)?
• Management of recalls, safety notices.

• Sensors and
aggregated data
readings.

• Customer
relationship
databases.

Infrastructure
Managers

• State of Infrastructure.
• How are maintainers performing?

• Sensors on tracks.
• Switches (rail).
• Maintenance

schedules.

(Continued )
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a coordinated fashion. In some cases, they are also prevented from doing

so; for example, operators are not allowed to share timetabling informa-

tion, but have to do this via a government-appointed regulatory board.

Some moves in this direction have been made in the guise of

the “connected car,” where end users’ cars are connected via the cloud to a

variety of actors that they were previously unconnected to (Ericsson 2012).

Table 14.1 (Continued)

Actor Information Example Data
Sources

• How are manufacturers doing (Change
them? Recall or buy different product
from them?)?

• Are needs of Operators (customers) being
met?

• Infrastructure maintenance (with
operators) maintenance scheduling to
minimize disruption and maximize
maintenance.

Maintainers • What needs fixing next?
• Meeting targets for service levels?
• Prediction of failures/maintenance needs.
• Manufacturers knowledge of emerging

maintenance issues (globally).
• New maintenance patterns as a result of

changes in timetable?

• Sensors on assets
(e.g. on trains,
tracks).

• Maintenance
databases.

• Customer
relationship
databases.

Operators • What quality level is infrastructure
providing?

• Is the infrastructure degrading? Does this
affect future operations?

• What is the demand for operations from
users?

• Usage demands for period when there is
maintenance?

• Customer
Feedback.

• Driver
communication
systems.

• Sensors in internal
sections on an
asset.

• Timetabling
information.

Regulators • Timetabling.
• Competition regulation.

• Timetabling.
• Competition

regulation.
Users • Actual service delivery.

• Service problems.
• Tweets.
• Facebook.
• Mobile Apps.
• Connected Cars.
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Through these sorts of applications, IoT allows drivers and passengers to

access applications from a screen within their vehicle that provides them

real-time information regarding traffic, congestion, possible parking spots,

and tailored navigation services. Sensors in the car will also transmit

information to the car manufacturer to improve product development and

also provide tailored maintenance schedules for the drivers. City officials

can also hook into these data streams in order to gain more detailed under-

standing of driver behavior, areas of the city that need more planning in

order to reduce blackspots, etc.

In order for the transport infrastructure to respond appropriately to

the increasing demands, however, the sharing of information from M2M

systems needs to be expanded within the city context beyond just cars,

and needs to instead provide an integrated transport solution that brings

together all the actors involved in a city. Transport is ripe for an IoT

solution for several reasons:

• Users often know more about the real-time performance of the

transport infrastructure than operators and maintainers, as they are

experiencing it. Information can be found using tweets, etc.

• There is a strong link between physical and informational worlds.

Sensors on assets, in combination with data from other actors, provide

an increased understanding of infrastructure status, maintenance, and

product development needs.

• Within the transport sector of many nations, there is already a well-

established understanding that these actors need to work together in

order to solve extremely complex problems.

Currently, however, the transport sector is held back by the difficulties

in sharing information quickly and easily between multiple systems. In the

next section we investigate the role of IoT for creating an information

marketplace for transport and logistics.

14.6.2 Information marketplace for transport and logistics

In Chapter 3, we outlined a framework for understanding the complexity

of information marketplaces within an IoT context. In this section, we

apply it directly to transport and logistics (Figure 14.3).

As we outlined in Chapter 3, we will break the IoT solution up into

several parts of a value chain: Inputs, Production Processes, and

Packaging/Distribution. The technical details of these have been dis-

cussed in Chapters 5 through 8, so we do not cover them again here;
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instead we focus on how they connect together to provide a unified infor-

mation value chain.

Inputs: The devices and sensors here include the sensors on, for exam-

ple, rail tracks that provide information about the following:

• Traffic: Amount and weight of traffic over the road or on a rail track.

• Subsidence: Whether the infrastructure in question has moved or

changed. These sensors can help indicate when a critical problem on

infrastructure may cause a major incident.

• Infrastructure Temperature and Operating Conditions: These
sensors measure heat, humidity, and other environmental parameters

that may affect the asset performance or longevity.

• Open Data: Open data may be used as an input into a transport

information value chain in the form of maps, transport data,

timetable data, and the current performance of the transport network in

question.

• OSS/BSS: The Operational Support Systems and Business Support

Systems of mobile operator networks are also important inputs to

Inputs Production/
Manufacture

Processing Packaging Distribution
and Marketing

Devices/
Sensors

Asset
information

OpenData -TFL
Transport
timetables

OSS/BSS Location
Information

Data
Combination

Information
Components

Information
Product

HAAtos Road
Information

Information MarketplacesEnd-Users Tweets

Large-Scale System Integrators

Infrastructure Enablers (discussed in Chapter 2)

FIGURE 14.3

IoT Information Marketplace for Transport in Cities.
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information value chains. Within a transport scenario, they may be

used to measure how many people walk between different modes of

transport (e.g. between metro and tram or bus). Also, they may be used

to understand crowding and congestion in particular areas of a city.

• Corporate Databases: A significant number of corporate databases are

available within the transport networks of countries. These include the

manufacturers’ corporate databases of which operators they have sold

to, and how the transport asset has performed. Operators in particular

have quite large customer relationship management systems that

contain a significant amount of detail about customers’ preferred travel

plans, the performance of their assets, etc.

• End Users: Perhaps the most significant input for travel in the new era

of IoT is the end user. End users now have the ability to input into the

Information Marketplace for transport via, for example, Tweeting about

the performance of the transport infrastructure. In addition, a

significant majority of smartphones now enable end users to act as

their own transport directors; instead of relying solely on the

information from operators, they are able to connect together to gain

understanding of what their optimal route might be. Moreover,

smartphones now contain near field communication (NFC) and other

sensor-type technologies that mean that the end-user is able to interact

with the transport infrastructure in new, more complex manners. In

addition, many end users will be able to pay for their transport via near

field technologies in the future. Also, several transport apps allow end

users to create “connected journeys,” where they are able to create

journeys across multiple modes of transport in one city, rather than

have to use several websites.

Processing: During the processing stage, data from various sources is

mixed together. Making use of the data analytics described in Chapter 5,

these data sources are combined together to create insight and information

necessary for transport decision-making. Decision-making in the context

of transport is tremendously complex. Some examples include:

• Understanding how to best deliver public transport services to lower-

income communities.

• Providing appropriate coverage of public transport during peak

commuting hours.

• Understanding how to re-route traffic during a major incident.

• Prevention of major rail incidents through deep knowledge of how the

transport infrastructure is actually working.
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Examples of the processing that are required here include:

• Combining the number of mobile subscribers on a bus at a particular

time of day with the timetabling information for local bus services.

• Combining sensor track information owned by the maintenance teams

together with the data from train or car manufacturers. This allows a

more detailed understanding of how a product is actually performing in

use, rather than in the laboratory test environments that manufacturers

traditionally have to rely upon.

• Combining detailed demographic information together with maps and

environmental sensors that allow city officials to understand how

transport routes are affecting the health of different inhabitants in

different areas of the city.

Packaging: After the data from various inputs has been combined

together, the packaging section of the information value chain creates

information components. These components could be produced as charts

or other traditional methods of communicating information to end users.

Within the transport scenario, the packaging of information would be

shared between a broad group of end-user actors. Due to the sensitive

nature of the information being shared, it is likely that this information

marketplace would be a private one�one that does not make too much

data publicly available initially. The actors would therefore be able to

package and share the data between one another with an established set of

design patterns and data-sharing rules. One difficulty with the

packaging of transport information with a city context is the broad number

of actors that will need to be able to view and understand the data

quickly�everyone from urban planners to transport professionals will need

to be able to view and understand the data quickly in order to make

decisions. The human interface is therefore one of the most important

aspects of this information value chain.

Distribution/Marketing: The final stage of the Information Value

Chain is the creation of an Information Product. As we discussed, there

are two main categories that these products fall into:

• Information products for improving internal decision-making. These

information products are the result of detailed information analysis that

allows better decisions to be made. For the transport scenario, cities

will be able to create more detailed and streamlined urban planning

systems that incorporate IoT data with the vast array of other ICT

assets across a city. Information about how a city is actually used by its
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citizens will give cities the ability to understand how best to deliver

transport services while ensuring that the city is a great place to live.

• Information products for resale to other economic actors. These

information products have high value for other economic actors and

can be sold to them. Within the transport context, while these products

may not be directly resold to one another, the ability to share

information across the value chain may provide significant value to the

economic actors in question. Operators may be able to reduce customer

dissatisfaction, and city officials may be able to provide transport

services that are enviable to other cities. Infrastructure managers and

maintainers, meanwhile, will be able to provide a higher quality service

for lower cost while ensuring safety of passengers and employees alike.

14.7 Conclusions
This chapter provided an overview of an example use case of IoT for

Smart Cities. The role of IoT in cities is one that will only increase as the

pressure on cities to deliver services at reduced costs for an expanding

population increases. Many examples exist, including water management,

transport management, and waste management. Due to the complexity in

cities, the best way for them to achieve the desired outcomes of smart

cities is to utilize an information marketplace approach, which allows

them to combine together the data from extensive M2M and IoT invest-

ments and utilize positive externalities associated with technology in order

to reduce environmental impact while creating jobs and economic prosper-

ity for citizens.
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15.1 Introduction
Participatory Sensing (PS; Goldman et al., 2009), also known in the litera-

ture as Urban, Citizen, or People-Centric Sensing, is a form of citizen

engagement for the purposes of capturing the city surrounding environ-

ment and daily life. The first PS projects appeared in the early 2000s and

focused more on city dweller campaigns to capture problematic situations

(such as road faults, air pollution, low-lit parts of the city), daily routines

(such as commuting by bike/car), personal individual health, or even com-

binations thereof. More recently, the concept has gone through a transfor-

mation in terms of branding, people engagement practices, target

audience, and business model. Nevertheless, the main constituent of any

PS activity is the city inhabitants acting as human sensors, and often as

end users of an end PS product.
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The purpose of early PS was to empower citizens to transform their

cities into a collective optimum living environment. With today’s technol-

ogy, citizens have several means of capturing and sharing their daily life

and their own view of the quality of living in the city. Most citizens today

have mobile phones with which they can capture at least pictures, movies,

and sounds, and share them over the Internet. This information can be

analyzed and interpreted by individuals, groups, or city officials, and

conclusions could be drawn which would result in actions. The infor-

mation collection can be initiated by a specific sensing/collection

campaign organized by any interested actor. This chapter describes the tra-

ditional PS concept along with an example case study, as well as the more

recent and future trends around the general idea of people sensing. We

have chosen the term “Participatory Sensing” for the description of both

the early and present concepts for the rest of the chapter.

15.2 Roles, actors, engagement
The main potential actors in a PS system are “individuals” and “city

authorities.” The city inhabitants have access to sensing devices and can

use them to capture their environment. Individuals can be one group of the

receivers of the collected information and the target for environmental

changes based on PS. The city authorities can be the receiver of the col-

lected information and potentially the organizer of the sensing/collection

campaigns. City authorities can also analyze the collected information,

potentially with individual citizens, set plans of actions, and follow-up on

the actions.

There are several roles for the citizens or city authorities in a PS system.

An individual can potentially act as the Data Collector using her mobile

phone to collect sensor data. An individual or city authority can play the

role of the Collection System Operator who owns and operates the collec-

tion system from multiple data collectors. An Analysis Provider that

processes, stores, and analyzes the collected data can be assumed by any

party (individuals, cities) that could also prepare plans of, and execute

actions based on, the conclusions of the campaign (Action Responsible).

As a general observation, the city authorities typically assume the non-data

collector roles (Collection System Operator, the Analysis Provider, and the

Action Responsible) while the citizen’s major role is that of a Data

Collector, not excluding, however, any other combination of assignments of

roles to actors.
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Depending on the degree of engagement of the different actors, there

are three main models of participation in a PS activity described below.

15.2.1 Collective design and investigation

In this model individual citizens design the sensing campaign, participate in

the data collection, and analyze and interpret the collected data. Therefore,

the citizens are fully empowered to contribute to the change that they would

like to see in their living environment.

15.2.2 Public contribution

Individual citizens only take active participation in the data collection phase

organized by another individual or organization (e.g. city authorities), but

they don’t necessarily analyze or interpret the results.

15.2.3 Personal use and reflection

Individual citizens monitor and record their daily lives for themselves with-

out any organized campaign. A person may choose to refrain from sharing

personal information and details, or may choose to share certain specific

information or aggregation of collected information. Therefore, the collected

data are used mainly for personal reflection or sharing and reflection within

a very small and private group (e.g. individual’s relatives).

15.3 Participatory sensing process
The basic steps of a typical PS process are shown in Figure 15.1.

During the Coordination phase the participants need to either organize

themselves, or be recruited by some other entity (e.g. city authorities)

within the context of a sensing campaign, and the objective of the cam-

paign needs to be communicated among all of them. Then the participants

Coordination Capture
Transfer &
Storage

Analysis &
Visualization

Processing

Feedback

Action

FIGURE 15.1

Typical Participatory Process steps.
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spend some predetermined amount of time to capture (Capture phase) the

desired sensing modalities using their mobile phone applications or custom

designed applications for the sensing campaign. The data entering a PS

system does not need to originate only from the data collectors. Several

other publicly available sources, such as weather, air quality, and traffic

reports, could be used for drawing richer conclusions. The collected data

are transferred (Transfer & Storage phase) to the data collection system

through the phone connectivity options and stored in Internet servers (pri-

vate or public). The data are then subject to pre-processing (Process phase)

so that the privacy of the data collectors is preserved, and access control

rules are added so that the data can be accessed anytime by only autho-

rized individuals or services. The collected data are analyzed by relevant

analysis tools, aggregated (if possible), correlated with each other in order

to detect patterns, and in the end visualized for better understanding for

the target group of the campaign (Analysis and Visualization phase). Last

but not least, certain actions (Action phase) may be taken by individuals

or city authorities. Feedback is present throughout the whole process and

typically assists the Capture phase of the processes. If, for example, the

captured data transfer and storage fails, then the participant may be noti-

fied to re-transmit or re-capture the target environment. If Processing and

Analysis and Visualization result in very little or ambiguous information

(e.g. when the processed picture has a bad quality), or participants enter

in an area of interest, then they may be notified to (re)capture the situation

if possible (Figure 15.1).

15.4 Technology overview
One of the main pieces of technology for a PS campaign is the mobile

phone. It encompasses both basic and complex sensors, input and output

hardware, one or more processors, one or more modes of communication,

location-sensing capabilities, and a software execution environment that

can potentially allow the execution of third party software. The minimum

capability for a mobile phone in order to be useful for a PS activity is

the communication capabilities to allow transmission and reception of

messages and potentially sensor data. Active participants can always send

text messages with their own sensed data (e.g. pothole on the corner of

Main and 3rd Street). The minimum communication capabilities include

a cellular (2G, 3G, LTE, WiMAX, etc.), Wi-Fi, or Bluetooth transceiver

in order for the participant to potentially receive the campaign start signal
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(e.g. phone call or short message) and to send the message(s) with

captured information. Of course, if for reasons of cost, subscription limita-

tions, or problematic coverage the participant cannot send the messages

to the Internet from the cellular transceiver, they can use the short-range

transceiver (e.g. Wi-Fi) or Personal Area Network (PAN) transceiver

(e.g. Bluetooth) with the cost of a limited geographical reach, and of

course, inconvenience. As smart mobile phones begin to dominate the

market, inconvenience, and as a result, the barrier for citizen participation,

becomes lower and lower. Smart phones are equipped with all kinds of

sensors, such as high-resolution photo/video sensors that can measure light

intensity, accelerometers, gyroscopes, compasses, location sensors (GPS),

infrared sensors, and of course the microphone that could measure a

part of the caller’s voice and the ambient noise. They are also equipped

with some actuators such as displays (e.g. for getting campaign messages),

vibrators, or speakers (e.g. for notifying campaign participants that their

location is ideal for a capture).

An important requirement for any sensor system, and therefore for a

mobile phone as a means for sensing, is that it should have the ability to

annotate the collected sensor data with some time and location information.

Otherwise the collected data for a single participant cannot be correlated with

the other publicly available city sources such as weather reports. Moreover,

sensed data missing time or location information cannot be correlated with

the corresponding data from other participants, and of course cannot be

aggregated to produce useful statistics.

The time and location information is not listed as a minimum require-

ment on the phone capabilities because the participant can annotate the

collected data herself, for example, by writing the time and location in

the message that conveys the sensed data; but of course the level of

inconvenience is high. Fortunately, location sensors are standard in most

modern smart phones, and it is often the case that images and videos

are automatically annotated with location information without any inter-

vention from the owner. Time-stamping images and videos are also

supported in the majority of modern phones. In the case of other sensor

modalities useful for a campaign (e.g. pothole detection by means of a

phone accelerometer), a special application is often designed and dissem-

inated as part of the campaign in order to make it convenient for people

to participate. For example, there might by an application that always

records the sensor data, the time and location, forms the PS message, and

dispatches to the data collection system when the time, cost, and network

availability conditions are favorable.
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Because the sensed data from mobile phones need to be collected in

one place for further processing, there is a need for one or more dedicated

servers from either a server farm in the premises of the Collection System

Operator or from a commercially available Everything as a Service (XaaS)

platform (described in Chapter 5). The machines host the appropriate

applications for supporting most of the steps in a PS process. While the

simplest of the campaigns may need only a simple content database to

store sensed data (e.g. ambient noise recordings or photos of the city),

more sophisticated campaigns may include pre-processing of each individ-

ual data, such as filtering, validation whether or not the collected data is

meaningful or not, anonymization of the source of information, removal

of people’s faces from images/videos, etc. Further actions can also take

place such as annotation with city addresses based on location information,

compression, storage, etc.

After the necessary data are collected, the Analysis Provider is responsible

for analyzing the data. Analysis can be as simple as citizens sifting through

the data and discussing with other citizens their conclusions; for example,

looking at hundreds of photos of poorly maintained neighborhoods. Or the

analysis could be as sophisticated and automatic as determining the light

or noise levels of the city according to neighborhoods and time of day,

annotating a city map with such information, or creating videos showing the

variation of sensed data on a city map. The level of sophistication is clearly

up to the imagination of the campaign responsible.

Of course, each PS scenario requires different sensor modalities and

different collection processing, analysis, and visualization capabilities.

The more organized the campaign in terms of software and hardware

capabilities, the lower the barrier for participation and the higher the

number of participants.

15.5 An early scenario
In a modern developed city, people move from place to place in order to

commute to home, work, school, and extracurricular activities. They walk,

drive, or ride private or public means of transportation to get from one point

of the city to another, and their mobility is the perfect solution that can ensure

as close to complete sensing coverage as possible. The specific use case that

we present here involves bikers moving in the city (e.g. commuting between

home and work), carrying their mobile phones on themselves (Goldman

2009), and possibly several other sensor devices on their bikes (Figure 15.2)
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(Eisenman et al. 2009). The bikers can have simple bikes with the only

sensing device being their mobile phone, or super-bikes equipped with sen-

sors such as microphones, magnetometers, GPS, CO2 meters, speedometers,

etc. The mobile phone plays the role of the sensor and the communication

device. As bikers move in the city, all the data from the sensors are

transported to dedicated servers and stored and pre-processed. Individuals or

city authorities retrieve anonymized raw data and analyze them as well as let

automatic analysis tools produce useful statistics. Raw data are transformed

into statistics such as preferred bike routes, traffic problems, road faults,

air quality reports, ambient noise levels, and evening light levels, and can be

correlated with map and city infrastructure information (e.g. road intersec-

tions). Both types of data (raw and analyzed) can be presented to individuals

or action-responsible city authorities to remedy problems or contribute to (re)

planning of the city infrastructure.

15.6 Recent trends
More recently, the concept of PS has gone through a transformation in terms

of branding, people engagement practices, target audience, and business

model. The terms used today such as Urban Sensing, Social Sensing, or

Citizen Sensing (Sheth 2009, Sheth et al. 2014) don’t stress the participatory

aspect any more, although people can still participate in sensing campaigns.

Analysis and
Action
Responsible

Collection System Operator

Internet

Data Collector 
(simple bike)

Data Collector 
(super-bike)

FIGURE 15.2

CycleSense/BikeNet use case.

(Eisenman et al. 2009)
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The term “campaign” itself implies an active participation for the design and

execution of the sensing session, and therefore an active participation to the

changes citizen would like to see. However, today’s Citizen Sensing focuses

more on analyzing and visualizing any data coming from people, regardless of

whether people actively design and participate in the on-going research or not.

Today’s PS activities are mainly uncoordinated, and they are either active or

passive. This shift in the engagement practice can be expressed with the intro-

duction of two new participation models, the spontaneous participation or citi-

zen journalism, and the passive or unaware participation.

15.6.1 Citizen journalism

Individuals monitor and record their lives similarly to the personal use and

reflection model of early PS models without an organized sensing cam-

paign. This means that they report their findings though social media (e.g.

blogs, twitter feeds, social networking web sites), and typically these reports

are open to the public, unlike reports that target personal use and reflection.

Citizen Journalism is an active sensing engagement, however, the target

audience for the sensing campaign is the journalist’s own followers/readers/

viewers. This type of model is typically used by individuals or authorities

during exceptional circumstances such as disasters, without excluding the

citizen journalists who regularly post their own version of news. Examples

include pictures posted on Facebook about a disaster scene in the city, or

tweets providing very terse descriptions of the situation from the indivi-

dual’s point of view. The value of these citizen journalist reports is the

freshness of the reports because the individual witnesses are on scene before

any city authorities or news correspondents arrive.

15.6.2 Passive participation

The behavior of citizens is captured, stored, and analyzed, with actual citizens

often unaware of the fact that their behavior data could be used for the public

or the private sector. In such cases, the data are (or should be) anonymized,

and possibly aggregated, in order to preserve the privacy of the citizens.

Examples include traffic cameras, or electricity metering of certain

neighborhoods, or credit card transactions. Either city authorities or private

companies collect data about people’s behavior and use them for their own

purposes, such as city planning or targeted marketing. Therefore, the target

audience for the analyzed data is not necessarily citizens or city authorities,

but also private sector employees.
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The most recent Citizen Sensing activities put more weight on making

collection, analysis, and visualization more automated before people can

receive the product of the research in order to take action. A human can still

be in the loop assisting the automated processes to analyze the collected

data better, and of course as an end user of the produced information. The

incentive for shifting the focus from the manual processing and analysis to

more automated methods is due to the emergence of Big Data Analytics

and Semantic Web technologies, both covered in Chapter 5, which promise

fast analysis and semantic interpretation of vast amounts of data from both

streaming sources (e.g. active or passive citizens) and fixed sources (e.g.

cities’ own open data). However, these technologies need know-how that

volunteers or city authorities don’t necessarily have available. Therefore,

private companies seize the opportunity to collect data from citizen behav-

ior, analyze them, semantically annotate them, correlate them with other

sources, and create information and knowledge. This information and

knowledge can be sold in an information marketplace. Examples are the

analysis of Twitter messages for detecting market trends or consumer

satisfaction.

15.7 A modern example
More recent examples of PS activities focus on exploiting citizen journalist

reports from a disaster site in order to produce richer information content and

potentially help others who are close to the disaster area. The use case that

we describe here consists of three citizen journalists that observe a fire on the

corner of Oak and Birch Street near Oak Park (Figure 15.3). At different

time instances, each of the participants posts a short message (tweet) with a

different description, different intention, and probably spelling and language

errors. For example, CityJour#1 names the location of the fire as “Oak Park”

CityJour2# as “oak parl,” and the third Tweeter as “corner of Oak and Birch

street,” while there are typos or omissions such as “wins” instead of “winds”

As the Twitter feeds allow only short messages, there are typically links to

more content for the more interested Tweeter followers/readers; for example,

a photo taken from the site annotated with the GPS location. The two

Tweeters include such links in their tweet with the links redirecting to another

site where photos from the fire are stored.

In terms of the PS process (Figure 15.4), all or most of the spontaneous

tweet by the citizen journalists need to be discovered and collected, which

is not an easy task. For identifying the related reports analysis on the
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Responsible Collection System Operator

Internet

Data Collector (tweeter)

#CityJour3:Heavy Smoke in the
corner of Oak and Birch street,
drive with caution
Los Angeles, USA
July 15, 2012, 10:20AM Reply

#CityJour1:Fire in the Oak
Park, heavy smoke, strong wins
http://bit.ly/sd87dg
Los Angeles, USA
July 15, 2012, 10:30AM Reply

#CityJour2:Fire!, oak parl,
http://li.nk/gjk567
Los Angeles, USA
July 15, 2012, 10:24AM Reply

Data Collector (tweeter)

Data Collector (tweeter)

FIGURE 15.3

Citizen Sensing use case.
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FIGURE 15.4

Citizen Sensing process.
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actual text, metadata and linked content at off-site servers may need to

take place in order to select the relevant tweets. Moreover, third party,

publicly available data sources such as maps or city authority buildings

and addresses are used to enable transformation of location information

from one format to another (e.g. from GPS coordinates to road names or

building addresses). In addition, weather information provides a potential

for prediction of the course of the fire. All these sources of information

are subject to correlation and analysis before any visualization and action

steps are taken. An example of further analysis is semantic analysis of all

the sources, extraction of the thematic context, as well as the temporal and

spatial context and the fusion of all these pieces of information into one

coherent report. In this case the report is that the location of the fire is in

Oak Park, specifically on the corner of Oak and Birch Street, and because

there are strong winds in the area, the fire is intense and there is heavy

smoke that obstructs driving, especially in the intersection. Based on

weather reports, the report could be enhanced with fire movement predic-

tion and warnings to drivers and citizens with nearby homes.
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CHAPTER

16Conclusion and Looking
Ahead

M2M solutions addressing a wide range of different problems and objec-

tives have taken off dramatically over the past few years due to both tech-

nology maturity and an expanding market. Wireless sensor network

technologies that were in research laboratories 10 years ago are today

affordable even at consumer-level costs. In the same way that the PC revo-

lutionized and democratized access to computing, these tools can now be

used for real deployment by hobbyists to connect sensors to the Internet

and the Web. In addition to this flourishing consumer market, strategic

announcements by numerous industrial corporations, large and small, stan-

dardization activities in different industry segments, and research commu-

nities are coming together to address the needs and to capitalize on the

opportunities ahead.

Looking forward, challenges and needs around the IoT will not

decrease, but instead grow in importance and magnitude as global issues

become increasingly urgent. Handling scarcity of natural resources, reduc-

ing impact on climate and environment, and the improving living situa-

tions due to increasing urbanization through smart city developments are

big issues, but it is now within reach to apply technology to properly man-

age these issues with the engagement of people and businesses. The focus

on solutions will move beyond specific optimizations within a single

industry and being entirely business-to-business (B2B)-oriented, to also

include consumers and business-to-business-to-consumer (B2B2C). What

today is a focus on point problems and isolated business cases is already

growing into value creation and innovation, and will increasingly involve

and engage people and consumers, enterprises, and society at large. We

already see information marketplaces emerging, and that is also one

important next step towards IoT.

Technology development will obviously continue to grow at an increas-

ing pace. Embedded technologies and sensing will be further miniaturized

and reduced in cost, and we will see an ever-increasing instrumentation of

these embedded technologies in the environment around us in the objects

and goods we own and use daily. Where technologies have many times
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been used for simpler use cases, a shift is already underway with more

complex use cases involving heavy machinery, autonomous operations,

and advanced remote control of vehicles and robots. In addition,

M2M and IoT will create a shift in business models across a number of

industries in conjunction with the move from product sales towards a

service economy, where a consumer, rather than buying a product, buys

a service, where the product is connected for its entire lifetime.

This dual evolution of technology and business drivers will drive hori-

zontal reuse of the deployed embedded technologies, connecting the multi-

tude of small devices and things into the Internet. In combination with the

trends towards data and the cloud, data analytics and knowledge-based

technologies are major components of the future IoT. Managing the

increasing complexity of information and the need to automate actions and

control of real-world assets will require new technology developments that

go beyond what we today know as Big Data.

For us, the development and evolution of M2M towards the future IoT

is just the beginning of a truly connected, smart, and sustainable world.
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Abbreviations

3GPP Third Generation Partnership Project

ADC Analog-to-Digital Converter

ALG Application Layer Gateway

API Application Programming Interface

ARIB Association of Radio Industries and Businesses

ARIMA Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average

ARM Architectural Reference Model

ATIS Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions

BAN Body Area Networks

BAS Building Automation Systems

BBF Broadband Forum

BOM Bill of Materials

BSS Business Support Systems

CAPEX Capital Expenditures

CCSA China Communications Standards Association

CENELEC European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization

CRISP-DM Cross Industry Standard Process for Data Mining

CRM Customer Relationship Management

CWMP CPE WAN Management Protocol

DA Device Application

DM Device Management

DSCL Device Service Capabilities Layer

DSL Digital Subscriber Line

EE Execution Environment

EPCIS Electronic Product Code Information Services

ERP Enterprise Resource Planning

ETS Error-Trend-Seasonal

ETSI European Telecommunications Standards Institute

GA Gateway Application

GIS Geographic Information System

GPIO General Purpose I/O

GPRS General Packet Radio Service

GSCL Gateway Service Capabilities Layer

GSM Global System for Mobile Communications (originally Groupe Spécial Mobile)

HAN Home or Building Area Networks

HDFS Hadoop File System

HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol

HVAC Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning

ICT Information and Communications Technology

IERC Internet of Things European Research Cluster

IETF Internet Engineering Task Force

IoT Internet of Things

IoT-A Internet of Things Architecture

ISO International Organization for Standardization
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ITU International Telecommunications Union

KDD Knowledge Discovery in Databases

KMF Knowledge Management Framework

KPI Key Performance Indicator

LAN Local Area Network

LBS Location Based Services

LTE Long-Term Evolution

M-BUS Meter Bus

M2M Machine-to-Machine

MPP Massively Parallel Processing

NA Network Application

NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology

NSCL Network Service Capabilities Layer

OMA Open Mobile Alliance

OPC OLE for Process Control

OPEX Operating Expenditure

OS Operating System

PdM Predictive Maintenance

PLC Power Line Communication

QR Quick Response

RAM Random Access Memory

RFC Request For Comments

RFID Radio Frequency Identification

RPM Revolutions Per Minute

SaaS Software as a Service

SAW Surface Acoustic Wave

SCADA Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition

SCL Service Capability Layer

SDK Software Development Kit

SDO Standards Developing Organization

SEMMA Sample, Explore, Modify, Model, and Assess

SoC System-on-a-Chip

TIA Telecommunications Industry Association

TTA Telecommunications Technology Association

TTC Telecommunication Technology Committee

URL Uniform Resource Locator

VAV Variable Air Volume Box

W3C World Wide Web Consortium

WAN Wide Area Network

Wi-Fi Wireless Fidelity

WLAN Wireless Local Area Network

WPAN Wireless Personal Area Network
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